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ABSTRACT
Information technology plays an increasingly important part in representing, managing, and
driving the field of sustainable energy. However, current paradigms for representing much of
this information can be fragmented, singular, and extremely domain focused. Linkage with
wider concepts, for example between energy supply and demand data, can be minimal. This
dissertation investigates ways in which such data linkages can be expanded upon, applying
the latest concepts of Semantic Web technology to the area. This dissertation examines the
role of the Semantic Web in representing information relevant to sustainable energy, with a
particular focus on energy policy, energy supply, and the demands of the built environment.
An approach for representing such information is outlined in the dissertation, which
introduces new ontologies for representing energy policy and building information data and
methodologies for modelling such data. Existing ontologies for representing energy supply
are discussed, as are common connections between these areas and a server platform for
knowledge storage and presentation. Additionally, some focus is directed towards the
usability and accessibility of such data and the implementation of proof of concept
applications targeted at specific areas within sustainable energy are presented.
Using the outlined approach, energy information can be interlinked to allow multi-level data
navigation from international policy data, through energy infrastructure, to individual energy
demands, and ultimately to extremely detailed building component levels of granularity. Such
data can be interlinked into wider linked data initiatives, increasing usefulness and expanding
the scope for increased analysis. The implications of the outlined approach are discussed and
evaluated with regard to various identified use cases requiring different levels of data
granularity, in addition to impact on the wider domain of information management.
This dissertation demonstrates, at a proof of concept level, that Semantic Web technology can
be of significant benefit across the domain of sustainable energy.
Keywords: Semantic Web, Sustainable Energy, Sustainability, Information Technology,
Linked Data, Built Environment, Energy Supply, Energy Policy
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
The Semantic Web has certain advantages as an information platform for the future. In
contrast with other technologies the meaning of information is a central concern, and
Semantic Web applications promote interoperability, are readily extensible, and solutions can
be built to Web scale. The research project described in this dissertation aims to answer the
following question:
Can the Semantic Web be used as a global information platform to represent and model the
full spectrum of energy concerns from energy policy planning and economics through energy
supply to energy demand and the new decentralised energy systems envisaged in the future?
These domains are typically scoped in different yet interrelated ways. Energy policy and
planning is often a global, regional, national, or city-wide concern considered at
intergovernmental and government levels; energy supply is international and national in scope
and involves governmental and predominantly market actors. Additionally, energy demand is
driven by the actions of organisations and individuals.
Energy information models are increasingly being used to manage and drive physical assets,
and therefore, efficient ways of handling large amounts of different, but related, data is
required. Specific requirements for this vary between domains, some of which are discussed
in detail in this dissertation. However, governmental legislation, increasing need for
electricity load balancing on a trans-national and national scale, changing power system
business models, increasing small-scale localised electricity generation, increasing need for
implementation and monitoring of energy efficiency measures in buildings and elsewhere,
and increasing building audit requirements are some key factors driving the need for better
handling of multi-disciplinary data in the sustainable energy domain. Particularly of both
demand and supply side energy information.
Figure 1 illustrates some key information models, technologies and frameworks currently
used in these energy domains. For energy policy, three key energy-system optimisation tools
(MARKAL [Goswami, 2003], eTransport [Bakken, 2007], Greennet [Auer, 2007], and EMPS
[Belsnes, 2010]) are shown, each of which represent high-level energy grid representations.
1
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For energy supply, CIM [IEC, 2009] and Multispeak [NRECA, 2010] data structures are
important for representing detailed energy grid information and are used at utility level for
monitoring, analysing, and controlling energy grids and specific components. For energy
demand representation, building information modelling formats are important in capturing
and analysing building energy performance. These technologies are explored in detail in this
dissertation.
In addition to current energy information models, Figure 1 illustrates Semantic Web
technologies and processes capable of binding the different information sets together. The
application of the Semantic Web to energy policy, supply, and demand is the primary focus of
this dissertation.

Figure 1 - Energy Information Representation

The use of consistent vocabularies for representing the spectrum of energy information is
important in defining relationships and interconnections between each area. However,
consensus on a singular, overarching data model may be difficult, almost impossible, to
achieve to the levels of detail required. It is important therefore for disparate data vocabularies
to coexist and have a capability of being linked into a flexible information model capable of
being navigated through to all levels of detail. Semantic Web technologies may be used to
achieve this.
2
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Economics is a key concern across all actors and domains, with increasing reference to carbon
accounting considerations. carbon costs, energy production costs, infrastructure costs,
refurbishment costs etc. needing to be incorporated. A consistent approach for representing
such information may allow cost implications defined at lower levels to impact upon higherlevel economic representation. For example, the cost of energy losses through an individual
building’s windows could, in principle, be aggregated for an entire city or organisation’s
building portfolio based on detailed information stored in a large scale Web of energy data.
The monitoring of energy information is important. How do we know whether targets have
been achieved, what the most cost effective energy measures are, etc? The use of a Semantic
Web based data model for representing sustainable energy information may aid in answering
such questions.
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the potential impact of the Semantic Web and
related technologies on sustainable energy applications, and to investigate effective ways of
developing energy information assets.
Clearly, there are many areas that can be covered by sustainable energy, particularly in terms
of information assets. Therefore, in order to constrain the scope of this work five conceptual
use cases are identified and focused on as to how Semantic Web technology can be applied to
this domain. These areas are:
•

Energy Policy and Planning

•

Energy Supply

•

Energy Service Companies

•

Facility Management

•

Building Design and Refurbishment

Energy Policy and Planning is considered as the highest information level, with direct
connections to Energy Supply. Energy Service Companies are considered as being a bridging
point between energy supply and demand, with information requirements on both sides.
Facility Management and Building Design use cases focus on separate levels of detail
regarding the built environment. In addition to there being clear links between each use case,
3
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from high to low levels of detail, there exist many non-hierarchical connections between each
area, so that information flow can be represented as a complex web.
The Semantic Web derives from recent developments and research in the Internet, World
Wide Web, and Computer Science domains. The Internet and World Wide Web are among
the most ground-breaking technologies of the last century and have resulted in pervasive
penetration of computing technology into the lives of people around the world. The World
Wide Web has had a hugely transformative influence on humanity in recent times. Twenty
years ago, many people outside academic and scientific circles would have been unaware of
Internet technology, but now struggle to live without it. A review of the World Wide Web and
its key component technologies is given in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, information requirements, applications and standards currently emerging in the
energy domain will be reviewed, particularly in the areas of energy supply (e.g. generation
and smart grids), energy demand, and energy economics. This will include a brief look at
changes and business models emerging in the energy domain in the wake of concerns about
climate change, oil prices, and other environmental factors.
Chapter 4 outlines a conceptual vision of how the Semantic Web can be of benefit in the
representation of energy related information. In doing so, the five key use cases discussed
above, ranging in detail from high to low levels, are introduced and discussed in detail.
The identified use cases drive the direction of the dissertation in subsequent chapters,
although a particular focus is given to energy policy and the built environment due to
significant work being carried out on energy supply in other research projects.
Energy policy and supply data is discussed in Chapter 5, with particular focus on the data
requirements of the SUSPLAN energy policy project. Chapter 5 provides a description of the
SUSPLAN project, and provides a localised example of data gathered for the Scottish Islands
region. SUSPLAN data requirements drive much of the energy policy and planning ontology
development carried out in this project, and is therefore an important area to understand and
discuss.

4
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The work discussed in Chapter 5 is the result of collaborative work carried out under the FP7
funded SUSPLAN project. The Scottish Islands case study discussed in Chapter 5, and
published as a SUSPLAN deliverable [Gair, 2010], is the result of work carried out by the
University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) and Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar (CNES)
partners in the SUSPLAN project, which included the author and colleagues, notably
Professor Sinclair Gair (UHI), Dr. Neil Finlayson (UHI), and Dr. Ruairi Maciver (CNES).
The development of a Semantic Web based application and knowledge base was primarily
carried out by the UHI and SINTEF groups in the SUSPLAN project, in collaboration with
the other project partners. The key persons involved in the specification and development of
these were the author (UHI), Dr. Neil Finlayson (UHI), Dr. Michael Belsnes (SINTEF), and
Dr. Bjorn Bakken (SINTEF). Software development was carried out by UHI, with SINTEF
responsible for work package management.
Similarly, Chapter 6 discusses data requirements for representing the built environment, the
lowest level of detail to be investigated in this dissertation. Chapter 6 investigates
interoperability concerns in building information modelling, examines the limitations of
current practice, and outlines a lightweight modeller developed as part of this dissertation and
discusses how such technologies can be further extended beyond the current paradigm, into
Semantic building models.
Development of the lightweight modeller discussed in Chapter 6 was in collaboration with
colleagues in the Greenspace Research group of the University of the Highlands and Islands,
of which the author was a member. Early specification stages of this work are described in an
MSc dissertation [Rizos, 2007] with further specification and development work described in
a two conference papers [Finlayson, 2008], [Murray, 2009] and in this dissertation. Key
persons involved in the development of the lightweight modeller were the author, Dr. Neil
Finlayson, David Maciver, James Morrison, and Ioannis Rizos.
Chapter 7 outlines the architecture and development of a Semantic Web based solution for
representing energy information, particularly focused on energy policy and demand, but also
applicable to energy supply and other domains. Chapter 8 then discusses the implications of
such a platform and provides an evaluation of the implementation against the problems and
use cases set out in earlier chapters.
5
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Finally, Chapter 9 summarises the arguments developed, and work carried out for this PhD
project, in addition to detailing the contributions and further work resulting from the project.
A summary of the contributions from this work is also provided below.

Contributions
Throughout the course of this PhD project, a number of novel contributions were developed
and delivered in addition to answering the primary research question outlined above, some as
part of collaborative work. These contributions are discussed in detail in this dissertation and
are summarised as follows:
•

gbOWL – an ontology based on the gbXML format for building representations was
developed and introduced as part of this PhD project. gbOWL, outlined in Chapter 7,
defines building information properties as an OWL Ontology. This allows RDF
building information descriptors to be written to represent and connect detailed
building models.

•

The SWEEP Application – a proof of concept Semantic Web based application to
visualise and browse building information represented in gbOWL and other RDF
based data formats. The SWEEP application is discussed in detail in Chapters 7 and 8.

•

Energy Economics Focused Ontologies (SUSPLAN) – a set of ontologies for the
representation of data from the SUSPLAN project, including model and result
information from the SUSPLAN regional case studies, eTransport, Greennet, EMPS,
and other modelling tools and including both energy capacity and infrastructure data at
regional and trans-national levels. These ontologies are discussed in detail in Chapters
7 and 8 and are the result of collaborative work between the author and other
SUSPLAN partners, as discussed above. In addition to the ontologies a set of helper
applications was developed to simplify conversion of data.

•

gModeller for Google SketchUp – a building focused plugin for Google SketchUp
allowing the importing, exporting, and creation of gbXML based building descriptors
6
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for use in downstream analysis tools. gModeller was developed under the Greenspace
Research Group at the University of the Highlands and Islands by the author and
colleagues. The gModeller plugin has been presented as a conference paper
[Finlayson, 2008] and has now been released as a commercial tool by the spin-off
company, Greenspace Live Ltd. gModeller is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

•

A TRNSYS extension for gModeller – developed to a proof of concept stage to
demonstrate the applicability of XML processing techniques to interoperability in the
building design domain. This extension allows gbXML models to be converted
directly into TRNSYS input files and then run through the TRNSYS engine directly
from gModeller. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 6 and has been published as a
conference paper [Murray, 2009]. Additionally, similar work was carried out using the
same approach for converting gbXML models into Energy+ models.

7
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CHAPTER 2 – THE WORLD WIDE WEB: FROM MEMEX TO
SEMANTIC WEB
Introduction to the World Wide Web
The World Wide Web, in its Semantic Web aspect in particular, is envisaged as the
underlying information technology platform for sustainable energy applications. The Web and
its key components are reviewed here, with relevant energy considerations and developments
reviewed in Chapter 3.
The roots of the World Wide Web began as a personal project entitled ‘Enquire’ developed
by Tim Berners-Lee in 1980 while working as a software consultant at CERN. The project’s
title ‘Enquire’ was short for ‘Enquire Within Upon Everything’ – the title of a Victorian
reference book [Philp, 1865] which Berners-Lee suggests is analogous to the idea of a web of
information. The first Enquire program represented pages of information as interlinked nodes.
Enquire was not Internet or network enabled, but linked internal nodes in a given file in
addition to nodes in external files. The only method of creating a new node was to generate a
link from an existing node [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 11].
Although limited in connectivity, Enquire was a successful proof of concept of Berners-Lee’s
idea of a linked web of information. While working at CERN, Berners-Lee used Enquire to
map information on employees, software and computer use, eventually compiling
comprehensive databases of people and software modules.
In March 1989, Berners-Lee wrote a report for CERN management entitled ‘Information
Management: A Proposal’ [Berners-Lee, 1989]. He described a system for organising project
information based on the principle of linked data. Berners-Lee argued that the high turnover
of employees within CERN, in addition to the dynamic nature of the work being conducted
there, was causing large amounts of useful information to be lost. The report noted that
CERN’s information loss problems, while particularly acute, could be considered a miniature
model of the information problems faced by the rest of the world [Berners-Lee, 1989].
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Berners-Lee proposed a solution to these problems based on the following features:
•

Remote access across networks

•

Heterogeneity

•

Non-Centralisation

•

Access to existing data

•

Private Links

•

Storage of ASCII text and graphics

•

Data analysis and live links.

The proposal suggested that a linked-data system based on hypertext would fulfil the
requirements for such a system to be practical at CERN. Hypertext originated in Ted
Nelson’s ‘hypertext’ and ‘hypermedia’ ideas [Nelson, 1965] and Douglas Englebart’s ‘OnLine System’ [Engelbart, 1968], both of which were influenced by Vannevar Bush’s work on
the ‘Memex’ device [Bush, 1945]. In the late 1980s, hypertext had become popularised
through Apple’s HyperCard, a standalone desktop computer application. Apple, unlike
companies such as Sun Microsystems, did not have a strong network focus at the time
[Kahney, 2002].
Berners-Lee’s key insight was to envisage hypertext as a distributed global system with
documents linked by TCP/IP protocols. Berners-Lee’s system would take the form of servers
providing information marked-up in a standardised hypertext format. Client machines would
be able to connect to these servers using network protocols designed to prioritise read access
to the information. In conclusion, Berners-Lee highlights the goal of the system as being a
linked information system where generality and portability take priority over all else; the
system should be capable of representing and linking any piece of information to be easily
retrievable in future, encouraging self growth as increasing amounts of information is stored
on the system, increasing usefulness [Berners-Lee, 1989].
In this proposal, it is evident that as early as 1989 Berners-Lee was looking ahead at
possibilities of data analysis and automation resembling his later ideas of the Semantic Web:
“An intriguing possibility, given a large hypertext database with typed links, is that it
allows some degree of automatic analysis […] Imagine making a large threedimensional model, with people represented by little spheres, and strings between
people who have something in common at work.
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Now imagine picking up the structure and shaking it, until you make some sense of the
tangle: perhaps, you see tightly knit groups in some places and in some places weak
areas of communication spanned by only a few people. Perhaps a linked information
system will allow us to see the real structure of the organisation in which we work.”
[Berners-Lee, 1989].
A recurring theme in ‘Weaving the Web’ is the hurdles faced in developing the World Wide
Web. The original proposal was submitted in March 1989. After no response from
management, the proposal was extended by Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau then resubmitted. However, this version also “got shelved” [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 25]. Indeed, it
is striking that the World Wide Web developed at all in the face of substantial early
resistance. Most notably there was a general lack of confidence in the proposed system,
particularly from developers of existing hypertext editors [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 28].
Nonetheless, despite numerous setbacks, development on the proposed system began under
the name World Wide Web (WWW) and progressed rapidly with the development of Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URI), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and Hypertext Mark-up
Language (HTML). The first web server (hosted at http://info.cern.ch) was activated towards
the latter part of 1990.

Hypertext
Ted Nelson first introduced the term ‘Hypertext’ in his paper ‘A File Structure for the
Complex, the Changing and the Indeterminate’ published in 1965. In this paper, Nelson
proposed the ‘evolutionary file structure’, a file structure that is flexible and can evolve in
accordance with the need of its user [Nelson, 1965].
Nelson’s work on the evolutionary file structure is based on work presented in Vannevar
Bush’s article entitled ‘As We May Think’, published in 1945 and outlining the idea of a
private automated filing system called the Memex. Bush proposed that the Memex device
would have the ability to retrieve any document in a user’s collection through the use of a
linked index. The Memex idea also allowed for associative indexing where documents could
be linked together in chains to be called and retrieved from within one another [Bush, 1945]..
This very much echoes the idea of hypertext, but in a mechanical form.
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The Memex machine was ahead of its time in many respects, particularly the concept of
linked data, but as Nelson mentions “Two decades later, this machine is still unavailable.”
[Nelson, 1965] and proposes his concept of ‘evolutionary file structure’. Nelson’s system
would support Bush’s concept of trails in addition to data structures re-shaping in accordance
with user requirements.
Nelson discusses the philosophy behind the proposed file structures, starting with the
limitations of paper (a recurring theme in Nelson’s future writings) and introduces the term
‘Hypertext’ to mean a body of interconnected material, which can not conveniently be
represented on paper. Hypertext may also contain indices and maps of content and
interconnections [Nelson, 1965]. Nelson also describes Hypertext as being “non-sequential
writing” and outlines a vision where everything is represented as Hypertext [Nelson, 1974].
Berners-Lee’s WWW fulfils many of the requirements identified by Nelson’s predictions of a
global hypertext system. Berners-Lee acknowledges throughout ‘Weaving the Web’ that the
WWW is a hypertext system influenced by the works of Bush, Nelson and Engelbart. The
WWW is currently the largest hypertext based system in existence; it is now, after over 20
years, completely integrated into society with billions of people relying on the WWW for
their day-to-day lives.

Growth of the World Wide Web
Tim Berners-Lee was not alone in the idea and development of an internet-based information
system. Some notable systems in development at the same time were:
•

Wide Area Information Servers (WAIS), an information system hosting data on
distributed servers across the Internet that allowed users to search “gigabytes of
unformatted data using quasi-natural languages and relevance feedback queries”
[Kahle, 1992]. WAIS was similar to the WWW, but did not support hyper-linking.

•

Gopher, a client-server protocol allowing documents to be hosted on remote,
distributed, servers. Gopher clients typically display distributed documents as a
hierarchy of files in a similar way to a standard file system. An addressing scheme
similar to the URI is used to represent document locations. Each item is represented
by a type, name, selector string, hostname and IP port number. [Anklesaria, 1993].
12
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To demonstrate the interoperability potential of the WWW, Berners-Lee defined URI prefixes
for both WAIS and Gopher so that access could be gained to both protocols through the
WWW. Such interoperability is a key principle of the Web, allowing users the freedom to
represent information in the way that they want.
WWW technology was first distributed internally around CERN and slowly spread round the
scientific community via word of mouth [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 50]. The first web server
hosted outside of CERN was at the Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC) as a way of
presenting the material created there.
Berners-Lee also posted news of the WWW on Internet newsgroups, exposing it to an
academic audience, and released source code for a Web browser and server to enable others to
develop and expand on the work. The user base started to grow through enthusiastic early
adopters [Berners-Lee, 1999].
After the release of the WWW source code, various groups started building their own
browsers and servers for different platforms, furthering the development of the WWW. Some
of the first graphical web browsers were developed as student projects including the Erwise
browser [Berners-Lee, 1999, page 60 – 61], developed as part of a Masters project at Helsinki
University in 1992 and the Viola browser, developed at UC Berkeley [Wei, 1994].
The next major development was the introduction of the Mosaic browser, developed at the
National Centre for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA), and released in 1993
[Andreessen, 1994]. The Mosaic browser was developed with a focus on usability and
reaching as many users as possible. The Mosaic browser is now generally regarded as being
the browser that started the WWW boom in the 1990s [Hudson, 1997]. It is striking that both
the World Wide Web and Mosaic originated in labs with public sector funding. Private-sector
companies in 1993 were still largely oblivious to the Web and to the Internet in general.
Marc Andreessen, one of the initial Mosaic developers, subsequently left NCSA to found
Mosaic Communications Corp, employed most of the NCSA Mosaic team, and
commercialised the Mosaic Browser. Mosaic Communications Corp subsequently renamed to
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Netscape Communications Corp and the Mosaic browser was renamed to Netscape Navigator
after a legal challenge [Metzger, 2008]. Around the same time, a spin-off company from
NCSA, Spyglass Inc licensed the Mosaic branding and developed another browser, Spyglass
Mosaic [Sink, 2003].
In consequence, by 1994, the WWW was beginning to gain public acceptance. Efforts such as
O’Reilly’s ‘Internet In a Box’ [Stewart, 2011] provided consumers with the tools required to
access the Internet and the WWW and helped to encourage adoption in non-technical
computer owners and therefore massively expand the user base.
In April of 1994, Microsoft licensed the Spyglass’ Mosaic browser to become the integrated
browser in the Windows operating system [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 99]. Fierce competition
ensued for share of the browser market between Microsoft and Netscape and this browser
competition still ensues today, with the key players now being Microsoft, Mozilla, and
Google.

Languages of the World Wide Web
A core concept of the World Wide Web is that developers should be able to post any
information and any type of data format on the Web. To accomplish this, a common data
format is required to wrap information so as to be parseable by client applications, a ‘lingua
franca’ for representing information on the WWW. Berners-Lee called this the Hypertext
Markup Language (HTML) [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 44].

HTML
HTML was inspired by (but technically not a subset of) another mark-up language popular
among the hypertext community - the Standard Generalized mark-up language (SGML)
[Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 45]. SGML was invented by Charles Goldfarb, Ed Mosher, and Ray
Lorie during the late 1970s, eventually becoming an ISO Standard (8879). SGML was
designed to be a semantic and structural mark-up language for text documents and achieved
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success in the U.S. military, government, aerospace, and various other domains requiring
efficient handling of large technical documents [Harold, 2001].
The concept of SGML is described in Charles Goldfarb’s 1973 technical paper ‘Design
Considerations for Integrated Text Processing Systems’ as a general markup language that is
useful for many applications across computer platforms. A key concept in SGML is that
markup primarily represents document structure and some other attributes about the
document. Applications will then parse and process an SGML document based on its defined
structure in order to do something useful with the content [Goldfarb, 1973].
Another feature of SGML is the ability to define rules specifying the structure and types used
in the document. These rules are called the Document Type Definition (DTD) and can be used
by a processor to validate the structure of SGML documents [Sperberg-McQueen, 2000].
However, a problem with SGML in its original form was complexity. The official SGML
specification comprises in excess of 150 pages, covering special cases and unlikely scenarios.
This complexity has meant that developing fully SGML compliant software is extremely
difficult and therefore very few applications are fully compliant. Due to programs only
implementing subsets of SGML, compatibility of data produced by different programs can be
an issue [Harold, 2001].
Berners-Lee’s decision to base HTML on SGML but not to utilise the full SGML feature set
was, as he describes, motivated by a desire for a technically clean representation while at the
same time being diplomatically astute. The simple concept of tagging using angle brackets,
e.g., ‘<h1></h1>’, etc. is retained in HTML, while many other more complex features are
left out. Additionally, at the time when HTML was developed, SGML was increasingly being
used at CERN within some influential circles, and therefore an SGML based language was
developed partially to provide familiarity to existing SGML users [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page
46].
It was not originally intended that HTML source code be visible to Web users. Instead, Web
pages were expected to be viewed using a Browser/Editor in a graphical manner much like a
word processor. However, the clean and simple design of Berners-Lee’s HTML was
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reasonably human readable and people quickly started writing HTML documents directly in
HTML [Berners-Lee, 1999, Page 46], a practice that still continues with many Web
developers.
Since its inception, HTML has gradually evolved to include various new features including
tables, lists, images and other multimedia types. Technologies such as Cascading Style Sheets
(CSS) [Bos, 2009], for stylising HTML pages, and scripting languages such as JavaScript
[Mozilla Foundation], for adding extra interaction and functionality to Web sites, have
influenced the evolution of HTML in addition to improving the look and feel of Web based
applications.
Currently, the most commonly supported version of HTML is version 4.01, which became a
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Recommendation on 24th December 1999 [Ragget et al,
1999], along with XHTML version 1.0 (a stricter, reformulation of HTML 4 in XML)
[Pemberton, 2002].
The current version of HTML bears a similar resemblance to the original HTML developed in
1990. The most visible changes since that time have been additional functionality built on top
of the original specification, and most original tags still exist. This, along with relatively lax
rendering of HTML structure in HTML processors, has resulted in a certain amount of
transparency between HTML versions allowing backwards compatibility.
It should be noted that while the first version of HTML could not be classed as an SGML
application, future versions from HTML 2.0 are SGML compliant applications [Goosens,
1995].
The next HTML version (HTML 5) is currently a W3C draft specification still in
development and intended to replace HTML 4, XHTML 1.0 and the DOM2 HTML
specifications [Hickson, 2009]. The aims of HTML 5 are to:
•

Define a single language which can be written in HTML and XML syntax

•

Define detailed processing models to foster interoperable implementations

•

Improve mark-up for documents;

•

Introduce mark-up and APIs for emerging uses such as web applications.
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Backwards compatibility is a priority in the development of HTML 5, its syntax should be
compatible with most HTML 4 and XHTML 1 syntax but will not be compatible with some
of the more esoteric SGML features of HTML 4 e.g. processing instruction and shorthand
mark-up [Van Kesteren, 2009].

XML
In 1996, work began on a lightweight version of SGML that would retain the power of
SGML, but shed features felt to be redundant, unnecessarily complex, confusing to end users
and deemed not useful. This work was called the eXtensible Mark-up Language (XML).
Developers requiring a structural mark-up language, but finding SGML to be ungainly,
quickly adopted XML [Harold, 2001].
An XML document is made up of units of data called elements, which consist of sub elements
in addition to textual data values resulting in a tree-structured data format. Elements are
enclosed in tags containing the element's name surrounded by angle bracket characters. In
addition to containing sub-elements and textual values, each element can contain attributes
which are defined in the element tag as a key-value pair e.g. id=“some number”. An XML
document is self-describing allowing complete freedom in the subject matter being
represented, developers can define elements as required [Harold, 2001]. This provides XML
with the flexibility to be applied in many scenarios.
Such a self-describing nature hints towards semantic based structures important for describing
knowledge. However, XML is not necessarily itself a semantic focused solution, focusing
more on document structure. Semantic knowledge structures will be discussed later in this
Chapter and are important to the underlying concepts in this PhD dissertation.
In order to be parsed by computers, the structure of an XML document must be strictly
defined. Although XML allows developers to describe information in a flexible manner, the
actual structure in which they do so is defined by XML syntax which is a grammar for XML
documents dictating tag placement, naming rules, attachment of attributes, etc. This grammar
allows conforming documents to be parsed and understood by XML processors. Conformant
XML documents are referred to as being ‘well formed’ [Harold, 2001].
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As with SGML, developers can formally specify the domain they wish to capture using
Document Type Definitions (DTDs) or other specification technologies such as XML
Schemas [Van der Vlist, 2002]. These specify the legal mark-up for a given XML document.
The specification technologies can be used by XML processors to automatically validate
XML documents as well as aid in documentation, data binding, querying and guided editing
[Van der Vlist, 2002]. Some specification technologies are themselves represented in XML
and can in turn be validated by XML specification technologies – for example, XML
Schemas are written using standard XML and can be validated using other XML Schemas.
Another important feature introduced in XML was the concept of namespaces. Namespaces
were introduced into XML to allow distinctions to be made between XML structures from
different XML applications but with the same names, and secondly to group related elements
to be more easily recognised by XML based software [Harold, 2001].
Namespaces allow the use of multiple XML vocabularies, conforming to different XML
Schemas, in a single document. This is achieved by assigning a prefix to each element, where
the prefix is mapped to a unique Uniform Resource Identifier [Harold, 2001]. The use of
Namespaces allows different types of XML syntax to be combined without clashing.
Namespaces also allow an application expecting XML conforming to a specific vocabulary to
be processed, while ignoring unrecognised elements.

Style Sheet Transformations and Document Navigation
XML is useful for representing information in a machine and human readable manner, but in
order to present data to end-users it is preferable to convert XML data to a more conventional
format. There are also often cases where it is desirable to convert an XML document into a
different data storage format, for instance converting XML to conform to a different Schema,
or to convert an XML document into a proprietary input file for a given application.
In order to address such requirements, an XML based technology called Extensible Style
Sheet Language Transformations (XSLT) was specified as a World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) recommendation in 1999 [Clark, 1999], with a second version, XSLT 2.0, becoming a
W3C recommendation in 2007 [Kay, 2007].
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XSLT allows developers to create rules for transforming an XML tree into another form,
using templates and patterns to carry carry out the transformation. Patterns are matched
against the source tree, with templates dictating what action to take when specific patterns
have been found. XSLT allows filtering and reordering and adding of structures and outputs
can be in any text-based form, not just XML [Clark, 1999].
XSLT, like XML Schema, is itself an application of XML. XSLT documents are XML
documents that provide access to XSLT specific operators via the XSLT namespace URI. To
produce the desired output, an XML processor is given the location of an input XML file and
the corresponding XSLT document, the processor then parses both documents, and creates
output containing information from the input XML document wrapped in a structure derived
from the processing instructions in the XSLT document.
XSLT provides functions for selecting and manipulating elements and attributes in the source
XML, in addition to conditional, logical and mathematical operators. XSLT 2.0 extends the
initial standard with a more advanced feature set.
A key enabler in manipulating XML objects in XSLT is the XML Path Language (XPath)
[Clark, 1999]. The primary aim of XPath is to provide the ability to address objects in an
XML document. To support this, XPath allows functionality for string manipulation, and
mathematical operations [Clark, 1999].
A simple example of the use of XPath to retrieve an element from a list of sibling elements is
as follows:
/DocumentRoot/Element1/Element2

To retrieve a specific element with a given ID attribute, a predicate containing a Boolean
operation can be added to the expression, for example:
/DocumentRoot/Element1/Element2[@id = “1”]

To retrieve instances of a given element type regardless of their location in an XML
document, a wildcard can be added to the expression as follows:
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//Element2

XPath functions can be used for more advanced operations; a simple example is the following
case where a predicate is used with an embedded XPath function to return an element at the
third position in the list of elements at the given location:
/DocumentRoot/Element1/Element2[position() = 3]

A specific feature that highlights the power of the XSLT / XPath combination is the XSLT
template. XSLT templates allow the developer to specify a set of instructions to execute
whenever a given pattern occurs. XSLT template pattern matching allows developers to
efficiently write a style sheet that will produce consistent results against any XML document.
The World Wide Web Consortium is responsible for maintaining the XSLT specification, but
it is the responsibility of other third parties to develop XSLT processors according to these
specifications. At the time of writing a number of XSLT processors exist, most of which
conform to the XSLT 1.0, but have varying degrees of compliance with the XSLT 2.0
specification. XSLT processors are usually bundled, or can be integrated, with applications
and programming languages.
The use of XML and its associated tools afford the developer a great deal of flexibility in
representing, handling and the portability of data. However, there are disadvantages to the use
of XML and it is not always the most appropriate choice for software projects. For example,
XML has been described as being too flexible, with too many schemas describing the same
data sets in different ways [Becker, 2004] and unnecessarily bloated with redundant or
mismanaged data [McCarthy, 2008]. The ASCII based representation of XML, while striking
a balance between being computer and human readable, is verbose when compared to binary
file formats and can cause problems when efficiency and file size are major concerns
[Kobielus, 2005] although development efforts are underway to address this
[Schneider,2008].
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Web 2.0
Web 2.0 is a much-hyped buzzword and concept that has garnered attention across
technological, business, industrial and media circles in recent years. The term Web 2.0 was
first introduced by Darcy DiNucci, in the 1999 article “Fragmented Future” focusing on the
aesthetics of the World Wide Web and its use on different devices [DiNucci, 1999].
The concept of Web 2.0, as it is taken to mean today, was made popular with the first Web
2.0 conference, hosted by O’Reilly Media in 2004 [O’Reilly 2005]. In his article entitled
‘What is Web 2.0’, Tim O’Reilly argues that the dot-com collapse may have marked a turning
point got the WWW and that rather than having crashed it was now more important than ever.
He felt this justified a call to action on the WWW, called ‘Web 2.0’ [O’Reilly, 2005].
O’Reilly’s concept of Web 2.0 sees the World Wide Web as a platform serving interactive
applications, data, and user controlled content. Vossen and Hagemann state that the essence of
Web 2.0 can be boiled down to the following points:
•

The merging and utilisation of diverse data streams to derive new information,
or add value to the existing data. This idea is what has become commonly
known as ‘mash-ups’.

•

Creation of service oriented web applications that can be composed of other
applications in order to enhance the user experience and exhibit features
previously only found in non-web based, desktop applications.

•

Socialisation of the Web; where users generate the content served by the Web
platform. Tagging, blogging, wikis and social networking concepts are
important factors [Vossen, 2007].

In recent years, many Web applications displaying Web 2.0 characteristics have risen to the
fore. The social networking movement in particular has grown rapidly; an example of this is
the Facebook social networking web application launched in February 2004 and now with
over 500 million active users 50% of whom are active daily [Facebook, 2011]. Many
companies and developers have embraced the Web 2.0 concept and many new data streams
have arisen in addition to new web sites making use of such data. For example, Google have
opened their Google Maps data sets, which independent developers combine with their own
data sets with interesting and often useful results.
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Another characteristic of a Web application following the Web 2.0 concept is that of being in
a stage of “perpetual beta” [Musser, 2006]. The idea of providing Web-based applications
means that new features and updates can be gradually incorporated into the application. Users
experience application updates immediately as the application is being served from a remote
server rather than from a user’s local machine; this is in contrast to the traditional approach of
software development, where applications are provided to users in closed versions, with the
responsibility for installing updates firmly on the user.
The idea of perpetual beta allows for closer interaction between developer and user.
Developers have the ability to release software at an earlier stage without investing in closed
off beta tests. With this approach, developers can quickly identify bugs and add or remove
features based on user feedback. From a user perspective, the benefits of the perpetual beta
approach are that they see changes to a given application quickly, often and based on their
own feedback.
There are, of course, negative aspects to the perpetual beta approach. Users can experience a
feature fatigue and confusion if changes are too radical and occur too often. A user’s first
impressions of an application can influence their desire to use the application in future,
therefore releasing an application too early, without a polished or usable interface can be
counter-productive. The cost and effort of providing too high a service availability can be
expensive and can ultimately overwhelm the development team if not well managed. There is
also an issue of user privacy and security, particularly when an application is constantly
evolving [Musser, 2006].

Technology Infrastructure for Web 2.0
To allow the features synonymous with the Web 2.0 philosophy, a more substantial
technology framework is required than for static HTML web pages. Typically, in Web 2.0
applications, XML is used extensively along with Web service protocols allowing information
exchange between client and server.

Server Side Infrastructure
A web server hosting a Web 2.0 application will normally present dynamic content using a
programming language such as Java, PHP or Ruby. The web server will often be connected to
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a back-end data source such as a relational database to be queried using the Structured Query
Language (SQL). The programming technology on the server will normally directly query the
database and return results in a format requested by the server. Data can then be wrapped in
HTML and presented to a client for rendering, or wrapped in XML and presented to the client
directly or via a Web Services protocol, to be processed by a client application.
In order to aid developers in conforming to best practices in the development of their Web
applications, various skeleton frameworks have been developed to promote the rapid
development of Web applications, adding application logic and data sources, and encouraging
compliance with relevant design patterns. Examples of these frameworks are the Struts 2
framework for Java [Apache Software Foundation, 2009], CakePHP framework for PHP
[Cake Software Foundation, 2009] and the Rails framework for Ruby [Hansson, 2010].

Web Services
Central to Web 2.0 applications are Web Services. Web Services are an enabling technology,
allowing applications to communicate with and transport XML based data to other
applications. Web Services are independent of any single programming language, operating
system or hardware, indeed any programming language that supports XML and an Internet
connection should be able to utilise Web services of one form or another. Web Services begin
to shift the World Wide Web from being human-centric to a more application-centric status
[Cerami, 2002].
Two W3C maintained standards commonly employed as part of a software stack for
providing Web services are the Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) [Christensen,
2001] and the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [Gudgin, 2007]. The WSDL standard
is an XML based structure to describe web services as a set of endpoints operating using
either document or procedure oriented messages. WSDL operations and messages are defined
in an abstract manner, and then bound to concrete implementations to define an endpoint.
WSDL is extensible, allowing endpoint descriptions regardless of message format or network
protocol used [Christensen, 2001].
WSDL files can be used by client applications to identify request formats in addition to
allowed data types to send as parameters and expect as responses. In this respect, A WSDL
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file is similar to an interface class in object-orientated programming where methods available
in a given class are specified, but not directly implemented.
SOAP is an XML based protocol used to transport data and instructions, conforming to a
WSDL descriptor, between client and server applications. SOAP is a lightweight protocol that
uses XML to exchange extensible information in a decentralised environment. SOAP is
designed to deliver messages over a number of underlying network protocols (including
HTTP) and is independent of any programming or platform environment or other
implementation semantic [Gudgin, 2007].
SOAP request messages are normally generated by a client application to call a remote
operation on a server, the server then processes the SOAP request, calling the operation
specified in the SOAP request and passing accompanied data. After execution, the server will
respond with a SOAP response containing result data or error message. Many programming
languages include SOAP processing modules that help developers generate and deconstruct
SOAP messages. Where SOAP processing modules do not exist, however, standard XML
processing functionality can be used.
Another commonly used method for providing Web Services in Web 2.0 applications is
RESTful services. Representational State Transfer (REST) is an architectural style for
distributed hypermedia systems that attempt to reduce latency and the number of
communications while maximising component independence and scalability on an Internetscale. REST achieves this by applying constraint to connector semantics rather than
component semantics and also allows caching, substitution of components and processing of
actions by intermediaries [Fielding, 2000].
As Fielding concludes, REST is “an idealised model of the interactions within an overall web
application” [Fielding, 2000]. Indeed, the World Wide Web itself can be regarded as having a
RESTful architectural style. RESTful Web services provide programmatic access to data
sources using standard Web technologies without the complexity of writing WSDL
specifications and SOAP messages [Richardson, 2007]. RESTful web services allow an
application to request data, or an operation to be executed by communicating with a server
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over the HTTP protocol using standard HTTP commands as defined in the W3Cs HTTP
specification [Fielding, 2004].
To access a RESTful web service, a Web application can call on a server operation by sending
an HTTP request, usually using either the GET or POST HTTP commands, to a given
Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) along with any required parameters. The server then
receives this request and executes the application logic mapped to the given URI. While
executing, the application logic can gain access to the parameters provided in the HTTP
request. After execution, a response is constructed and sent to the client as an HTTP response.
The response will usually be wrapped in XML for the client to process.
The RESTful approach affords simplicity and flexibility in both the development and use of
Web services. The infrastructure required to build, deploy and access RESTful Web services
is inherent in most Web technologies and programming environments, reducing the effort and
complexity required in configuring Web Services [Pautasso, 2008].
RESTful Web services do have disadvantages, however. The reliance of the RESTful
approach on HTTP means that it is very difficult to host RESTful services over other
protocols, although this would rarely be a problem in Web 2.0 based applications. Another
disadvantage of the RESTful approach is that due to its flexible nature, it is not possible to
enforce a standard manner of implementation. There is debate over how and when given
HTTP commands should be used in this context [Pautasso, 2008]. Unlike WSDL based
services, where service specifications are strongly typed and unambiguous, RESTful Web
services require good documentation to inform developers how the services should be
accessed.
A study by Pautasso et al concluded that for the most part both WSDL / SOAP and RESTful
Web services have similar quantitative characteristics but different methodologies with
WSDL / SOAP services being superior when more advanced functionality was required at the
expense of substantially more complexity compared with the standard Web technologies used
in RESTful services. The study concluded that RESTful services should be used for small
scale, ad hoc applications such as mash-ups and that WSDL / SOAP based Web services
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should be used in professional, enterprise grade applications where long lifespan and
advanced quality of service requirements are a priority [Pautasso, 2008].

Client Side Technology
To consume the data streams offered by Web services and to offer the rich user experiences
expected from Web 2.0 applications, the client-side software stack is considerably more
complex than for traditional static Web pages. Standard Web technologies should preferably
be used nonetheless. Standards in Web technology gradually progress as new browser updates
are released or new specifications released by bodies such as the World Wide Web
Consortium. Despite this, developers often have a requirement to provide backwards
compatibility for older systems. This requirement leads to interesting and often novel uses of
existing Web technology to achieve advanced functionality beyond original design aims.
Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) [Garrett, 2005] is a term commonly used to
describe a software mix commonly used to provide advanced functionality in Web 2.0
applications. Traditional Web pages normally load in a browser after an HTTP response is
accepted. Further HTTP activity, e.g. the user clicking on a link within the page, will result in
the browser reloading resulting server output in a synchronous fashion. The AJAX approach
differs in that the browser initially loads a Web page and then asynchronous HTTP requests
are made, using a scripting language such as JavaScript [Mozilla Foundation, 2009], to
communicate with a Web service, which responds with output that is parsed and used to
update the loaded Web page.
The AJAX approach to loading and rendering Web pages results in a dynamic user experience
and can improve perceived performance since the loading of new data does not stall a user’s
interaction [Garrett, 2005]. AJAX techniques have been used to great effect in ‘mash-up’
Web applications where data from different Web services can be processed by the Web
application and displayed to the user in a compelling manner. When combined with other
scripting techniques, extremely powerful Web applications are possible, rivalling desktop
equivalents.
Another solution to providing rich Internet applications is to distribute proprietary plug-ins
such as Adobe Flash [Adobe, 2009] or Microsoft Silverlight [Microsoft, 2009]. These
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technologies provide functionality such as XML processing and advanced user interfaces.
They also provide consistent operation across different browsers and platforms, as they are
not reliant on browser technology or Web standards. However, such plug-ins are not
guaranteed to be installed across all systems, or compatible with more unusual platforms, and
give the user a potentially discouraging extra step of installing proprietary software before
being able to use a Web application. Performance can also be an issue with these
technologies, although this can often be attributed to inefficient programming on the part of
the developer.
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Semantic Web
In the concluding chapters of ‘Weaving the Web’, Tim Berners-Lee outlines his vision for
what he calls the second phase of the World Wide Web. In contrast to the original humancentric World Wide Web where data is created, presented, browsed, and interpreted by
humans, the second phase involves a World Wide Web where machines too can participate in
information exchanges centred on meaning, supporting data in a linked form that computers
can understand. He calls this the ‘Semantic Web’ [Berners-Lee, 1999].
The essence of the Semantic Web is that data will be made available across the World Wide
Web. Each element of data will have a unique identifier based on the URI system and the
meaning, or semantics, of the data will be defined in a computer understandable manner.
Elements of data will be able to link to other data elements using hyperlinks; hyperlinks can
be to data in the same locale, or defined elsewhere on the World Wide Web.
A global Web of open and interlinked data presents many opportunities to Web developers.
With such a system, developers will be able to “mash” data from various sources similarly to
many Web 2.0 based applications. Interlinked data will allow rich chaining of information so
that, for example, if an application is presenting information about a certain product, the
application will have access to information such as country of origin. The application will
then, via a hyperlink, be able to retrieve information about that country from a different
source and will subsequently have access to more related information, which can be navigated
in turn. In consequence, extremely rich knowledge bases can be constructed.
At a basic level, the interlinked data proposed as part of the Semantic Web can be thought of
as similar to a globally distributed relational database. Useful as this is in its own right, the
real power of the Semantic Web vision becomes apparent when machine understandable
semantics are added to the data. With semantic data there is a potential for computers to take
over much of the human work currently associated with browsing the World Wide Web in
addition to offering many new and exciting possibilities.
In a 2001 paper, Berners-Lee outlines a scenario encompassing his vision of the Semantic
Web. This scenario highlights the use of mobile agents to intelligently browse the World
Wide Web on behalf of their owners, to gather data, to automatically make bookings, to
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intelligently handle trust and security issues, in addition to generating an audit trail proving
the validity of actions taken by the agent. Berners-Lee highlights that when making a booking
for its owner, an agent will know how to book and access any required parameters from
semantics encoded into the booking Web site [Berners-Lee, 2001].
In ‘Weaving the Web’, Berners-Lee compares the Semantic Web with conventional search
engines and automatic brokerage services. The Semantic Web should provide more
intelligence and sophistication in carrying out these tasks. In traditional, keyword based
search applications, many results are returned that may not be relevant, therefore wasting
time. A Semantic Web search application should be able to delegate the task of finding
relevant results to the computer based on its understanding of the query and the application of
logic [Berners-Lee, 1999].
The Semantic Web is not a new version of the World Wide Web, but rather, as with Web 2.0,
an evolution of the current paradigm [Berners-Lee, 2001]. As such, the same principles
underpinning the World Wide Web apply; only in this case they apply to machine-readable
data in addition to human readable documents. Allemang and Hendler describe the
fundamental principles of the Semantic Web as follows:
•

The ability for anybody to say anything about any topic

•

Consequently, there is always something new that can be said so that it must be
assumed that there is always more information to add to a topic

•

On the Web, the same things can be known by different names, especially since there
is no requirement for the coordination of naming efforts

•

The network effect of the World Wide Web means that the value of adding material
increases as more information is added, resulting in a virtuous participation cycle
[Allemang, 2008].

At the heart of these principles is decentralisation, requiring a compromise between
consistency and unobstructed growth. In the traditional World Wide Web, broken links are
handled by a standard browser response and similarly on the Semantic Web, events such as
data being unavailable must be handled in a graceful manner.
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In the long-term vision, it is envisaged that the Semantic Web will break out into the physical
world, where URIS will point to anything and everything, including physical objects
[Berners-Lee, 2001].
By breaking out into the physical world, a world is envisaged where devices other than
traditional computers become Semantic Web aware so that they advertise their functionality
and provide control system access to other devices. Berners-Lee envisages interaction
between mobile, household, and other devices, providing the simple example of a stereo being
automatically muted when the telephone rings. Berners-Lee here anticipates scenarios, which
are now being implemented in the energy domain under the rubric ‘smart grid’.
Efforts to achieve home automation have been underway for some time, but to do so has often
required careful a priori configuration of appliances to support interoperability. In a Semantic
Web approach, devices ‘explain’ their working to other devices so that home automation
systems can be built up in an ad-hoc fashion as devices are introduced. [Berners-Lee, 2001].
Much of the technology required to enable the grand vision of the Semantic Web integrated
with the physical realm has now been developed. Increased support for wireless technologies
along with smaller, cheaper and more powerful micro-processors allow normal household
devices to easily connect to the World Wide Web and to each other, There are examples of
World Wide Web enabled household devices already in existence and serious efforts
[Microsoft, 2006], [IBM, 2009], [Pérez-Castrejón, 2009], [Stevens, 2011] are underway to
create smart homes with a mesh of connected devices.
The overall concept and vision of the Semantic Web is summarised by Berners-Lee in the
conclusion of his 2001 article as follows:
“The Semantic Web, in naming every concept simply by a URI, lets anyone express new
concepts that they invent with minimal effort. Its unifying logical language will enable
these concepts to be progressively linked into a universal Web. This structure will open
up the knowledge and workings of human kind to meaningful analysis by software
agents, providing a new class of tools by which we can live, work and learn together”
[Berners-Lee, 2001].
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The Semantic Web Infrastructure
To achieve the rather abstract vision of the Semantic Web, a concrete software infrastructure
is required. The Semantic Web is an enhancement, or evolution of, the traditional World
Wide Web, and as such much of the core infrastructure required already exists and has in
some cases been in development since the inception of the Internet.
The URI and the HTTP protocol are core technologies in the traditional World Wide Web
infrastructure and remain so in the Semantic Web, URIs are used to provide unique ids to the
concepts being described and HTTP remains the principle protocol for communicating data
between Web servers and other applications.

RDF
Like HTML for the World Wide Web, the Semantic Web requires a standardised language to
allow developers to describe information. In the case of the Semantic Web, a language is
required that will express both data and knowledge representation rules; this language is
called the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Berners-Lee, 2001].
In RDF, entities are described as sets of triples. An RDF triple is, similarly to a grammatically
correct English sentence, comprised of:
•

Subject: The subject defines the resource being described and is identified by a URI.

•

Predicate: The predicate defines a property of the resource being described, for
instance an attribute, relationship or characteristic.

•

Object: The object is the value of the property described by the predicate [Powers,
2003].

As an example, the following sentence: “the title of the book is Weaving the Web” could be
defined as an RDF triple as follows:
<http://exampleuri.com#book> dc:title “Weaving the Web”

Where book is the subject defined by the URI fragment http://exampleuri.com#book, the
predicate dc:title is the concept of a title defined by the schema at the namespace dc and the
value of the title (the object) is ‘Weaving the Web’.
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RDF is an abstract concept as specified by the W3C, and is separate to the specifications for
RDF serialisation. At present, there are various specifications allowing the serialisation of
RDF, some using XML. The RDF/XML specification is an application of XML. A valid
RDF/XML document is a well-formed XML document conforming to the RDF schema
hosted by the W3C and specified using a namespace.
In contrast to typical XML documents, RDF resources are described in a flat manner, rather
than the hierarchical tree structure normally found in XML. In an RDF/XML document,
element nesting will normally be no more than two levels deep (but can be more, or less,
depending on how the RDF was generated), with the first level being the declaration of a
resource, and the second level associated properties. Resources are linked using the
document’s base URI and a corresponding resource id, appended to the URI as a fragment.
RDF/XML documents with relatively flat data structures run counter to the established treestructure norm for XML documents and can be challenging for developers familiar with
nested data structures. This can also be seen as negating one of the benefits of XML, but does
introduce a greater degree of flexibility than a normal XML document provides. Resources
can interlink and multiple inheritance is possible, a concept which is difficult to implement
using the traditional parent-child tree structure in standard XML.
It is possible, however, to represent RDF/XML in a shorthand version where extra levels of
nesting are permissible. Nesting can go on for multiple levels as required and leaves the
assignation of identifiers for the processor to automatically assign. Shorthand RDF/XML will
typically be simpler to define for developers accustomed to standard XML documents and is
suited to defining resources that have one to one relationships with their properties. A
negative aspect to shorthand RDF/XML is that it can become difficult to link nested resources
unless they are explicitly identified. In addition, automatic identifiers assigned by the RDF
processor tend not to be very descriptive and can be confusing, making future connections
difficult.
RDF/XML documents can be parsed using standard XML processors and can be hosted and
accessed using existing World Wide Web infrastructure. Using pre-existing technologies to
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host RDF documents allows a gradual increase in the amount of RDF content hosted on the
World Wide Web without considerable rewriting of protocols and infrastructure.
An example RDF/XML snippet is as follows:
<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf=”http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
xmlns:example=”http://example.com” >
<rdf:Description rdf:about=”http://example.com/weavingweb”>
<example:title>Weaving the Web</example:title>
<example:author>Tim Berners-Lee</example:author>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>

RDF/XML can be too verbose for some applications however. Various other formats can be
used to represent RDF. Notable, non-XML RDF serialisations include the Notation-3 (N3)
format, and the N-Triples format. N-Triples is the most basic serialisation format and
corresponds quite closely to raw RDF triples using fully unabbreviated URIs. RDF in NTriples notation is represented as URIs between angle brackets and each resource is expressed
in the order of subject, predicate and object. [Allemang, 2008]. An example RDF statement in
N-Triples is as follows:
<http://example.com/weavingweb> <http://example.com/title> “Weaving the
Web”.
<http://example.com/weavingweb> <http://example.com/author> “Tim BernersLee”.
…

Notation-3 (N3) is a terse representation of RDF that provides a more compact representation
of triples that share common subjects, using a semi-colon to denote predicates and objects
common to a given subject [Allemang, 2008]. An example is N3 is as follows:
@prefix example :<http://example.com>
<http://example.com/weavingweb>
example:title “Weaving the Web”;
example:author “Tim Berners-Lee”.

Even though RDF can be represented in a variety of formats, it should is possible to convert
from one representation to another without any information loss providing the basic triple
pattern of subject / predicate / order is followed.
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Ontologies
In the Semantic Web, RDF is the basic glue that provides the means for any information to be
represented. However, RDF only wraps raw data. In order to assign meaning to RDF encoded
data ontologies are required.
The human capacity for understanding information based on context, previous experience,
education and other factors allow for the organisation and communication of information and
human thought in a variety of mediums including symbolism and imagery. The
communication of such informally organised information, while simple for a human to
understand, becomes a complex problem for a computer to process and ‘understand’. These
challenges have led to a significant body of work in the field of artificial intelligence and
significant work has been carried out in the computerised representation of knowledge [Davis,
1995], [Makhfi, 2009].
A fundamental concept in knowledge representation is that of ontology. The use of the term
ontology in knowledge representation is based on the term’s use in philosophy where
ontology is a branch of metaphysics, dating back to Aristotle, and involves studying the
existence of being [Sandholm, 2005]. According to Hofweber, the philosophical discipline of
ontology is composed of four parts:
• “The study of ontological commitment, i.e. what we or others are committed to.
• The study of what there is.
• The study of the most general features of what there is, and how the things there are
relate to each other in the metaphysically most general ways.
• The study of meta-ontology, i.e. saying what task it is that the discipline of ontology
should aim to accomplish, if any, how the question it aims to answer should be
understood, and with what methodology they can be answered.” [Hofweber, 2004].
There are differing views on the usefulness and nature of ontology, however, Aristotle’s view
relates to the categorisation of entities in order describe and affirm nature [Sandholm, 2005],
[Aristotle, 350BC]. Importantly, Aristotle’s categories are not composite, statements yield
affirmation by composing categories [Sandholm, 2005].
In philosophy, logic and ontology are separate but related concepts. Logic describes form and
ontology describes content. Without ontology, it can be said that Logic ‘says nothing about
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anything’ and without logic ‘ontology can only be analysed, represented and discussed in
vague generalities’ [Sowa, 1995].
It is in this relationship between philosophical logic and ontology that the concept of ontology
in computer knowledge representation reflects. In the domain of knowledge representation,
ontology is defined as:
“An explicit specification of a conceptualisation” [Gruber, 1993].
Within knowledge representation, ontology formally defines domain knowledge in a
declarative fashion by defining a set of representational terms. Definitions describe entities
(e.g., classes, relations, functions and other object) and formal axioms to constrain the
interpretations and use of these terms [Gruber, 1993].
In traditional knowledge representation systems, there has been a problem with the portability
of data and ontologies, which have tended to be based on heterogeneous hardware, operating
systems, and programming languages using proprietary data formats. This has been a
significant problem in terms of the scalability of knowledge representation systems – they can
only grow within enclosed, centralised, boundaries and have limited interoperability. Some
efforts have been undertaken to alleviate this problem and make knowledge representation
standards more portable [Gruber, 1993] and this is a core aim of the Semantic Web.
The Semantic Web seeks to decentralise and provide access to knowledge representation
systems on a global scale, just as the World Wide Web accomplished for free-form
documents. To achieve this, ontologies need to be encoded in scalable, decentralised formats
that can be applied to data served on the Semantic Web; allowing reasoning, validation, and
semantics.
To provide ontological functionality for the Semantic Web, various standard formats have
been developed and become W3C recommendations. These ontology formats are normally
themselves written in RDF and applied to RDF data documents in a manner similar to XML
Schemas being written in XML and applied to XML documents. Such a comparison goes
further in that ontologies are referenced in an RDF document by namespace and can be used
to validate a given RDF document. RDF ontologies go beyond the functional scope of XML
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Schemas, however. XML Schemas are concerned with defining the syntactical structure of an
XML document whereas RDF ontologies define relationships between RDF resources, the
hierarchy of resource classification and knowledge semantics, and can incorporate XML
Schema elements to define resource data types and structure.
For example, Figure 2 illustrates a Surface resource specified in the gbOWL ontology
(discussed later in this dissertation). In this illustration, the gbOWL ontology defines a
building’s Opening as a sub class of Surface, which is a sub class of owl:Thing, a generic
entity, itself a sub class of rdfs:Resource. Additionally, each specified resource has properties
that are either values or links to other resources. Some properties relate to XSD data types; so
that a value can be specified as Integer, Decimal, String, Boolean, etc.
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Figure 2 - gbOWL Surface and Opening Excerpt

Using such ontology constructs, the excerpt in Figure 2 defines the knowledge that an
opening is a type of Surface, and therefore inherits the properties of Surface in addition to its
own. This includes, for example, the name property, which is known to be a String value, and
specifies that an opening can have its own Construction, RectangularGeometry and
PlanarGeometry resources – each of which are linked to from the Opening using a
relationship inherited from Surface. It should also be noted that all resources defined as sub
classes of owl:Thing inherit global properties defined for owl:Thing.
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Using such structures, ontologies can be written in ontology languages to represent concepts
and specific domain knowledge. Currently, two commonly used RDF ontology languages are
the RDF Vocabulary Description Language (RDF Schema) [Brickley, 2004] and the Web
Ontology Language (OWL) [McGuiness, 2004].
RDF Schema provides a basic knowledge-modelling framework and is comprehensive
enough to facilitate automatic validation and inferring of relationships in RDF data sets. RDF
Schema is itself written in RDF with an RDF Schema typically referenced using a namespace,
usually the URI where the RDF Schema is hosted, and multiple RDF Schemas can be applied
to an RDF document using separate namespaces, allowing knowledge from different domains
to be used in a single RDF document. This also applies to RDF Schema, so that resource
definitions from different RDF Schemas can be utilised and mixed to form new Schemas. The
semantics of RDF Schema are defined by the W3C using denotational model theory [Hayes,
2004].
The ability to mix and match ontologies to represent new domains allows developers to build
on the work of others and means that an RDF data set can be enhanced with value added by
additional ontologies, particularly if well-established ontologies are used. This allows a web
of knowledge to grow as information is added, and allows a processor to traverse and
‘understand’ concepts far beyond the scope of the original ontology.
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is another, more expressive, ontology description
language based on RDF. The OWL format extends the RDF Schema language and is a
revision and replacement of the DAML+OIL Web Ontology Language [Connolly, 2001]. The
OWL language allows the definition of more advanced relationships, including:
•

Disjointedness – a member of a class cannot simultaneously be an instance of another
specified class (e.g., ‘Man’ and ‘Woman’ can be subclasses of ‘Person’ but cannot be
instances of each other).

•

Cardinality – the number of elements in a relationship (e.g., a ‘Bicycle’ can have
exactly two ‘Wheels’).

•

Equivalence – Two classes can be specified as equivalent. This is an important
relationship in mediating meaning between multiple ontologies (e.g., a ‘Car’ is
equivalent to an ‘Automobile’).
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•

Numerous other property characteristics and class enumerations [McGuinnes, 2004].

The full expressiveness of OWL can be excessive in some modelling situations, in addition to
being difficult and intensive to process. To compensate for this, the OWL language has been
divided into three sub languages with different levels of expressiveness. Brief descriptions of
these are as follows:
•

OWL Lite supports use cases that primarily need classification hierarchy and
relatively simple constraints. E.g., cardinality constraints are allowed but only for
values of 0 or 1. A benefit of OWL Lite is that tool support is significantly simpler to
achieve and therefore, OWL Lite provides a quick migration path to OWL
[McGuinness. 2004].

•

OWL DL supports uses cases where maximum expressiveness is required but where
computation completeness is also a requirement (e.g., all conclusions are guaranteed
to be computable and will finish). OWL DL provides all language constructs for OWL
but with restrictions on the use of some constructs. For example, a class may be a
subclass of many others, but a class cannot be an instance of another [McGuinness,
2004].

•

OWL Full supports full the full expressiveness of OWL but has no computational
guarantees. For example, a class can be treated as a collection of individuals and an
individual in its own right. OWL Full also allows an ontology to augment pre-defined
vocabularies. However, it is unlikely that reasoning software will be capable of
providing comprehensive OWL Full support [McGuinness, 2004].

In some cases, the full expressiveness of OWL may not be relevant and the expressive
characteristics of RDF Schema may be adequate. Because both OWL and RDF Schema are
represented using RDF, it is possible to link resource definitions in different ontology
languages. The OWL format has been built to be compatible with RDF Schema so that some
RDF Schema constructs can be, and usually are, mixed with OWL constructs using
appropriate namespaces. However, OWL Lite and OWL DL do place some restrictions on the
use of RDFS within OWL.
A further iteration of OWL, called OWL2, was released as a specification by the W3C in
2009 [Motik, 2009] and has a similar structure to OWL1, sharing similar underlying
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structures OWL2 is backwards compatible with OWL1. However, OWL2 does introduce
some key features including keys, property chainining, richer datatypes, qualified cardinality
restrictions, more property types, enhanced annotation capabilities and also introduces OWL2
profiles – sub languages of OWL2 that provide advantages in various application scenarios
[Motik, 2009].
In OWL2, three different profiles are allowed, these are:
•

OWL2 EL – enables polynomial time algorithms for standard reasoning tasks.
Suitable for use in applications requiring large-scale ontologies are required and where
extra performance is required.

•

OWL2 QL – enables conjunctive queries to be answered more precisely using
standard database technology. Suitable for use with lightweight ontologies organising
large amounts of data and where it may be necessary to access the data directly using
relational queries such as SQL.

•

OWL2 RL – enables polynomial time reasoning algorithms using rule extended
databases operating directly on RDF triples. Suitable for use where lightweight
ontologies are used to organise large amounts of data and where it may be necessary
to operate directly on the RDF triples [Patel-Schneider, 2009].

The concept of linked ontologies is key to the Semantic Web. With an ontology describing
data in a machine-readable manner, a computer can have the ability to recognise concepts and
classifications in data and queries and should be able to find targeted results in an intelligent
manner in addition to extracting further, relevant information from these results.

Querying and Reasoning Technologies
The benefits of providing data on the Semantic Web can only be fully realised with an
appropriate querying facility. Querying techniques on the traditional Web tend to be stringmatching searches where text in a query is compared with a given body of raw text. The
Semantic Web seeks to go beyond this and search through data based on meaning. To do this,
querying technology requires an ability to retrieve results based on data classification,
context, relationships, textual values, and the results of logic operations.
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In the early stages of RDF development, various querying implementations were made
available from different development groups [Allemang, 2008]. In recent years, however, the
W3C has attempted to centralise development efforts and standardise a query language for
RDF, resulting in the SPARQL Query Language being made an official W3C
recommendation [Prud’hommeaux, 2008].
SPARQL allows developers to query an RDF document based on triple patterns containing
variables. SPARQL triple patterns closely resemble RDF triples in N3 notation and a
SPARQL query will normally consist of a number of triple patterns each querying a given
resource or property. Namespaces are used in SPARQL queries to define resource types from
a given ontology so that queries can be made based on a type of resource in addition to its
value. Triple patterns in SPARQL queries can be interpreted as questions about particular
resources. For example, the following SPARQL query on an RDF data set representing
literature asks the questions “Who wrote King Lear?”; “What relationship did Shakespeare
have with King Lear?”; and “What did Shakespeare write?” [Allemang, 2008]:
PREFIX lit: <http://www.example.com/literatureont>
SELECT ?w ?r ?p
FROM <http://www.example.com/literature.rdf>
WHERE{
?w lit:wrote lit:KingLear.
lit:Shakespeare ?r lit:KingLear.
lit:Shakespeare lit:wrote ?p.
}

In the SPARQL syntax above, variables are represented using the ‘?’ character.
The SPARQL syntax closely resembles the Standard Query Language (SQL) used in
relational databases. Many operations in SPARQL are similar to those found in SQL
including the ability to restrict, filter and join result sets.
SPARQL results can be output in a variety of forms, including standard ASCII text, but more
usefully XML, allowing standard programming languages to process and utilise SPARQL
results.
In addition to providing querying capability, SPARQL can be extended to allow the insertion
of data. To achieve this, multiple extensions to the SPARQL query language have been
developed. Two similar, and widely used SPARQL updating technologies are
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SPARQL/Update [Seaborne, 2008], and SPARQL+ [ARC2, 2009]. Both follow a similar
syntax and are designed to facilitate:
•

Insertion of new triples into an RDF graph

•

Deletion of triples from an RDF graph

•

Bulk update operations

•

Creation of new RDF graphs

•

Deletion of RDF graphs

The SPARQL update syntax used depends on the underlying RDF processor: different
implementations support different syntax. SPARQL update syntax has not been standardised
but the SPARQL/Update language is currently a W3C member Submission. Using SPARQL
and SPARQL/Update or SPARQL+, applications can query and update RDF data stores in a
manner similar to that in which software applications typically query and update relational
databases.
Another key feature required to realise the Semantic Web vision is the ability to infer and
reason relationships from data. SPARQL has no reasoning capability in itself so, to achieve
this, a reasoning engine will typically be applied to an RDF data store before being queried.
Reasoning engines apply ontologies to RDF data stores to find class and hierarchy
relationships. For example, a reasoning engine would infer that a sweater is an item of
clothing, which is a garment, which is in turn a thing. Such relationships are inferred based on
ontology definitions.
Reasoning engines typically work by processing an RDF data store in relation to a set of
ontologies used in the data store and identified by namespace. The reasoning engine creates a
list of inferred triples to sit alongside asserted triples from the original RDF data store. Query
engines can be applied to the resulting list of inferred and augmented triples, allowing for
more powerful and relevant search results than are possible by simply querying asserted
triples. For example, in reference to the example given above, a query to retrieve a list of all
things would include all garments, which would include all items of clothing, which would in
turn include all jumpers.
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Semantic Web Frameworks
The semantic web layer stack shown in Figure 3 demonstrates the technology and concepts
required to achieve the full Semantic Web vision. Technology has been developed to service
many of these layers, but some are still to be realised (e.g. trust and proofing).
Although the bottom layers of the stack use well-established technologies with support across
multiple programming infrastructures, the remainder require substantial implementation
efforts to host Semantic Web data. It would not be feasible, or desirable, for most developers
to individually implement the stack for their own projects.

Figure 3 - Semantic Web Layers (data source: http://www.semanticgroup.org)

To cater for such developers, various Semantic Web frameworks currently exist, in varying
stages of development maturity and functional capability. These typically handle RDF
information in a variety of notations including XML, N3, and raw triple format. The
frameworks also typically provide some level of querying and update capability, database
driven persistence models, and provide other more advanced functionality such as reasoning
engines and schema based validation.
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Many of the current Semantic Web frameworks have been developed as open source efforts
and it is therefore possible to extend the frameworks to provide necessary additional
functionality.
Two notable Semantic Web Frameworks are the JENA framework [Apache Foundation,
2012] and the ARC2 framework [ARC, 2009], these were considered for use in this project
chiefly due to being relatively mature and having an active open source development
community. JENA is a Java based framework and ARC2 is PHP based.
Both implementations handle RDF in an efficient manner, and both provide SPARQL
querying capability so that the same SPARQL queries can be used to query both systems and
achieve similar results. Data updates in the JENA framework use a separate SPARQL based
notation, requiring a separate update processor, whereas ARC2 uses the same SPARQL
processor to handle both queries and updates (using an extension to the SPARQL notation
called SPARQL+). Due to this, ARC2 requires marginally less complicated interfaces so that
the same web services method can be used for both queries and updates.
An area where the JENA framework has an advantage over the ARC2 framework is in terms
of RDF validation and reasoning support. JENA contains a reasoning engine that uses an
ontology to infer class hierarchies in a conforming RDF data set. This allows class hierarchies
to be taken advantage of when querying the knowledge base. An example of how reasoning
can be used is as follows. The SUSPLAN case information ontology (discussed later in this
dissertation) represents details about potential renewable energy sites, of which there are
various sub types as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 - SUPLAN Ontology representation of Renwable Generation Potentials

Without reasoning support, each sub type is treated as a separate resource entity with no
consideration of its relationship with parent types. Queries can only be carried out on
individual types. For example, the following SPARQL query will return all
WaveEnergyPotential resources along with associated values:
PREFIX susplan:<http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/susplanont#>
PREFIX rdf:<http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
SELECT * WHERE {
?potentialid a susplan:WaveEnergyPotential;
susplan:band ?bandid.
?bandid a susplan:StaticPotentialBand;
susplan:cost ?costid;
susplan:site ?siteid;
susplan:potential ?potential.
?costid a susplan:Cost;
susplan:currency ?currency;
susplan:value ?value.
?siteid a susplan:Site;
susplan:name ?site.
}

However, applying such a query to the StaticRESPotential resource will return an empty
result set. To recognise all sub classes of the StaticRESPotential resource, the source RDF is
passed through a reasoner to generate all possible triples based on defined relationships.
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Queries on the generated RDF will return results for parent and child types. For example,
replacing the line
?potentialid a susplan:WaveEnergyPotential;

with the following:
?potentialid a susplan:StaticRESPotential;

Returns a list of resources that are children of StaticRESPotential and includes the results of
the initial query on WaveEnergyPotential resources.
The JENA framework contains a built-in rule based reasoning engine, which makes the
example above possible. The ARC2 framework does not currently contain its own reasoning
engine. This seems rather strange given that inference support is a core use-case of ontologies,
and provides extremely powerful data querying capabilities. However, lightweight reasoning
can be achieved in the ARC2 framework using a SPARQL based implementation [Passant,
2008].
In addition to Semantic Web frameworks, services have emerged for the conversion of
existing documents into RDF. Two examples of these are the Reuters Calais service, allowing
the conversion of raw text documents into contextualised RDF via a natural language
processor [Reuters, 2009]; and Dapper, which attempts to extract structured information from
unstructured documents on the World Wide Web [Dapper, 2009].
The rise in Semantic Web frameworks and tools has led to an increase in the number of
available Semantic Web based applications. In recent times, various high profile Semantic
Web applications have become available [DBPedia, 2009], [Twine, 2009], [Wolfram, 2009]
and large search engines such as Google, Yahoo and Microsoft have started to incorporate
Semantic Web elements. Semantic Web based applications have been developed to represent
data in multiple domains, with particular success in medicine [Feigenbaum, 2007].

Semantic Web Concerns
The initial concepts outlined in the Berners-Lee’s Semantic Web vision are rather ambitious,
and subsequent forward-looking ideas have extended the scope of the Semantic Web [Siegel,
2009]. The ultimate goals of the Semantic Web have not yet come to fruition. At present,
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agent based systems intelligently browsing Semantic data at their owner’s behest do not exist,
and the Semantic Web does not have the wide spread adoption to allow a break out from the
virtual domain into the physical domain. Most consumer and domestic electronic items are
not currently identified using a URI based system, and do not interact with other devices,
although many such devices are now web connected and can handle data in various forms.
The reliance on syllogisms in the Semantic Web has been highlighted as problematic in
Semantic Web knowledge representation, i.e. knowledge represented as deductive arguments
comprising two premises and a conclusion [Encyclopædia Britannica, 2011] for example, if
all A are B, and B is C, then all A are C.
Shirky argues that the value of deductive reasoning is overestimated in the Semantic Web
concepts (and artificial intelligence projects in general). It is argued that syllogisms cannot be
used to accurately represent human knowledge, as they do not take account of uncertainties,
experience and intuition as normally used by humans when arriving at a conclusion [Shirky,
2003].
The reliance on metadata for describing Semantic Web data is also criticised as being
especially problematic, particularly in reference to complexity in representing data and abuses
of metadata on the World Wide Web. Peter Norvig, outlined such issues at an American
Association for Artificial Intelligence conference in 2006:
“I am not against the Semantic Web. But from Google's point of view, there are a few
things you need to overcome, incompetence being the first.
[…]
We deal with millions of Web masters who can't configure a server, can't write HTML.
It's hard for them to go to the next step. The second problem is competition. Some
commercial providers say, 'I'm the leader. Why should I standardize?' The third
problem is one of deception. We deal every day with people who try to rank higher in
the results and then try to sell someone Viagra when that's not what they are looking
for. With less human oversight with the Semantic Web, we are worried about it being
easier to be deceptive,
[…]
While you own the data that's fine, but when somebody breaks and says, 'If you use our
enterprise system, we will have all your data in RDF. We care because we've got the
best database.' That is much more powerful” [Norvig, 2006 – reported by Lombardi,
2006].
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In the World Wide Web, there is understandably intense competition to direct web traffic and
the abuse of metadata has been widespread in attempting to accomplish this. Therefore, there
are major trust issues with a Semantic Web system based entirely on machine-readable
metadata. The resolution of such trust issues is a major challenge in developing the Semantic
Web, but may be achievable based on a peer reviewing system [Supekar, 2005].
As Norvig outlines, complexity is an issue with Semantic Web adoption. Critics have
suggested that the syntax required to represent RDF will be overly complex for most
developers and will lead to a large amount of bloated and poorly written XML documents
which, to be of any use, will require extremely liberal parsers to parse, process, and work
around errors in invalid XML [Pilgrim, 2010].
In a 2003 paper, Marshall and Shipman express some concern about the additional overhead
required to represent knowledge in a formalised manner. They argue that authors will not only
need to learn the syntax of RDF, but also to learn about methods of abstraction, effects on
reasoning and a good understanding of the object orientated class-instance and sub-classing
model. They argue that even with a good understanding of these concepts, there is still a
significant effort required in formally describing knowledge, discouraging authors from doing
so [Marshall, 2003].
Marshall and Shipman interpret the Semantic Web concept as three separate perspectives,
which they investigate in their 2003 paper. These are:
•

A universal Library

•

The underlying knowledge base for intelligent agent software executing sophisticated
tasks for their owners

•

A means of federating data and knowledge bases [Marshall, 2003].

At present, the most successful of these perspectives has been the third. The widespread
adoption of this type of Semantic Web is apparent in the Linked Open Data initiative
[LinkedData.org, 2010], encouraging the linking of large-scale and open data sets encoded in
RDF. Figure 5 shows the status of the linked open data initiative (open data sets containing a
minimum of 1000 triples).
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Figure 5 - Linked Open Data Graph (Sept 2010) [Source: Cyganiak, 2010]

Concerns about representation complexity in Semantic Web datasets are justified. It does not
seem reasonable to expect individuals to manually create RDF profiles containing potentially
thousands of triples. Rather, such data should be converted automatically or created with userfriendly editing applications. Much of the data available in the Linked Open Data initiative
has been converted from existing databases, or scraped from existing web pages, or natural
language descriptions. The central node in Figure 5 is DBPedia, which contains millions of
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triples. The DBPedia knowledge base has been scraped from semi-structured data in the open
encyclopaedia, Wikipedia.org. Thus, the Linked Open Data initiative has been bootstrapped
by taking advantage of existing data, crowd sourced by many authors over many years.
RDF and related technologies are likely to be too complex for content authors outside the
technical domain. However, authoring systems and content scrapers that support RDF allow
large-scale knowledge bases to be built without the author necessarily having an awareness of
RDF. It seems as if RDF should be the domain of software developers and knowledge
engineers in designing underlying data models and information infrastructure, with content
creation kept separate. This is much the same as the approach taken in commonly used
content management systems such as Joomla [Joomla, 2010] and Drupal [Drupal.org, 2010],
the latter already featuring RDF support.
The Semantic Web’s ultimate goal of a fully machine understandable web of data and the
existence of intelligent mobile agents able to process and navigate it has not yet come to
fruition, and perhaps never will. Nevertheless, the Semantic Web has seen large-scale
developments over recent years enabling availability of Linked Open Data and the provision
of tools to enable creation of such data. These knowledge bases lay the foundation for future
Semantic Web advances and help to build momentum around Semantic Web development
and the possibilities entailed. Even if the Semantic Web goes no further than Linked Open
Data, it has made available a vast source of previously closed and unobtainable data, the socalled “Deep Web” [Senellart, 2010].

Semantic Web Applications
In recent years, it appears as if there has been a surge in Semantic Web related applications
across various domains. Many of these application areas are part of the Linked Open Data
Initiative, and can be seen in Figure 5. One area in particular where Semantic Web
technologies have been used successfully is in the field of medical science. An example
application is the NextBio tool, described as “a life sciences search engine for exploring
genes, pathways, diseases and compounds across curated data” [MacMillan, 2009] and
allows a large number of medical researchers to collaborate and organise their work in a
global manner. This project has been used successfully in various studies, some of which are
published and outlined on the NextBio website [Macmillan, 2009]. There are various other
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examples of Semantic Web based medical knowledge bases being used for similar uses,
normally to aid in collaboration and data management between researchers and different
sources of data that would otherwise be treated separately. A description of multiple Semantic
Web medical applications and examples of their uses can be found in a subsection of the
W3C’s Semantic Web Activity Website [Miller, 2006].
Governmental data is an area that has received significant attention with regard to Semantic
Web representation, two examples of this are data.gov.uk [HM Government, 2011], providing
access to UK government data, and data.gov [US Government, 2011], providing access to US
governmental data. Semantic Web technology has been described as a great opportunity for
meshing the numerous heterogeneous streams of data handled and collected by governments
on a regular basis [Shadbolt, 2011]. There are many challenges to doing so, but these are
steadily being addressed, as increasing amounts of governmental data are being made
available as Semantic Web formats. Such applications also serve to raise the profile of the
Semantic Web out of the scientific domain, and provide the public with powerful and useful
examples of what it can do for them, particularly in terms of improving governmental
transparency [Shadbolt, 2011].
Another notable area in which Semantic Web technology has been employed is in the
dissemination of scientific data. The Virtual Solar Terrestrial Observatory (VSTO) have
structured results using an ontology and provide public access to conforming data, which can
be queried based on equipment types, dates, etc. [VSTO, 2011]. Similarly, the Marine
Metadata Initiative provides an ontology register and repository in order to promote access
and interoperability for marine science data [Marine Metadata Initiative, 2011].
There have also been some Semantic Web based efforts for the construction industry. In a
2006 PhD thesis, Pan outlines a Semantic Web based solution for managing construction
information using IFC-based semantic document descriptors [Pan, 2006]. Similarly, Schevers
describes a project using IFC derived RDF to drive an information model of the Sydney
Opera house [Schevers, 2007]. Recent work has included a project looking at the conversion
of IFC data to RDF, to be accessible as Linked Data [Pauwels, 2010], [Pauwels, 2011]. This
work is similar to some of that outlined in this dissertation and can be viewed as
complimentary, as will be discussed later.
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Clearly, there are ever-increasing numbers of Semantic Web application areas. This is made
clear when viewing historical Linked Open Data Initiative visualisations, which are updated
periodically. The first Linked Open Data Cloud was generated on the 1st May 2007, with 12
datasets. The most recent Linked Open Data Cloud was generated on the 22nd September
2010 with 203 datasets. It is worth noting that these are only datasets that have in excess of
1000 triples, are connected to other data sets in the Linked Open Data initiative (at least 50
links) [Cyganiak, 2010], and have been submitted to the CKAN data hub (which currently has
1882 registered data sets) [CKAN, 2011]. Additionally, there are many other Semantic Web
data sets that are not registered by the Linked Open Data Initiative or CKAN.
For the purposes of this thesis, focus is on the Semantic Web in the energy domain. Key
developments in this area are reviewed in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3 – ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS
Introduction
Information technology, as in many other areas, plays a vital part in representing and
managing the field of sustainable energy and this dissertation looks at how this can be
extended further to apply the latest concepts of Semantic Web to the area.
This Chapter investigates the information requirements currently emerging in the energy
domain, particularly in the areas of energy supply (e.g. generation and smart grids), energy
demand, and energy economics. This will include a brief look at the changes and business
models emerging in the energy domain in the wake of concerns about climate change, oil
prices, and other environmental factors.

Energy Economics and Future Planning
Economics is a key driver for change in energy supply and demand infrastructure, business
practices, and methodologies, leading industry to seek increased profitability or lower costs in
energy markets, which are increasingly subject to climate-change related legislation. The
reliance of modern society on energy markets can mean that energy economics drive not only
the power and energy industry but also have an impact on global economics, in addition to
national and international policy.
Energy economics is driving adoption of smart grid and energy demand reduction
technologies. In addition, energy economics models can be used to assess the likelihood of
future scenarios, allowing effective planning of energy developments. Long-term
infrastructure and policy planning may help to resolve and overcome many of the energy
crises being faced and predicted today.
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The field of energy economics is described as the study of:
“Forces that lead economic agents – firms, individuals, governments – to supply energy
resources, to convert those resources into other useful energy forms, to transport them
to the users, to use them, and to dispose of the residuals. It studies roles of alternative
market and regulatory structures on these activities, economic distributional impacts,
and environmental consequences. It studies economically efficient provision and use of
energy commodities and resources and factors that lead away from economic
efficiency” [Sweeney, 2001].
Energy economics is a discipline therefore of vast scope, and will not be comprehensively
discussed in this dissertation; rather, focus will be on the development of energy tools and
applications that inform energy economics, policy, and infrastructure particularly with regard
to renewable energy integration and the design of energy efficient buildings.
Predicting future energy infrastructure, even on a small scale, provides many possible
alternatives; finding the optimal solution can be relatively difficult due to the number of
possible variations. There is rarely a single correct answer when looking ahead – predicting
exactly what will happen is impossible in such a complex domain and therefore scenario
driven approaches are required.
To explore optimal energy infrastructure combinations, a range of software techniques and
algorithms can be employed. If economic feasibility of potential infrastructure is being
investigated, then least-cost optimisation tools will often be used. A common methodology
for least cost optimisation is derived from linear programming techniques [Dantzig, 1949],
[Wood, 1949] originally developed to solve logistical problems during and after the Second
World War.
Such energy infrastructure optimisation tools require a detailed model to be generated
describing current and potential infrastructure as investment options. The level of detail
required depends on the goals of the model, but can be at a level of individual generating
components, cables etc. or, at a higher aggregated level if more appropriate (e.g. for a transnational analysis). As with all models, increasing detail can improve accuracy, however there
is always a compromise between processing requirements and acceptable accuracy.
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A commonly used software environment for such tasks is the Market Allocation Dynamic
Optimization Model (known as Markal) [Goswami, 2003].
Markal is described as follows:
“MARKAL is a generic model tailored by the input data to represent the evolution over
a period of usually 40 to 50 years of a specific energy system at the national, regional,
state or province, or community level.
[…]
The basic components in a MARKAL model are specific types of energy or emission
control technology. Each is represented quantitatively by a set of performance and cost
characteristics. A menu of both existing and future technologies is input to the model.
Both the supply and demand sides are integrated, so that one side responds
automatically to changes in the other. The model selects that combination of
technologies that minimizes total energy system cost” [Goswami, 2003].
Markal models are used worldwide to model complex infrastructure problems. For example,
Markal models have been successfully used to develop energy models of the United Kingdom
[Strachan, 2007], and the world as a whole [Kanudia, 2005]. Markal models can be extremely
data intensive in characterising technologies and systems [Strachan, 2007] and various other
tools exist to analyse similar areas in different ways and at different levels of detail. Some
alternative tools are in fact built on the Markal environment (Times – Veda [Gargiulo, 2008])
and others feature completely different functionality, for example specifically modelling
certain technologies (e.g. EMPS [Belsnes, 2010], GreenNet [Auer, 2010], eTransport
[Bakken, 2007], ADMIRE REBUS [Uyterlinde, 2003] and many more). Some of these tools
will be discussed later in this dissertation.
The quality of information in these economic and investment models is important to the
quality of the eventual results. When modelling future scenarios, many assumptions have to
be made regarding investment opportunities, learning curves for technology development etc.
Such information cannot be predicted accurately, but should at least be reasonably realistic.
Scenario driven modelling approaches can help keep such information consistent. Starting
data for economic models will normally be based on present day information and accurately
capturing this data is important for providing an accurate initial model on which to build. This
information is likely to be largely based on energy infrastructure, so that existing grid models
can be used to populate the economics model. The information key to energy supply and
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demand, as subsequently discussed in this chapter, can be directly used to feed economic
models to help plan future possibilities and improvements.

New Energy Service Business Models
Current energy utility business models are based on a century old philosophy of ‘Grow and
Build’, the result of the last great business model change in the electrical power industry in
the early 20th Century. This change resulted in a switch from highly localised small-scale
energy generators providing power over small distances, to a larger, centralised, model where
power is provided by large-scale generators over huge distances, with generation capacity
added as required. This large-scale model had the effect of making almost universal access to
electrical power a standard in the Western World [Valocchi, 2010].
This model has not evolved hugely since its inception. However, it is the opinion of various
industry experts that the ‘Grow and Build’ philosophy reached a practical limit during the
latter part of the 20th century [Valocchi, 2010] and the industry is now beginning to face
major pressure to evolve practices and business models. Valocchi et al state that such pressure
chiefly comes from:
•

Governmental policy shifts: Increased focus on energy efficiency, conservation and
renewable generation based on climate change goals and energy security. The more
successful these policy shifts are, the more the need for new business models to make
electricity production profitable for generators and to support increased
decentralisation [Valocchi, 2010].

•

Emergence of new technology: Smart grid technology and increases in small-scale
distributed generation devices adds significant complexity to the power grid network
so that power and information move in multiple directions rather than one way from
producer to consumer (consumers can now become producers). Such technological
developments are beginning to force a change in industry business models and
operating procedures [Valocchi, 2010].
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•

Changing consumer demand: Consumers now demand more from their energy
providers and have a higher awareness of climate change etc. Consumers particularly
require more control over their energy usage in order to conserve energy and save
money [Valocchi, 2010]. Emerging smart metering technologies have a significant
role here and are changing the traditional way in which energy producers work, for
example Google’s PowerMeter [Google, 2010].

To accommodate the changes outlined above, a new value chain is emerging for power and
information flow. The traditional power system value-chain is shown in Figure 6 and is very
much a one-way flow of power and information from generator to consumer.

Figure 6 - Traditional Electricity Value-Chain [Data source: Valocchi, 2010]

The value chain now emerging from the power industry is more dynamic with multidirectional flows of both information and power. In this emerging value-chain, consumers are
an active element, contributing as well as consuming power and information. Smart Grid
technology takes a central role in the new value-chain, supporting and monitoring the multidirectional flow of power and the revenue streams that ensue. Figure 7 illustrates the structure
of the newly emerging electricity value-chain.
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Figure 7 - Emerging Electricity Value-Chain [Data Source: Valocchi, 2010]

In this new value-chain platform, there is potential for end users to reap significant benefit.
Users can be generators, resellers, consumers or a combination of each. A precedent for
businesses to be run on such a platform has been set within the domain of the Internet and
World Wide Web, which is an example of how such a distributed platform functions. Users of
the World Wide Web have created hugely successful businesses based entirely on a single
platform, e.g. Google, Amazon, etc. Similarly, within the emerging power distribution valuechain, there will be scope for companies to operate in the ecosystem provided by the platform.
The power industry will not only be the domain of traditional, large-scale power companies,
but also of more dynamic businesses and small-scale producers [Valocchi, 2010].
Much of the investment required for innovative systems to develop will be borne by the
current large-scale power system operators. However, to maximise the benefits of such a
system, traditional companies will need to adapt their business models to be more suited to
the dynamic, multi-directional flow of power and information.
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Energy Service Companies
The emergence of a more dynamic power systems value-chain encourages the development of
businesses to take advantage of the new revenue streams available within the power industry.
An example of such a model is the Energy Service Company (ESCO).
Companies providing ESCO services take responsibility for the management of building,
campus or municipal energy requirements, for a contracted period. The ESCO calculates the
potential energy savings of the project in question and, if financially viable, guarantees these
savings while undertaking responsibility for implementing identified energy saving measures,
the costs of which will be met by the savings accrued. The ESCO will normally profit from
subsequent savings during the contract period. However, having taken on the risk of the
energy savings, the ESCO would be liable should the energy costs increase [ESC, 2009],
therefore there is a real financial incentive for the ESCO to contract realistic energy savings.
The ESCO model has been particularly successful in the United States, with a net energy cost
saving of around $15 billion between 1999 and 2000 [Goldman, 2005].
ESCO terms and contracts vary from project to project. However, there have been some
standardised contract frameworks developed to aid in the process of assigning a building to an
ESCO and drawing up a reasonable contract. One such framework is the BOMA Energy
Performance Contract Model (BEPC) developed by the Building Owners and Managers
association and the Clinton Climate Initiative [BOMA, 2009]. The purpose of this contract
model is to:
“Help [building] owners / operators execute more comprehensive efficiency retrofits in
investment real estate through Energy Performance Contracting (EPC).
[…]
Since the contracts are standardised, real estate professionals need not become experts
in energy performance contracting or performance guarantee provisions to execute a
successful project” [BOMA, 2009].
By using the BEPC model, the building owner or operator sets specific criteria for the project.
Then, after agreeing to the contract, the ESCO is obliged to guarantee, meet and exceed the
specified criteria, while assuming project risk. Figure 8 shows the development process
between client and the ESCO when executing a contract based on the BEPC model.
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Figure 8 - BEPC Development Process [Source: BOMA, 2009]

A key area of the development process is the Investment Grade Audit, as this influences the
success or failure of the contract from the perspective of profitability and risk. The Investment
Grade Audit allows a potential ESCO to carry out due diligence on buildings in question,
determining current energy profile, potential improvements and savings, and crucially
determines the level of risk inherent in project acceptance.
An Investment Grade Audit will require significant analysis from both energy and financial
perspectives. This will require surveying the projects in question; full energy analysis;
expected payback periods; annual savings; lifecycle savings; investment costs; operating
conditions etc. [Clinton Climate Initiative, 2009]. The methodologies used to analyse the
projects are important and will affect confidence in contract success; these are therefore
detailed in the Investment Grade Audit.
Investment Grade Audits require a significant amount of data to be generated and managed in
order to comprehensively represent and analyse a project. Similarly in the contracted period,
measurement and validation are important for the ESCO to monitor progress and profitability,
influence investment choices and ultimately manage risk. Therefore, data organisation and an
efficient data management platform should be of significant importance to an ESCO,
particularly if multiple projects are managed.
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In addition to concentrating on the energy performance of buildings, Energy Service
Companies can also be involved in the management of energy supply. In fact, an ESCO may
focus primarily on energy generation and supply.
An ESCO can effectively straddle both energy demand and supply, or focus on either area,
depending on project requirements or company preference. The case of an ESCO taking
responsibility for both energy supply and demand is interesting as new developments in
energy service business models, distribution technologies and tariff structuring can be
combined with energy efficiency, demand side management and retrofitting etc. to maximise
energy savings and eventual profit accrued.
The newly emerging electricity value-chain outlined in Figure 7 provides opportunities for
ESCOs to benefit. Increased information assets in electricity grids allow ESCOs to be more
flexible in choosing where energy is sourced and ensuring optimal tariffs for specific demand
patterns. This allows the ESCO to better manage energy supply costs and maximise savings
where possible. Combining demand side management technologies with grid information
systems may allow the changing of demand profiles so that, where possible, heavy electricity
demand can occur at times when energy tariffs are lower, resulting in increased savings
[Boait, 2009].
The multi-directional nature of emerging electricity grids provide a major revenue generating
opportunity for ESCOs in the form of localised electricity generation. In addition to managing
energy usage and conservation, an ESCO can become an energy supplier by implementing
energy generation options in their projects. For example the implementation of Micro CHP
devices could allow extra revenue to be generated via the export of electricity generated as a
side product of the heating required for a building [Boait, 2009]. ESCOs can also implement
larger scale dedicated energy generation such as wind turbines to generate a supplemental
income by exporting to the electricity grid, whilst at the same time offsetting their own
electricity requirements. Such generation could be either on or off site depending on local
conditions.
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In the United Kingdom, policy instruments such as Feed In Tariffs [Ofgem, 2010] provide
extra incentive for small-scale generation, particularly in the case of ESCOs. Feed In Tariffs
provide a guaranteed rate for every unit of electricity generated from selected renewable
energy generation devices. The generation tariff depends on the technology in question and
the size of the plant, for example a wind generation device with a capacity between 1.5 –
15kW will receive a generation tariff of 26.7 p/kWh [Ofgem, 2010] while a photovoltaic
device with a capacity of between 4-10kW will receive a generation tariff of 36.1 p/kWh
[Ofgem, 2010]. Feed In Tariffs are guaranteed for between 10 and 25 years depending on the
generation device [Ofgem, 2010]. In addition to generation tariffs, generators will also receive
a tariff for every unit exported to the national grid.

Feed In Tariffs are a government-funded subsidy designed to encourage the uptake of smallscale renewable generation devices. Other schemes are also in place such as Tradable Green
Certificates (or Renewable Obligation Certificates in the UK), which create a market for
renewable generation and are used to encourage the implementation and development of
renewable generation devices. Such systems greatly decrease payback time and increase
profitability.
Typically, ESCOs will operate on a business-to-business basis and are likely to be relatively
large companies capable of managing the financial risks entailed in ESCO contracts and able
to provide the maintenance capabilities required for such projects. Contractual periods for
such ESCOs are likely to be long term and potentially complex. Such companies can be
thought of as “True ESCOS” [Boait, 2009].
However, another type of emerging ESCO model is that of the local ESCO. Local ESCOs
normally arise from a local authority or community initiative and operate in limited regional
areas with a primary focus on energy supply for the local area [Boait, 2009]. Typically, such
local ESCOs invest the savings and revenue from localised energy generation into energy
efficiency projects in the local area, in turn maximising future savings and making the supply
of energy more affordable, in addition to providing other local benefits. The introduction of
Feed In Tariffs and other renewable energy incentives significantly contribute to the
profitability and success of such ventures and helps to contribute to overall carbon reduction
commitments.
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It has been argued that ESCO models can provide significant social benefits when
implemented successfully particularly when aligned with national goals and government
policy [Boait, 2009]. ESCO models provide a financial incentive for energy savings; ESCOs
reduce client energy demand, and help meet energy and carbon reduction targets, while
minimizing risk for the client. Provided due diligence is carried out during Investment Grade
Audit stages, a successful contract can be profitable for the ESCO and, in a wider sense, help
meet national targets without government enforcement or heavy subsidisation. Effectively, all
parties can win if an ESCO contract is carried out successfully. If not, the loss lies primarily
with the ESCO.
ESCO models can result in increased and regular work for building trades when retrofits are
required. In addition, building maintenance requirements will be steadily monitored and
implemented in a systematic manner, rather than only when problems occur. Local ESCO
models have many benefits to the localities they operate in, particularly reduced energy costs.
In addition, local involvement and ownership can help to improve political support for
renewable technologies since community profits can help reduce the ‘not in my backyard’
factor [Boait, 2009] often prevalent when larger companies implement renewable schemes.
In addition, ESCO models can have a positive impact on the development of energy
efficiency and renewable energy generation devices. Due to ESCO success being tied to
maximised savings and the risks being removed from the client, new and more efficient
technologies may be more generally accepted and can lead to an encouragement of innovation
and research [Boait, 2009].
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Supply Side Energy Models
Emerging energy transmission grids, as discussed earlier, largely rely on the transmission of
information alongside power. Information exchange is key to managing multi-directional
energy flow in such grids, and can provide more intelligent demand matching, security of
supply and other factors. Effectively information exchange provides much of the ‘Smart’
concept in the Smart Grid.
The concept of Smart Grid is defined as:
“An electricity network that can intelligently integrate the actions of all users connected
to it - generators, consumers and those that do both – in order to efficiently deliver
sustainable, economic and secure electricity supplies.
A Smart Grid employs innovative products and services together with intelligent
monitoring, control, communication, and self-healing technologies to:
• Better facilitate the connection and operation of generators of all sizes and
technologies;
• Allow consumers to play a part in optimizing the operation of the system;
• Provide consumers with greater information and choice of supply;
• Significantly reduce the environmental impact of the whole electricity supply
system;
• Deliver enhanced levels of reliability and security of supply.
Smart Grid deployment must include not only technology, market and commercial
considerations, environmental impact, regulatory framework, standardization usage,
ICT (Information & Communication Technology) and migration strategy but also
societal requirements and governmental edicts” [Kapetanovic, 2010].
A major requirement of the Smart Grid is data interoperability. Smart Grids will consist of
ever expanding and more complex mixes of technologies including management
technologies, smart meters, automated messaging between generation devices etc., from
different manufacturers and designed for different operating conditions. Therefore, device
interoperability is a major concern in the context of the Smart Grid. To this end significant
efforts have been invested in creating a set of standards that will govern information exchange
in the Smart Grid while being flexible enough to allow future evolutions of the Smart Grid
and associated devices.
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Common Information Model
One such Smart Grid standard is of particular interest in this project, namely the Common
Information Model (CIM) or IEC 61970 – 61968 standards [CIM Users Group, 2010],
[McMorran, 2007], [SMB Smart Grid Strategic Group, 2010]. The Common Information
Model (CIM) is an object oriented data model designed to represent the component parts of a
power grid. The CIM allows for a highly detailed power grid representation ranging from
high-level concepts such as billing, geographical areas and time profiles to specific equipment
such as breakers, connections, cables, generating devices etc. The range of detail represented
in the CIM model is designed to be as comprehensive as required to encapsulate the data
requirements of the power industry.
The CIM standard was developed with information sharing between stakeholders in the power
systems industry in mind. Such sharing is problematic when proprietary standards are used
and the CIM is an attempt to standardise and rationalise such communication. The rise of
smart grid technologies and the deregulation of the power industry particularly reinforce the
need for such a standard to be accepted and processed by software and devices across the
industry.
McMorran outlines the problem that the CIM attempts to solve as follows:
“Problems occur when companies need to exchange data between software
applications from different vendors, and/or have multiple versions of the same software
running within their company. Such a scenario requires a company to either:
1. Maintain multiple copies of the same data in multiple formats
2. Store the data in a format compatible with every piece of software, requiring the
removal of application-specific data and a subsequent loss in precision
3. Store the data in a single, highly-detailed format and create software to translate
from this highly-detail format to the desired application file formats
4. Use a highly detailed format that is compatible with every application and whose
standard format contains the basic data required to represent the power system
while simultaneously allowing additional, detailed, application-specific data to be
contained without invalidating the format.
[…]
The fourth option represents the ideal solution, allowing a company to maintain a
single, highly detailed format that is compatible with any of their software.
This option does, however, require three things:
• A highly detailed model to describe the power system
• A file format capable of storing extended data without affecting the core data
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•

Power system software vendors and utilities to either adopt and embrace this data
model and format either for economic or regulatory reasons

The Common Information Model (CIM) for Power Systems has the potential to meet the
first requirement of the above list while the eXtensible Markup Language (XML),
combined with the Resource Description Framework (RDF) offers a means of fulfilling
the second requirement. The remaining requirement can be considered more of a
commercial challenge than a technical one” [McMorran, 2007].
The CIM standard has been developed as a class-based UML format, seen in Figure 9, which
is rather abstract and technology unspecific. The main CIM specification is developed using
UML modelling tools such as IBM’s Rational Software Modeller [IBM, 2010] and SPARX
Enterprise Architect [SPARX, 2010]. Such abstract UML representations can be converted
into specific formats appropriate for specific uses and technologies. The use of an objectorientated model allows the CIM standard to be represented as object models in many
programming languages, or using other serialisation methods.

Figure 9 - Top Level of the Core CIM Package [Source: CIM UML Model - CIM Users Group, 2010]
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There are multiple methods for representing CIM information, and Semantic Web technology
seems particularly appropriate. Indeed, a common method of dealing with CIM is to use the
serialisation referred to as CIM/XML, an application of RDF/XML [McMorran, 2007].
RDF is particularly suitable for representing CIM. The CIM standard can easily be converted
from an abstract UML description to a Semantic Web ontology file. This allows conforming
CIM RDF files to be generated and allows Semantic Web technologies to be used as the
mechanism for transmitting and interacting with CIM data sets. The Semantic Web layered
model, discussed earlier, in Chapter 2, can be employed as a mechanism for dealing with CIM
based data sets.
The CIM is split into various packages addressing specific areas within a power system in
order to partition the standard into manageable models for areas of common concern. The
CIM packages are shown in Figure 10 and described in Table 1. Rather than be concerned
about hundreds of classes, a developer can focus on the package(s) that best represent the area
they are working in [IEC, 2009]. Common resources are shared between packages, and are
interconnected at multiple levels with various object-oriented relationships; inheritance;
association, composition, etc.

Figure 10 - CIM Package Structure [Source: CIM UML Model - CIM Users Group, 2010]
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CIM Package
Core
Domain
Topology
OperationalLimits
Wires

Description
Contains core entities and collections shared by all packages. Includes the
generic PowerSystemResource Class
Defines quantities and units for use by all other packages.
An extension to the Core package modelling connectivity, i.e. how equipment
is connected
Models the specification of limits associated with CIM entities.
An extension to the Core and Topology packages. modelling electrical
characteristics of transmission and distribution networks.

Equivalents

Models equivalent networks.

LoadModel

Models energy consumers and system loads.

Outage
Protection
Generation

Models information on current and planned network configurations.
Models information for fault protection of equipment and entities.
Contains packages and information relating to energy generation, including
control and economic dispatch.

Contingency

Information on contingencies to be studied.

ControlArea

Models control area specifications.

SCADA
Meas

Contains information required to model information used by Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems.
Contains entities describing dynamic measurement data shared between
applications.
Table 1 – CIM (IEC 61970) Package Descriptions

A complete CIM representation of a power system may consist of an extremely complex
graph with many nodes and relationships. Using semantic web querying technologies such as
SPARQL, CIM graphs can be queried in a relatively straightforward, but powerful, manner
utilising the reasoning opportunities afforded by the detailed and extensive class hierarchy.
Data manipulation can be carried out in a similar manner.
It would be impractical and inefficient to pass full CIM grid representations between devices
in a power system for occurring events. In addition, having a large centralised system entails
huge synchronisation challenges, for example in the case of all components in a grid updating
a centralised server with status information in real time. In addition, a large-scale centralised
system introduces a single point of failure for the whole grid information system.
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A solution is to use a decentralised and distributed Semantic Web model for representing grid
information [McMorran, 2007]. In the decentralised model, rather than create a single large
CIM repository, CIM messages are created by capable components in the system and linked
to each other. Each capable component (e.g. capable of networking and processing RDF or
XML) can have a CIM profile mapped to its interface and link, from within the CIM profile,
to other devices on the network. CIM profiles are subsets of the full CIM ontology
representing data relevant for a specific device or purpose. Addressing in such a system can
be handled using standard URIs, as with all Semantic Web applications. Of course, some
components will not be capable of creating their own representations, but can be represented
at a higher level. For example, a transformer in the system can create a representation for its
subcomponents.
Such a profiling system allows the creation of a full CIM-based system representation.
However, this representation does not exist on a single component or server. When
information is required on a given component, the actual component can be interrogated using
standard Semantic Web querying technology, and the results will always be current. In such a
system, problems with synchronisation will be largely negated.
The CIM standard has been developed primarily in the United States, where it is being
adopted as the data exchange format for transferring information between power companies
[McMorran, 2007]. The CIM format is receiving significant levels of support from leading
manufacturers in the power industry, including Siemens; Areca; ABB; etc. [Oyarzabal, 2007].
CIM receives significant support from various energy utilities, particularly in the United
States but also in Europe, with companies such as EDF [Oyarzabal, 2007] and Scottish Power
[Bell, 2007] conducting tests using CIM on their grids. The standard has yet to receive fullscale adoption, and is by no means complete. However, the nature of the CIM architecture
should allow it to evolve over time to meet the emerging data requirements of the Power
Industry.
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Demand Side Modelling
The previous section outlined a Semantic Web information model for the energy supply
network. On the demand side, a detailed information asset can be key to characterising and
minimising energy requirements. Particularly for buildings, which place some of the largest
demands on an energy supply grid and for which large energy efficiency cost savings have
been postulated [Kiely, 2010]. Furthermore, the built environment is increasingly important
for energy supply (e.g. PV arrays, building integrated renewables, combined heat and power
plants) in the new decentralized grid that is emerging.
Traditionally, building design has been drawing-based to represent desired work and to
evaluate projects upon completion. Drawings become legal contracts that are assessed, and
may be used throughout the building lifecycle for management and other purposes. However,
drawings have various limitations. In particular:
•

Drawings require multiple views to depict a building in appropriate detail for
construction. This makes much of the drawing work redundant and increases risk of
error.

•

The elements used in drawings: lines; arcs; text elements, etc., only provide a visual
building representation. These are useful to a human reader, but contain very little
computer readable information that would allow for automated analysis [Eastman,
2009].

Building Information Modelling (BIM)
Building Information Modelling (BIM) attempts to overcome the limitations of traditional
drawing and computer-aided drawing (CAD) by utilising a full information model of a
building, extending beyond geometric properties.
Typically, a BIM representation will be based on a parametrically linked object model of a
building [Eastman, 2009]. The concepts of BIM are based on object oriented programming
and other object orientated data models. In a BIM model, rather than lines, faces, and vertices,
a model will be comprised of defined objects representing specific building properties. For
example, a model is created from walls, rooms, floor levels, roofs, etc. Each of these objects
can contain or link to other objects and will have many data parameters assigned to them.
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BIM can extend to contain any type of information property so that in addition to building
structure; service information, electrical information, quantities, and ultimately occupancy
data can be defined. Concepts such as spatial location, local weather etc. can also be easily
defined.
A BIM model is normally structured as a linked graph of building data. The level of data in a
model will typically depend on project specific requirements, and can evolve over time as
projects progress. The parametric, object-oriented, nature means that any changes made to a
model component need only be carried out once. Any dependants on the component will then
be automatically updated [Eastman, 2009]. BIM tools typically generate CAD-like views
based on the underlying object model. This means that rather than having to draft multiple
drawings, an architect need only create the building representation once with multiple views
being generated from the underlying information model. In addition, changing a component in
the model will automatically update all views of that component. There is little data or
modelling redundancy as compared to the traditional drawing approach.
The existence of a rich building data model provides the opportunity to process and analyse
the model to achieve various goals. These can range from checking and optimising the
geometry of the building to carrying out full-blown energy, structural and other analyses.
Having a rich, populated, building representation allows the automation of many calculations
that would otherwise be carried out manually, or not at all.
Howard and Bjork state that:
“The idealistic goal of BIM has been to provide a single building model capable of
being used throughout the [building] process” [Howard, 2008].
Ideally, a BIM model is initiated in the conceptual design stages. Then, as the building plan
becomes more concrete, the BIM model should be updated to reflect changes. The model can
then be used to generate construction plans, bills of quantities, costs, analyse energy and
structural requirements etc. Subsequently, the same model can be used to record occupancy
information, record changes to the building structure, be used to plan extension and remedial
construction works and many other use cases. Finally, the model can be used in the later
building stages to manage demolition and content recycling.
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To realise the use case described above, it is essential that a BIM tool either provides the
required functionality within the software platform or, more realistically, allows exporting of
the data model for use in external specialised software environments. The transfer of BIM
models between different proprietary environments – the challenge of interoperability – is an
area where there have been some significant standardisation efforts [Howard, 2008], [Roth,
2009], [BuildingSmart, 2008], [Hand, 2008]. This area will be investigated in more detail in
Chapter 6 of this dissertation.
At present, there are a relatively small set of Building Information Modelling tools in the
market, and these are constantly developing with more complex data sets and functionality.
At present the three main contenders in the Building Information Modelling market are:
•

Autodesk Revit [Autodesk, 2009]

•

Graphisoft Archicad [Graphisoft, 2010]

•

Bentley Architecture [Bentley, 2010]

Each of these tools provides similar, drawing-based, model creation in a manner that should
be reasonably familiar to architects and other CAD users. However, the tools also allow users
to add large amounts of additional information, ranging from spatial data to individual
attributes of the materials used within the building. Each of the tools listed above are provided
in different versions designed for different members of a design team. For example, Autodesk
Revit is currently available in three flavours:
•

Autodesk Revit Architecture – designed for initial building model creation.

•

Autodesk Revit Structural – designed to enable structural engineers to assign structural
information to a Revit BIM model.

•

Autodesk Revit MEP – designed to allow building services engineers to specify and
assign information regarding mechanical and electrical plant to a Revit BIM model
[Autodesk, 2010].

Each of the versions listed above use the same basic BIM model, but enrich the model in a
specific manner. Therefore, portability of BIM models is important even in a proprietary
environment.
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The building industry can be relatively slow to change, and this is reflected by the adoption of
BIM in construction practices. Studies have shown that early adoption of BIM was relatively
slow. A 2005 study found the uptake of BIM among architects to be low due to:
•

Being deemed too difficult to use;

•

Not required by clients;

•

Did not speed up the design process so that architects had little incentive to use BIM

•

The split between architecture, design and drafting;

•

Inadequate objects and customisation capability;

•

Complicated and time-consuming process, lack of training and technical support,
costs of acquiring extra files and lack of free trials; [Tse, 2005].

Personal computers are now capable of handling complex BIM models, user interfaces have
received attention from developers, and BIM has become more recognised in the building
industry. More recent studies have found that the uptake of BIM tools has increased
significantly, with one study reporting that 48% of architectural practices in the United States
now use BIM methodologies [Schlueter, 2009] although the same paper states that:
“Today, the biggest obstacle for architects to adopt BIM methods is the tentative use of
BIM by other industry partners such as engineering firms” [Schleuter, 2009].
The 2005 study by Tse et al found that many architectural practices using BIM were doing so
for 3D drafting, and not taking their models any further [Tse, 2005]. BIM tools can be useful
for this purpose, often providing a good 3D modeller; however, this is not the primary goal of
BIM. Such use shows a lack of understanding of the BIM concepts and the benefits that can
be obtained by using the information model throughout the building design process.
Therefore, there is probably a large educational challenge in conveying the principles of BIM
to architects and other design professionals. This may happen organically as adoption of BIM
becomes more widespread.
Increasingly stringent building legislation requiring detailed analysis of building design may
help to encourage and drive the adoption of BIM in the construction industry. Energy
efficiency is a key driver. Legislation such as the Energy Performance Building Directive
(EPBD) [DIAG, 2009] in the EU requires that all buildings be analysed at an energy
performance level (this applies to both existing and new builds). Different countries have
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different methodologies for meeting the EPBD and similar legislation, but in almost all cases
it is clear that an information model of a building will be required. Clearly, if a detailed and
up to date model already exists, then the process of energy analysis is cheaper and simpler.
The characterisation of a building is important to identifying its energy and other needs.
Increasing levels of building information detail increase the scope and opportunity for
carrying out advanced analysis to identify areas that can be improved, and subsequently
reduce overall energy demand. Buildings are one of the largest consumers of energy; in the
United States, buildings are stated as consuming 70% of all electricity generated [IBM, 2010].
Therefore, efficiency measures identified by analysing a building’s performance during all
lifecycle stages have the potential to impact energy conservation in general. Detailed BIM
modelling can be a means of doing this, so that information models are a key enabler in the
characterisation and reduction of energy demand.

Conclusion
This chapter has examined the state of the art in key areas of relevance for this study.
Energy economics and policy is an area of international, national and regional importance and
there is a clear need to gather rich datasets, link and analyze models of key initiatives and
infrastructure and explore policy scenarios.
A need exists for significant information assets for emerging energy and power supply
networks. The evolution of traditional one way power grids is going to require a sophisticated
information infrastructure to represent and manage the increased complexity of emerging
patterns and requirements in new energy infrastructure, particularly the multi-directional
flows that are expected as consumers become producers and the lines and responsibilities of
different stakeholders in the grid network begin to blur.
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In addition to allowing multi-directional energy flows, a sophisticated information
infrastructure in the power grid will provide increased control and flexibility for consumers.
By monitoring usage and tariffs, users may be able to save significant amounts of energy and
therefore reduce cost, in addition to exporting their own electricity to the grid for profit. Other
benefits to having a detailed information model include increased levels of error reporting
from components, leading to increased grid reliability, simpler billing procedures etc.
This chapter has also looked at the requirements and benefits of developing detailed
information assets on the energy demand side, particularly with regard to building
information modelling. Buildings represent the principal energy demand on most energy
grids. Building Information Modelling can provide the means for automated energy analysis
allowing issues to be identified and remedied at various stages throughout a building’s
lifecycle.
The theme throughout this chapter is that information models are of key importance across the
energy domain for supply, demand, and future planning. The challenge is to reconcile and
merge the information in these areas. World Wide Web and Internet technologies may be the
most effective way of doing this.
As Sir Francis Drake famously and aptly stated:
“Scientia potentia est” (Knowledge Is Power).
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Introduction
A key part of the Semantic Web vision is the ability to utilise large, globally distributed data
from many different sources in a useful manner. Since the Semantic Web was outlined in
1999 [Berners-Lee, 1999] there has been a steady increase in the development and adoption
of the technologies required to realise this vision and with this an increase in applications
using the technologies.
One area where Semantic Web technologies do not appear to have completely taken off yet is
in Sustainable Energy. As has been discussed in the previous chapter, the CIM model is well
established as an IEC standard for representing power systems, although it has not yet been
adopted heavily in the electrical utility industry. Other than this however, other areas in the
energy domain do not appear to have established semantic data formats conforming to the
concepts of the Semantic Web. This chapter attempts to redress this by outlining the concept
of a large-scale Semantic Web based platform for the sustainable energy domain capable of
ranging over economic and policy, supply side and demand side concerns. A number of use
cases are described where such a system may be appropriate. Subsequent chapters will discuss
in more detail the data types and implementation challenges inherent in such a system.
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Semantic Web for Sustainable Energy
Information plays a vital part in the sustainable energy domain, from representing the status
quo (energy production, consumption, metering, billing, and troubleshooting) to highlighting
and expressing where change can happen (economics, design, and analysis), and what effect it
may have. This happens at all levels in energy representation, and crosses over into many
other domains.
Energy modelling, simulation, analysis, and control exercises generate vast amounts of data,
often in proprietary data formats, and often only accessible to a limited number of people,
even when there are many stakeholders in a project.
The essential proposition here is that there is a need to move towards handling energy data in
a more collaborative manner that can be utilised in many different ways for many different
purposes by many different people. This echoes the core rationale of the Semantic Web,
suggesting that a Semantic Web based solution may be useful in achieving this next step in
Energy Information Management.
Such a platform would, at a minimum, allow the management of energy information from
high levels and broad scope (e.g. international) to extremely detailed levels and scope (e.g. the
attributes of specific materials in a wall’s construction). This data would need to be hosted in
a manner that different stakeholders would have access to and be able to manage in a
collaborative manner.
The following sections will outline a number of use case scenarios in which a Semantic Web
based Energy Information Management platform could be used. The use cases are ordered
from broad to narrow scope. Figure 11 shows the proposed use cases and their relationships
with each other, although this is a simplification and in reality, interconnection between the
use cases is more complex, and more Web like.
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Figure 11 - Conceptual Use Case Information Flows

The highest level to be outlined is trans-national energy policy and planning e.g. at a
European level. This leads to the next use case level of energy utility and supply data,
focusing particularly on use cases supported by the CIM data model.
Following energy supply, Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) are discussed. ESCOs are
emerging which bridge the gap between energy supply and demand in that they typically have
a visibility requirement for both data sets. ESCO’s also are typically responsible for large
portfolios of buildings, power plants and energy consumers, often up to city scale. After
ESCOs come facility management, who have some responsibilities for energy services but are
more focused on portfolios of buildings, and potentially require more detailed building data.
Closely connected to facilities management is building design and refurbishment for the
purposes of energy efficiency and carbon reduction, which is the lowest level of data that will
be represented and investigated in this study.
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Use Case 1: Policy and Planning
Energy policy and planning aims to regulate and change the generation and use of energy, in
addition to setting the high-level direction for future infrastructure and energy related
legislation. Energy policy and planning occurs at various levels, for example regional,
national and international. In representing these areas, vast amounts of data must often be
gathered and analysed to influence future decisions.
A major component of energy policy and planning is energy economics, which has been
discussed in some detail in Chapter 3. In terms of the implementation of energy generation
systems, a key factor is the amount of energy that can be generated using a given technology
versus the cost of doing so. In addition to the capital costs of building generation plant,
marginal costs are particularly important (i.e. the cost of generating an additional unit of
energy). Cost data is of key importance and therefore must be well represented within the data
structures. It cannot be expected that future costs of energy resource can be predicted
accurately. However, estimates can be based on current data and input to energy economics
tools should represent this.
In addition to energy generation, energy infrastructure plays an important part in energy
policy, particularly on an international level, and there are various policy level projects
focusing on energy infrastructure across Europe and further afield (e.g. [European
Commission, 2011]). The modelling tools required for such large-scale economic and
infrastructure models require significant input collection by numerous partners in various
projects. In addition, some projects may employ the use of multiple, highly specialised,
modelling and analysis tools each requiring similar data to achieve different types of result.
The FP7 SUSPLAN project is a case in point for the use of multiple tools in such a manner, as
a number of international and regional focused analysis tools were used to synthesize final
project results. Detailed information on some of the data gathered and requiring
representation in the SUSPLAN project will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
Of ultimate importance in an energy policy and planning knowledge base are the actual policy
recommendations and proposed legislation resulting from research projects, feasibility and
governmental studies. The background data, analysis, and results of these studies are
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important and should back up the various recommendations that can also be made available in
the knowledge base system.
The tools used for analysing energy policy and economics tend to be rather traditional
scientific software tools in terms of data representation. The tools vary significantly, but many
tend to use MS Access or MS Excel based data formats, and use proprietary structures and
labelling for storing data. This means that there is little incentive for data reuse after the data
models have served their purpose as far as project requirements are concerned.
Significant work goes into the gathering of data and interpretation of results. This is then
condensed into a results report, which influences final project recommendations, and is used
to influence legislation at various political levels. Being standalone and tailored to specific
simulation tools, gathered inputs and simulation results may then be stored and never used
again, with any similar projects requiring new data gathering efforts.
By utilising a Semantic Web based approach for representing project information, gathered
data can be represented in a flexible and interlinked fashion with a defined context. Such a
representation can allow data to be aggregated; results generated; and allow data to be reused
in later stages or in completely different projects.
Storing project data on a Semantic Web based server allows centralised access to
decentralised data, allowing multiple partners to have visibility of the data at any one time,
aiding with synchronisation issues and data portability, particularly in the case of large data
sets. Ideally, to take full advantage of Semantic Web technologies, policy and planning tools
would be built to connect to Semantic Web servers and expect datasets defined in ontologies
as inputs. Unfortunately, this can require significant work on the part of the tool developers to
modify existing simulation tools for such purposes. However, this may change in future if
significant datasets are released as open data and the weight of available, reliable, and
relevant data increases. In the short term, in order to bootstrap such a change, filtering and
conversion software is required to take data in proprietary formats and convert it into an open
RDF based format that can be hosted on a Semantic Web server.
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The impact of such data being represented in Semantic Web based formats can be significant.
Data resulting from projects such as SUSPLAN can influence European lawmakers and
energy stakeholders to take decisions with huge financial impact in order to establish the
green infrastructure and energy generation that is being looked for, and to avoid the more
negative energy and carbon scenarios presented in such studies. This, along with current EU
commitments can potentially lead to multi-billion dollar investments and decisions being
made.
A good understanding of the data and assumptions behind policy recommendations is
important, therefore. Clearly, such information can be gathered from project reports, but by
having access to raw project data, decision makers gain extra flexibility in the way they verify
and justify their decisions. In addition, this information can be combined and updated with
data from other sources to add context and derive conclusions not necessarily evident in
standalone data.
In energy policy and economics projects, the dissemination of results and data is important.
Dissemination often takes the form of project websites, distribution of reports, and so on, all
of which are important and aid in the impact of the work. A Semantic Web based platform
significantly increases the potential for dissemination. By providing programmatic access to
project data, results, and recommendations, the dissemination of such information can be
carried out in new ways that allow users to filter information important to them and display
such information in accessible ways, aiding in the overall understanding and therefore
potential impact of the work.
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Figure 12 – Energy Policy Planning and Economics – Key Concepts

Figure 12 shows a conceptual illustration of the type of high-level data expected in an energy
policy and planning context. Even at this level, there are many evident connections between
high-level data concepts, and this is further replicated throughout the detailed levels of the
structure. While such relationships add to the complexity of the data structure, it is from these
that the real value of Semantic Web based data formats begin to appear, and where more
powerful analyses and assertions can be made of the data. Such structures can replicate real
life situations more realistically and accurately than can be achieved using tree structures, etc.
By inherently supporting interlinking, RDF reduces the complexity of representing such
systems while still preserving data relationships.
When connected to wider semantic data initiatives, the potential of such a policy and planning
platform becomes particularly powerful. Recently, significant efforts have been made in
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providing open access to governmental data in various countries via the Semantic Web. One
such example is data.gov.uk serving UK government data and statistics [HM Government,
2011]. Using such government hosted data sources, for example, current Feed in Tariffs,
socio economic data, areas of conservation, etc. could be directly accessed and used within
policy and planning applications. In addition, efforts such as Linked Open Data [LinkedData,
2010] make available large, and ever growing, semantic data sets representing various topics.
By representing energy policy and planning data in RDF, linkages can be made to these
external data sets to provide additional context to the project data, as well as provide the
potential to reduce the data gathering effort if relevant data has already been made available,
e.g. by a governmental or similar organisation. If the simulation tools being used in the
project support such formats, then use could be made of this published data with very little
additional work.
Such data reuse also works powerfully in the opposite direction. With projects such as
SUSPLAN, a significant investment of research time and funding has gone into data gathering
and analysis activities. By sharing this information in a reusable and interconnected manner,
investments can be maximised and significant amounts of additional value can be extracted.
Future projects can potentially use and build on such information, reducing data gathering
requirements and allowing these projects to focus on solving particular issues. As many of
these projects are likely to be funded by a small number of funding bodies (e.g. the European
Commission), then by encouraging such data representation practices, the funding
organisations could be maximising their own investments beyond original scope.
Similar benefit may be found in smaller-scale developments in the form of data mash-ups.
This is where third-party developers combine open data from various sources to achieve
various goals. Such projects can often lead to interesting and valuable results, far beyond the
original intended scope of the organisations responsible for producing the data.
This first use case has highlighted the potential of a policy and planning based Semantic Web
model and platform. The next use case will focus on the next level of detail, namely
infrastructure at a utility or generator level.
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Use Case 2: Energy Utilities and Supply
With the development of Smart Grid technologies and emerging energy supply models,
information flow and management is now a serious concern and major component of energy
grids, as detailed in Chapter 3. Within the energy supply and utilities domain, significant
work has been carried out in the development of data models for representing and transferring
grid and supply related data at various levels of detail ranging from specific electrical
component information to more high-level customer and business focused data. One such
effort at standardising this work has been in the form of the Common Information Model
(CIM) IEC 61970 standard.
The CIM data format [McMorran, 2007], describes the electrical components in a power
system and relationships between them. CIM also describes high-level information such as
asset tracking, scheduling and billing. The CIM data format was originally developed by the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the USA and has since been adopted by various
Energy Management System vendors to allow data exchange between their software and that
of other external vendors [McMorran, 2007].
Outside of the USA, CIM is gaining popularity and adoption, with power companies
identifying it as the future of data exchange in their industry, and in the domain of smart
grids. A UK based example is Scottish Power, who has made the CIM data format a core part
of their OASIS program, responsible for replacing their current IT systems for the
management of Work, Assets, Real Time Control and Field Systems [Bell, 2007].
Although defined as a UML based structure, the CIM standard works well as an RDF/OWL
ontology and therefore, a common way of implementing the standard is via Semantic Web
based methodologies, often using an RDF/XML representation referred to as CIM/XML
[McMorran, 2007].
The CIM standard is sizeable, as can be expected due to the scope of the domain it represents.
However, it is not yet fully comprehensive. For example, at present support for renewable
energy generation is limited, whereas traditional generation methods are well supported. This
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is likely to change as the usage of the CIM increases, and reflects the state of the power
system industry in general.

Figure 13 – Energy Supply Data Format Example (High-Level) With CIM Resources

An example of the type of data structure necessary to represent energy supply can be found in
Figure 13. This example primarily shows some of the core packages and classes in the CIM
ontology and an excerpt of the relationships between them. In reality, there are thousands
more classes and connections present in the CIM model, and the number and detail of these is
growing as the standard matures and progresses. Also shown in this diagram are two
additional elements, “Operators” and “Cost”. These are shown in a conceptual sense as
being connected to elements of the CIM model, illustrating a relationship between CIM
IEC61970 and external models. Both “Operators” and “Cost” elements can be represented
using an accompanying ontology to CIM IEC61970, namely the IEC 61968 ontology, also
part of the CIM family of ontologies. These external concepts are common to the energy
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policy data structures described above and are therefore examples of connection points
between the two areas.
As shown in Figure 13, high-level CIM resources are sub-classed and connected with
generalisation and composition relationships in order to represent various devices and aspects
in a power system. Other resources in CIM are represented in similar levels of detail at
differing layers in the power system hierarchy. The CIM data format allows a power system
to be navigated from a high-level utility company view to an extremely detailed component
view while still preserving relationships and data complexity at all levels.
As outlined in Chapter 3, the CIM model can be implemented in a number of ways and in a
distributed fashion while still connecting resource representations to provide access to a
holistic grid data model. For example, CIM profiles can be generated and hosted by individual
components with support for connectivity that would host their own up to date information
and connect with other components in the system. This allows the grid model to persist even
if some system components are unavailable. In a highly distributed grid with significant levels
of small-scale generation, the CIM model can be used to bind generator and demand
resources into the wider grid information system, using equipment such as smart meters etc.
Such a data model can provide an energy utility company with an overall view of the energy
supply grid, which can be used for various purposes from load analytics and balancing to
billing and customer support. By providing such information in a Semantic and
interconnected format then other stakeholders in the energy industry can potentially use the
information for their own purposes, e.g. to monitor tariffs, identify generation sources, and
monitor revenue from localised generation, in addition to many other use cases. This can be
particularly useful for energy service companies as discussed in the following use case.
Obviously, such information sharing is dependent on the utility making their information
available to external stakeholders. Doing so would be technically feasible, but perhaps not
commercially so. In addition, there are significant security concerns in sharing grid model
information. However, regulatory and legislative requirements oblige transmission operators
to share certain information not only nationally, but also on a pan-European basis as part of
the European Network of Transmission Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) [ENTSO-E,
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2011], [McMorran, 2010]. It may be possible for utility companies to make available subsets
of connected data in order to fulfil such requirements. The fact that power companies are
already using standards such as the CIM shows that the capability for linking such
information already exists. Additionally, cross-utility information sharing is a core concept of
CIM.
Significant work has been carried out on the development of the CIM standard, which is now
relatively mature and is increasingly being used by power companies, although undoubtedly
there is more work to do before it can gain general adoption. Due to the maturity of the CIM
format, and the scope of this PhD project, the CIM standard will not be developed in any
detail for the purposes of this project, it will however be integrated into and used as a
reference for other areas as discussed in the following use case.
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Use Case 3: Energy Service Companies
Energy Service Companies (ESCOs) take on responsibility for a building’s energy
requirements and profit from savings resulting from implemented efficiency measures. ESCO
models and practices have been detailed in Chapter 3. This use case will focus on data
structures relevant to ESCOs and on where such structures can be connected into other
domains using semantic web technologies.
ESCOs can be thought of as a hybrid between energy utility and facility management
companies. In ensuring energy efficiency and reducing energy demand, the ESCO may
require to manage both energy supply and demand. For example, control of flexible energy
tariffs on one hand; and implementation and monitoring of demand efficiency measures on
the other. Both may be required to achieve a holistic view of the energy consumed by a
specific project. Additionally, the ESCO may choose to implement renewable generation,
which have the effect of making a building an energy supplier as well as a demand. This can
help to increase profitability and offset energy use. However, careful monitoring and
integration with the wider energy network may be required.
For the building owner and ESCO, it is imperative to have good quality, detailed building
information before signing a Building Energy Performance Contract (BEPC) in order to
manage risk. A clearly defined project and criteria is an important step in the contract
development process, as are technical walkthroughs, executing Investment Grade Audits,
defining the final project scope and, finally, measuring and verifying the results. Each of these
steps suggests requirements for access to detailed and accurate information. The result of not
having such data could be disastrous for the client and potentially even more so for the ESCO,
who would be obliged to bear the financial burden if the predicted energy savings did not
materialise.
The building owner or operator has the responsibility of defining the project and the criteria
required from the contract. These criteria are used by the ESCO to determine contract
feasibility and whether or not to accept. Therefore, contract success depends on accurate and
realistic data. The building owner will be responsible for making all relevant data available to
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potential ESCOs during the technical walkthrough stage; again, it is important to have
detailed and accurate information.
The Investment Grade Audit stage allows the ESCO and the building owner to refine project
scope, savings, and other requirements before finally agreeing and being bound by a contract.
This stage defines the conditions that bind both ESCO and owner so that it is in the interests
of both to conduct a study that is as detailed as possible. The BEPC model suggests that, at a
minimum, an Investment Grade Audit should include:
•

•
•

Detailed cost information including expected annual cost savings, annual maintenance
costs, payback, lifecycle, and environmental impacts. The BEPC model dictates that
these cost figures should be definite numbers and not estimates.
A full analysis and definition of current consumption for each utility and fuel type
used in the building.
A full description of analysis methods, calculations, data inputs, and all assumptions
(both technical and economic) [BOMA, 2009].

Having access to existing accurate data could potentially reduce the costs of this step by
reducing the data gathering activities otherwise required. However, the ESCO would still
need to exercise due-diligence and validate such information.
The measurement and verification stage will require collection of detailed information
regarding the building’s day-to-day operations and other energy related information. This can
include data such as amounts of energy used by the building, building and plant use profiles,
plant efficiency, utility costs, etc. This information is used to define the saving realised by the
ESCO and therefore achievable profit. Therefore, there is a requirement for accuracy and
detail.
The ESCO will normally be responsible for managing building energy during the contracted
period and it is in their interest to maximise energy efficiency and increase energy related
savings during this period. As part of this process, the ESCO may provide training to relevant
personnel in the use of newly installed plant. The BEPC suggests that there be regular
communication between the owner’s team and the ESCO’s technical experts throughout the
contractual period. It also advises that these personnel be given access to on-going
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educational programmes, such as those offered by BOMA, to support the sharing of best
practices [BOMA, 2009].
Another area where the ESCO may desire a degree of operational control is in dealing with
energy utility companies and flexible tariffs. The ESCO could insist on a market model for
energy supply where the possibility of flexible and differentiated tariffs, green energy tariffs,
interruptible supply contracts, etc. become available [Hektor, 2001]. In this case, there may be
a possibility for the ESCO to switch between energy tariffs in response to external conditions,
or market prices, and therefore attempt to utilise the cheapest available energy tariffs at any
given moment to maximise energy cost savings. This approach may allow the ESCO to use
localised renewable energy resources where available (e.g. use of wind based generation
when the wind is blowing), but switch to a different grid tariff when preferred options are not
available.
From the description above, and from ESCO contract models such as the BEPC, it is clear
that high quality, detailed, and accurate data is a key component of the whole process. The
quality of data used can make or break the success of an ESCO contract and therefore impact
on the benefit or cost to an ESCO after committing to a project. The volume of data required
during the ESCO contract lifecycle will be significant and therefore an efficient way of
organising this information could be advantageous.
To this end, a proposition of this study is that that a Semantic Web based knowledge
representation platform will be of benefit to ESCOs and their clients during, and beyond, the
contractual process.

Semantic Web Based ESCO Knowledge Base
In terms of required information structures, an ESCO specific Semantic Web knowledge base
could include a combination of the utility / supply side and facility management use cases
described earlier. Structures used in the energy policy, design, and refurbishment use cases
may also be of relevance.
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Depending on the data gathered by building owners, operators, and construction teams, an
ESCO could have access to a rich information model describing much of the information
required to execute an Investment Grade Audit. This could include building geometry,
constructions, heating systems, plant, historic energy information, usage profiles, etc.
Clearly, an ESCO could not rely on such information alone on a trust basis, but it may serve
as a useful preliminary step in judging project feasibility before proceeding to survey. A
detailed information model mirroring the physical asset could also shorten survey times
substantially. When carrying out an Investment Grade Audit, the ESCO could validate the
information in the Knowledge base rather than start a clean survey from scratch. At this stage,
the ESCO could also have access to initial building specifications, plans, and other
architectural and engineering information that may be used to inform any potential design
changes required for efficiency measures.
Again, much of the advantage gained from the use of such a system would depend on the
quality of information available in the inherited model. Even if initial information is not in
such a knowledge base, or available information is incomplete, an ESCO could populate and
enrich a corresponding model as they carry out their surveys and analyses.
After signing relevant agreements, the knowledge base could be updated to include new
information resulting from the contract. This may include construction changes, plant types,
etc. The connected nature of the knowledge base would mean that other stakeholders in the
building would be aware of proposed changes in addition to real changes as they happen. For
example, if a facilities management company contracted an ESCO to reduce energy costs for
a building, then the knowledge base would keep the facilities management team apprised of
changes made, becoming an aid to communication and the information flow between
interested parties.
After a project refit, the knowledge base could be used to manage the project’s operational
energy use using monitoring and control systems integrated into both the building and
knowledge base. An ESCO could fulfil its monitoring role by being able to view day-to-day
usage profiles such as specific area usage, occupant habits, plant usage profiles, etc. This
information could be used to find optimal configurations for different parts of the buildings in
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question. Such a knowledge base would also have the capability to log historic data, used to
verify the savings realised and to help assess financial profit or loss.
Another possibility arising from a Semantic Web based platform for ESCOs would be access
to other, relevant, external information sources. At one level, an ESCO can be viewed as a
bridge between energy supply and demand, particularly when responsible for operating
distributed power plants or selecting energy tariffs using a market model. In this case, it may
be of benefit for an ESCO to have access to power grid information over the Semantic Web
and apply this to their building information.
In the not too distant future, it may be possible for ESCOs to be alerted of circumstantial
changes within utility grids, and use such information to inform decisions on how to react.
For example, an ESCO could be alerted to a shortage of electricity generated by wind-based
plant in almost real time, or ahead of time using forecast information. This could allow the
ESCO to change supplier to the next most desirable energy generator still online. This whole
process could be executed via Semantic Web servers, and preferably automatically.
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Figure 14 – Conceptual ESCO Data Structure Excerpt with CIM Connections

Figure 14 shows a conceptual illustration of the structure expected of data resources relevant
to Energy Service companies. Clearly, this is but a subset of data necessary for ESCOs but it
does serve to illustrate the types of relationships expected (e.g. inheritance, composition, and
association) between ESCO, energy supply, energy policy, and facility management data
structures.
Although the example above is conceptual, reference is made to existing resource descriptors
in the CIM data model illustrating that a CIM based energy supply model can be integrated
and extended into an ESCO data environment. By making such connections, two-way access
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can be granted to deeper data models on both utility and building side. Similar relationships
can occur throughout the ontologies at varying levels of detail so that supply and demand data
can be deeply intertwined where appropriate.
An example use of the above could be as follows. A semantic web based platform deployed
by an ESCO updates its weather forecast information for a project being monitored. The
weather forecast for the building’s locale shows that low, below freezing, temperatures are
expected for the following three days along with strong gale force winds. This information
immediately triggers a flag within the knowledge base processor, relating the weather
information to previous conditions using artificial intelligence data mining algorithms.
Based on previous patterns, the processor takes a decision to set a warning condition within
the knowledge base. The warning condition alerts the building control system, monitoring the
semantic web platform. The building’s control system then changes electro-chromic glazing
properties for the building and adjusts the transmittances of windows to retain more heat. It
also slightly increases the heating system temperature to ensure the building will be warm
enough when the cold weather arrives (in contrast to rapidly increasing the temperature after
the cold weather begins to take effect).
At the same time, the platform’s data processor also sends a message to the utility system
notifying of an expected energy demand increase for the forecasted period. In response, the
power utility controller changes the tariff for the given building from a low demand tariff, to a
higher demand tariff that will be more cost-efficient during the period of increased load. This
will be changed back after the expected cold weather period.
Such a platform could be used by an ESCO throughout various stages of a contractual
process. The platform could be used in advisory and organisational capacities during the
Investment Grade Audit where data from previous models could be analysed and new data be
stored within the platform for ease of retrieval and possibly correlation with historic results.
The platform can also be used in an operational role during the contracted period and, if fully
integrated into the operational processes, potentially play an active part in reducing energy
costs for the buildings in question, particularly if linked with sensory and control systems.
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Another interesting use of such a platform could be by a client evaluating potential ESCOs
before entering into contractual negotiations, i.e. before engaging ESCOs and inviting them to
present qualifications. In this case, the ESCO may make available select information from
their knowledge bases to be publically available. The information available to clients could
show details of savings made in previous projects, buildings types currently in operation by
the ESCO, etc. A client could use such information while identifying suitable ESCOs,
avoiding time wasted with unsuitable operators.

Use Case 4: Facility Management
This use case scenario focuses on the needs of a facility management company managing
building portfolios on behalf of clients.
Real world examples of such facility management companies are:
•

•

•

GSH Group plc: a facilities management group with global operations and large
portfolio of contracts with large companies including financial institutions, technology
companies, etc. [GSH Group, 2010].
CBES Ltd: provide facilities management services, in addition to various other
services including building construction services, project management, mechanical
and electrical services, etc. [CBES, 2010].
Deloitte: a company who are heavily focused on real estate and energy markets,
among others. Deloitte are described as being real estate owners, developers and
operators [Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, 2010].

Upon taking responsibility for a facility, a facility management company inherits
responsibility for monitoring and managing the building. This involves responsibility for the
operational requirements of each building under their control including building use, security,
energy demand, and compliance with relevant legislation. They also deal with tenancy
changes, and agreements.
The facility management company may inherit all design and construction related
information. When doing so, there can be no guarantee as to the amount or quality of the data
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made available. This very much depends on architectural, engineering, and construction
design practices and the policies of previous owners and operators. The facility management
company may inherit large amounts of detailed data including BIM models and
specifications, or may just receive some basic blueprints along with incomplete data sets
outlining various aspects of a building.
Facility management operational duties may include managing servicing and maintenance of
equipment, renovations, refits where required, cleaning, and handling of legalities. In carrying
out these duties, a large paper trail can be accumulated, which needs to be stored and
accessible when required. This can include tenancy agreements, equipment warranties and
manuals, invoices for construction work, health and safety reports, energy tariff details, etc.
The storage of this documentation can be problematic and may be as hard copies (e.g. in filing
cabinets) and electronic copies stored using conventional methods, for example on networked
storage, or multiple hard disks etc. Such storage methods can be reasonably efficient for small
portfolios but can quickly become ungainly as portfolio size increases.
Facility management companies often install and use Building Management Systems (BMS)
to automate or simplify the process of controlling building parameters [Trend, 2011]. These
systems provide centralised access to and control of building ventilation, lighting, heating,
power, and security systems. The BMS also stores detailed logs and databases of historic data
on the state of the building. Accessing the BMS system can be via a number of methods
including remote network access. Typically, however, data can be rather complex and access
security of such systems is a concern.

Semantic Web Based Solution
In the case of facility management, a semantic web based and standards driven data
management system may be beneficial and significantly contribute to a more efficient way of
handling the mass of information resulting from design, construction and management of
buildings.
Such a system may enable facility managers to organise building information in a distributed
manner that enables managers and other parties to navigate to the information required at any
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time. Based on Semantic Web technologies, the system could allow information to be hosted
on Web servers distributed at many different locations with individual pieces of data linked
using URIs. Common backup strategies could be employed on the Web servers so that data is
automatically backed up in different locations. The distributed nature of such a system could
reduce the risk of total information loss in the event of a problem with individual servers.
Semantic Web technologies could provide facility managers with high-level visibility of
premises in the company portfolio. This data could gradually be navigated and queried to
finer levels of detail, on a data request basis where information required by the user would be
queried by a client application and retrieved from a server. The client only requires access to
the information actually needed at a given time, rather than storing all building information
locally. This allows the client to be relatively lightweight in terms of data processing, which
can be provided by the servers. Servers would need to be more powerful than currently
required, however client machines would be less so, meaning less wasted processing resource
and potentially reduced investment costs.
A knowledge base for facility managers could be populated, in the first instance, by a general
RDF descriptor of a building project. Information such as building specifications, BIM
models, architectural plans etc could be appended to the initial descriptor. Some information
could be converted into RDF format completely and others could simply be uploaded to a
Web server and pointed at from the building resource. In the case of BIM models, it would
likely be useful to convert the model itself into RDF, which could then be queried and
visualised in different ways.
Indeed, a building’s BIM model could form a central part of the knowledge base’s structure.
For example, using an RDF representation of a BIM model would allow multiple parties to
have access to the same model. This would reduce the risk of version creep and
synchronisation problems. The use of an open RDF format to represent BIM data could also
present a solution to many problems associated with trying to access proprietary BIM file
formats using incompatible modelling environments.
As facility managers take responsibility of projects, each new building will be appended to
the company’s global knowledge base. Each individual building’s data graph will expand and
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evolve as data becomes available or as the building progresses. In the design phase, different
iterations of a Building Information Model could be represented in the system, with each
revision recorded as different versions; creating an audit trail useful in later stages. In the
design stages, different versions of architectural drawings and specifications could be stored
within the system as well as any other relevant documentation or data.
During the facility management stages, the knowledge base could be used extensively in an
organisational and monitoring role. Any information assigned to the knowledge base in the
design and construction phases should be available to the building management team.
Information such as plant manufacturers, wall materials, paint types, etc. should also be
available. Documentation such as plant manuals, leases, contracts, works invoices, etc. can be
assigned to appropriate areas within the knowledge base.
One method of structuring information could be based around a Building Information Model.
In the early design stages of a project, an initial building knowledge base could be populated
with various iterations of models etc. as described above. Then, when the building
management team take over the model, they would have access to the BIM data and would be
able to append information to this. In this case, information could be appended to the areas of
the building where most relevant. For example each window in the building could have
information on u-values, manufacturing cost, etc. attached. Rooms in a building could have
occupancy information, equipment descriptors, images of the area, and other related media.
Walls would have information about materials, manufacturer data, heat properties etc.
Individual pieces of equipment such as heating and ventilation systems, computers etc. could
be identified as being in a certain area and have information appended to them such as user
manuals and warranties.
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Figure 15 – Conceptual Facility Management Data Structure Excerpt

Figure 15 shows an excerpt of the conceptual data expected in a facility management focused
data structure. Shown are the high-level components defining a building portfolio and the
level of data likely to be commonly used in a facility management situation. However, this
data sits above significantly more detailed information, which will have been generated
during earlier stages of building design and construction and can be navigated to from the
higher levels.
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Figure 15 also illustrates some example connections to other domains within the related use
case structures discussed in this chapter. There are a number of common areas between
Facility Management and ESCO use cases including building portfolios, etc. There can also
be connections between Facility Management and Energy supply models, an example of this
being where the facility management company is a ConsumerCustomer in the CIM ontology
(shown in the illustration above). While the facility management data structure has a clear
focus on building portfolios, lower levels of building information are also important and will
be represented in the data structure. Such levels of building detail are of particular focus to the
building design use case but are also relevant in a facility management scenario – the two
areas are closely linked.
A Semantic Web based data model allows information to be appended to any described
resource; so that an organisational model based around a BIM, as described above, could have
relevant information attached at every level of the building, from general building information
at a high level to detailed plant specific information at lower levels. Facility management data
is likely to focus on higher levels of building information representation, particularly when
building portfolios are represented summarised data and higher-level descriptions will be
most relevant. However, some cases may necessitate a facility manager to delve into specific
building components in detail.
An example use of the facility management data model could be as follows. A building
management team receives a call from a tenant, reporting all heating systems in their leased
area having stopped functioning. From their head offices, a building management team
consult their Semantic Web based system and navigate to the specific problem building,
specific floor, specific room and then the problem heating system. From there, the building
manager can retrieve the heating system user manual, hosted on the manufacturer’s website,
and send it to the client. Then, manufacturer and maintenance information can be retrieved
and a call made to the manufacturer to report the problem and to send a maintenance expert if
necessary.
In contrast to the example above, the traditional manner in which the building management
team may handle the above problem would be to receive a call from the tenant reporting a
problem. The building manager would then need to retrieve documentation associated with
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the problem plant either from a traditional electronic or paper based filing system. Where a
large number of buildings are being managed, the size of such a filing system could be
extremely large, and although these filing systems could be based on a building and even
floor level, the building manager would still need to navigate through a significant amount of
documentation to find those relating to a specific piece of hardware.
The ability to navigate to the problem area visually can potentially be more efficient than the
traditional manner of information organisation. In addition, the fact that the resource
information can be distributed between different web servers, both internally and externally
(e.g. the manufacturer’s Web server), means less strain on the company’s technology
infrastructure and allows all information to be available for stakeholders regardless of
physical location.
The example outlined above applies to the initial version of a Semantic Web based platform
for building management. A more futuristic, but nonetheless feasible example is where sensor
and control systems are integrated into the platform. By connecting integrated building
sensors, the platform could be used for detailed monitoring purposes. This would allow
problems to be identified as they happen, e.g. if a certain temperature threshold was reached,
then a notification could be flagged on a client application. The platform could also store
historic records of sensor information so that analysis is carried out on usage patterns,
temperature profiles, and so on to be used for determining optimal building management
configurations.
Control systems could also be connected to the platform to respond to events within the
knowledge base, and allow for remote controlling of resources by members of the building
management team. Control systems could be implemented to interface with the knowledge
base for retrieving information from specific sensors, analyse historic data and use external
resources such as Semantic Web based weather platforms to determine weather forecasts for
short-term periods. This information could be used by the control system to determine optimal
settings for equipment, e.g. heating systems, glazing controls, etc. Thus, the knowledge base
becomes a central part of an automated control loop responsible for maintaining the building.
To achieve automated control systems, the knowledge base would have to be combined with
artificial intelligence systems capable of taking fuzzy decisions based on available
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information. Such an implementation could build on work carried out on intelligent building
control systems and their integration with web systems, for example [Sierra, 2007], [Jianbo,
2009], [DePoorter, 2009].
To realise the full potential of such a system there is a significant reliance on the quality of
data held within the knowledge base. Responsibility for data quality would lie with users
populating the system. Clearly, this would depend on factors such as the information provided
by the building design team and previous owners or managers. Even with low quality data,
the platform could still be used, albeit to lesser effect, e.g. as an organisational system. The
extensible nature of the platform would also mean that if low quality data were used in the
first instance, better data could be added as it becomes available so that much of the
functionality described above could be realised after the platform has been deployed and used
for some time.
Within the Semantic Web use case hierarchy, facility management fits between building
design and the ESCO situation described above. As has been discussed regarding building
information models, much is predicated on good quality information being available, in terms
of building models and blueprints, specifications, legal records, etc. There is a clear link
between data generated in the design / construction stages and facility management in that
facility management builds on data gathered during the design stages. The following use case
will investigate how such information can be generated, hosted and used in the early stages of
the building lifecycle.
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Use Case 5: Building Design and Refurbishment
The lowest use case level in the Semantic Web hierarchy considered here is that required by
building design and construction professionals during the process of designing, analysing,
constructing and refurbishing buildings.
Building Information Modelling is becoming increasingly popular, and indeed necessary, in
building design [James, 2010], [Eastman, 2009] – from conceptual to demolition stages, and
in various fields of expertise including architecture, structural and energy engineering, and
construction management. From an energy point of view, EU and other legislation such as the
Energy Performance Building Directive (EPBD) [DIAG, 2009] require buildings to be
simulated and analysed in order to identify their energy efficiency status. There is also an
increasing use of building management systems to automatically control equipment and plant
in buildings with a potential to increase overall energy efficiency.
With this comes increasing levels of building information, which should ideally evolve with a
building throughout its lifecycle. In addition, the use of BIM allows teams of design
professionals (e.g. Architects, Engineers, etc.) to work collaboratively on building models by
enriching them with data relevant to their specific practices. For example, architects create
initial drawings, engineers analyse models based on various criteria and append structural
changes, implement heating and ventilation systems, etc.
Typically, BIM models will focus on a single building and can represent detailed information
ranging from general building descriptors to detailed space geometry and construction values
for individual surfaces and openings. A BIM model will typically be enriched progressively
as a building project proceeds.
A challenging aspect of BIM is interoperability. There are a number of BIM related tools
available at present, each of which use proprietary formats for data representation. In recent
years, there have been various attempts at creating vendor neutral data formats for Building
Information Modelling, e.g. gbXML [Roth, 2009] and IFC [BuildingSmart, 2008], which
have been successful in terms of adoption and cross-vendor support. There have also been
efforts at widening the scope of these data formats, including the Greenspace Research
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gModeller [Finlayson, 2008], [Murray, 2009] system implemented as part of this study and
described later in Chapter 6. These efforts significantly increase the portability of building
and energy models but are still limited in terms of where data can be accessed and who can
use it.
Data synchronisation can be an issue with BIM models, particularly when developed in a
collaborative manner or with multiple design variations. Version creep can be a real problem
unless rigorous organisational schemes are implemented. Some model centralisation efforts
have been developed to aid with synchronisation problems (e.g. BIMServer [BimServer.org,
2011] and Autodesk Buzzsaw [Autodesk, 2011]). These centralized repositories are
reasonably advanced; however, they do tend to be focused around single buildings, and are
often tied to a specific, proprietary BIM format.
Extending the current BIM paradigm to the Semantic Web significantly extends the current
scope and capabilities of BIM. The primary difference between the envisaged Semantic Web
based model and current BIM models is the level of interconnectedness of data. By
representing a building model in RDF, new possibilities are exposed as to the context,
connections, queries, and reasoning that can operate on the data. In turn, this creates new use
cases that extend the concept of BIM further than the current paradigm allows.
An RDF building information model can more accurately depict the conditions surrounding a
building than is the case using current BIM methodologies. A BIM model connected to wider
data models describing regional and spatial information, electrical and heating networks, and
defining relationships between the BIM model and those of neighbouring buildings would
open up many new analytical possibilities. This may also encourage data reuse and reduce
overall data inputs required for new models. Modellers would not have to enter information
about the locale of the building; rather, they would simply link to the locale. This would
provide direct access to, for example, climatic information for the surrounding area, structural
information of neighbouring buildings, district-heating requirements, and any other connected
information that may be relevant in the building design stage.
Linkages could be made between BIM models and other areas of relevance in building and
construction, e.g. with product and material manufacturers. Manufacturers could publish
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product details on a Semantic Web platform allowing building modellers to link their models
to specific product URIs, indicating that the building uses a certain type of HVAC system, or
that a wall is made up of a specific type of construction, etc. For example, a wall
representation that included Kingspan insulation [Kingspan, 2011] as part of its construction
make-up could link to an RDF product descriptor hosted on a Kingspan Web server. Analysis
engines could then access appropriate information, such as U-values, etc. from the Kingspan
server for the specific insulation product and these could be used to influence the final
calculation result. Manufacturers would be responsible for ensuring and providing product
specifications, and modellers would only have to link to the URI corresponding to products
they actually wish to use.
Such information currently has to be input manually, and can be found from a product sheet,
or possibly locally stored construction libraries. Hosting such data on a Semantic Web server
ensures that product data is always current, and is likely to be more accurate. Manufacturers
could use such a system as a way of marketing new products, for example allowing modellers
to analyse the difference a new product could make to projected energy performance.
This example can be taken further, however, by implementing the ‘product birth certificate’
concept as outlined by David Siegel [Siegel, 2009]. Product birth certificates are data
instances describing actual products. Currently, records for product instances may be stored
by manufacturers in internal databases and may be indexed by, for example, serial numbers.
Product birth certificates store essentially the same instance information, but in RDF form,
and hosted on a Semantic Web platform, uniquely indexed and accessible using URIs. The
product birth certificate could be instantiated by the manufacturer when a given product is
first created; the RDF descriptor may link back to a general RDF product description and may
be an instance of the manufacturer’s ontology for a given product set.
A product’s RDF birth certificate evolves with the product through the course of its life, from
cradle to grave. Maintenance carried out on the product would be recorded along with owner
details (linking to the owner’s RDF profile), buildings the product was placed in, and so on.
Product birth certificates could be created for any size of product, from building level to
electrical appliances. By linking product descriptors, inventories of the products within a
building can be generated and queried, with the information being as current as possible.
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Product birth certificates encourage data reuse, reducing the amount of information required
for model creation, and can link building models into the wider world of information.
Effective use of such structures can allow a building model to become a life-long information
asset used to inform and drive a physical building. The model may initially start as a design
resource used to analyse different options, including optimisation of energy performance.
Once construction begins, the model can be kept up to date with progress, and used to aid the
management process. Following construction, the building model could be linked to occupier
information models and used with sensors to support control systems that would allow the
building to dynamically adapt to conditions. Energy demand would be reduced, as would
emitted carbon and cost. In the final stages, the data model could be used to support
decommissioning and demolition, recording processes used and content to be recycled. Future
buildings using recycled material could then link back to the demolished building. There are
many other implications of such a data model that are discussed elsewhere in this dissertation
and discussed by Siegel [Siegel, 2009].
If a BIM data format were developed as a semantic schema, then efforts could be made to
standardise this, or to link it with currently existing BIM schemas using equivalence relations.
Openness and connectivity between different RDF based data formats is a core principle of
the Semantic Web and would be of clear benefit in a situation where there are multiple
problems with closed, proprietary file formats and modelling environments. It may also be
beneficial to base the semantic formats on current standardised BIM structures, e.g. gbXML
or IFC. This would aid in the adoption and growth of such a system. Basing the semantic data
format on a pre-existing standard is important, as this means there is already an ‘ontological
consensus’ as to the meaning of the properties being defined. A lack of consensus on
semantics is an identified issue with the widespread adoption of Semantic Web standards
[Schoop, 2006], and can be avoided using standardised terminology where possible.
Helper applications may also need to be developed to bootstrap user adoption. If the system
gains widespread popularity, different application developers could potentially build support
for the platform’s data format into their tools. Basing the BIM data format on a common
standard would allow BIM tools to export models directly into RDF, or an intermediary
format if required.
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The previous use case level in the Semantic Web hierarchy envisaged here, focused on facility
management, is closely related to the building design and refurbishment case. The facility
management use case can be thought of as being focused on the higher levels of building
representation, whereas this use case focuses on the more detailed aspects of building
representation at the level of spaces, surfaces, constructions and HVAC systems. Essentially
both use cases make use of the same core BIM based ontology, in addition to multiple
secondary ontologies (e.g. product data etc.). Figure 16 illustrates, using a conceptual level
excerpt, the level and type of data being focused on during the design stages.

Figure 16 – Conceptual Building Design Data Structure Excerpt
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The building design and refurbishment use case, is the lowest level of detail that will be
looked at in this dissertation. There is however, potential for even more detail to be
represented at detailed component level, and linkages can be made with other external data
sets. The beauty of the Semantic Web is that almost any type of knowledge can be
represented and connected. Although this is the lowest level of detail looked at in this chapter,
connections can be made directly with any of the other layers in the use case stack. For
example, building design data can link with policy level data in order to retrieve current
policy regarding building related legislation etc. Similarly, policy level data can link to
specific building elements as part of energy demand representation, and similarly with all
other levels of data outlined in the chapter. As Figure 11 shows, the data flow between data
layers is bi-directional, circular and can be directly between higher and lower layers.

Conclusion
The scenarios outlined in this chapter have demonstrated some of the use cases that could be
supported by a Semantic Web based sustainable energy platform. The flexibility afforded by
Semantic Web technology allows information to be passed between various domains and
enables the scope of a single domain scenario to be expanded massively to cover a vast
amount of information, and be of use in many different ways to many different types of
people. The use of automation in such systems also introduces exciting prospects, buildings
able to react automatically ahead of time based on information received from various
distributed and external resources is only one example.
Interconnection between domains in the energy field is important, and is a core theme of this
dissertation. From this point of view, energy policy and planning data can be viewed as the
top layer of an energy representation stack. The policy and planning level can be expected to
remain high-level, and not be too detailed. However, by connecting with other data sets such
as energy utility data, building data and so on, there is potential for a link to exist between the
higher and lower levels of the Semantic energy stack, ultimately creating a holistic
perspective on energy generation and use.
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An example of how such interconnection could work is as follows. Policy level data is
represented in a Semantic Web platform with connections to other data sources in related
areas. The policy information is presented to interested stakeholders via an application that
queries, summarises, and charts policy data. The user is initially presented with a high-level
overview of the International situation as regards energy policy and future planning. Upon
selecting a region, the application retrieves new data, presents the regional policy, and plans.
The user may then be interested in finding out more about energy infrastructure and supply in
the given region. By following the connections present in the underlying data the user could
navigate to energy utility data sets for the given region, hosted by the utility (e.g. as CIM) but
connected into the policy data using a URI scheme. Similarly, the user can follow such
information to the energy demand side and navigate into details regarding buildings in the
region. Such data could be presented as individual buildings or at an aggregated level if
appropriate.
The example above indicates that a user can navigate from very high, international level, data
to very low, building component level, data using the same technology and application. This
can be made possible using standard Semantic Web technology, primarily RDF. Such data
representations would be generated by different groups, for example experts or stakeholders
in the represented fields. The data could be stored in many different locations, with the only
requirement being Web accessibility and a URI based naming scheme. With this, individual
pieces of data can be connected to establish a large-scale knowledge base composed of many
smaller domain focused structures.
User adoption is an important factor in the success of this concept. To achieve the maximum
potential, it is important that stakeholders with relevant data are able to make data available.
To encourage this, the means of doing so must be as simple and non-obtrusive to standard
workflow as possible. Compatibility with commonly used standard data formats, where
available, is important.
The immaturity of user interfaces for Semantic Web applications has been blamed for the
slower than anticipated adoption of the Semantic Web in general. One reason for this slow
adoption is found to have been due to over-complicated and difficult to use interfaces [Garcia,
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2010]. The development of user-friendly, general-purpose Semantic Web user interfaces is
notoriously difficult mainly due to the fact that the interface is required to process data that
can be both heterogeneous and unanticipated [Garcia, 2010]. As such, these interfaces need to
be extremely flexible and dynamic to process unanticipated data in a graceful manner. The
quantity of data retrieved can also be problematic. Developers will not normally know how
much or how little data will be processed by the user interface and provision needs to be made
for this. Where Semantic Web user interfaces are concerned, the main strength of the
Semantic Web, its flexibility, can be a significant weakness. A natural way of describing
buildings and indeed energy systems and components in general is through 3D models and
schematics. In later chapters, 3D modelling tools, customized to act as Semantic Web
interfaces, will be described which have the potential to greatly enhance the provision and
mark-up of global energy and carbon data.
Semantic Web technologies can help, therefore, to create data models useful for all energy
scenarios ranging from international policy applications to specific building design and
operational purposes. However, there is a reliance on pervasive interlinking of data for this to
be successful. There is limited scope in what can be accomplished with a single data model so
that to maximise the impact of such a system widespread adoption would be required across
many domains. This can be expected to start at a small-scale and grow organically over time
as practices change and the benefits of such a system are realised. Two decades ago, such a
vision would have seemed fanciful. Google have already demonstrated with Google Earth
[Google, 2011], however, that a global built environment database has tremendous benefits.
The next stage – detailed interior descriptions of the world’s buildings allied to a richer model
of the energy environment and services on which these buildings depend – may well be based
on a Semantic Web foundation.
The URI based connectivity inherent in Semantic Web technologies means that any piece of
data can connect to any other piece of data, regardless of context. For this to be of any use and
to have any associated meaning there needs to be some relevance to these links, also some
rules can be applied to these connections in the form of ontologies, ensuring connections
between conforming pieces of data keep the semantics defined within these ontologies.
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This inherent connectivity provides an extremely large scope for the kinds of data that can be
‘mashed’ together to obtain useful results. Semantic Web technology can be used to link
every concept known to humanity, and this may be realised at some point through large-scale
collaboration on a global scale. However to provide an example of how such connectivity can
be achieved within the scope of sustainable energy, each of the use cases outlined in this
chapter connect to each other from high to low levels. The data domains outlined in this
chapter are interconnected in many places at all levels of detail. Examples of this have been
shown as conceptual data structure diagrams shown for each use case. The data structures
alluded to in these illustrations are elaborated later in this dissertation, and are key outputs of
the PhD project.
Due to significant existing effort on energy supply data formats, including CIM, these will be
focused on less in this dissertation – a Semantic Web information platform for energy supply
will be assumed to be in place. Rather, new energy policy and energy demand based Semantic
data formats will be focused on in detail. The following two chapters will discuss specific
examples of Semantic data required for (a) energy policy and economics and (b) energy
efficient building information assets suitable for city scale ESCOs, facility managers, and
building designers.
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MODELS
Introduction
Energy policy and economics modelling is the highest-level use case investigated in this
study. Such modelling can require and generate large amounts of international, national, and
regional information. Modelling and optimisation activities have the aim of defining global
and large scale pan-continental recommendations as to the future direction of energy
generation, distribution and use including infrastructure developments. To illustrate the type
of information required at such levels, and to begin developing knowledge base structures
applicable to a real project the EU FP7 SUSPLAN energy policy project will be focused on.
The University of the Highlands and Islands is a member of the SUSPLAN project
consortium through its Greenspace Research group at Lews Castle College, with
responsibilities for delivering (a) a Scottish Islands case study and (b) a Semantic Web
information platform for supporting the project.
This chapter will discuss the aims, methodologies, and data associated with the SUSPLAN
project. The chapter will give an overview of the European regions investigated in SUSPLAN
with a particular focus on the Scottish Islands case study, which provides initial data with
which to test the knowledge base structures. The modelling methodologies used in SUSPLAN
will be investigated, along with the input and output data of each modelling environment as
well as the expected guidelines resulting from the project.
As pressure is mounting on European countries to meet their environmental targets,
renewable energy generation will likely make up an increased portion of the overall energy
generation mix. Such a decentralised generation system may have a transformative effect on
the European electricity grid. To maximise the efficiency and impact of such a grid, early
long-term planning is essential. This is a core aim of SUSPLAN.
The case study and modelling stages in the SUSPLAN project produce a large amount of data,
ranging from regional summaries to detailed energy load and generation profiles for specific
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sites. To manage and visualise this data, a Semantic Web information retrieval platform has
been developed that will aid in the dissemination of SUSPLAN data and results. The intent of
this chapter is to provide the context and detail for a semantic model to be gradually
elaborated. The focus is on developing a meaningful ontology to describe how a rich
collection of energy policy and economics concepts are related. Key concepts will be
highlighted at the end of the chapter.
It should be noted that the SUSPLAN work outlined in this dissertation has been delivered in
collaboration with partners and colleagues in the project. The Western Isles regional case
study was developed and delivered by the University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) and
Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar (CNES) partners in the SUSPLAN project. Key persons involved
in the development of this case study were the author (UHI), Professor Sinclair Gair (UHI),
Dr. Neil Finlayson (UHI), and Dr. Ruairi Maciver (CNES) in addition to other colleagues.
Similarly, the Semantic Web based dissemination work was primarily carried out by the UHI
and SINTEF partners in collaboration with others. Key persons involved in this stage were the
author (UHI), Dr. Neil Finlayson (UHI), Dr. Michael Belsnes (SINTEF), and Dr. Bjorn
Bakken (SINTEF). Development work was primarily carried out by the UHI group, with
SINTEF responsible for work package management. Both partners influenced the
specification, and the author spent some time working with SINTEF in Trondheim, Norway
while developing the dissemination platform.

SUSPLAN Project
The SUSPLAN project is a European Union Seventh Framework Project [European
Commission, 2010] investigating the integration of renewable energy sources into European
energy grids.
The aim of SUSPLAN is to develop a robust set of guidelines for political, infrastructure and
network decision makers in addition to power distributors, both regional and trans-European,
regarding efficient integration of renewable energy generation into future infrastructure.
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The SUSPLAN guidelines will be developed based on extensive regional and trans-national
studies, analysing future energy potentials, infrastructure developments, barriers, and policies
in these areas. The guidelines will consist of strategies, recommendations, criteria, and
benchmarks for the efficient integration of renewable energy into future European grid
infrastructures, particularly in the time-period between 2030 and 2050 [Bakken, 2007].

Project Overview
The main cornerstones of the SUSPLAN project are to:
•
•

•
•

•

“Develop and evaluate grid related RES [(Renewable Energy Systems)] integration
scenarios at regional and trans-national level for the given time perspective.
Evaluate, compare and synthesize results from the scenarios to identify the best
development paths for integration of RES at regional and trans-national level,
contributing to increased security of supply and the competitiveness of industry.
Establish an advanced toolbox to support the grid related RES integration
scenarios by combination of the best available tools and knowledge.
Establish implementation strategies for decision makers at a regional as well as at
trans- national level by generalising results and experiences from the RES
integration scenario studies.
Disseminate results to relevant decision makers; political, infrastructure and
network planners and power distributors through regional and trans-national
workshops, reports and project web-site” [Bakken, 2007].

SUSPLAN is a collaborative project between sixteen partners across Europe including the
University of the Highlands and Islands and Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar as UK partners.
Figure 17 shows the partner locations in the project.
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Figure 17 - Map of SUSPLAN Partners [Source: Bakken, 2007]

The SUSPLAN project structure comprises six work packages spanning the three-year
project. Work packages are based on the project cornerstones as defined above and shown in
Figure 18.
The main work packages of interest for the purposes of this PhD project are work packages
two and four. Work package two will be focused on in this chapter, as this work package
includes the modelling of the Scottish Western Isles and is the responsibility of the UHI group
(including the author). The development of a Semantic Web knowledge base for the project is
the key deliverable from Work Package four, supporting the representation of modelling data
and results from Work Packages two, three, and five, and for disseminating this information
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in Work Package six. The Western Isles case study in Work Package two provides a large
portion of the initial data to be represented in the energy policy knowledge base. The
structures and challenges inherent in designing and building such a knowledge base are
further elaborated in Chapter 7.

Figure 18 - SUSPLAN Work Package Structure [Source: Bakken, 2007]

The time horizon for the SUSPLAN project is relatively long term. As such, some global
assumptions are made as to how European energy infrastructure will look at the starting point
of 2030. A major assumption is that the European Union 2020 targets [Commission of the
European Communities, 2008] have been met.

SUSPLAN Future Scenarios
SUSPLAN does not attempt to predict the future; rather the project envisages possible futures
in the form of scenarios. The SUSPLAN project features four global storylines dictating
choices and strategies available in the lower-level case studies. The storylines are based on
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two key parameters, namely public acceptance of renewable energy and speed of
technological development. Figure 19 provides an overview of the SUSPLAN storylines.

Figure 19 - SUSPLAN Scenario Overview [Source: Auer, 2009]

A colour coordination system is used to identify each scenario. The ‘Green’ scenario
envisages positive public attitude regarding energy efficiency and deployment of renewable
energy generation. In addition, technological developments happen at such a rate that current
prototype technologies become generally available. Current technology increases in efficiency
and reliability, and price of implementation drops significantly. Electric vehicles and
hydrogen economies will increase energy demand in this scenario, balanced by increased
renewable energy generation.
The ‘Yellow’ scenario consists of positive public attitude regarding renewable energy
generation and energy efficiency, constrained by slow technological development that has not
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progressed significantly further than the current day. In this scenario, there is a preference for
mature and well-understood technology such as hydropower and onshore wind turbines.
Energy demand will generally decrease due to efficiency measures.
The ‘Blue’ scenario envisages low public acceptance of renewable energy generation but
relatively rapid technological progress. In this scenario, renewable energy technology is
cheaper, more efficient, and can easily be deployed where current technology does not allow.
In addition, many of the technologies currently at prototype stage have matured significantly.
In the Blue scenario, there are significant socio-economic barriers to renewable energy
developments, particularly a prevalence of the ‘not in my backyard’ attitude where it is
generally unacceptable to deploy renewable energy generation infrastructure near populated
areas. This results in a preference for offshore developments and little tolerance for onshore
devices. In this scenario, general energy demand increases significantly, there is little
emphasis on energy efficiency and electric vehicle infrastructures and hydrogen economies
begin to be developed.
The ‘Red’ Scenario is negative in terms of renewable energy integration. In this scenario,
there is very low acceptance of renewable energy generation so that there is a prevalence of
‘not in my backyard’ attitudes and development near populated areas is unacceptable. In the
Red scenario, technology has not progressed significantly further than current day, and there
is, therefore, limited scope for offshore developments.
Domestic and industrial energy demand will increase in the Red scenario, mainly due to
minimal energy efficiency. However, overall demand may not be as high as in the Blue
scenario due to fewer electric vehicles etc. Due to low levels of renewable energy generation
in the Red scenario, much of the energy demand will be provided for through an increase in
traditional generation methods, particularly fossil fuel based.
Detailed summaries of the SUSPLAN scenarios, and rationale behind them, can be found in
the SUSPLAN Guidebook D1.2 [Auer, 2009].
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The SUSPLAN scenarios are based on the EU 2020 energy targets being met. As such, all
scenarios have the same starting point in terms of renewable energy generation. This means
that the Red scenario will have some level of renewable energy generation, but will not
develop significantly during the 2030 to 2050 time horizon.
The four scenarios described above outline, at a high-level, how European renewable energy
infrastructure could progress between the current day and 2050. These storylines are by no
means a prediction of what will happen, rather that which could happen given certain
conditions. These scenarios dictate the scope of project analysis stages.

SUSPLAN Regional Case Studies
The SUSPLAN regional case studies are focused on nine key areas, representative of different
areas and requirements within Europe. These are as follows:
1. Islands (Western Isles, North West Scotland)
2. Northern Europe (Scandinavian Region)
3. Central / Western Europe (Rhine-Neckar Region)
4. North-Eastern Europe (Pomeranian Region in Northern Poland)
5. South-Eastern Europe (Romania)
6. South Western Europe (Iberian Peninsular and Pyrenees)
7. Southern Europe (Italy)
8. Western Balkans
9. Alpine Region (Western and Eastern Alps)
Each region differs significantly in terms of renewable energy generation potential and factors
affecting the development and capture of this potential. Such a diverse set of case studies
allows a relatively representative view of Europe. Some large areas in Europe are not included
but could potentially be examined as follow-on projects (e.g. France, Belgium, etc.).
Criteria for selection of the nine case studies are defined as follows:
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•

•
•

•

“Number of regional scenario studies: A critical number of regional scenario studies
are necessary in order to cover several representative geographic regions all over
Europe. The total number, however, shall be as small as possible in order to avoid
overlapping analyses.
Consideration of different status quo (starting points) of renewable integration
[…]
Different characteristics of the energy systems: The different regional scenario
studies describe different determinants, challenges and complexities of RES grid
infrastructure integration being also transferable to other European regions being
characterized by similar features and constraints.
Renewable/environmental policy, energy market maturity and macro-economic
aspects: In different European regions there exist significant differences with respect
to the following determinants. This has to be reflected in the selection of the regional
scenario studies, too. There exist fundamental differences e.g. in terms of the political
situation in general, environmental consciousness, maturity of the energy markets and
also macro-economic developments” [Auer, 2009].

Detailed regional descriptions can be found in the SUSPLAN D1.1 report entitled ‘Setup of
SUSPLAN Scenarios’ [Graabak, 2009]. This chapter outlines the Islands case study to
illustrate data requirements of such a policy project. Other regions are not examined in detail
in this dissertation, but more information on the results of these are available as SUSPLAN
deliverables.

Regional Case Study Methodology
Consistency is a challenge in modelling SUSPLAN regional case studies. Each region should
be modelled to highlight local characteristics, which may differ substantially from those in
other areas. Size differences also make consistency challenging as the levels and types of data
required may vary, particularly between national sized and smaller regions.
Results from each storyline do not have to be completely consistent in terms of output data,
providing there is sufficient information to input into the trans-national models; however
methodologies used to model each region need to be reasonably consistent to make
subsequent comparative analysis more meaningful.
A general methodology for modelling SUSPLAN regional case studies is defined in the
SUSPLAN Scenario Guidebook [Auer, 2009]. The following is a summary of this
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methodology. More detailed information can be found in the Scenario Guidebook. Figure 20
shows the general workflow.
The first step in the methodology is to summarise existing regional plans and developments
up to the 2030 starting point. After establishing a starting point, renewable energy potentials,
infrastructure potentials, barriers, and constraints are identified. During this stage, the
SUSPLAN scenarios (outlined in Figure 19) are developed in detail for each region.
For each scenario, the region is modelled using appropriate energy focused economic
modelling tools to find the optimal path for renewable developments and integration during
2030-2050. In particular, these models analyse least cost renewable energy portfolios based
on options identified in the scenario including infrastructure strategies, renewable energy
shares, and various other considerations (e.g. security of supply and pollutant emissions, etc.).
Regional analysis is carried out iteratively as data becomes available, and refined based on the
feedback of regional experts (e.g. power companies and other local stakeholders). Stakeholder
feedback is important in these stages to ensure plausibility of input data, and identifying
suspicious model results.
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Figure 20 - Regional Case Study Workflow

After the final analysis stage, case study results are prepared for input into the trans-national
analysis. Recommendations drawn from the regional results are presented to local policy
makers, decision makers, and stakeholders. Long-term action plans are then inferred from the
final recommendations [Auer, 2009].

Modelling Tools
The SUSPLAN project allows regional case study operators to use disparate tools appropriate
for the modelling of their regions provided the required results are derivable from these
models. A selection of energy economics modelling and analysis tools are available to all case
study operators. There is no mandatory requirement to use all the tools as in some cases they
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may not be appropriate for a given region (e.g. too high-level, or too detailed). In addition,
some partners may already have their own preferred models that they wish to use for the
regional analysis. Most partners, however, use the standard SUSPLAN tools (EMPS,
GreenNet and eTransport) using a consistent methodology. Following is a brief outline of the
standard SUSPLAN tools.

EMPS
EMPS (SINTEF Energy Multi-area Power-market Simulator) is a multi-area power market
long-term simulation tool developed by the Norwegian research institution, SINTEF. The
objective of EMPS is optimisation and simulation of large-scale power systems, accounting
for energy potentials and socio-economic constraints (including energy demand) in the areas
being modelled [SINTEF, 2010]
EMPS was developed to focus on hydro resources and the power infrastructure and concerns
surrounding such resources, in addition to simulating interactions between different
geographical areas and power systems. EMPS can handle a large number of power system
descriptions so that national and trans-national scenarios can be modelled. EMPS normally
operates on a weekly time step with a 10-year time horizon [SINTEF, 2010]. In SUSPLAN,
EMPS is run on a longer time horizon, with shorter time steps.
Common tasks performed by EMPS are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Spot price forecasting in deregulated markets;
Long term operational scheduling of hydro power in large systems
Maintenance planning in transmission or production
Calculation of probability distribution of hydro production potential
Calculation of the distribution of thermal production
Analysis of overflow losses
Reservoir operation
Interaction between regional subsystems
Utilization of transmission capacity between subsystems
Analysis of system expansion
Transmission pricing assessment
Analysis of demand flexibility
Probability distribution of operational costs within each area” [SINTEF, 2010]
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In SUSPLAN, EMPS is primarily used to forecast consistent wholesale electricity prices and
energy flows for each European country. Other EMPS results, such as the share of renewable
energy generation (as opposed to conventional thermal generation) etc., are used to inform
subsequent modelling.
The SUSPLAN EMPS model includes each European Country (EU 27+). Each country is
implemented as a distinct power market with import and export capacities between
neighbouring regions. Countries not considered as SUSPLAN regions are included in the
EMPS model to ensure consistency of results and so that a more complete European
infrastructure can be modelled. However, in subsequent stages of the SUSPLAN regional case
study methodology, outlying countries are not included. Figure 21 shows the user interface
and map for the SUSPLAN EMPS models.

Figure 21 - SUSPLAN EMPS Model [Source: Auer, 2009]

In the SUSPLAN EMPS model, each country’s energy balance is based on a mix of fixed and
price dependant energy demand, balanced by domestic generation assets while considering
import and export capabilities. Included generation assets can be conventional thermal power
(coal, gas, oil, nuclear etc), intermittent renewable energy generation and other nonintermittent renewable energy generation (e.g. biomass) [Auer, 2009].
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Four separate EMPS models were created to reflect differences in SUSPLAN storylines and
the results of these inform wholesale electricity prices in the further modelling activities.
Socio-economic barriers inherent in each SUSPLAN scenario are reflected in the
corresponding EMPS model.
EMPS results are provided to regional case study operators as either spreadsheet files or
Access databases. Partners can then use the result data in their own modelling environments
for their regions. The EMPS data model is a proprietary database structure defined in
Microsoft Access. The structure consists of interlinked relational tables that can be
represented equally well using a Semantic Web format such as RDF.

GreenNet
GreenNet is a software based simulation tool for conducting:
“Comparative and quantitative analysis on least cost [renewable energy electricity
(RES-E)] integration strategies in the liberalised European electricity market” [Auer,
2007].
GreenNet was developed by the Energy Economics Group (EEG) of Vienna Technical
University, among other partners, as part of an EU Fifth Framework Programme with further
developments taking place in a follow up project funded by Intelligent Energy Europe. The
main purpose of the tool is to:
“Investigate RES-E deployment for different cost allocation policies of RES-E grid
integration […] based on the currently implemented RES-E promotion instruments in
the different EU member states” [Faber, 2007].
In effect, GreenNet allows for simulation of different political policies, incentives and
taxation schemes. The tool attempts to find the most cost-effective amount of renewable
energy generation that can be developed within the boundaries of the modelled scenarios.
GreenNet normally simulates at national, and aggregated trans-national levels and has support
for the EU-27 member states in addition to some non-EU states (e.g. Norway, Switzerland,
etc.). GreenNet comprises a back-end database containing background information on each
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supported country. This information has been gathered as part of the GreenNet development
process and is sourced from various bodies including the World Energy Outlook [WEO,
2010]. The GreenNet front-end allows users to set multiple model parameters including:
•

Countries to include in the simulation

•

Simulation Period

•

Electricity price forecast (based on pre-defined scenarios)

•

Levels of socio-economic barriers (based on pre-defined scenarios)

•

Policy instruments and Tradable Green Certificate systems

•

Technologies to include in the simulation

•

Taxation policies

•

Renewable generation quota obligations

The GreenNet simulation engine relies on deriving dynamic cost-resource curves for all
generation and reduction options in the simulated model. Cost-resource curves change on a
yearly basis to reflect changes in price and energy potential. GreenNet performs economic
assessments based on derived cost curves and other parameters, including country specific
background data and user-input. System operation, grid connection and transmission costs are
factored into these economic assessments [Faber, 2007]. Figure 22 outlines the GreenNet
simulation workflow.
After completing a simulation run, GreenNet provides the user with a relatively detailed set of
results, formatted as data tables and charts. Results are available at country (or aggregated
countries) level or at a technology specific level. Categories of results are as follows:
•

General Results
o Installed capacity of renewable energy generation
o Amount of electricity generation
o Electricity consumption
o Wholesale market price for electricity
o Market prices for Tradable Green Certificates
o Total electricity savings
o Share of available generation capacities as a percentage
o Impact of peak load events
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• Impact on generation provider and society
o Additional costs due to policy strategies and subsidies
o Additional costs due to system operation
o Additional costs due to grid extension
o Energy savings [Faber, 2007]

Figure 22 - GreenNet Model Structure [Source: Faber, 2007]
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Detailed information on GreenNet, its simulation mechanisms and intended use can be found
in the GreenNet User Manual [Faber, 2007] and in the GreenNet-Europe Action Plan [Auer,
2007] both of which are available on the GreenNet-Europe website [Auer, 2010].
GreenNet incorporates the four SUSPLAN scenarios into the simulation environment to set
appropriate background information, pricing structures and available technologies.
Information used to initialise each of these scenario files is provided by regional case study
operators as future projections. Global information is also required, for example wholesale
electricity prices, and comes from external models, such as EMPS, in addition to background
information and assumptions by GreenNet developers.

eTransport
eTransport is an energy infrastructure investment planning tool developed by SINTEF, which
incorporates a representation of existing infrastructure alongside future infrastructure options.
The model ranks optimal economic combinations of possible investments meeting the grid
requirements, together with proposed time sequencing of these investments.
eTransport is built on the AMPL mathematical programming language [Fourer, 2003], using
linear programming [Wood, 1949],[Dantzig, 1949] to perform cost minimisation on the
modelled investments and energy grid in order to find the most economic set of possible
investments. eTransport models are minimised based on total energy system cost including
investment capital cost, operational cost, market prices, and can include emissions [Bakken,
2007]. In addition, the model takes account of losses incurred and maximum capacities
available when transporting energy through a grid infrastructure.
Models in eTransport are normally run over a significant period, depending on model goals.
eTransport employs:
“A nested optimisation, calculating both the optimal diurnal operation of the energy
system and the optimal expansion plan typically 20-30 years into the future” [Bakken,
2007].
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The period of an eTransport model is flexible and can be set by the user depending on the
level of granularity needed in the results. Models can be run on a yearly, or longer, basis (e.g.
five years) for as many years as required.
eTransport comprises a multi-layer time resolution including daily, segment, and yearly
profiles. Daily profiles are made up of a number of time-steps, normally twenty-four,
representing hours in a day, but can be more or less depending on model requirements. Daily
profiles are set globally and applied to all infrastructure elements in the eTransport model.
The level of data required for each element relates to the number of daily time-steps set for
the model, e.g. if twenty four time-steps are set, an electricity load device will require load
figures for each of the twenty-four time steps.
The segment layer allows for representation of different periods within a given year.
Segments can be used to represent differences between annual seasons, e.g. summer, winter,
etc. or to represent peak load and minimal load. Each segment consists of the number of days
the segment applies to and factors to represent the difference in energy demand and price.
The primary time interval in the eTransport system is the year. Models can specify every year
in a required time horizon, or if longer periods are preferable then key years can be specified.
For example, if infrastructure characteristics were unlikely to change significantly in five
years, the modeller could specify every fifth year. The main reason to do so would be to
reduce the running time of a model with a long time horizon. As with segments, years consist
of factors defining the change in energy demand and price for the specified year.
Investment options in eTransport are created based on capital and operational costs. Once
investment options have been declared in the model, individual infrastructure components can
be assigned. Any component in the infrastructure model not assigned to an investment option
is treated as existing grid infrastructure. Investment options can have restrictions defining
availability and relationships with other investment options.
The eTransport software architecture consists of three layers: user interface and application
logic, back end database, and solver. The eTransport user interface and application logic
extends the Microsoft Visio drawing package. Users drag and drop premade energy
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components and systems into a drawing canvas and link these to create graphical energy
infrastructure representations. eTransport contains libraries of premade components
representing numerous energy systems (including electricity, gas, oil, heating, and more).
Components have associated AMPL descriptors that are combined to create mathematical
representations compatible with the AMPL solver.
Microsoft Access Databases are used to provide model persistence and default values. Each
eTransport model has an associated database storing an object-oriented model representation.
These databases can be exported and imported into other instances of eTransport so that there
is a degree of model portability.
The eTransport application does not contain an internal solver and requires an external AMPL
engine and solver. Various solvers are available for use with AMPL, each with varying
degrees of reliability and performance. A popular choice of solver is CPLEX [IBM, 2010] but
there are many others. A comprehensive list of supported solvers can be found via the AMPL
website [AMPL, 2010]. eTransport interfaces with AMPL to retrieve results for postprocessing, ranking, and visualisation. In addition, eTransport provides the option to export
detailed results as Microsoft Excel spread sheets. Figure 23 shows the eTransport interface
with model results.
In the SUSPLAN regional scenarios, eTransport is used to model local infrastructure in order
to find optimal generation technology and infrastructure combinations based on identified
background regional information. eTransport model results are central to the formulation of
regional SUSPLAN recommendations to local stakeholders and decision makers.
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Figure 23 - eTransport Model With Results

Green Loop
The three tools outlined above (EMPS, GreenNet, and eTransport) are the core set of tools
available for use in the SUSPLAN regional case studies for modelling economic and
infrastructure implications of the SUSPLAN storylines. The SUSPLAN ‘Green Loop’
describes the recommended order in which these three tools should be used within a regional
analysis. The ‘Green Loop’ is shown as a flowchart in Figure 24.
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Figure 24 - Green Loop Flowchart [Source: Auer, 2009]

The starting point in the ‘Green Loop’ is a European EMPS model generating a projection of
the overall share of renewable energy generation alongside other generation mechanisms,
projected market prices, projected energy demand, etc. The EMPS model operates on a
national level and is not capable of analysing individual, sub-national, regions in detail.
GreenNet uses results from the EMPS model alongside additional regional data to analyse
regional renewable energy generation options in more detail. GreenNet applies projected
energy market prices, generated by EMPS, to determine a:
“Least-cost order of merit list of RES resources (i.e. those entirely competitive in the
market and also those including financial support information)” [Auer, 2009].
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After running a regional GreenNet model, results are analysed to ensure that renewable
energy generation projections are acceptable based on prior criteria, for example if the costs
of deploying a given technology falls within an acceptable, realistic, range based on the
results of other related projects.
If resulting data is not acceptable, then the model input data is further validated and policy
options changed. This stage may inform regional recommendations depending on the effects
of the policy options explored. If GreenNet results are stable after multiple runs and
modification of input policies, the optimal mix of renewable energy technologies for the
region can be taken to the next stage of the workflow. If the results are not stable or do not
fall within the expectations of the case operators, then original EMPS models must be
validated and the process reiterated.
After using GreenNet to find optimal renewable energy generation technologies, eTransport
models are applied to investigate the effects and requirements of grid issues and infrastructure
in the region. The eTransport model incorporates expected 2030 grid infrastructures, and adds
the EMPS – GreenNet optimised set of renewable generation investment options. Depending
on the region in question, granularity of eTransport models may be very fine (e.g. modelling
the complete regional grid including loads on a component basis) or may be an aggregated
representation.
Regional eTransport models provide rank-ordered renewable energy generation technologies
and associated infrastructure options. After the eTransport stage, further iterations of
modifying cost and potential figures for the GreenNet model based on eTransport results can
extend the ‘Green Loop’. This allows GreenNet to account for infrastructure presence. This
step may not be necessary however, as the eTransport ranked order of technologies may be
sufficient for the region in question.
The combined results of the ‘Green Loop’ are used to formulate regional recommendations
and guidelines for decision makers and stakeholders in the area. Therefore, the results should
assist each region to work towards developing an optimal set of renewable energy generation
technology and grid infrastructure in the near to medium term future. More information on the
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‘Green Loop’ and regional case study methodologies can be found in the SUSPLAN
guidebook [Auer, 2009] and other SUSPLAN literature.

Islands Regional Case Study
The SUSPLAN Islands regional case study focuses on the Scottish Western Isles, denoted as
the area governed by the local authority, Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar. The case operators for
the Islands case study are the University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) and Comhairle
Nan Eilean Siar.
The Western Isles case study will be outlined in some detail as it is used as an initial regional
dataset for the SUSPLAN Semantic Web knowledge base described later in this dissertation.
The Islands regional case study is relatively unique in the context of the SUSPLAN case
studies. Energy demand is relatively low, due to a small population but the potential for
renewable energy generation is extremely high. The region’s remoteness means that the new
infrastructure required to export the generated energy is very costly. Current distancedependent transmission charging policies make generation profitability relatively challenging.
Furthermore, there has been clear evidence in recent years of public resistance and
environmental constraints on large-scale renewable energy developments. Other SUSPLAN
case studies are significantly different, particularly in relation to energy demand profiles, and
specific barriers to development.
This section will summarise some background information, projections, and results of the
Islands case study. This is not a full account of the islands case study, since this is not the core
aim of the dissertation. Detailed information about the Islands case study can be found in the
SUSPLAN WP2 report for the Islands region [Gair, 2010].
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Islands Region Background Information
The Islands region consists of the area governed by Comhairle Nan Eilean Siar, including the
main chain of Islands in the Scottish Outer Hebrides: Isle of Lewis, Isle of Harris, the Uists
and the Isle of Barra. This area is denoted in Figure 25.

Figure 25 - Western Isles Chain (image from Google Maps)

Economic Challenges
The Western Isles economy currently faces many challenges. The population is estimated, in
a recent report commissioned by the Scottish Government, to be around 26,300 (2007)
[Halcrow, 2009], steadily declining over the last two decades and more. Between 1995 and
2005, the population declined by about 8%, considerably more than the Scottish average for
population decline. Current projections estimate that the Western Isles population will decline
by a further 15% by 2024 if trends continue. Higher education provision in the mainland UK
and a lack of local employment opportunities are the main drivers for this [Halcrow, 2009].
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Average Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the Western Isles is currently around 66% of the
UK average GDP [Gair, 2010]. Economic opportunities are relatively few with particular
reliance on the public sector and tourism. There is some industrial manufacturing capability,
but this is dependent on project availability and commercial contracts. Fuel poverty is of
particular concern in the Western Isles, exacerbated by the remoteness from the main UK
population centres. The Western Isles have the highest levels of fuel poverty in the UK with
over 50% reported in the local communities [Halcrow, 2009] as opposed to a Scottish average
of 27% in 2008 [MacDonald, 2009]. The definition of ‘fuel poverty’ is as follows:
“A household is in fuel poverty if it would be required to spend more than 10% of its
income (including Housing Benefit or Income Support for Mortgage Interest) on all
household fuel use.” [MacDonald, 2009].
Energy consumption in the Western Isles was identified as being 915GWh across all sectors
in 2004. 64% of consumption was met by oil based energy sources and 18% met by imported
electricity [Halcrow, 2009]. Electricity is imported to the Western Isles through two links to
mainland Scotland. Local generation consists of backup diesel power plants with an installed
capacity of 25.6MW. There is also some renewable energy generation consisting of 3.9MW
onshore wind, 0.25MW Bioenergy (from a waste processing plant) and 1.82MW from two
hydro power plants [Halcrow, 2009].
The Western Isles face serious economic challenges. However, some substantial opportunities
are available for future growth and economic improvement, chiefly in renewable electricity
generation.

Renewable Energy Potentials
The Western Isles have significant renewable energy generation potential due to the
significant levels of wind and marine energy in the region [Halcrow, 2009]. Wind speeds in
the Western Isles are high: a Garrad Hassan study in 2002 estimated average onshore wind
speed to be in the order of 9.5m/s at an altitude of 75m and offshore wind to be higher at
around 10.3 m/s at 75m. This is exceptional in a European context, and, for example, can
provide twice the energy of a typical German wind energy site. [Snodin, 2002].
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The Western Isles wave energy resource is also significant. A summary of wave power data
for the Western Isles can be seen in Table 2.

Summer (min)
Avg. Significant Wave Heights
[Carbon Trust, 2005]
Avg. Wave Period
[Carbon Trust, 2005]
Power output variability (3-hour)
[Carbon Trust, 2005]
Mean Wave Power
[Halcrow, 2009]

Winter (max)

1.8m

4.0m

5.6 seconds

7.6 seconds

2.3%

6.5%

20KW/m

65KW/m

Table 2 - Western Isles Wave Power Summary

The average power that could theoretically be extracted from the Western Isles offshore wave
resource amounts to 9.6GW, or 84TWh/yr, although technically extractable power is more
likely to be around 4.8GW or 16.8 TWh/yr based on technology currently being developed
[Robertson, 2009].
Near-shore wave energy potential is significant around the Western Isles with an annual
incident wave power average of 20-30KW/m. It is estimated that 45MW or 0.123GWh/yr of
power should be technically extractable from near-shore wave energy.
There is some tidal energy potential in the Western Isle. A 2002 Study identified five
potential sites for tidal energy extraction [Snodin, 2002]. Table 3 shows a summary of these
sites.
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Mean
Location

Spring
Peak

Depth
(m)

Area
2

(km )

(kt)
Butt of
Lewis
Sound of
Harris
Sound of
Pabbay
Loch
Eynort,
Sound of
Shiant
Totals

Rated
Velocity
m/s

Unit

Field

Rated

Rated

Power

Power

(MW)

(MW)

Load
Factor
(%)

Field
Energy
Yield
(GWh/yr)

4-5

20-40

25

1.9

0.90

500

0.34

1489

5

10-20

10

2.0

0.25

75

0.34

223

4

15-30

1

1.8

0.75

10

0.30

26

7

5-10

0

2.5

0.30

1

0.40

4

3-4

20-40

5

1.7

0.75

100

0.25

219

2.95

686

1961

Table 3 - Potential Tidal Energy Sites [Source: Snodin, 2002]

However, these sites have relatively low tidal velocities when compared to other sites in
Scotland. Additionally, the wave power potential in these areas could make the deployment of
tidal technology challenging. Nevertheless, with developments in tidal energy technology in
the near to medium term future, it may be cost effective to extract power from these sites
[Robertson, 2009]. The Sound of Harris has been identified as being the most important tidal
resource site in the Western Isles and the most likely to be developed [Halcrow, 2009].
In addition to wind, wave and tidal energy sources, there is potential in the Western Isles for
other renewable energy sources, albeit on a smaller scale. In a 2008 Scottish Hydropower
study, 828 potential small-scale hydropower sites were identified throughout the Western
Isles, with a total installed capacity of 28.8MW or 124.4GWh/yr. However, only six of these
were deemed financially viable, with an installed capacity of 1.1MW or 5.3GWh/yr [Forrest,
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2008]. There is also some bio energy potential in waste processing. A local anaerobic bio
digester currently produces 250KW and could be increased.
Although the Western Isles have significant renewable energy potential, little of this has been
developed. This is mainly due to societal and technical barriers, which are still being
addressed. Recently, there has been some progression in the development of schemes for
extracting renewable energy resources but much work is still required, particularly if the
resources are to be extracted to the benefit of the local economy.

Barriers to Extraction
Wind energy, in particular, is susceptible to environmental and social barriers. Large parts of
the Western Isles have environmental designations limiting development. These designations
include 53 sites of special scientific interest; 15 special protection areas; 14 special areas of
conservation; 4 national nature reserves; 3 national scenic areas and multiple RAMSAR
designations for wetlands of international importance [Halcrow, 2009]. These designations do
not necessarily prevent onshore wind developments, but developments will require extended
scrutiny and more careful planning. In some areas wind farm development is prohibited.
From a social perspective, onshore wind development can be challenging depending on the
location and visibility of projects. There has been resistance in recent years to large onshore
wind generation in the Western Isles [Halcrow, 2009], but smaller scale schemes do appear to
be more favourable. It is difficult to predict how favourable social attitudes will be to
renewable energy generation in future and so the SUSPLAN storylines attempt to model the
effects of both positive and negative acceptance. In a 2009 report, Halcrow suggested areas
where sizeable wind farms would be acceptable, up to around 100MW in size. They also
suggest that any single onshore wind development over 150MW would be difficult to achieve
due to social factors and environmental designations [Halcrow, 2009].
Marine based renewable energy generation is experiencing more favourable public opinion,
and less environmental barriers. However, marine developments around the Western Isles do
face some significant technical challenges as to the survivability of technology, particularly
on the Atlantic facing coast of the Western Isles. Many technologies required to harvest
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energy in these areas are still immature, and expensive compared to mature onshore
counterparts. However, it is expected that such technologies will become robust and cost
effective enough to harvest large amounts of energy in the near to medium term future.
Incentives, such as the Scottish Government’s £10 million ‘Saltire Prize’ [Scottish
Government, 2010], help push marine energy based developments to a more feasible stage.
Recent marine energy related developments in the Western Isles have included Aquamarine
Power securing seabed rights for up to 40MW of wave power based electricity generation
[Aquamarine, 2011] and a proposal by RWE nPower and Wavegen for near shore wave
power generation [RWE nPower, 2011], both on the West coast of the Isle of Lewis.
Additionally, a research project lead by the University of the Highlands and Islands, and
including other research and industrial partners, has been initiated to begin the development
of wave energy resource models characterising the Hebrides and Scotland [Vogler, 2011].
Other significant barriers to the harvesting of marine energy around the Western Isles include
a relatively large area designated for military use and various fishing, shipping and marine
wildlife concerns.

Infrastructure Issues
The remoteness of the Western Isles from the main UK and European load centres create
some challenges concerning energy export from the region.
Currently, the Western Isles are connected to the UK national grid via two sub-sea 33KV
cables. One cable connects to the Isle of Harris and the other connects to South Uist. Both
cables connect to the mainland on the Isle of Skye, are part of the transmission network, and
do not provide export capability from the Western Isles. Therefore, if energy is to be exported
from the islands then grid connections between the mainland and the Islands require
upgrading [Halcrow, 2009].
SHETL, the grid owners and operators in the North of Scotland have progressed plans for
upgrading the Western Isles interconnector using High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
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technology to link with proposed and on-going grid upgrades in the North of Scotland,
particularly an upgraded connection between Beauly and Denny on the Scottish mainland.
Currently a proposal has been put forward for a single 450MW HVDC connection between
the Isle of Lewis and Beauly in the North of Scotland. This proposal consists of 80km
undersea and 76km underground cabling. The route has been surveyed and is expected to be
consented for two 450MW connections, providing the option of a second 450MW link in the
near to medium term future. Therefore, the Western Isles could have a potential export
capacity of 900MW [Neilson, 2010].
If more than 900MW of electricity is generated in the Western Isles, as is possible in large
offshore developments, other infrastructure options may have to be investigated, for example
links into a European scale super-grid. However, this would not be likely for some time,
although it may become possible within the SUSPLAN time horizon.
Barriers to the profitability of generating electricity in the Western Isles are primarily charges
associated with exporting to the National Grid. Currently transmission charges are location
based, with peripheral regions being the most expensive. Transmission charges for the
Western Isles in 2009/2010 were £21.10/kW and expected to rise to £23.20/kW for
2010/2011. This compares to a transmission charge of -£6.98 for Central London in
2009/2010 [National Grid, 2010]. In the Western Isles SUSPLAN case study, the effect of
transmission charging is assessed using eTransport models.

Benefits of Renewable Energy Generation in the Western Isles
The development of renewable energy generation in the Western Isles could potentially be of
benefit to the region, particularly in addressing economic challenges as outlined above.
However, it will be the responsibility of the Western Isles inhabitants to maximise the benefit
received from such developments. Of course, there will also be significant benefit to private
developers, providing that economic barriers to deploying renewable energy generation
technologies in the Western Isles be overcome.
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In addition to direct returns from renewable generation projects, there may also be various
knock-on and supply-chain benefits. The development of renewable energy devices in the
Western Isles may create opportunities for steel and other fabrication industries, Heavy lift
services, construction companies, increased research and development in the Western Isles,
etc. [Halcrow, 2009].
Renewable energy generation can potentially be used to enable the Western Isles to become
more self-sustaining. As can be seen above, energy demand in the region is a small fraction of
the potential energy that can be extracted. Even without large-scale electricity export, the
Western Isles has the potential to provide for its own energy needs. However, the Western
Isles also has the opportunity to generate significant income from export if developed to
maximise regional benefit. Halcrow conclude that renewable energy generation, if developed
sensibly, could be mutually reinforcing, rather than mutually exclusive, of local culture,
heritage and tourism [Halcrow, 2009].

Western Isles Storyline Projections
The scenarios specified in Figure 19 outline the European contexts for SUSPLAN and are
expanded for each region. This section will detail expected projections for each storyline in
the Western Isles case study.

Western Isles Green Projections
The Green Western Isles scenario attempts to maximise renewable developments in the
region, while taking account of some environmental barriers to full-scale developments. The
highlights of the Western Isles Green Scenario are described in the following list:
•

Wind (on- & off-shore), wave & tidal stream technology deployed as much as
possible. Technical constraints have largely been mitigated; however, some
reasonable environmental constraints apply. Main barrier to development is
infrastructure capacity

•

Some tidal energy harvested.

•

Sub-sea, grid infrastructure is available. There is a possibility of two new cables
connecting the Western Isles and mainland UK. Feed-in to a European super-grid
will not feature in this scenario due to the Western Isles being self-sufficient and
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having some export capability. This also helps to differentiate the Green and Blue
scenarios.
•

All non-renewable generation capacity is de-commissioned.

•

Regional small-scale / micro hydro schemes developed to full technical potential.

•

Domestic household energy demand primarily met from distributed energy
generation (solar PV, solar thermal, small-scale wind, heat pump combinations).

•

Domestic energy demand decreases.

•

Hydrogen-based transport sector is fully developed. This results in an overall
energy demand increase within the Western Isles.

Using the highlights above along with various industry reports, projections, and a GreenNet
model, energy extraction projections were constructed for the Western Isles for the time
horizon of 2020 to 2050. The installed capacity projections for the different technology
options available in this scenario are shown in Figure 26.

Western Isles Green Scenario Technology Availability
Projections (2010 - 2050)
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Figure 26 - Green Scenario Technology Availability Projections
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Western Isles Blue Projections
The Western Isles Blue scenario follows the high-level Blue SUSPLAN storyline in that
renewable energy generation technology advances significantly although public acceptance of
these devices is relatively low - there is a high level of the ‘not in my backyard’ factor. The
deployment of onshore developments becomes less likely as a result with a preference for
offshore developments outside the region’s population areas. The highlights of the Western
Isles Blue scenario are as follows:
•

Environmental constraints prevent all technology deployment in designated areas
for wind (on & offshore) and marine technology. This particularly affects on-shore
wind. Marine developments occur.

•

Only onshore developments consented before 2020 go ahead.

•

Planning process delays deployment. Normally multiple objections are lodged
against proposed developments.

•

Enhanced 450MW transmission connection to mainland UK in place before 2020;
however, export capacity is not fully utilised due to low public support for onshore
developments.

•

Infrastructure options of either direct links from offshore developments into a
European super-grid or, a connected chain of offshore developments connecting
into a single point on the National or European grid.

•

Offshore developments do not necessarily connect into the Western Isles. The
region’s load can by bypassed in favour of UK or European load centres.

•

Regulation prevents provision of a transmission link to the Western Isles for future
capacity potential. Therefore, incremental upgrades occur at increased cost.

•

Domestic household energy demand increases and is met from centralised
electricity generation and fossil fuel based heat provision, unless energy can be
imported from offshore devices.

•

Local backup fossil-fuel electrical generation capacity retained and possibly
increased to meet increasing demand.

•

Fuel cell cars are available by 2030, but expensive so low initial uptake. A skeleton
hydrogen infrastructure is available by 2030, and beginning to expand by 2050.

•

Hydrogen economy can be developed in the Islands if there is enough excess
capacity to make it feasible.
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•

High transmission costs in place for the Western Isles due to distance from load
centres.

Using the highlights above along with various industry reports, projections, and a GreenNet
model, energy extraction projections were constructed for the Western Isles for the time
horizon of 2020 to 2050. Installed capacity projections for the different technology options
available within this scenario are shown in Figure 27.

Western Isles Blue Scenario Technology Availability
Projections (2010 - 2050)
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Figure 27 - Blue Scenario Technology Availability Projections

Western Isles Yellow Projections
In the Western Isles Yellow scenario, a lack of technological availability has particular effect
on offshore devices. The robustness of technology needed in the North Atlantic is either not
quite developed, or prohibitively expensive. Therefore, this scenario presents a preference for
onshore developments in the Western Isles.
Highlights of the Yellow Western Isles storyline are as follows:
•

Offshore wind, wave, and tidal stream technologies not sufficiently developed for
deployment in regional conditions on a large-scale basis.
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•

Some offshore developments happen between the Western Isles and Mainland UK,
but this happens before 2020 and goes no further. These developments are based
on current proposals, and not developed to expected capacity.

•

High environmental concerns support on-shore wind development but are mostly
restricted to relatively modest community led schemes that do not challenge
sensitive environmental designations.

•

Regional small-scale / micro hydro schemes are developed but not to full technical
potential due to environmental and other concerns.

•

Transmission is via enhanced 450MW HVDC connection to mainland UK circuits.
Sub-sea super-grids are not generally developed, and particularly not in the
Western Isles. Prohibitive cost for long distance HVDC.

•

All non-renewable generation capacity de-commissioned.

•

Domestic household energy demands decrease and are contributed to by distributed
energy generation.

•

Regional smart-grid infrastructure is deployed to accommodate small and
community-scale renewable generation.

•

Bio-fuels emerge as alternative transport fuels and for use in local gas networks.

•

Hydrogen technology has not progressed sufficiently for the development of a
hydrogen market in the region.

Using the highlights above along with various industry reports, projections, and a GreenNet
model, energy extraction projections were constructed for the Western Isles for the time
horizon of 2020 to 2050. These are shown in Figure 28.	
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Western Isles Yellow Scenario Technology Availability Projections
(2010 - 2050)
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Figure 28 - Yellow Scenario Technology Availability Projections

Western Isles Red Projections
The starting point of the SUSPLAN Red scenario is around the level of the 2020 EU targets in
terms of existing renewable energy deployment; however, the Western Isles are not
necessarily required for Scotland or the UK to meet these targets, so the starting point for the
Red Western Isles scenario is similar to the present day.
The highlights of the Red Western Isles scenario are as follows:
•

Infrastructure improvements are limited to minimum requirements and are subject
to planning challenges. A 450MW interconnector to the Western Isles has been
deployed before 2020 but capacity is not filled due to only currently consented
wind developments being deployed.

•

The offshore environment proves too challenging for large-scale energy
production.
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•

Only renewable generation projects estimated for development before 2020, or
currently consented, actually go ahead. Therefore, there is some renewable
generation in the Western Isles, but relatively little in comparison with other
scenarios.

•

Environmental constraints prevent significant commercial on-shore wind
developments.

•

Levels of local, non-renewable, generation increase to provide back-up capacity.

•

Community level developments falter for various reasons (financial,
environmental, etc.).

•

Western Isles energy demand increases due to minimal regard for sustainability
issues.

•

Investment for renewable generation, where available, has gone to other areas on
the UK mainland.

•

Manufacturing costs are too high to encourage developers to establish in the
Western Isles.

•

Remoteness from load centres result in high transmission costs.

•

Lack of political will to prioritise region.

Using the highlights above along with various industry reports, projections, and a GreenNet
model, energy extraction projections were constructed for the Western Isles for the time
horizon of 2020 to 2050 and are shown in Figure 29.
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Western Isles Red Scenario Technology Availability Projections
(2010 - 2050)
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Figure 29 - Red Scenario Technology Availability Projections

The Western Isles projections, outlined above, have been specified more detail in the final
SUSPLAN case study report for the Western Isles region [Gair, 2010].

Western Isles Infrastructure Results
Grid infrastructure options for the Western Isles case study were modelled in eTransport. For
the Western Isles case study, each of the Green, Blue, and Yellow storylines were modelled.
It was not deemed necessary to model the Red scenario, as in this case very little is predicted
to happen in the Western Isles and expectations are that the grid should remain relatively
unchanged from the present day. Regional models were created based on the future
projections outlined above; a Western Isles grid representation from the 2005 Grid Capacity
Study for the Outer Hebrides [Reidy, 2005]; and the various other data sources referenced in
this dissertation and in the Western Isles SUSPLAN Report [Gair, 2010].
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Following is a summary of optimal grid infrastructure results for each storyline based on the
regional models. Detailed information regarding model setup, costs and results can be found
in the Western Isles SUSPLAN report [Gair, 2010]. The following is a summary of results. It
is important to note that two variations of each model were run, with and without transmission
charging. The purpose of this was to assess the impact of transmission charges on the
profitability of renewable energy generation in the region.

Western Isles Green Storyline Infrastructure Results
Simulating the Green storyline model without transmission costs resulted in the ranked list of
investments shown in Table 4 and the net present value shown in Figure 30.
Name

Invest 2020

Invest 2025

Invest 2030

Invest 2035

Invest 2040

None

None

None

None

Offshore
Rank 1

Wind, 2nd
Minch Line

Wind, 2nd

None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Wind, 2nd

None

None

None

None

Minch Line
Offshore
Rank 4

Wind, 2nd

None

None

None

None

Wave,
Offshore

None

Tidal, Near
Shore Wave

None

Wind, Near

None

Shore Wave

Offshore
Wind, 2nd

None

Onshore

Minch Line
Rank 5

Wind

Wave

Offshore
Rank 3

Onshore

Invest 2050

Near Shore

Offshore
Rank 2

Invest 2045

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Offshore
Wave

None

Offshore
Rank 6

Wind, 2nd

Tidal

None

Minch Line
Offshore
Rank 7

Wind, 2nd

Tidal,
None

None

None

None

Minch Line
Rank 8

Offshore
Wind, 2nd

Offshore

None

Wave
None

None

None

None

Onshore
Wind, Tidal

None
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Minch Line
Onshore

Offshore
Rank 9

Wind, 2nd

None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Rank
10

None

Offshore
Wave
Tidal, Near

Offshore
Wind, 2nd

Wind,

None

None

None

Minch Line

None

Shore Wave,

None

Offshore
Wave

Table 4 - Green eTransport Investment Rankings Without Transmission Charging

NPV

Rank 1

-462,000,000

Rank 2
-463,000,000
-464,000,000

£

-465,000,000
-466,000,000

Rank 3
Rank 4
Rank 5

-467,000,000

Rank 6

-468,000,000

Rank 7

-469,000,000

Rank 8

-470,000,000

Rank 9

-471,000,000

Rank 10

Figure 30 - Green Storyline Investment Rankings Net Present Value without Transmission Charging

In this case, the deployment of offshore wind appears to be the economic option, along with a
second under-sea cable for export to the national grid. The restricting factor in this model is
the absence of further export infrastructure to allow further renewable generation
developments. Changing interconnector capacity allows more technologies to be deployed
economically, and increasing the level of offshore wind generation leads to a hydrogen
economy becoming viable.
A second Green model including current transmission charging for the Western Isles
(£21.1042/KW, or £21,104.2/MW) was run to assess the effect of such charges on the system.
The results of this model are shown in Table 5 and Figure 31.
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Name

Invest 2020

Invest 2025

Invest 2030

Invest 2035

Invest 2040

Invest 2045

Invest 2050

Rank 1

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 2

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 3

None

None

None

None

None

2nd Minch

None

Line
Near Shore

None

Wave
2nd Minch

Rank 4

None

None

None

None

None

Line, Near

None

Shore Wave
Rank 5

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 6

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 7

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 8

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 9

None

None

None

None

None

Tidal

None

Onshore

None

Wind
Offshore

None

Wave
2nd Minch

None

Line, Tidal
Tidal, Near

None

Shore Wave
Onshore

Rank

None

10

None

None

None

None

Wind, 2nd

None

Minch Line
Table 5 - Green eTransport Investment Rankings With Transmission Charging

NPV

Rank 1

40,000,000

Rank 2
35,000,000

Rank 3
30,000,000

£

25,000,000
20,000,000
15,000,000

Rank 4
Rank 5
Rank 6
Rank 7

10,000,000

Rank 8

5,000,000

Rank 9

0

Rank 10

Figure 31 - Green Storyline Investment Rankings Net Present Value with Transmission Charging
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Including transmission charging in the system results in a top rank recommendation to leave
the grid as is. The remaining ranks are where the eTransport simulator has added different
investment options in the last year of the model run, to assess their effect. Therefore, the cost
difference between rank one and the remaining is capital cost of deploying various investment
options.

Western Isles Blue Storyline Infrastructure Results
The Western Isles Blue eTransport model was setup somewhat differently to the
corresponding Green and Yellow models. In this scenario, it is assumed that significant
offshore developments will happen and the purpose of the model is to investigate optimal
infrastructure links from these generation areas to the European or National grid. Two main
transmission options are considered, direct links from each generation area into the main grid,
or a ring network connecting offshore generation sites and connecting to a single point on the
grid. The option of a link into the Western Isles is also available as is the development of a
hydrogen market. More details on the setup of this model and the generation areas can be
found in the Western Isles SUSPLAN report [Gair, 2010].
Simulating the Blue storyline model without transmission charges resulted in the ranked list
of investments as shown in Table 6, and net present value shown in Figure 32.
Name

Invest 2030

Invest 2035

Invest 2040

Invest 2045

Invest 2050

None

None

None

None

None

None

Hydrogen Market

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Hydrogen Market

None

None

None

None

None

Direct Star
Rank 1

Links, Link to
WI Grid
Direct Star

Rank 2

Links, Link to
WI Grid

Rank 3
Rank 4
Rank 5

Direct Star
Links
Direct Star
Links
Link to WI
Grid
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Rank 6
Rank 7
Rank 8

Link to WI
Grid
Link to WI
Grid
Link to WI
Grid

None

None

Daisy Chain

None

None

None

Hydrogen Market

None

None

None

Hydrogen Market,
Daisy Chain

None

Rank 9

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 10

None

None

None

Daisy Chain

None

Table 6 - Blue eTransport Investment Rankings Without Transmission Charging

NPV
0
-100,000,000

Rank 2

-200,000,000

Rank 3

-300,000,000

Rank 4

-400,000,000
£

Rank 1

Rank 5

-500,000,000

Rank 6
-600,000,000
-700,000,000

Rank 7

-800,000,000

Rank 8

-900,000,000

Rank 9

-1,000,000,000

Rank 10

Figure 32 - Blue Storyline Investment Rankings Net Present Value Without Transmission Charging

The recommendation from this model is for direct link infrastructure from the generation sites
to the National Grid rather than a connected chain infrastructure, despite the cheaper costs and
lesser cabling requirement of the latter. This is chiefly due to the extra export capacity offered
by the direct links, so that more electricity can be exported to the grid for profit.
Another recommended investment option is the addition of an enhanced interconnector
between the Western Isles and mainland UK. This will allow the export of onshore wind
generation expected before 2020. Removing onshore wind from the model results in offshore
wind with direct links to the EU grid and no link to the Western Isles as the economic
recommendation.
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Results from the Blue storyline model show export of electricity from offshore sites to be
profitable without transmission charging. To evaluate the effect of including transmission
charges, a variant of the Blue eTransport model was run with transmission costs. Resulting
investment rankings are shown in Table 7 and Figure 33.

Name

Invest 2030

Invest 2035

Invest 2040

Invest 2045

Invest 2050

Rank 1

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 2

None

None

None

Daisy Chain

None

Rank 3

None

None

None

Link to WI Grid

None

Rank 4

None

None

None

Direct Star Links

None

Rank 5

None

None

None

Daisy Chain,
Link to WI Grid

None

Direct Star
Rank 6

None

None

None

Links, Link to

None

WI Grid
Rank 7

None

None

None

Hydrogen
Market

None

Hydrogen
Rank 8

None

None

None

Market, Daisy

None

Chain
Hydrogen
Rank 9

None

None

None

Market, Link to

None

WI Grid
Hydrogen
Rank 10

None

None

None

Market, Direct

None

Star Links
Table 7 - Blue eTransport Investment Rankings with Transmission Charging
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NPV
70,000,000

60,000,000

Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3

50,000,000

Rank 4
Rank 5

£

40,000,000

30,000,000

20,000,000

Rank 6
Rank 7
Rank 8

10,000,000

0

Rank 9
Rank 10

Figure 33 - Blue Storyline Investment Rankings Net Present Value with Transmission Charging

With transmission costs factored into the model, all options are less economic than leaving
the system in its current state. The recommendation resulting from this model is effectively to
do nothing, with the eTransport simulator exploring the effects of different technologies in the
last year in ranks two to ten. Thus, the extra cost of these rankings as compared to rank one, is
capital expenditure required to deploy the necessary investment options.

Western Isles Yellow Storyline Infrastructure Results
Running the Yellow Western Isles model without transmission charging resulted in the set of
investment ranking shown in Table 8 and net present value shown in Figure 34.
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Name

Invest 2020

Invest 2025

Invest 2030

Invest 2035

Invest 2040

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Invest 2045

Invest 2050

Onshore
Rank 1

Wind, New

None

Minch Line
Onshore
Rank 2

Wind, New
Minch Line
Onshore

Rank 3

Wind, New
Minch Line

Wind, New

None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Wind, New

None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Wind, New

None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Wind, New

None

Wave,
Offshore

None

Offshore
Wind

None

Wind,
Offshore

None

Wave

Onshore
Rank 7

Wave

Offshore

Onshore
Rank 6

Near Shore

None

Wave

Onshore
Rank 5

Wave

Near Shore

Onshore
Rank 4

Offshore

Offshore
None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Wind, Near

None

Shore Wave
Offshore

Onshore
Rank 8

Wind, New

Wind, Near
None

None

None

None

Minch Line

Shore Wave,

None

Offshore
Wave

Rank 9

Offshore
Wave

Rank

Offshore

10

Wave

Offshore
None

None

None

Wind, New
Minch Line

Near Shore
Wave

None

Offshore
None

None

None

Wind, New

None

None

Minch Line

Table 8 - Yellow eTransport Investment Rankings without Transmission Charging
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NPV
15,000,000

Rank 1

10,000,000

Rank 2

5,000,000

Rank 3

0

Rank 4

-5,000,000

£

-10,000,000
-15,000,000
-20,000,000

Rank 5
Rank 6
Rank 7

-25,000,000
-30,000,000

Rank 8

-35,000,000

Rank 9

-40,000,000

Rank 10

Figure 34 - Yellow Storyline Investment Rankings Net Present Value without Transmission Charging

The results above show a clear preference for onshore wind, being deployed from 2020. The
top rank consists purely of onshore wind generation and a connection to the mainland UK for
exporting generated electricity. Ranks two to eight are variations of the first rank where the
model has simulated inclusion of other technologies in the final time-step. Ranks nine and ten
have offshore focus and include offshore wave, offshore wind, and near shore wave with a
mainland connector in the later stages for exporting generated electricity. These ranks are
considerably more expensive than those based on onshore wind generation.
Therefore, the optimal recommendation from this Yellow scenario model is the deployment
of onshore wind with a new interconnector to the mainland UK.
A second Yellow model applied the current UK transmission charges for the Western Isles.
The results of this model are shown in Table 9 and Figure 35.
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Name

Invest 2020

Invest 2025

Invest 2030

Invest 2035

Invest 2040

Invest 2045

Invest 2050

Rank 1

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 2

None

None

None

None

None

Rank 3

None

None

None

None

None

Offshore
Wave
New Minch
Line

None
None

New Minch
Rank 4

None

None

None

None

None

Line,
Offshore

None

Wave
Rank 5

None

None

None

None

None

Near Shore
Wave

None

Near Shore
Rank 6

None

None

None

None

None

Wave,
Offshore

None

Wave
New Minch
Rank 7

None

None

None

None

None

Line, Near

None

Shore Wave
Rank 8

None

None

None

None

None

Offshore
Wind

None

New Minch
Line, Near
Rank 9

None

None

None

None

None

Shore Wave,

None

Offshore
Wave
Offshore
Rank
10

None

None

None

None

None

Wind,
Offshore

None

Wave
Table 9 - Yellow eTransport Investment Rankings With Transmission Charging
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NPV
35,000,000
34,000,000

Rank 1
Rank 2
Rank 3

32,000,000

Rank 4

31,000,000

Rank 5

£

33,000,000

30,000,000

Rank 6

29,000,000

Rank 7

28,000,000

Rank 8

27,000,000

Rank 9

26,000,000

Rank 10

Figure 35 - Yellow Storyline Investment Rankings Net Present Value with Transmission Charging

With the inclusion of transmission charging, the list of ranked investments changes. In this
case, the economic option is to do nothing with ranks two to ten introducing alternative
investments in the last simulation time-step to assess their effects, therefore increased costs in
rank two to ten are based on capital expenditure.
The results above show that the introduction of transmission charges to the Yellow storyline
effectively make all RES options in the Western Isles uneconomic.
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Key Concepts
Table 10 summaries a selection of key concepts elaborated on in this chapter, and which are
important in the representation of energy policy and planning information. These concepts
will form the basis for a Semantic Web knowledge base and ontology for the SUSPLAN
project, the implementation of which will be discussed in Chapter 7.
Key Concept
Energy Generation

Elaboration and Relationships
Renewable energy, fossil fuel, nuclear generation, etc. Has
capacity, potential, barriers, technology, cost etc.
The amount of energy that can be extracted from a given site and

Generation potential

technology, can be theoretical (e.g., based on wind power in
area) or technical (e.g., based on wind power and technology
constraints).
The technology required for generating and transporting

Energy Infrastructure

generated energy. E.g., generation technology, power lines,
cables, transformers, energy conversion components, etc.
A piece of technology that can be part of an energy

Energy Technology

infrastructure (e.g., wind turbine). Has cost, capacity and can
have availability during certain years.

Energy Demand

A demand for energy to be fulfilled (e.g., population centres,
buildings, industrial manufacturing, etc.).
Implication of energy generation, transportation and usage. Can

Energy Cost

be financial (e.g. marginal costs, capital costs, consumer price,
etc.) or environmental (emissions, noise, land use, habitat
transformation, etc.). Has unit and value.
Potential generation and infrastructure that could be built. Can
also be improvements or extensions to existing infrastructure.

Investments

Using eTransport definition, investments are potential options
that can be undertaken. Have costs, infrastructure, and
generation potential.
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One of the four core SUSPLAN scenarios, dictating either
positive or negative public acceptance to renewable energy, or
Scenario

speed of technological development. Investments belong to
scenarios, as do most SUSPLAN results and input data beyond
initial year.
A point in time during the SUSPLAN time period between 2010

Year

and 2030. All investments and input data belong to a year in
addition to an investment.
Spatial area that input data or results can belong to. Can be either

Region

a nation (e.g., Italy), part of a nation (e.g., Islands), or can be
trans-national (e.g. Europe).
A constraint on investments and infrastructure. Can be societal
(e.g. ‘not in my backyard’), political (e.g., no nuclear

Barrier

generation), or technological (e.g., wind turbine not capable of
handling environmental conditions in a specific area). Barriers
can belong to a year and scenario, or span all.
Table 10 - Key Energy Policy and Planning Concepts
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Conclusion
This Chapter has outlined the SUSPLAN project and provided a detailed example of regional
case study data. The regional modelling stage of the SUSPLAN project was described with
particular focus on the Scottish Islands. The storyline descriptions for this region were
outlined along with respective renewable energy generation predictions. The Scottish Islands
region shows a massive renewable energy potential but has some serious infrastructure and
environmental barriers limiting the amount of renewable generation that can be exploited.
The case study identified possible renewable energy futures for the Western Isles, within the
bounds of the SUSPLAN scenarios. In addition, infrastructure models were developed to
assess infrastructure requirements and economic feasibility of such developments. In
finalising the case study, candidate policy recommendations were composed based on the
results above, to be presented to regional decision makers and stakeholders in addition to
forming inputs into the trans-national phase of the SUSPLAN project. These
recommendations are available to read in the final case study report.
This process was carried out across the nine SUSPLAN regional case studies, resulting in a
relatively large data set comprising model inputs, results, recommendations, and reports. It is
a formidable challenge for this rich knowledge base to be disseminated to SUSPLAN
stakeholders in addition to EU and regional decision makers in a fashion that is easy to
access, simple to understand, comprehensive, extensible, and forming a basis for future
modelling activities. Additionally, data from the SUSPLAN trans-national case study and
overall project recommendations need to be represented and disseminated in an effective
manner.
As can be seen in this Chapter, SUSPLAN case studies require significant data gathering
efforts and this is equally true for the trans-national study. This investment can be maximised
by representing richly detailed Europe-wide data in a format suitable for connection to other
domains, and suitable for other projects to build on. The SUSPLAN project therefore has a
clear requirement for a rich energy information platform. The following Chapter will
describe the energy data and challenges present in the Building Information Modelling
domain.
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Introduction
Building energy demand accounts for approximately 40% of primary energy use in the EU
[Baden, 2006] and in the USA [Torcellini, 2006]. In consequence, the built environment is
directly and indirectly responsible for the bulk of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas
emissions. With volatile fuel and material costs and a growing awareness of environmental
issues, it is becoming imperative for those planning and constructing buildings to be aware of
energy performance throughout the building life cycle – from conceptual design to building
maintenance and decommissioning. With the introduction of the Energy Performance of
Buildings Directive (EPBD) [DIAG, 2009] it is now necessary for all European Union
building owners to analyse and produce energy performance certificates for their buildings.
With this huge increase in demand for energy performance analysis, various software tools
have been developed to analyse and design building energy performance based on a building
information model. These substantially differ in complexity. For example, some tools analyse
a building with the aim of generating an energy performance certificate while others simulate
a building's energy systems in detail and provide various outputs depending on the needs of
the user.
In addition to energy analysis, building information models can be used for design,
management and operational purposes throughout a building’s lifecycle. Use of building
information models has been increasing over recent years, as described in Chapter 3.
However, while there has been much advancement in this domain in recent years, the current
paradigm in Building Information Modelling shows some limitations. Notably, there has been
little work in developing queryable model repositories capable of hosting large-scale building
portfolios. A Semantic Web energy information platform for building models addresses this
need.
This chapter will discuss the use of Building Information Modelling tools for the built
environment and will explore some issues currently faced in this domain while looking at how
Web technologies can play a role. Interoperability between various software tools is a
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particular issue that will be examined. Current limitations of Building Information Modelling
will be discussed and potential solutions investigated.

Building Information Modelling for Energy Demand
The core aim of Building Information Modelling (BIM) is the creation of rich information
assets representing a comprehensively detailed and dynamic building description. A richly
populated BIM model can represent detailed information regarding structural make-up,
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems, space usage, the building
environment including weather conditions, and spatial/geometric configurations of the
physical building.
BIM techniques support the forecasting of energy demand and can be used as such throughout
a building’s lifecycle. A rich BIM model can contain all, or much, of the information required
to model the energy usage and demand of a building. However, BIM tools would not
currently be expected to model energy usage in terms of thermal analysis. Rather, BIM acts
as an organisational mechanism for the data and external energy analysis engines are used to
execute detailed analyses, which characterize energy demand and offer recommendations for
energy and / or carbon reduction.

Interoperability
Dependency on external energy analysis engines raises the issue of how information is
extracted from a BIM tool and used in a useful and semantically consistent manner. There is
also an issue as to how energy analysis information should be integrated back into the original
BIM model, although this would normally not be as significant a concern, as analysis results
are often required for a specific purpose and can typically be regenerated from the original
model.
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Many energy analysis tools require a separate building information model to be created
specifically for the tool. These are usually input graphically but sometimes via text input.
With a large number of energy analysis tools available of varying capabilities, it is often
desirable to use multiple tools in a building project to acquire a more complete picture of
performance. This can be very time-consuming, as new models may have to be created for
each analysis tool. In addition, each new version of a building’s information model may differ
from previous versions due to user error or the limitations of the modelling software; this may
cause problems of accuracy and relevancy of subsequent results.
It has been found that, in the current paradigm, users of energy analysis tools tend to rely on a
single simulation tool whereas it may be more beneficial to use a suite of tools throughout the
design phase [Crawley, 2008], [Howard, 2008]. To accomplish this efficiently, users cannot
be expected to create separate models for each desired analysis tool; this would lead to a level
of work duplication that would be neither desirable nor realistic for most analysis projects.
Instead, a requirement exists for data interoperability across systems allowing a single model
to be created and utilised in many contexts. This also extends to other domains outside of
energy analysis, so that for example the same building model might be used, in an interdisciplinary fashion, for energy analysis, structural analysis, architectural planning etc. and
also, as described in Chapter 4, as part of a holistic energy representation, incorporated into
ESCO, facility management, and building design workflows.
In many cases, single users are not proficient in all areas of building design and engineering,
and multi-disciplinary design teams are the norm. Model and data interoperability should
therefore allow for increased levels of collaboration between team members to promote a
reduction in duplication of modelling effort and associated modelling errors. Indeed, a report
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) highlights a conservative
estimated cost of $15.8 billion in annual interoperability costs for the capital facilities industry
in 2002. NIST attributes the main reasons for such cost as the:
“Highly fragmented nature of the industry, the industry’s continued paper- based
business practices, a lack of standardization, and inconsistent technology adoption
among stakeholders” [Gallaher, 2005].
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To overcome such interoperability problems, standardised and vendor neutral open data
formats are a requirement. In recent years there has been an increase in the adoption of these
formats across BIM, energy analysis and other building related domains. Typically, the major
BIM tools allow the export of models in standardised formats, with varying degrees of
compatibility [Tse, 2005], while some energy analysis tools allow importing models in the
same standardised formats. Recently there have been some tools made available which
incorporate standardised formats in a more central role, where they allow for both the export
and import of standardised formats. There are very few tools, however, built completely
around these formats. Instead, support is often offered as ancillary or bolt-on functionality.

Current Web Centric BIM energy standards
Two prevalent vendor neutral BIM data formats are gbXML and IFC. These two formats are
particularly suited for use in Web centric workflows as both can be represented as XML
applications.
gbXML
Green Building XML (gbXML) is an open data format designed to:
“Facilitate the transfer of building information stored in CAD building information
models, enabling integrated interoperability between building design models and a wide
variety of engineering analysis tools and models” [Roth, 2009].
gbXML is defined by an XML schema describing XML for the representation of building
information. gbXML building models are readily constructed using standard XML processing
technology and the schema can be used to automatically validate instance representations.
Green Building Studio, Inc. started development of the gbXML Schema in 1999 with the first
version published as an open standard in 2000. gbXML has gathered significant support in
BIM and energy analysis domains with the standard integrated, to varying degrees, into
established BIM tools and energy analysis applications. For example, gbXML support is
available in: Autodesk Revit, Autodesk Green Building Studio, Bentley Architecture, Arup
EnergySave, and DesignBuilder, in addition to many others [Roth, 2009].
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gbXML is particularly focused on energy related building properties, with fairly detailed
representation of HVAC systems, material properties etc. The standard also allows for
representation of detailed geometrical information, to the level of individual vertex
coordinates for surfaces and openings.
The gbXML data structure is mostly tree based, as expected in XML applications, but also
includes ID-based connections between structural branches. High-level information is
represented at the root of the tree and subsequent branches represent ever more detailed
information. At the highest level, a gbXML document can represent a Campus, which
contains multiple buildings as sub-nodes and at lower levels individual coordinates; usage
schedules; u-values; etc. can be represented. As an example of the gbXML structure, Figure
36 illustrates the expected structure of a Surface element representation in gbXML.

Figure 36 – gbXML Surface Element Structure [Source: gbXML Schema]
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The current version of gbXML incorporates sufficient detail for exporting BIM models to
energy analysis engines. However, to date there is little support in BIM tools for importing
gbXML so that two-way interoperability is rarely supported, e.g. for importing analysis
results back into a BIM environment using gbXML.
The open nature of gbXML, allows the format to be combined with other standards to
compensate for areas that gbXML is traditionally weak in. As an example, gbXML has
limited building cost constructs but can be combined with a standard detailed cost format such
as the BCIS XML schema [BCIS, 2010].

Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)
Another commonly supported data format for BIM interoperability is the Industry Foundation
Classes (IFC) standard and related IFCXML Schema. IFC was developed by the International
Alliance for Interoperability (IAI), an industrial consortium, and released in 1997 [Howard,
2008]. The purpose of IFC is to provide a common, standardised, format for representing
BIM model data. Currently various BIM tools support IFC and a number of applications have
been developed based on it. However, in practice it has been found that the IFC standard is
not widely used [Howard, 2008].
In a 2008 paper, Howard and Bjork state that:
“The IFCs have now had 10 years of development, but with insufficient resources and
dependence on a small number of experts.
[…]
There is much work to do on data dictionaries and these are essential to common
terminology particularly internationally.
Concern was expressed about the timescales of different releases of IFCs. Although
there has been a stable core for some time, a framework for BIM standards could
indicate release times looking forward several years” [Howard, 2008].
Despite these concerns, it was found that the IFC standard, when used, does provide
significant benefits, but more work is needed in both promoting and adopting the standard
[Howard, 2008]. IFC seems to have significant support in the most popular BIM tools, e.g.
Autodesk Revit and Graphisoft’s Archicad. IFC import / export support in these tools makes
IFC more suitable than gbXML for interoperability purposes. However, as yet, IFC has not
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been implemented in many energy analysis tools whereas the gbXML format has been
heavily adopted. Green Building Studio [Autodesk, 2009], Design Builder [Design Builder
Software, 2009], and EDSL TAS [EDSL, 2009] support gbXML but not IFC. There are some
exceptions to this however, notably: Autodesk Ecotect [Autodesk, 2009] and Equa’s IDA ICE
[Equa, 2010].
The gbXML format is more concise and less complex than, but not quite as detailed as, IFC
so that the implementation of a tool for processing gbXML is simpler than for IFC. Both
formats have made a significant impact on interoperability in Building Information Modelling
and associated domains and continue to develop.

Web and Cloud Based Building Energy Analysis
Traditionally, software tools for building design and analysis have been desktop based
applications. This is understandable due to the relatively high level of computational power
required for useful analysis, as well as the relative youth of the World Wide Web as compared
to the development history of traditional energy analysis engines and CAD tools.
However, the World Wide Web has now matured and Web servers are powerful enough to
handle large numbers of requests to support computationally intensive software applications
on a service basis. Cloud computing is now a common concept, which has started to be
realised and implemented across many domains in recent years.
The concept of ‘cloud computing’ is essentially a way of providing remote access to software
and computing resources over the World Wide Web. Eric Knorr describes the concept of
cloud computing as consisting of the following: Software as a Service (Saas); Utility
Computing; Web Services in the Cloud; Platform as a Service; Managed Service Providers
(MSPs); Service Commerce platforms; and Internet integration in software platforms [Knorr,
2008].
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Armburst et al describe the main advantages of cloud computing as being:
“1. The illusion of infinite computing resources available on demand, thereby
eliminating the need for Cloud Computing users to plan far ahead for provisioning;
2. The elimination of an up-front commitment by Cloud users, thereby allowing
companies to start small and increase hardware resources only when there is an
increase in their needs; and
3. The ability to pay for use of computing resources on a short-term basis as needed
(e.g., processors by the hour and storage by the day) and release them as needed,
thereby rewarding conservation by letting machines and storage go when they are no
longer useful” [Armbrust, 2009].
There is also benefit to users of having access to complex and processor intensive software
from any client computer and from any location. For example, a user may access and use
resource intensive modelling frameworks using basic netbook type computers, or mobile
devices while commuting, with little processing strain on the client machine. The client will
also always have access to the latest version of software, reducing the need for upgrades to be
carried out internally by the client.
For software providers, cloud based hosting can be attractive owing to ease of installation,
reduced need for packaging and physical distribution, more control over installed software
and improved reliability. The cloud provider can also offer business models, which potentially
attract a greater number of users than would otherwise buy conventional software licences. It
may be worthwhile for a user to begin with a free service and gradually purchase pay per use
subscriptions from a provider, rather than a full standalone licence.
However, there are major challenges to setting up a cloud server infrastructure. A capability is
required for resources to scale up and down dynamically based on user demand. At peak
times, there could potentially be millions of users using a service, when at other times there
may be very few. The computing infrastructure needed to handle this is complex, needs to be
on a large scale, and is expensive. Therefore it tends to be companies who have made
investments in large-scale server infrastructure that have become cloud providers [Armbrust,
2009]. For example Amazon’s EC2 [Amazon, 2010], Google’s App Engine [Google, 2010]
and Microsoft’s Azure [Microsoft, 2010]. Third party software providers can build software
to work within these larger cloud environments and pay to have their software hosted. This
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reduces the need for smaller software companies to build their own infrastructure while still
harnessing many of the benefits provided by cloud computing.
There has been some criticism of the term and concept ‘cloud computing’. Larry Ellison, CEO
of Oracle, and Andy Isherwood, of Hewlett Packard, criticise the ambiguity of the term and
criticise its use as hype. Richard Stallman, advocate of free software, criticised the cloudcomputing concept further, calling it a trap for users in that it increases user dependency on
proprietary software, and that costs will escalate over time. He also goes on to say:
“It’s stupidity. It’s worse than stupidity: it’s a marketing hype campaign. Somebody is
saying this is inevitable — and whenever you hear somebody saying that, it’s very likely
to be a set of businesses campaigning to make it true.” [Armbrust, 2009].
Despite criticism in some quarters, cloud computing has developed fast and has seen
increased growth in recent years. As Armbrust concludes:
“The long dreamed vision of computing as a utility is finally emerging. The elasticity of
a utility matches the need of businesses providing services directly to customers over
the Internet, as workloads can grow (and shrink) far faster than 20 years ago. It used to
take years to grow a business to several million customers – now it can happen in
months.” [Armbrust, 2009]
From a building design and energy analysis point of view, cloud computing is still in its
infancy. The sector is dominated by standalone, expensive desktop applications that are often
not even supported across different operating system platforms. However, some companies
have started making moves in the direction of cloud computing. Autodesk, for example, have
started developing their ‘Twitch’ platform [Autodesk, 2010] where modelling tools can be
accessed over the Internet, including the BIM package Autodesk Revit.
A more common approach is to integrate cloud-computing functionality into hitherto
standalone applications. For example Autodesk’s Buzzsaw [Autodesk, 2010] and Archicad’s
BIMServer [Smith, 2009]. These server side applications allow users to work collaboratively
on BIM models by integrating with a central server. Model information is stored and managed
on a remote server, while standard heavy weight BIM tools are used as clients. This type of
approach is extremely useful in large-scale projects, or where users may use multiple
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machines. However, it requires users to run standalone software on their computers, creating a
requirement for relatively high system specifications.
Cloud computing is likely to be an area that BIM and energy analysis engines will take
advantage of in the near future. However, very few energy analysis engines are currently
online on a cloud platform. There are some developments happening in this area with the US
Department of Energy looking at cloud computing [US Department of Energy, 2010]. There
are also examples of energy analysis systems hosted as Web applications, e.g.the Green
Building Studio (GBS) energy analysis application, recently acquired by Autodesk [Autodesk,
2009]. GBS allows users to upload gbXML based model representations, via its web services.
The GBS engine converts this gbXML model into a DOE2 input file and executes a
simulation run on a server based DOE2 engine [Hirsch, 2009]. GBS also has some
collaboration functionality allowing users to share projects, etc. However, its main
functionality is a quick, online simulation of buildings suitable for the early design stages.

gModeller for Google SketchUp – a Lightweight gbXML Modeller
for Energy Analysis
Open BIM formats such as gbXML receive limited support in the current range of heavy
weight BIM tools. Many energy analysis tools can accept gbXML as an input format and
some (e.g. GBS) can export gbXML containing result information. One-way gbXML support
means that energy analysis results cannot then be incorporated into the original BIM
environment. Furthermore, a significant barrier to the use of BIM tools for energy analysis
purposes is the cost of actually purchasing the software, which can be prohibitive for many
smaller companies, or single users. Ease of use is also a barrier in the use of BIM tools
generally, although probably not as significant as in previous years as usability seems to be
improving.
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In an attempt to address some of these issues, a lightweight gbXML based modeller entitled
gModeller was developed for the highly popular Google SketchUp 3D modelling system as
part of this study.
Development of gModeller was in collaboration with colleagues in the Greenspace Research
group of the University of the Highlands and Islands, of which the author was a member.
Early specification stages of this work are described in an MSc dissertation [Rizos, 2007]
with further specification and development work described in a two conference papers
[Finlayson, 2008], [Murray, 2009] and in this dissertation. Key persons involved in the
development of the lightweight modeller were the author, Dr. Neil Finlayson, David Maciver,
James Morrison, and Ioannis Rizos. Recently, gModeller been released as a commercial tool
by the spin-off company, Greenspace Live Ltd.
An original goal for gModeller was to help overcome barriers to the use of simulation tools in
the conceptual design stages of the building design process [Rizos, 2007]. gModeller extends
the scope of this concept with the following goals:
•

To help overcome barriers to the use of building information models in various
contexts, with a particular focus on building energy simulation.

•

Increase the use of an open, vendor independent file format; providing an
interoperability platform for creating, using, and distributing that format; and
create a framework for the conversion of the format to legacy and proprietary file
formats that would not otherwise be accessible.

•

Promote ease of use, broadening access to building energy performance modelling
and analysis, which typically has been the preserve of expert users.

•

Examine the challenges and limitations of Web technologies in the BIM domain,
with a view to laying the foundations for a Semantic Web technology platform

gModeller Technology Stack
Figure 37 illustrates the gModeller software infrastructure stack. gModeller is built on Google
SketchUp, a general-purpose 3D modelling tool with intuitive user interface and feature sets,
simplifying the creation of 3D models and providing novice users the ability to start creating
content within a short period of time [Google, 2009].
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Figure 37 - The gModeller software infrastructure stack

SketchUp provides users with a simple but powerful feature set for the creation and
manipulation of 3D models. A key feature is the patented Push / Pull functionality [Schell et
al, 2003] allowing users to extrude 2D faces into 3D objects using a single mouse click and
drag. Features such as context aware tools, a clean user interface and clear iconography also
help to enhance the user experience.
Google provide extensive training materials and interactive tutorials (using interactivity and
animation functionality within the SketchUp environment) to guide new users and allow them
to be proficient in the use of the tool in as little time as possible. Google state that
“Most people get rolling with SketchUp in just a few minutes” [Google, 2009].
Google SketchUp is especially suited to the conceptual design stages in product and building
design and is typically used in this role by architects, engineers and designers. A 2006 survey
among UK architectural firms demonstrated that 38.3% of those questioned used Google
SketchUp, while 6.1% used Graphisoft’s ArchiCAD BIM tool and 4.3% used Autodesk’s
Revit BIM tool [Finlayson, 2008]. An October 2009 article highlights the successful use of
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Google SketchUp in Building Services Engineering at AECOM, Acoustic Modelling at BDP,
and Lighting design at Buro Happold [Slavid, 2009].
To allow for third party add-on development, Google SketchUp features a Ruby [Ruby-Lang
Webmaster, 2009] based API, which provides access to Google SketchUp’s feature and data
sets in addition to extra features such as an integrated web browser. The SketchUp application
is currently compatible with both Microsoft Windows and Mac OS X, and the SketchUp API
is also compatible with both, with some subtle differences e.g. a different core web browser.
A major weakness of SketchUp, from the point of view of building information modelling, is
that SketchUp is a general-purpose 3D modeller and not a building specific application.
SketchUp models do not contain building specific objects or properties, as found in BIM or
other architectural tools. There is no inbuilt concept of a ‘wall’ or a ‘door’ for example. Key
building information constructs - such as spaces, surfaces, and openings - need to be derived
from the SketchUp geometry model programmatically. Because Google SketchUp is
primarily a freeform sketching tool, modellers are not constrained by the relatively rigid
drawing rules found in BIM tools. For example, SketchUp does not require specification of
details such as wall depths. BIM tools, while allowing for some flexibility in modelling
technique, tend to have a level of consistency across model styles, enforced by buildingspecific rules and constraints. SketchUp models therefore pose a significant challenge when a
requirement for extracting and inferring building information exists.
A problem for professional users has been a lack of interoperability between Google
SketchUp and other industry standard applications:
“Chris Twinn, director of the building engineering sustainability group at Arup, has
resisted the lure. “The problem,” he says, “is that you then have to dump it all because
you want to get numbers out of it. The emphasis for us is for tools that can give us more
shelf life.” Arup is committed to doing all its work in 3D and, wherever possible to
building integrated models that enable all the design team to contribute and share
information. So the practice has deliberately decided to eschew SketchUp.” [Slavin,
2009].
Such criticism uncovers a need for Google SketchUp to better integrate into the workflows
adopted by professional practices, echoing the words of Crawley et al that it is often more
beneficial to use a suite of tools rather than a single environment to get a job done [Crawley,
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2008]. The professional edition of Google SketchUp does currently provide support for a
limited number of external 3D and 2D formats. SketchUp Professional allows for the
importing and exporting of the DXF and DWG CAD formats in addition to some other
general 3D formats including 3DS and VRML [Google, 2009]. There is no built in import or
export support for BIM formats or CAD formats other than those mentioned above.
Nonetheless, for the purposes of this investigation, it was decided that Google SketchUp was
the most attractive choice of 3D platform, chiefly due to ease of use, large user base, access to
SketchUp’s API, and multiple operating system platform support.

gModeller User Interface
The presentation layer of gModeller – user input and management of gbXML data - is built on
Adobe Flex technology. Adobe Flex [Adobe, 2009] is a Rich Internet Application (RIA)
framework based on Adobe’s Flash and ActionScript technology. Flex provides access to
extensible user interface components, has functionality for directly accessing external web
services, and has a native XML processor with E4X querying capability [Schneider, 2005].
Adobe Flex applications are primarily developed to be accessed and used through standard
web browsers, although this has now slightly altered with the introduction of the Adobe Air
platform, allowing Flex applications to be treated as platform independent desktop
applications and allowing access to the underlying operating system [Adobe, 2009]. SketchUp
provides access to a Web browser component as part of its API and the Flex user interface
was developed to reside within this component. Flex provides access to JavaScript and HTML
objects so that a bridge between SketchUp and the Flex interface is enabled. Data including
external web services data passes through the HTML / JavaScript bridge, and invocation of
call-backs to the SketchUp API itself is supported.
The required user interface functionality can be achieved using HTML and JavaScript alone.
However achieving the Flex level of usability in JavaScript would have been more complex
and time intensive, and in addition Flex’s native XML handling and ease of Web service
handling was particularly attractive. An alternative option was Microsoft’s Silverlight RIA
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architecture [Microsoft, 2009]. However, at the time of development, Microsoft Silverlight
was a relative newcomer with considerably less built-in user interface capability.
A disadvantage to using the Flex platform, however, is the lack of guarantee that the Flash
runtime architecture is present on the client machine. Adobe claim that the Flash platform has
99% penetration of internet connected desktop computers [Adobe, 2009] and although this is
a rather controversial claim [Arah, 2009], [Johnston, 2009], the penetration of the Flash
platform has risen significantly in recent years especially with the rise of Flash based media
broadcasting such as Google’s YouTube and the BBC’s iPlayer. For the purposes of
gModeller, the lack of a Flash platform on the client machine is not necessarily problematic.
The Flash environment is a free download, and for users of the Modeller without an Internet
connection, there is possibility of bundling the Flash Player installer along with the tool.

gModeller Application

Figure 38 - gModeller in use

Figure 38 shows the resulting gModeller application, displaying a SketchUp model that has
been manually ‘marked-up’ with building information, shown in the user interface panel to
the right of the screen. The primary goal of this user interface is to generate a gbXML
representation of the SketchUp model.
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Data Model Creation
In order for the underlying building data model to be created, a number of processes are
required. Firstly, building properties in the SketchUp model must be identified. Google
SketchUp is a general-purpose 3D modelling environment and does not inherently assign
building information to surfaces; all surfaces are geometric elements consisting of faces,
edges and 3D points.
In order to identify surfaces as relevant building objects, a process is required for a surface
object to be enriched, or ‘decorated’ with building information. Each surface in SketchUp is
automatically assigned an identifier; therefore a simple way of representing related building
information is to reference a surface building id in a corresponding gbXML Surface element
along with associated surface properties.
Each class in the Google SketchUp API is represented in the Ruby programming language;
Ruby is a flexible object orientated programming language, allowing existing classes to be
extended and overridden with new methods and functionality. This is exploited in gModeller,
where methods have been added allowing information to be appended to the actual surface
objects so that surfaces have building information stored within them in addition to the
relational XML approach described above. The advantage of this is that the type of each
surface (floor, wall, ceiling, etc.) is always accessible directly from the surface itself, which is
useful when editing the model. Also, surfaces, and other objects, can be enriched with further
information so that the SketchUp model transforms into a BIM model.
Although surface objects are enriched with extended information, gModeller relies heavily on
relational gbXML, which is updated as the model is built or edited. This allows information
such as spaces, constructions, and spatial information to be stored directly in gbXML format.
The underlying gbXML model representation is created and updated in Adobe Flex using the
built-in E4X framework. E4X allows for a relatively simple method of navigating and editing
complex XML documents. The value of a given element can be updated or added using
syntax as follows:
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selected_surface.(@id==1).@surfaceType = ‘ExteriorWall’

This example states that the surface represented by the ‘selected_surface’ variable should
have its ‘surfaceType’ attribute set to ‘ExteriorWall’ if the surface’s id is equal to one.
E4X is a convenient way of managing the underlying gbXML data model. It does however
have some performance issues, particularly when representing large models. Iterating through
a large gbXML file using Flex E4X can be slow and cause memory problems with extremely
large buildings. This is exacerbated due to the user interface running in an embedded web
browser within Google SketchUp. A better solution would be to handle the gbXML natively
within the SketchUp programming environment itself. However, this would not provide the
advantages of using E4X for handling the XML data. This issue is something that will need to
be resolved in future improvements.

Building Property Attribution
From a usability perspective, the attribution of building properties to SketchUp surfaces is
challenging. In an early version of gModeller, a simple GUI based attribution system was
implemented. This functionality allowed the user to firstly identify spaces in the building by
selecting the relevant surfaces and pressing a ‘create space’ button. Then, surfaces included
in the identified spaces were attributed in a table containing a row of information for each
surface in the model including a drop down allowing the user to change the surface type to an
appropriate choice, as dictated by the gbXML Schema.
This initial method of property attribution worked well for small test buildings. When larger,
more realistic, buildings were built with many hundreds or thousands of surfaces and
openings the modelling process became unfeasibly slow. Another method of attribution, more
in keeping with the flow and ease-of-use of SketchUp was required. In order to meet this
requirement, a solution was found in the form of an extension to existing Google SketchUp
functionality, namely the material palette.
Google SketchUp materials allow the user to rapidly ‘paint’ colours or textures onto model
surfaces. In normal use this functionality is purely aesthetic. gModeller extends this to append
gbXML surface information onto material objects. gModeller provides a number of special
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SketchUp materials, shown in Figure 39, each containing a single surface type property e.g.
‘exterior wall’, ‘interior wall’, ‘floor’, etc. If these material types are used then an event is
fired in gModeller causing the newly painted surface to be either added to the data model with
the parameters encapsulated in the material, or if the surface has already been added its
parameters are updated. Openings are handled in the same manner.

Figure 39 - gModeller specific materials in Google SketchUp

Using the material palette as a means of attributing building properties follows the natural
Google SketchUp approach of creating a 3D model and painting surfaces. This allows the
process of attribution to be relatively familiar to Google SketchUp modellers and integrates
with normal Google SketchUp modelling workflow, leading to a rapid mark-up of building
properties. As will be seen subsequently, this approach also enables gModeller for SketchUp
to form a rich front-end for a Semantic Web building energy performance repository.
In the current version of the gModeller, the materials palette is used to attribute basic surface
and opening types specified in the gbXML Schema. However, this could be developed further
so that more information is attributed to surfaces using this method. For example, wall
construction and material information could be embedded into the SketchUp materials so that
users would easily be able to attribute this information.
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Another set of building properties requiring attribution are spaces within a building. For the
purposes of gModeller, it is assumed that a space always maps to an enclosed room in the
building model. To aid the user in attributing spaces, a semi-automated method was
developed allowing users to select a floor in the space they wish to identify. All surfaces
enclosing that space are then automatically selected and the user is given the choice of either
amending the selected surfaces or confirming and creating the space.
The semi-automatic approach allows the user to relatively quickly identify and assign spaces
into the gbXML data model. The process can be relatively slow given large or complex
buildings, so that a useful extension to this method would be to make the process fully
automated. This could be implemented using an enhanced version of the algorithm for semiautomatic space detection. All floor surfaces could be iterated through, surrounding surfaces
identified, and therefore spaces identified. This process has yet to be implemented fully, but
would be useful as future work.
The attribution functionality in gModeller, as described above, allows the creation of rich
geometric gbXML representations of SketchUp models. The gbXML representation can be
exported and further enriched by external, gbXML compliant, applications and energy
analysis engines, for example Autodesk’s Green Building Studio [Autodesk, 2009], Autodesk
Ecotect [Autodesk, 2009], or GreenspaceLive’s gEnergyEPC – a sister product to gModeller.
The core functionality of gModeller is building property attribution as described above.
However, another concept that the gModeller application attempts to realise is that of being
an interoperability platform. The data model employed by gModeller is fully based around
gbXML and import functionality has been implemented in addition to the more commonly
used export. This means that in addition to creating gbXML files, the gModeller application
can import gbXML models from external tools, edit such files, and send them to external
applications for further and more specialised tasking.
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Extending gModeller – Interoperability with TRNSYS
A benefit of gModeller building on gbXML is that standard XML programming libraries can
be used to manipulate and convert gbXML data into different forms of representation. As an
example of this, and to demonstrate the extensibility of the gModeller application, an
extension was implemented for exporting building information to the TRNSYS simulation
environment [Klein, 2007]. This extension has been outlined in peer-reviewed conference
literature [Murray, 2009], and will be briefly summarised in this Chapter.

Data Mapping, Assumptions and Derivations
The first step in the creation of gModeller TRNSYS was to create an XML representation of
the BUI file format, used to define building models in TRNSYS. This was carried out
manually as a paper exercise, examining existing BUI models and using the TRNSYS Type
56 documentation [Klein, 2007] as a reference. After creating an XML representation of a
BUI model, this was then translated into an XML Schema called BUI XML.
The next step was to create a map of the BUI XML schema against the gbXML schema. A
document was written containing descriptions of all elements in the BUI XML format and a
solution for representing the required information based on the data available in gbXML.
Figure 40 illustrates this process by showing an example mapping between gbXML Surfaces
and BUI Walls.
At this stage, necessary and optional elements in the BUI format were identified and
assumptions made about data required by the BUI format but not available in gbXML. For
example, the BUI format requires several properties that do not exist in gbXML. To populate
such properties, sensible default values were assumed based on the TRNSYS Type 56
documentation [Klein, 2007] in order to get as close an approximation as possible.
Subsequently, these values are hard coded into the resulting BUI file as default values. For
example, air properties (specific heat and density) are listed in BUI files and set to standard
values of 20°C.
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Figure 40 - Mapping between gbXML Surfaces and BUI Walls

Some information required by the BUI format and not directly available in gbXML can be
derived from values that are. For example, wall representations in the BUI format require an
area value while gbXML does not store the area of its surfaces. gbXML does represent width
and height, however, so that an area value can easily be derived. Another example of a
required derivation of gbXML values is in the case of Zone Capacitance. Zone capacitance is
not represented in gbXML but is approximately derived from gbXML values and assumed
default properties using the following formula:

air volume× air density× air specific heat × user value
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Processing XML
After identifying relevant mappings between gbXML and BUI formats, an XSLT style sheet
was developed to transform a gbXML file into the BUI XML format based on the mappings
and implementing any data derivations, assumed data etc.
A second XSLT style sheet was also created to process the BUI XML and output a valid BUI
text file. The BUI XML schema closely follows the original BUI structure and naming
schemes so that the second style sheet exports BUI XML elements directly as BUI commands
without having to manipulate values.
Using the two style sheets, a gbXML file can be processed (using an XML processor) to
output a TRNSYS BUI file that can be added to a TRNSYS model, or opened and edited in
TRNSYS tools. Figure 41 shows the process a user will take in converting a Google
SketchUp model into a BUI file to be executed in a TRNSYS simulation.

Figure 41 - Process diagram for converting a SketchUp model to TRNSYS BUI
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Integration with gModeller
The XSLT style sheets, described above, are the core elements in converting between gbXML
and the TRNSYS BUI format and can be run manually using an XML processor.
In order to be used practically, the process of generating a BUI file from a Google SketchUp
model needs to be as straightforward and user-friendly as possible. With this in mind, the
gbXML to BUI XML style sheets were integrated into the gModeller application.
For style sheet processing, the SAXON [Kay, 2004] XSLT processor was utilised. For the
requirements of gModeller TRNSYS, the basic, open source, version of the SAXON
processor was deemed adequate. The latest version of the processor features a full
implementation of the XSLT 2.0 standard [Kay, 2007], and has an extended function set
allowing for more advanced mathematical operations and string processing than the XSLT 1.0
standard [Clark, 1999]. This allows for the implementation of data derivations and
calculations.
Ideally, an XSLT processing solution native to the core technologies used in gModeller
(Ruby, Adobe Flex, and JavaScript) would have been used to process the style sheets.
However, due to the unorthodox nature in which the Ruby environment is configured in
Google SketchUp and due to the lack of support for XSLT in the version of Adobe Flex used,
it would have been unnecessarily complex to enable a native XSLT processor.
The SAXON processor can be used in a standalone manner as either an executable .NET or
Java program. This, along with robust support for XSLT 2.0 made it desirable to externally
call a bundled version of the SAXON processor from gModeller. The main disadvantage of
doing so is that the overall file size of the gModeller TRNSYS plug-in increased dramatically.
The use of the .NET version of SAXON means that gModeller TRNSYS is only compatible
with Microsoft Windows; the use of the Java version would have allowed gModeller
TRNSYS to be used on other platforms but would need Java to be installed as a pre-requisite.
Since TRNSYS is currently only compatible with Microsoft Windows, the decision was taken
to use the .NET version of SAXON. This can easily be changed to allow for a multi-platform
version of gModeller TRNSYS.
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When converting SketchUp models to the TRNSYS BUI format, construction and glazing
information must be specified along with relevant geometric and zone data. Ideally,
information such as building usage schedules, infiltrations, and gains would also be specified
but were ignored in the initial version of gModeller TRNSYS due to not being essential
requirements.
An option considered when developing gModeller TRNSYS was to use an external platform
to manage construction information, default values etc. and return a populated gbXML file,
which would be processed into the BUI format. It was desirable, however, for gModeller
TRNSYS to not have a dependence on an external application so that a built-in constructions
and glazing manager was implemented.
The gModeller TRNSYS construction manager allows users to create their own specialised
constructions or to choose from various gbXML based construction libraries and apply these
to their models. Construction library files based on gbXML are dropped into a folder in the
gModeller program directory and are available for use in the application. For testing purposes,
the SBEM [BRE, 2009] construction library was converted into the gbXML construction
format (using XSLT style sheets) to be used in gModeller and processed by the TRNSYS
engine.
After implementing core functionality, the next stage was to wrap resulting BUI files in the
TRNSYS DCK file format, used to represent TRNSYS models. Normally TRNSYS DCK
files are created with the TRNSYS Simulation Studio [TESS, 2007] but, being a text-based
format, can be generated externally. DCK file support in gModeller TRNSYS allows
specification of various external parameters to build a basic TRNSYS simulation that can be
executed from within gModeller. For example, a user can specify which weather location the
building is in, which variables to output from the simulation run, etc.
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Resulting Application

Figure 42 - gModeller TRNSYS User Interface

Using gModeller TRNSYS, a user can create a gbXML building representation and
successfully execute the model in the TRNSYS engine. This model can either have been
created in Google SketchUp or imported from other sources using gModeller’s gbXML
import functionality.
gModeller TRNSYS features the tools required to create and edit a gbXML file so as to
represent information required by TRNSYS. This includes functionality to represent custom,
project specific, construction information and access to pre-existing construction libraries.
gModeller TRNSYS enables the user to quickly create a BUI or DCK file, which can then be
loaded into the TRNSYS Simulation Studio or run through the TRNSYS directly from
gModeller.
gModeller TRNSYS creates a bridge between the gbXML building description format and the
TRNSYS simulation environment. In effect, this means that a user can create a building
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model in any tool that can produce gbXML (including commonly used architectural tools
such as Autodesk’s Revit and Graphisoft’s ArchiCAD) and use that model in TRNSYS.

Figure 43 - Results from a TRNSYS simulation called directly from gModeller TRNSYS

gModeller TRNSYS has the potential to increase the market penetration of the TRNSYS
simulation environment in user groups that would otherwise reject it due to a steep learning
curve. The ability to create and run TRNSYS simulations from Google SketchUp with a
simplified user interface can mask the complexity of creating a full TRNSYS model and can
allows novice users to create simulations appropriate for a range of basic requirements.
With the ability to export BUI files directly, gModeller can be of benefit to expert users by
making the process of simulating building models more efficient. Expert users can create, or
use existing, rich building models within their TRNSYS simulations.
An example scenario could be as follows: a client requests some TRNSYS simulations for a
portfolio of buildings of which BIM models are available. In this case, rather than manually
create TRNSYS building representations, the TRNSYS expert could use gModeller TRNSYS
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to export the models as BUI files and drop these into their simulation, allowing them to focus
on other critical simulation concerns.
There is scope for future extension of gModeller TRNSYS. Support for more advanced
parameters such as HVAC systems within a building model could be implemented as could
support for creating complex TRNSYS simulations from within gModeller. In addition, the
ability to add more TRNSYS components to the exported TRNSYS DCK file could also be
implemented.
Various construction libraries can also be built from existing sources and utilised within
gModeller TRNSYS, this could lead to the creation of online construction repositories, or
create a market for the sale of third party construction libraries.
A limitation of gModeller TRNSYS is that if a user wants to use resulting BUI or DCK files
then they must have a copy of TRNSYS installed. There may be a potential for the
implementation of a web-based version of TRNSYS - available through Web services so that
applications such as gModeller TRNSYS connect and use the TRNSYS engine (e.g. on a per
run or subscription basis). Such a service could expose TRNSYS to a wider audience and
could allow users of different platforms to use the TRNSYS engine remotely. The
implementation of such a service would be challenging. The TRNSYS engine is relatively
resource hungry and could be problematic if multiple, potentially thousands, of users were
accessing the server concurrently. Cloud computing techniques, as outlined above, could be
useful for such a scenario, and it would be interesting to evaluate how such resource intensive
processing engines are handled on cloud computing infrastructure and whether these
infrastructures could scale as required.
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Conclusion
This chapter has outlined some current techniques for modelling energy demand using
Building Information Modelling (BIM) tools and Web technologies to allow for a degree of
interoperability. Concerns about the importance of interoperability in the domain of BIM has
been explored to the conclusion that interoperability is, and will increasingly be, an important
area in BIM, particularly in relation to the modelling and analysing of building energy
demand.
Two prevalent open XML based formats (gbXML and IFCXML) for representing BIM
information were outlined and briefly evaluated based on available literature. This evaluation
concluded that such XML based standards have significantly penetrated the BIM market, with
significant levels of support in many of the major tools that are currently available both in
BIM and energy analysis domains. However, it was found that support is generally one way
with the flow of data being exported from BIM tools in a standard form and imported into an
energy analysis environment to be processed. Currently, there are not many tools that can
support a full standards based lifecycle i.e. where results are fed back into the initial BIM
model for further work.
The applicability of cloud computing server infrastructure for use in the building energy
modelling and analysis domain was explored and was suggested as being a potential solution
for providing scalable remote access to various energy analysis and building modelling tools.
Such a system could provide platform independent access to toolsets that currently require
significant processing power or have significant cost of ownership. One example of such a
system was the TRNSYS simulation engine.
The development of a gbXML based interoperability platform and modeller, as part of this
work, was outlined. A plug-in application for the popular Google SketchUp 3D modelling
environment was developed with a data model based entirely round the gbXML standard.
This application was built to allow the import, export, creation, and editing of gbXML
building descriptions in a relatively user-friendly manner. The software infrastructure,
development challenges and extension of this application were discussed in this chapter and
in two peer reviewed conference papers [Finlayson, 2008], [Murray, 2009].
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The gModeller application was developed as an example of the type of BIM solution required
to support full lifecycle interoperability for the gbXML standard. The tool is not as fully
featured as many of the more established BIM tools, but does provide the ability to import
and export gbXML from various different sources, in addition to a framework for converting
gbXML to other file formats. This is achieved using standard web technologies such as XML
and XSLT style sheets. Being built on top of the Google SketchUp modelling environment
allows the gModeller application to inherit the usability of the SketchUp environment with a
significantly reduced learning curve for existing Google SketchUp users. As Google
SketchUp is available to the general public at no financial cost, gModeller becomes a low cost
entry into Building Information Modelling.
While the interoperability work outlined in this Chapter extends the current BIM paradigm
and has potential to broaden the use of BIM, it is still limited. There are still issues with
synchronisation, versioning, and storage of models. Many versions of a model can exist at
multiple locations with no inherent synchronisation. Additionally, although external data
libraries can be included in such interoperable BIM models in certain formats (e.g. material
libraries encoded in gbXML), there is no real connection between the BIM models and wider
context, particularly as described in the concepts outlined in Chapter 4. The work described in
this Chapter is applicable to building design, ESCOs, and possibly facility management.
However, this only provides detailed information at the level of the single building model, not
at the portfolio level, and is not linked to policy and economic modelling initiatives.
While models are more interoperable, they are not interconnected and not very queryable.
For example, how does the energy performance of building A compare with building B? How
many windows of type A need replacing? How many buildings in city X need upgrading from
EPC grade D to grade B? And how much will it cost to do so? What influence will legislative
change Y on comfort temperatures have on carbon emissions in industry Z? What is the
optimal investment path for providing renewable heat and Feed In Tarrif income for building
portfolio W? Will utility G be able to interact with and manage ESCO H’s smart grid and
building integrated renewable systems?
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In order to utilise BIM models in a wider semantic energy knowledge base providing a
holistic representation incorporating policy, supply, and demand information, a paradigm shift
is required in the manner in which energy data is represented, stored, and connected. Building
on work outlined in this and the previous Chapter, the following Chapter outlines the
implementation and development required to provide the foundation for a Semantic Web
based paradigm shift in energy data representation.
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DEVELOPMENT
Introduction
Chapter 4 outlined the concept of a Semantic Energy platform for representing energy
information on a large scale and Chapters 5 and 6 have illustrated data subsets and building
blocks of such a platform. This Chapter will outline the architecture and development of a
Semantic Energy software platform, which could be deployed on a large scale to address
current climate change, emissions, and energy information challenges.. The development of a
full-scale system is outside the scope of this study, and therefore the described
implementation will be taken to a prototypical level.
Two applications of the Semantic Web platform will be outlined in this Chapter with a
particular focus on software infrastructure, including client functionality and user interface
challenges in addition to data management. The two applications discussed in this Chapter
cover some requirements of the use cases outlined in Chapter 4, particularly Energy Policy
and Planning, Facility Management, and Building Performance Design. The applications are
also of relevance for the Energy Service Company and Energy Supply use cases, although to a
lesser extent, in that energy supply-side information models are not a core focus of this study
and are treated in related large-scale global projects such as CIM and Multispeak.
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Requirements
The data requirements for the platform are partially defined by the concepts outlined in the
previous chapters. From these concepts, and those of Semantic Web applications in general,
high-level requirements were identified, setting the initial direction and context of the
software application, and to constrain the scope of the work carried out.
A core concept of Semantic Web applications is the ability to link information with the wider
world. Semantic Web applications should be flexible enough to handle unexpected data even
if ostensibly unrelated to the target domain. In addition, future extensibility is important in
Semantic Web applications. The platform’s technical requirements are outlined as follows.

Loosely Coupled Distributed Server Infrastructure
A core requirement of the energy platform is to store and provide access to large amounts of
information referring to buildings, energy supply, policy, and demand. Handling such
information in a single repository would likely be manageable but not ideal. The preferred
manner of representation would be over multiple distributed server machines in multiple
locations. Distributing the information allows less data to be processed by each individual
server, so that results may be served faster.
Additionally, the platform is to be used for storing information about real world assets that are
distributed, or federated in nature. For example, a portfolio of buildings will be spatially
distributed as will an energy grid. Replicating this structure in the platform would be
beneficial in managing models, in addition to improving data reliability and uptime.
The safety of data and system reliability is a significant factor in the requirement for the
knowledge base to be as decentralised and loosely coupled as possible. By decentralising the
knowledge base, the platform should work even when server nodes become unavailable and
the destruction of individual servers will not result in complete information loss. Of course,
this does not replace the need for backups, as the loss of even single nodes can be
catastrophic, but significantly less so than if all data is lost. A good example of such a
decentralised data model is found in the infrastructure of the Internet [Leiner, 2003], which
should form the underlying basis for the platform infrastructure.
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Use of Semantic Web Standards
Central to the platform infrastructure are the concepts of the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee,
2001] and as such it is beneficial for the architecture to be founded on Semantic Web
standards and recommendations as developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).
An implementation based on W3C semantic web standards such as RDF [Brickley, 2004],
OWL [McGuinnes, 2004] and SPARQL [Prud'hommeaux, 2008] is required in order to obtain
the flexibility required for interfacing with other external Semantic Web platforms.
Using RDF as the underlying data format simplifies many of the challenges surrounding data
decentralisation. RDF extends the principles of the World Wide Web to data, allowing the
referencing of Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) as an addressing mechanism. This allows
data resources to have unique addresses regardless of location.
Information represented in the platform knowledge bases will be mapped using ontologies in
the RDF-based OWL format. This ensures that relationships between data resources are well
defined and aids in the implementation of inference and search capability. A secondary
benefit of mapping data using OWL ontologies is that external sources will be able to extract
meaning from corresponding data. This can be in the form of a human programmer viewing
the ontology, or more interestingly, an automated software agent parsing the ontology and
relating data platform ontologies with external ontologies. Such capabilities will allow the
platform to be used in a diverse range of future applications outside current scope.
Support for SPARQL [Prud'hommeaux, 2008] is important in the platform software
infrastructure. SPARQL provides a standardised manner of querying RDF based on triples. In
addition, SPARQL can allow querying of external RDF knowledge bases so that external and
internal data can be combined, providing additional value in results.
The SPARQL syntax is ever evolving and becoming more powerful. For example, SPARQL
can now be used to insert and modify in addition to querying data. Providing a web services
based SPARQL interface in the platform server will allow clients to query and edit the
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knowledge base without requiring custom server functionality and without explicit support for
individual clients.

Separation of Client and Server
A clear line of separation between knowledge base server and client application is an
important requirement. Knowledge base servers are likely to store relatively large amounts of
information depending on the type of resources being represented and the level of detail
required by users. Therefore, it would be beneficial for servers to focus on serving data rather
than processing user interface and other client functionality. This should improve data
availability on the server and provide more responsive user experiences on the client.
The requirement on the platform server architecture to be distributed lends weight to the
importance of a separate client and server infrastructure. Client software should be able to
connect multiple platform servers using SPARQL queries without servers referencing each
other. Clients can provide server discovery and referencing functionality, based on URI
pointers in server side data. Clients will not have to process SPARQL queries themselves, but
rather be used to build queries to be processed by platform servers.
Separation of client and server can encourage multiple clients to be built for accessing
platform servers. Clients can be built for specific purposes to handle subsets of data, or
different use cases. For example, a Facilities Management client can be built for the platform
focusing on providing building use information in a specific format whereas another client
could be provided for an Energy Service Company based on the same data but providing
results with increased focus on energy data. In a similar fashion, building control systems
could link to and use platform data as part of a control loop and planning based clients may
focus on energy economic projections combined with current demand data.

Web services for communications
Key to a separated client and server infrastructure are the protocols and methods for sending
and receiving data. To provide flexibility in the range of clients that can be built for platform
knowledge bases, a widely accessible communication methodology should be utilised. Being
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designed around Semantic Web standards, it makes sense that the protocol used for platform
communication be the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the standard communication
protocol used for World Wide Web communications [Fielding, 2004].
Using HTTP as the communication protocol of choice dictates that platform knowledge bases
be hosted on HTTP Web Servers, allowing the use of standard Web hosting techniques. The
specific HTTP server used for the platform will depend upon host environment, programming
technology that the platform server is implemented in, and preference of hosting organisation.
Client applications should be developed to be agnostic of HTTP server used, if possible.
While HTTP is the underlying protocol for communication between client and server, a Web
services API layer will be required above HTTP, facilitating communication at application
level. Two common methods of accomplishing this are either a ‘heavy-weight’, SOAP /
WSDL based Web service architecture [Cerami, 2002], or to use the more ‘light-weight’
REST based architecture [Richardson, 2007] (see Chapter 2 for a more in-depth study of Web
Service methodologies).
Using RESTful Web Services means that the client need only send parameters encoded in
HTTP to elicit a server response. The use of a SOAP based Web Service architecture requires
the client to send more complex XML encoded requests, but would be more structured and
allow for auto-generation of code. Ideally, support for both architectures will be built into the
platform. However, for the initial proof of concept version, RESTful Web Services will
primarily be used.
XML will be relied upon for data transfer. All results from a SPARQL query will be returned
in an XML form, either RDF/XML or pure XML. This allows most clients to process and use
results, as XML support is present in the majority of programming environments.
Additionally, platform servers will accept XML based input for populating the knowledge
bases. This will normally be in the form of RDF/XML. Figure 44 illustrates expected
communication infrastructure between clients and platform server.
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Figure 44 - SWEEP Communication Infrastructure

Usability and Extensibility
Although the platform implemented in this project is at proof of concept level, usability is
important, particularly for client applications, and also at developer level in platform servers.
Proof of concept clients developed for this study are required to be simple to use while
providing access to rich data. Target users, as specified in previous chapters, are facility
managers, ESCO operators, decision makers in the energy industry, and building designers.
Such users are likely to be unfamiliar with the concepts of the Semantic Web and technical
computing. Interfaces for such users should be clear and unambiguous, making use of data
visualisation components and clear graphics and good user interface design practice.
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Additionally, server usability is important, particularly for future development and platform
extensibility. It is hoped that platform infrastructure will be developed further to meet and
exceed the expectations set in this dissertation. Future development may take place outside
the scope of this study, and potentially by numerous developers. Therefore, there is a
requirement for care to be taken in the early development stages regarding code quality and
structure so as not to create barriers for future expansion.
The platform server must be relatively modular and conform to regular design patterns. This
can be achieved using external frameworks such as Struts 2 [Apache Software Foundation] or
Spring [Spring Source, 2010] if implemented in Java, or CakePHP [Cake Software
Foundation, 2010], if implemented in PHP. The use of such frameworks lends structure to the
resulting server application, aids future understanding of source code, and encourages reuse
and merging of code from different projects using similar structures. Conformance to
software design patterns such as the Model View Controller pattern [Bennett, 2002, Page 330]
should aid future development, integration, and maintenance.
The knowledge base structure must be well defined and should be outlined in the form of
OWL ontologies [McGuiness, 2004]. Using OWL ontologies to describe core knowledge base
structure will provide context to the data being represented, allowing advanced functionality
such as data reasoning based on parent types, etc. For example, a query to retrieve all
windows should retrieve all types of window in a model, whereas a query for all doubleglazing windows should only return a subset of the first query. An ontology provides a
hierarchical classification system so that double-glazing windows is a sub-class of window.
The concept is strongly related to Object Oriented Programming for object hierarchies.
In addition, OWL ontologies can be used for documenting knowledge stored on platform
servers. OWL ontologies provide client developers with a reference of data types and
structures in the knowledge base and therefore the information required to begin constructing
SPARQL queries for extracting required information. OWL ontologies can also potentially be
used by automated agents to discover information. Such automation is an area of Artificial
Intelligence research, and not yet commonly available, although it is an expected eventual use
of the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee, 2001].
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Platform knowledge bases will likely make use of data structures defined in external
ontologies. Reference to these should be imported into the platform ontologies, making
external data relationships clear. Such linking is key to providing context. To this end,
equivalence relations to external, but similar, ontologies should be included where possible.
The use of such relations will ensure that similar structures defined in different ways can be
identified and used, providing access to a wider range of data.
Usability can be a challenging aspect of Semantic Web application development and has been
blamed, in part, for the slow adoption of Semantic Web techniques [Garcia, 2010]. One
reason for this difficulty is the open-ended nature of Semantic Web data. Due to the diverse
nature of connections within Semantic Web data, there can be no guarantee of exactly what
information will be displayed. This problem is particularly acute in general-purpose Semantic
Web browsers. However, it should be possible to manage and mitigate these difficulties if
client applications have clear and specific focus.

Connection to External Data Sources
In a 2009 book, Siegel argues the transformational power of the Semantic Web to be ‘Pull’,
the ability to access multiple data sources hosted in many locations and pull information to
the client whilst linking information streams in ways that provide useful context [Siegel,
2009].
The platform developed for this study should attempt to leverage such capability where
possible, but in a manner that conserves context and makes sense to the user. In addition to
querying internal ontologies and data stores, the platform and associated clients should also
access external data sources.
A growing number of large-scale, open, data sources are becoming available as part of the
Linked Data initiative [LinkedData.org, 2010], many of which can potentially be of use in
adding value to the energy data handled by the platform. Examples of such data stores include
DBPedia, data.gov.uk, CIA world fact book, etc.
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‘Pull’ access to data can happen in the platform on both server and client. On the server side,
individual data resources provide URI based links to data resources on external servers. For
example, the description of a country could contain a link to the DBPedia link representing
the same country, providing access to a large repository of facts about that resource. Client
applications would be responsible for establishing communication with these data sources but
would receive resource locations from server data.
Care must be taken, however, that client applications do not trigger information overload, by
displaying large amounts of data unrelated to the context for which the client was built. In
some applications, e.g. generic data browsers, this may not pose a problem, but may for
domain specific applications such as the platform described here is likely to be used for.
The concept of ‘Pull’ in the Semantic Web should allow for a whole ‘supply chain’ of data to
be interrogated as and when required by the client [Siegel, 2009]. This effectively means that
in addition to receiving specific data resources, the client should be capable of following
chains of linked data. Data can be pulled to the client on demand as the user navigates a chain
of information.

Focus on energy supply and demand
For this project, two key prototypical client applications have been developed with some areas
of overlap but focusing on different domains. The first client focuses on energy demand
relating to the built environment and covers some requirements of the facility management,
ESCO, and building design use cases outlined previously. The second client focuses on
energy policy and planning, particularly with regard to future scenarios relating to renewable
energy generation infrastructure and economics, while fulfilling the requirements of Work
Package 4 in the SUSPLAN project.
The following is an overview of some of the key technical use cases envisioned for the two
applications.
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Energy Demand Use Cases
A concept outlined in Chapter 4 is the use of a Semantic Web based energy platform as a new
way of organising building information around a building model. An example use case of this
concept would be for the user to navigate from portfolio to specific room view in the building
model, and retrieve documents relating to that room (e.g. a user manual for HVAC
equipment). The appending of documents should be allowed at all levels in the data hierarchy.
This use case is illustrated in Figure 45.

Figure 45 - Building Model Navigation Use Case

Such a use case requires visualisation of the building model in question, with interactive
elements linked to specific resources in the knowledge base. In addition, this use case requires
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capability for file uploading and modification of the knowledge base to allow links between
data resources and files. Using this approach, files of any format can be hosted on a server
and linked using URIs at any level of granularity.
Another important use case within a building demand focused application is the ability to
browse through chains of linked data (including external resources) in a circular fashion, so
that a user can navigate varying levels of building detail. An extra step here would be to
modify data if possible and necessary, although this would likely only apply to internal data
owned by the user. This use case is outlined in Figure 46.

Figure 46 - Building Resource Browsing Use Case
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The act of adding and editing data resources is an important use case, particularly where
knowledge bases can be expected to grow on an ad-hoc basis as and when clients and
companies make building information available or new buildings are designed and built. The
process of populating the initial building data should be as simple as possible from the
perspective of the user.
To support this, XML conversion technology such as XSLT style sheets are heavily relied
upon to provide some automation. The ontology is based on an existing data standard gbXML, - which is already widely adopted, and converting between it and RDF can be
carried out in a relatively straightforward manner.
To create an initial model, the user can export a model from a compatible modeller and
upload the file directly to a helper application on the platform server, potentially with some
additional information. Upload of the building model could be carried out directly from
within a modelling application using Web Services.
Upon uploading a building model, the platform server may pass the building descriptor
through a validation engine along with the appropriate schema, in order to ensure validity of
the descriptor. If valid, the file can be passed through a style sheet to convert from XML to
RDF. Upon a successful conversion, resulting RDF is loaded as a graph into the platform
server’s knowledge base. Client applications can then access and view the building
information. Building models can be further enriched using edit functionality on client
applications (e.g. adding external facing links, linking the building to neighbours, appending
extra documents, etc., as per the final stages in Figure 46. Figure 47 illustrates the model
upload process.
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Figure 47 - Building Data Population Use Case

Energy Supply and Policy Use Cases
Use cases for energy supply and policy range from very high-level overviews of energy
policy to manipulation of information assets for individual pieces of equipment such as wind
turbines and transformers within an energy grid infrastructure. The prototype platform
developed in this project is focused on the use case requirements of the SUSPLAN project –
the provision of project data and results to trans-national and regional decision makers,
politicians, and stakeholders.
Data used to represent energy supply and policy are sourced from the SUSPLAN project.
Results from the project cover all European countries at a high level and more detailed
information for nine specific regions with spatial, temporal, and scenario properties.
SUSPLAN input and result data relate to specific areas (at European, national, or more
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granular levels), cover specific years between 2010 and 2050, and may belong to a project
scenario – reflecting scenario based projections developed in the project. The manner in
which data is presented to users should revolve around and be controlled primarily by these
properties. Client applications for the SUSPLAN data must be capable of allowing users to
change location, period and scenario. Similarly, underlying data structures should be capable
of representing these properties in RDF.
The energy supply and policy client application to be built for this study, and for the
SUSPLAN project, is a Web based application presenting users with multiple levels of data
visibility. The first level exposed to the user is a European GIS map display, with each
SUSPLAN region outlined. The interface provides an ability to ask high-level questions of all
regions. A set of pre-defined template queries are made available for the user to select.
Results of given queries are shown in a details panel, in addition to charts, etc. Selecting a
region at this level shows summary information and allows the user to navigate the map into
the selected region, presenting a more detailed view, showing infrastructure and results for the
selected region and scenario.
A second level of data in the SUSPLAN client displays regional detail, upon selection of an
appropriate region. At this level, a GIS view of regional infrastructure is shown in a style
similar to that of eTransport [Bakken, 2007]. The user is provided with access to information
such as optimal technology sets for each region. Access to input data, such as barriers, etc., in
addition to the ability to download files such as input spreadsheets and models are also
requirements.
A non-GIS view is also provided allowing the user to view detailed result, and input
information relating to a selected region and allowing the user to ask pre-defined queries of
the system. Results of these queries are displayed in a dynamic fashion incorporating the use
of interactive charts, trees showing relationships between different results, and tables showing
individual values, etc. Examples of the information displayed include:
•
•
•
•

Generation technologies in the region and associated properties that exist in a period
set by the user.
Electricity generation versus demand.
Optimum generation technologies for a given region, based on modelling results.
Socio-economic and technical barrier details.
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•

Other data resources available in the knowledge base.

The user is able to navigate from high European level of data to an individual country or
regional view showing detailed information for a given area. The user interface will be
expected to adapt based on the information being displayed.
In addition to future renewable generation possibilities, the SUSPLAN project focuses on
energy transmission, particularly electricity and gas infrastructure. This is another data set
important for inclusion within the SUSPLAN Semantic Web client application. Infrastructure
data is provided by partners in the project and spans Europe as a whole. It is important that
the client be able to visualise this information in an intuitive manner without affecting
usability. Data is provided on a nodal basis representing energy flows between nodes. Nodes
normally represent a country or group of countries, and do not represent actual pathways,
although this could be a possibility in future data. The client developed for SUSPLAN
displays this information using lines and points plotted over a GIS map and the underlying
data is formatted to support this, e.g. inclusion of spatial data.

Combined Use Cases
In addition to the expected technical use case requirements outlined above, there are a number
of more generic requirements expected for both application areas, which are as follows.
Client applications only retrieve information as needed, with data requests performed based
on user action. Clients pull data towards them from appropriate servers as required. From a
use case point of view, the first step a client should take is to retrieve some core data from
known servers. Then upon further user interaction or requests, subsequent queries are
generated and sent to the relevant server, returning results to be displayed by the client. This
use case is core to the concept of a Semantic Web based system: data lives on remote servers
so that users can access it from anywhere and as a result will always have access to the most
up to date information. Another benefit to such an approach is that client software can be
relatively lightweight and not require substantial local data stores. A potential problem here,
however, is in the case of Internet connection becoming unavailable. In such a case and in the
case of server downtime, clients must be capable of failing gracefully and making do with
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such data as can be retrieved. A potential solution is the temporary caching of data, which
may be advantageous in some cases, but may also present some synchronisation challenges.
Querying of data is a universal use case among Semantic Web applications. An approach
taken in the clients developed for this PhD project is to provide domain relevant preset
queries that users can run against the system. Using such an approach, users can select and
execute a query in order to retrieve data of interest. Such results are displayed in a relatively
generic method, e.g. tabular. Ideally, users would construct their own custom queries;
however, this will likely require some familiarity with underlying data models and technology
such as SPARQL. One solution for this may be to create custom queries that take variables as
inputs allowing limited user tailoring. Another approach could be free text searching but
results from such methods may not be as targeted as context specific SPARQL queries.
Users are able to follow connections within presented data in order to maximise the impact of
a Semantic Web based platform. Data resources are interlinked, so that the user is able to
follow and browse linked resources in an intuitive manner. This will not be necessary in all
cases, but certainly when data is being shown in a generic fashion, the ability to explore
pathways is important. Ideally, this would take place on a click through basis, in a fashion
similar to that of standard Web browsers. Clicking on a linked resource should automatically
retrieve the linked information and subsequently allow the user to follow its links to other
data.
Although areas of energy demand and energy supply have been discussed separately above,
there are many interconnections between the two sectors, and this should be reflected in the
clients developed for this study. Combining supply and demand information is the ultimate
goal of this work, developing towards a holistic energy information representation. The
manner in which information is combined needs to be handled carefully to avoid information
overload, however. Representing supply and demand data as RDF allows for relative ease in
combining information. More challenging is the context in which this is done and Chapter 4
has outlined some possible connection areas between the domains. Such inter-domain
connection could allow navigation from high-level policy and supply data on an international
scale to a more detailed national level and then to a regional, municipal level with access to
individual buildings and their detailed information.
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Ontologies and Data Formats
In a Semantic Web based application, the ontologies and data models used are key to the
success of the platform. The data models used in the platform must be well structured and
have clear context, while allowing for use in multiple domains. To aid in achieving this,
ontologies were developed to represent and structure platform data models.

Energy Demand Model – the gbOWL Ontology
Data standards currently in use in the Building Information Modelling (BIM) domain were
discussed in Chapter 6. The gbXML data standard, in particular, is of interest due to its
inherent XML nature and widespread use in BIM tools. The gbXML standard is particularly
suitable for energy related building information. There are some limitations to its use, as
compared to IFC, but the lightweight nature of the format along with significant familiarity
within this study make it an attractive base for extended work.
Requirements for demand side data representation in this study primarily focus on buildings.
Other energy demand areas such as transport could be represented but buildings account for a
substantial share of energy demand (consuming 70% of all electricity generated in the United
States [IBM, 2010]) and provide many opportunities for using data in interesting ways.
Being reasonably well adopted and supported in various mainstream BIM tools, it was
decided therefore that gbXML should form the basis of the energy demand side ontology.
gbXML features many concepts required for representing demand side systems, providing
good representation of many building components, particularly concerning geometry. In order
to use gbXML in a semantic context, an OWL ontology was created to represent gbXML
concepts while providing increased extensibility and outward linking with other data sets. To
achieve this, the gbXML Schema was used to create a matching ontology entitled gbOWL.
Various options exist for converting XML schemas to ontologies, including XSLT style
sheets [Garcia, 2006] and a plug-in for the popular Semantic Web editor, TopBraid Composer
[TopQuadrant, 2010]. For the purposes of this project, the TopBraid XML Schema to OWL
ontology plug-in was used in the first instance. The resulting ontology was then modified
manually in order to establish stronger relationships between internal and external data
resources. The resulting OWL ontology is relatively large; Figure 48 shows a snapshot of the
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gbOWL ontology showing relationships between Space, Building Campus, and other
resources.
The gbOWL ontology preserves original connections between gbXML elements. For
example, a Campus resource consists of one or many Building resources, consisting of one or
many Space elements and so on. Surface resources are defined under the Campus element and
link to the Space resources of which they are part. The resulting gbOWL structure is
significantly flatter than the gbXML structure, as expected in an RDF based data model.
Links between resources are employed to establish relationships and all original relationships
defined in gbXML are preserved. Table 11 provides an example of the types of triples
represented in gbOWL. A typical large gbOWL building model would be composed of
hundreds of thousands of such triples.
Subject

Predicate

Object

Campus

hasBuilding

Building

Building

hasSpace

Space

Building

dName

“name”

Space

hasLightingControl

LightingControl

LightingControl

hasIlluminance

Illuminance

Illuminance

hasUnit

“unit”

Illuminance

hasValue

value

Surface

hasSpace

Space

Surface

hasConstruction

Construction

Surface

hasPlanarGeometry

PlanarGeometry

PlanarGeometry

hasPolyLoop

PolyLoop

PolyLoop

hasCartesianPoint

CartesianPoint

CartesianPoint

dCoordinate

“x”

Opening

rdfs:subClassOf

Surface

Surface

hasOpening

Opening

…

…

…

Table 11 - Example gbOWL Triples

A significant divergence from the gbXML format is that gbOWL assigns globally unique
identifiers to every resource. Every component, at all levels of detail, in a building
information model can be globally referenced. The URI system is used to accomplish global
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referencing of individual gbOWL resources, and it is the responsibility of the generating
software to establish these URIs. Resource addresses can be based, for example, on an
organisation’s DNS address along with an appended locally unique address, providing a
globally unique address. As an example, a surface could be identified as follows:
http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/examplebuilding/surface_xxxx_1234

Figure 48 - gbOWL Snapshot - Building Resource

In a gbXML document, elements have no real context outside their host document. Element
ids are only unique within an XML document, and accessing specific elements from another
XML document is difficult (although possible), with many significant synchronisation issues
(e.g. if elements in both documents share the same identifier). Using RDF and URIs for
referencing circumvents such issues.

gbOWL data generation
In order to use the gbOWL data format, users need not overly change current practice.
Because the gbOWL ontology builds on the gbXML Schema and preserves relationships, it is
possible to convert between gbXML and gbOWL instances in both directions. The process of
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converting between the two formats can be handled using XSLT style sheets, which can then
be applied in different scenarios and applications.
For the purposes of this study, a gbXML to gbOWL conversion style sheet was developed in
parallel with development of the gbOWL ontology. This work continued from and built on
the experiences gained in the gbXML to TRNSYS work described in Chapter 6. A direct
relationship exists between most gbXML element names and corresponding RDF resource
types in gbOWL, allowing an XSLT style sheet to iterate through a gbXML document, and
directly output RDF resources based on element names and containing the values present in
the gbXML document.
Maintaining a mapping between gbXML element names and gbOWL resource names is
important in maintaining backwards compatibility. There are some cases of resource names
diverging slightly from their gbXML equivalents. This is rare, but does occur when gbXML
names would create illegal RDF identifiers or where some manual modification has taken
place for structural reasons. Where a divergence of terms exists, special cases are made in the
XSLT conversion. In the gbXML to gbOWL conversion, element name modification only
occurs when an element name ends with the characters ‘ID’, in gbXML this represents a link
to a sibling element and is not required in RDF. Preserving the ‘ID’ characters would break
connections within RDF and therefore a special case has to be made for their removal.
gbOWL resource names slightly differ in the capitalisation convention normally associated
with RDF, and in this case all resource names begin with a capital letter. This happens
consistently and is managed by the conversion style sheets. Whitespace and other invalid
characters, if present, are removed using regular expressions as part of the XSLT conversion
process.
All resources in a gbOWL compliant document have a unique URI based identifier. When
converting between gbXML and gbOWL, resource identifiers require to be dynamically
created since gbXML will not normally provide such information. The identifier generation
process is handled in the gbXML to gbOWL XSLT style sheet as follows:
•
•
•

Set RDF document’s default namespace to a given URI (globally unique)
Generate a document specific ID based on building location.
For each resource:
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o Append element name to ID.
o Append locally unique identifier for element using the XSLT generate-id
function. The implementation of this function depends on the XSLT processor
that is used.
• Remove all spaces and other illegal characters from id.
Thus, each element in the gbXML document has a globally unique identifier created that can
be used for addressing gbOWL resources.
Resource linking in gbOWL compliant data is handled in a completely different manner to
gbXML. gbXML uses a highly nested tree structure whereas gbOWL follows the RDF
approach of a more loosely coupled, and flatter, graph structure (see Figure 48). In gbOWL
all resources are referenced using URI based identifiers, so that where a gbXML element
consists of child elements, a gbOWL resource will link to the resources it consists of using
properties to define the relationship. An RDF resource can consist of many properties,
normally either data properties or links to other resources. This is reflected in gbOWL using
the following property naming convention:
•
•

Properties that are links to other resources begin with the characters ‘has’ in lower
case followed by the corresponding resource type.
Properties that are data values begin with the character ‘d’ in lower case and are
followed by the corresponding value type.

As an example comparison, the following gbXML element description represents a surface in
a building model:
<Surface id="su-2" surfaceType="ExteriorWall"
constructionIdRef="construction-21">
<Name>W-2-E-W-2</Name>
<AdjacentSpaceId spaceIdRef="sp-2-Room"/>
<RectangularGeometry>
<Azimuth>270</Azimuth>
<Tilt>90</Tilt>
<Height>3.4</Height>
<Width>1.69</Width>
<CartesianPoint>
<Coordinate>2.95052600</Coordinate>
<Coordinate>-20.80295900</Coordinate>
<Coordinate>0.00000000</Coordinate>
</CartesianPoint>
<PolyLoop>
[……]
</PolyLoop>
</RectangularGeometry>
</Surface>
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Upon conversion to gbOWL the surface representation above will look as follows:
<gbowl:Surface
rdf:about="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_Surface_d1e165440">
<gbowl:dName>W-2-E-W-2</gbowl:dName>
<gbowl:hasSpace
rdf:resource="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_Space_d1e2082
"/>
<gbowl:hasRectangularGeometry
rdf:resource="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_RectangularGe
ometry_d1e165444"/>
<gbowl:hasPlanarGeometry
rdf:resource="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_PlanarGeometr
y_d1e165481"/>
<gbowl:dCADObjectId>
Basic Wall: Cav - wall 300 [417934]
</gbowl:dCADObjectId>
<gbowl:dId>su-2</gbowl:dId>
<gbowl:dSurfaceType>ExteriorWall</gbowl:dSurfaceType>
<gbowl:dConstructionIdRef>construction-21</gbowl:dConstructionIdRef>
</gbowl:Surface>
<gbowl:RectangularGeometry
rdf:about="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_RectangularGeometry_d
1e165444">
<gbowl:dAzimuth>270</gbowl:dAzimuth>
<gbowl:dTilt>90</gbowl:dTilt>
<gbowl:dHeight>3.4</gbowl:dHeight>
<gbowl:dWidth>1.69</gbowl:dWidth>
<gbowl:hasCartesianPoint
rdf:resource="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_CartesianPoin
t_d1e165453"/>
<gbowl:hasPolyLoop
rdf:resource="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_PolyLoop_d1e1
65460"/>
</gbowl:RectangularGeometry>
<gbowl:CartesianPoint
rdf:about="gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_CartesianPoint_d1e165
453">
<gbowl:dCoordinate>2.95052600</gbowl:dCoordinate>
<gbowl:dCoordinate>-20.80295900</gbowl:dCoordinate>
<gbowl:dCoordinate>0.00000000</gbowl:dCoordinate>
</gbowl:CartesianPoint>
[…]

Differences in structure are very apparent between the two formats, as are identification
structures. Also apparent, is that gbOWL descriptors are more verbose than their gbXML
equivalents. However, this is balanced by the flexibility afforded by the graph-based
structure. Resources can have multiple inheritances, resources are globally referable, and all
resources are fundamentally described as triples, which can be reasoned automatically to
identify relationships and patterns in the data.
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In the reverse process, from gbOWL to gbXML, gbOWL data must be deconstructed to a
format suitable for nesting in conformance with the gbXML schema. In this case, an RDF
description of a building may have many resource types from multiple ontologies. Resource
types supported in gbOWL should be converted to gbXML and resources conforming to other
namespaces rejected and ignored during this process. In this process, all linkages in the
gbOWL data structure are nested into chains of parent-child relationships except in special
cases, which are handled separately.
The gbOWL to gbXML process is lossy, unfortunately. As mentioned above non-gbOWL
data will be ignored and the URI based referencing system will not be represented in gbXML.
However, the degree of data loss may be reduced in that resource URIs could be encoded into
some gbXML elements as identifiers. This may not conform to the gbXML schema in all
cases, however.

Figure 49 - gbXML to gbOWL and Semantic Web Platform Process
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The ability to convert gbXML data into gbOWL representation, as described above and
illustrated in Figure 49, is beneficial in that it overcomes a major hurdle faced by many new
data formats, namely mass adoption. The gbXML format is already widely supported and
built into many building-modelling applications. A wealth of gbXML-based building
representations already exist and generation of gbXML is not an extraordinary step in the
building modelling process. Generic gbXML to gbOWL style sheets provide an easy to use
conversion mechanism and are an important part in populating a global knowledge base of
building information. Style sheets can be wrapped in user interfaces to aid in the conversion
process, and could ideally be embedded into building information modelling tools to facilitate
direct conversion to gbOWL.
Similarly, style sheet based conversion from gbOWL to gbXML allows gbOWL-based
models to be used in current analysis tools with little or no modification. This helps in
overcoming adoption barriers since developers of existing systems do not have to extensively
modify their software in order to support the gbOWL format. Additionally, users of the
format can immediately use the new format in the tools they currently use in their workflows,
provided gbXML support exists. Effectively, basing the gbOWL ontology on gbXML allows
gbOWL-based data representation to be part of current workflow and practice with minimal
disruption.
The gbOWL ontology is more than an RDF version of gbXML, however. The use of gbOWL
allows knowledge bases of virtual building models to be created that interlink with other,
separate and disparate, building models and data sets. Many of the mechanisms required for
doing so are inherent in RDF. However extra information may need to be added to a gbOWL
model. The gbOWL ontology can be extended to represent information beyond that which
gbXML supports, if required. For example, information relating to sensor and control system
protocols [Reinisch, 2008] can be represented, etc.
The gbOWL ontology is also flexible enough to allow for the embedding of concepts from
other ontologies. This is done to a certain extent in the initial version of gbOWL and will be
extended further in subsequent versions. The first external concepts to be embedded in
gbOWL are spatial resource descriptors from the WGS84 ontology hosted by the W3C
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[Brickley, 2006]. The addition of spatial concepts begins to add external context to the
building data, marking latitude and longitude values as resources classed as latitude and
longitude by the WGS84 ontology (referenced by namespace). External applications or clients
familiar with the concepts of the WGS84 ontology should recognise these values as spatial
indicators and act accordingly. There are various other examples, of such additions in
gbOWL, including use of the Friend of a Friend ontology [FOAF Project, 2009] for
describing organisations, people, and imagery. More will be included as the ontology evolves,
helping to add more meaningful and machine understandable context to the format. For
example, additional information about a building’s locale could be represented and connected
into using external, spatially focused sources [Correndo, 2010]; going beyond basic spatial
properties and describing a building’s surroundings.
The following code excerpt shows how the WGS84 ontology is integrated into gbOWL. The
WGS84 ontology is initially referenced as a namespace in the document’s root tag with the
prefix geo. This prefix is then used to indicate resource types corresponding to the WGS84
ontology (see the “gbOWL:Location” resource below for this).

<rdf:RDF xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:gbowl="http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:geo="http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#"
xmlns="http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/testgbxmldata#">
<gbowl:GbXML rdf:about="gbXML_Test_d1_gbXML_d1e1">
<gbowl:hasCampus rdf:resource="gbXML_Test_d1_Campus_d1e3"/>
<gbowl:hasDocumentHistory
rdf:resource="gbXML_Test_d1_DocumentHistory_d1e873"/>
<gbowl:dVolumeUnit>CubicMeters</gbowl:dVolumeUnit>
<gbowl:dTemperatureUnit>C</gbowl:dTemperatureUnit>
<gbowl:dUseSIUnitsForResults>true</gbowl:dUseSIUnitsForResults>
<gbowl:dLengthUnit>Meters</gbowl:dLengthUnit>
<gbowl:dAreaUnit>SquareMeters</gbowl:dAreaUnit>
</gbowl:GbXML>
<gbowl:Campus rdf:about="gbXML_Test_d1_Campus_d1e3">
<gbowl:hasLocation rdf:resource="gbXML_Test_d1_Location_d1e5"/>
[…More information here but has been truncated for clarity]
</gbowl:Campus>
<gbowl:Location rdf:about="gbXML_Test_d1_Location_d1e5">
<gbowl:dName>Test</gbowl:dName>
<gbowl:dZipcodeOrPostalCode>HS2 0XR</gbowl:dZipcodeOrPostalCode>
<geo:lat>60.35</geo:lat>
<geo:long>5.4</geo:long>
</gbowl:Location>
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Additional resource types are added to the gbOWL ontology for the purposes of enriching
data and creating further linkages. Properties indicating linkages with file resources are
allowable in any gbOWL resource to enable linking of documents and images, etc. Such
properties allow for linkages to files hosted on a Web server using the document’s URI
(internally or externally hosted) and allows appending of documents at any level of
granularity within the data format. This facilitates the use of gbOWL in a file management
system centered around a building model, rather than a standard hierarchical filing system.
The gbOWL ontology is to be hosted on a URI accessible Web server in order to be used in
different applications by different interested parties. It is hoped that the gbOWL format will
be adopted as a means of representing BIM data on the Semantic Web and efforts will be
taken outside of this PhD project to encourage and promote this.
In addition to gbOWL, other data formats can be considered for use in an energy demand side
ontology. This could include other BIM formats such as IFC [BuildingSmart International
Alliance, 2008] and more specific formats tailored towards building management systems, for
example integration with the BACNet protocol and surrounding data formats would provide
support for a range of building monitoring devices and building automation systems [Tom,
2004]. The conversion of such formats was deemed to be outside the scope of this project,
however.

Energy Economics and Policy Model – the SUSPLAN Ontology
As discussed in Chapter 5, a large amount of energy supply modelling data has been
generated in the SUSPLAN project in a variety of contexts, chiefly at regional and
international levels.
The majority of modelling tools used in the SUSPLAN case studies consist of database driven
data structures. The data stored by each modelling system is relatively diverse, although most
tools share some common information. To be of use in the context of project dissemination
and for re-use in future projects; much of this information needs to be available in an open
and programmatically accessible manner.
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XML Data Structures
The enabling technology in creating SUSPLAN data structures is XML. XML schemas are
used to define the structure and type of information represented for SUSPLAN purposes.
Such schemas have been developed based on the data structures of tools used in SUSPLAN
(eTransport, GreenNet, etc.) and on data input requirements specified in the SUSPLAN Work
Package Two guidebook [Auer, 2009].
The first step taken in the development of a SUSPLAN XML Schema was to convert the
eTransport database structure for model inputs into an XML based structure. This was carried
out successfully while working with the developers of eTransport at SINTEF in Norway.
Converted eTransport data included all concepts that are represented within the modelling
environment. Key data structures included energy generation sources representing capacity
and marginal costs of generation; energy loads representing peak load and seasonal demand
profiles; energy markets representing energy price for consumer and generator, infrastructure
segments including cable types, capacities, and lengths; gas and district heating networks; in
addition to numerous other relevant energy and economics focused concepts.
eTransport allows case information to be exported as Microsoft Access files for transfer of
cases between eTransport clients. For the purposes of this project, the Access Database files
were converted to an XML structure based on database fields. A direct XML export from
Access results in multiple XML files (one per database table) and the XML structure is
relatively basic and un-nested. In order to assemble these separate XML files into a single
structure, and to nest the data in a logical order, XSLT style sheets were applied.
Two XSLT style sheets were developed, the first to convert eTransport case information into
a single XML structure, and the second to convert the structure back into an XML structure
compatible with Microsoft Access. This allows a two-way conversion process allowing
eTransport information to be exported to XML, manipulated by third-party software and reimported back into eTransport, as shown in Figure 50. The eTransport XML format
developed for this project represents all case information for an eTransport model. All case
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specific information is preserved within the XML format, although the data structure is
reworked into a nested tree structure. Naming schemes and identity information are preserved
and used to reformat the XML into the original eTransport data structure, so that the data can
be reloaded into eTransport.

Figure 50 - eTransport to XML Conversion Process

eTransport allows the user to export result information as Excel spreadsheets consisting of
raw result data while providing an Excel Macro template to visualise the data as charts and
other tabular forms. eTransport results play an important part in SUSPLAN case study reports
and the information to be disseminated to stakeholders. Therefore, there is a requirement for
results to be represented in a flexible and programmatically accessible data structure. The
Excel file format, as exported to by eTransport, could be used as this data structure. However,
there are some problems with this, notably the closed nature of the Excel file format and
limited support for the format in many programming languages.
eTransport results were converted therefore into an XML based format similar to that used
for the case input information. Microsoft Excel provides an XML export facility, however this
was not deemed flexible enough for SUSPLAN purposes, as it exports a relatively flat XML
structure and can be difficult to export from a usability perspective (e.g. for case operators).
Another option for exporting the Excel results as XML was to use Excel macros, built using
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the Microsoft Visual Basic or C# programming languages. These would be effective and
relatively efficient but require the user to open the Excel document before exporting to XML.
It was deemed preferable to develop an external application to read the Excel file and process
its contents into an appropriate XML format. Java code was developed to carry out the
conversion using an open source library for accessing Microsoft Office files. This solution
works relatively efficiently and processes eTransport result files into a nested XML structure.
In order to simplify the process of converting eTransport data into XML, a Java based helper
application was developed, shown in Figure 51, to accept a Microsoft Access database and
corresponding eTransport Excel based results file. The helper application automates the
process of converting input and results into XML and merges the resulting XML into a single
structure. The application consists of a graphical user interface allowing file input, uses open
source libraries to process the Microsoft Access and Excel files, and embeds the Saxon XSLT
processor [Kay, 2004] for executing XML Style Sheets.

Figure 51 – ‘eTransport to XML’ Helper Application

A similar approach was taken to the conversion of EMPS model data, although this data was
converted directly into RDF rather than XML as in the case of eTransport. RDF conversion is
discussed later in this section.
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In addition to data expected for the modelling tools used in SUSPLAN, there is a requirement
to capture more general case study specific information. This data is specified in the
SUSPLAN Guidebook [Auer, 2009] and consists of site information for renewable energy
projects, socio economic information, and other storyline-based data for each SUSPLAN
region.
The original SUSPLAN data specification outline was in tabular form with the expectation
that Microsoft Excel be used as a data capture mechanism. However, due to the relatively
closed nature of Microsoft Excel and to aid the development of the Web based SUSPLAN
server, XML was chosen as the preferred technology for capturing this information. To this
end, an XML Schema was developed based on the SUSPLAN guidebook. XML was the
preferred data representation format due to its flexible nature concerning structure and
conversion into other formats.
While the eTransport based schema work focused around infrastructure components and
related economics, the SUSPLAN guidebook derived XML schema focuses more on less
technical concepts surrounding energy policy. This includes development barriers (technical,
social, political, etc.); energy efficiency measures; governmental incentives (e.g. towards
renewable energy, nuclear, etc); estimated potentials for certain types of technology; etc.
Additionally, this data is structured into SUSPLAN storylines and years, so that differences
between storylines or points in time (e.g. technical barriers being removed in certain
storylines, or after a specific year) are represented.
After creating the SUSPLAN XML Schema, the next step was to allow creation of XML files
conforming to the Schema. To aid with data input, XML input forms were developed using
the SUSPLAN XML Schema as the basis for data entry. Microsoft InfoPath was used to build
the forms as it allows XML Schema based form creation and provides a degree of
interactivity and enhanced usability for users. Saving a populated form results in a Schema
compliant XML file. Figure 52 shows the SUSPLAN data gathering form.
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Figure 52 - SUSPLAN Data Gathering Forms

The data represented in SUSPLAN XML maps to many of the inputs required by the
GreenNet optimisation tool, and therefore provides a mechanism for providing the
information needed to create regional GreenNet models without prior expertise in the
GreenNet environment. Case study operators can populate XML forms with case information
in a structured manner. This information can then be passed to the GreenNet developers or
expert users who can input the data, programmatically or manually, into the GreenNet
application. This approach ensures that case operators focus on structured data gathering,
without having to generate the technical expertise required for building a comprehensive
model.

SUSPLAN Ontology
The XML data structures representing SUSPLAN information are relatively flexible in that
they can be transformed easily to other proprietary file formats, processed in a variety of
programming languages, are easily validated, and are portable. However, the individualistic
nature of XML structures can result in a mass of unorganised, unconnected XML data, which
can become difficult to manage, synchronise and disseminate.
In order to mitigate this problem and to connect individual XML source documents created
for the SUSPLAN project, a more connected and uniquely identifiable structure was required.
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To achieve this, RDF and OWL were utilised. For the purposes of SUSPLAN and based on
the XML based developments outlined above, it was decided that RDF/XML would be an
appropriate choice of RDF serialisation..
The first step in creating an RDF representation of SUSPLAN information was to create
ontologies specifying the data and relationships between different elements. Ontologies bear a
resemblance, and serve a similar purpose, to XML Schemas, and for the purposes of
SUSPLAN data structures the previously developed XML schemas were the basis for
ontology structure.
Creation of SUSPLAN ontologies was carried out in a similar manner to the gbXML to
gbOWL transformation process. XSLT style sheets were applied to the XML Schemas and an
XML Schema to Ontology conversion tool available in the TopBraid Composer Ontology
editor [TopQuadrant, 2010] was employed for one of the XML Schemas. Generated
ontologies were modified manually to optimise relationships and to provide sub-class
relations not apparent in base XML Schemas. The sub-classing of resources is important in
order to allow reasoning when querying data.
The ontology creation process resulted in multiple ontologies describing various XML
schemas developed for the SUSPLAN project, e.g. form data, eTransport, EMPS, etc. These
were kept as separate ontologies but were interlinked to form a 'Super Ontology'
encompassing the information structures represented in OWL for SUSPLAN. Using such
interlinks between ontologies, it was possible to link eTransport information to the general
case information by indicating in the case ontology that a case may contain one or many
'eTransport case' resources, describing whole eTransport data models including input data
and results. External ontologies were also linked to in order to give depth and context to the
SUSPLAN ontology. For example, the WGS84 ontology describing spatial information
[Brickley, 2006] has been used in the SUSPLAN ontology to describe the locations of
renewable energy generation sites in addition to linkages with DBPedia to provide additional
regional context.
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Figure 53 - High Level SUSPLAN Ontology Excerpt

The full SUSPLAN ontology consists of hundreds of classes and is ever growing as more
information is added. Represented concepts range from full eTransport regional infrastructure
representations, trans-national gas and electricity flows, national policy data, storyline
descriptions, energy costs, expected technology availability, optimisation results, and many
other concepts required to represent and analyse European energy grid plans as outlined in
Chapter 5.
As an example, the following RDF shows how countries are represented in the SUSPLAN
knowledge bases. In this example, the United Kingdom is defined as a CountryEntry with a
link to a matching DBPedia resource, which contains contextual information. Also connected
to, is the CaseStudy resource for the Western Isles. This in turn connects with regional
reports, eTransport case study resource for the region, and other infrastructure data. Each
linked resource can in turn link to a large repository of information relating to the regional
case study, in this example this includes a full eTransport model and regional electricity line
segments in the model. In the full RDF model, a case study can be represented by thousands
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of such resource instances, each of which can be interrogated using the server infrastructure
discussed later in this Chapter.
<empsdata:CountryEntry rdf:about="[…]/scenarios/United_Kingdom_GB">
<empsdata:hasName>United Kingdom</empsdata:hasName>
<empsdata:hasDBPediaEntry
rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/resource/United_Kingdom"/>
<empsdata:hasCaseStudy rdf:resource="[…]/WesternIslesCase"/>
<empsdata:hasName>United Kingdom</empsdata:hasName>
<empsdata:hasID>GB</empsdata:hasID>
<empsdata:hasPoint rdf:resource="[…]/United_Kingdom_GB_point"/>
</empsdata:CountryEntry>
<geo:Point rdf:about="[…]/United_Kingdom_GB_point">
<geo:lat>54.8007</geo:lat>
<geo:long>-2.5488</geo:long>
</geo:Point>
[…]
<susplan:CaseStudy rdf:about="[…]/WesternIslesCase">
<susplan:name>Western Isles Regional Case Study</susplan:name>
<susplan:region>Western Isles</susplan:region>
<susplan:operator>UHI / CNES</susplan:operator>
<susplan:hasETransCase rdf:resource="[…]/HebridesGreenFinal_22011-0328T12:05:09.437+01:00"/>
<susplan:hasInfrastructure
rdf:resource="[…]/regionalinfrastructure_western_isles"/>
<susplan:hasReport rdf:resource="[…]/D2.1_Islands_Final.swf"/>
<susplan:hasReportPDF rdf:resource="[…]/D2.1_Islands_Final.pdf"/>
<susplan:hasOverview rdf:resource="[…]/WesternIslesOverview.txt"/>
<susplan:hasETransCase
rdf:resource="[…]/wietransdata#HebridesGreenFinal_22011-0307T10:45:23.406Z"/>
</susplan:CaseStudy>
[…]
<susplan:RegionalInfrastructure
rdf:about="[…]/regionalinfrastructure_western_isles">
<susplan:hasRegionalElecInfraLine
rdf:resource="[…]/regionalinfracapacity_western_isles_2"/>
<susplan:hasRegionalElecInfraLine
rdf:resource="[…]/regionalinfracapacity_western_isles_3"/>
[…]
</susplan:RegionalInfrastructure>
<susplan:RegionalElecInfraLine
rdf:about="[…]/regionalinfracapacity_western_isles_2">
<susplan:storyline>All</susplan:storyline>
<susplan:name>Stornoway - Barvas</susplan:name>
<susplan:from
rdf:resource="[…] /regionalinfracapacity_western_isles_2_from_point"/>
<susplan:to
rdf:resource="[..]/regionalinfracapacity_western_isles_2_to_point"/>
<susplan:capacity>8.9</susplan:capacity>
<susplan:year>2010</susplan:year>
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</susplan:RegionalElecInfraLine>
[…]

Two-way conversion between XML documents and RDF is handled using XSLT style sheets.
Style sheets have been developed for each SUSPLAN XML source as described above, so
that each can be converted into RDF conforming to the appropriate ontology and similarly,
where necessary, XSLT style sheets have been developed to perform the reverse operation
and convert RDF based on the SUSPLAN ontologies back to XML. The use of RDF/XML as
the notation for representing RDF allows XSLT style sheets to directly process RDF
documents.
The process of converting simulation tool data to RDF is a two-step process. The first step is
to convert source data into XML and the second to convert XML into RDF. It could be argued
that this two-step process is inefficient and would be best served as a direct conversion from
source data to RDF. However, the use of nested XML structures as an intermediary step
affords extra flexibility in the processing of the data by third party applications. Most
programming languages provide efficient support for XML processing, and this is at its most
efficient when the XML structure is nested: as relationships between elements are linear, treelike, and easily navigable. RDF descriptors, when represented in XML, are normally rather
flat structures, have web like relationships where each resource can have multiple links to
other resources using URI links. Such a structure is comparatively complex to navigate and
currently has limited support outside specific Semantic Web based software libraries.
Therefore, the two-step process as described above is used for the conversion of SUSPLAN
data.
As with the eTransport input data style sheets described above, a Java based program was
written to automate the process of converting the various data sources into RDF so that the
user need only supply input data, press a button, and receive the RDF as an output. This also
applies to conversion of SUSPLAN form data.
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Server Infrastructure Design
Datasets handled by the Semantic Web energy platform servers are potentially vast, ranging
from national policy to individual components in a building. As such, robust server
infrastructure is required to cope. Platform server infrastructure should, where possible, use a
standards driven approach to data representation, and should be comprised of reliable
components and techniques suitable for enterprise level Web applications.
Software and server infrastructure required to deploy and manage the data structures consist
of various platform and protocol layers. Data needs to be remotely accessible, while allowing
data linkages between internal and external resources. Semantic Web standards have evolved
from those of the World Wide Web, and therefore rely on communication protocols such as
HTTP and TCP/IP. Therefore, the natural choice for hosting Semantic Web content is
conventional World Wide Web server infrastructure. The actual server technology required
depends on the programming language used to implement the application and the
environment in which it is to be hosted.
XML based Semantic Web data can be accessed using standard XML processing technology.
Although these technologies can process XML based RDF, they do so at a syntactical level
and are not suitable for processing data relationships and semantics in the data. In addition,
RDF/XML structures tend to be extremely flat structures, causing XML processors to perform
poorly. Therefore, more advanced Semantic Web specific processors are required.
For the purposes of this study, two Semantic Web Frameworks were considered, namely the
JENA framework [Apache Foundation, 2012] and the ARC2 framework [ARC, 2009]. An in
depth discussion regarding these frameworks and surrounding technology is found in Chapter
2.
Both the JENA and ARC2 frameworks are suitable for use in the knowledge base platform.
The main consideration influencing the use of each is the programming environment
supported. Fully featured Java web applications tend to require significant configuration and
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are generally more heavyweight than corresponding PHP based applications. On the other
hand, Java based web frameworks can be more suited toward large scale, enterprise level
developments that can be more difficult to support well in PHP.
For this study, a proof of concept application was built in both languages with the PHP based
platform extended to a more fully featured version suitable for the final SUSPLAN
application. The principal reason for this is that the PHP based development environment can
be set up in a lightweight fashion and affords more flexibility in relation to server technology,
requiring fewer resources. By utilising RDF as an underlying representation of the data
model, similar results can be achieved using different RDF processing frameworks.
Therefore, if it is deemed necessary to change the knowledge base platform to a different
underlying technology then there should be no significant problem in migration. Indeed,
multiple server technologies could be used on different servers in the platform without having
a significant effect on clients (providing common Web Service APIs be provided).
The proof of concept knowledge base server infrastructure is built atop an Apache Web server
using the PHP programming environment. The CakePHP web application framework [Cake
Software Foundation, 2010] is used to achieve rapid development in terms of server security,
database management, and content development. RDF processing is via the ARC2 framework
and data persistence is achieved using a MySQL database acting as a triple store. Figure 54
shows the structural layout of the knowledge base server infrastructure.
Access to the knowledge base is provided by REST based Web Services handled by a
CakePHP controller. A Web front end is also provided, which could potentially visualise the
data, but is primarily used to provide administrative control for managing the server. The
server is set up to provide access to the data, rather than be used as a client application itself.
Client applications are expected to formulate queries and visualise data in a manner
appropriate to their application purpose.
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Figure 54 - Knowledge Base Server Infrastructure

The server infrastructure shown in Figure 54 is for a single server node. Clients within the
platform can communicate with multiple servers. In a large-scale platform, many such servers
can exist in multiple locations and will be interconnected at data model level.

Application Implementation
Two primary Semantic Energy applications have been developed for the purposes of this PhD
project, one for each of the two main areas being investigated, namely energy demand and
energy policy and economics. Both applications use the same underlying server platform
(with some domain specific extensions for efficiency purposes) but utilise very different client
applications. This section will outline implementation steps taken for each. It should be noted,
however, that multiple client applications can be developed to achieve and mix many data
sources, and therefore there the work outlined in this section only describes a fraction of
potential data uses, to a proof of concept level.
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The two application areas explored in this project had different energy-related goals. The
energy demand side application focuses on the building model derived gbOWL data format
introduced above, and is intended for use as a building energy performance and management
tool. Expected end users could be facility managers, energy service company operators, and
building design teams as outlined in Chapter 4. The second energy application is focused on
different types of users altogether, mainly policy and decision makers on European and
national levels. This application will fulfil the requirements of the SUSPLAN project’s work
package 4, and primarily represent renewable energy projections and results derived from the
SUSPLAN project, although data from other sources and different contexts will be integrated.
Ultimately, data handled in both energy demand and policy applications can be connected. At
the spatial level. There are clear areas of overlap. For example, building portfolios can be
aggregated to form SUSPLAN loads and investment optimisation is required in both domains.
Server infrastructure in both applications will be the Semantic Web platform server
infrastructure discussed earlier in this chapter (see Figure 54). Server infrastructure will be
accessed using REST Web services, and will provide persistent triple storage that can be
easily queried and modified using SPARQL queries and similar technology.

Energy Demand Side Application (SWEEP)
Interoperability of building models is an issue in the building energy performance domain.
Such issues have been discussed in detail in Chapter 6, along with a description of industry
standard XML-based solutions, and the development of gModeller, a lightweight
interoperability client developed as part of this project. These solutions help to increase
interoperability and compatibility in Building Information Modelling. However, it can be
argued that these do not go far enough. Although BIM models represented in formats such as
gbXML are interoperable and flexible, they are still individual models without external
context. Modellers still create many singular files, often of the same building, resulting in
synchronisation and organisational problems in addition to difficulties linking to external
concepts such as supply side information, etc.
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The gModeller for SketchUp 3D modelling tool, the energy demand side ontology, gbOWL,
and the triple store developed from it have been integrated into a proof of concept software
application entitled the Semantic Web Energy Efficiency Platform (SWEEP), designed to
address the demand-side energy use cases outlined earlier in this thesis,
The SWEEP application infrastructure, shown in Figure 55, uses a client – server model as
commonly found in Web applications. The SWEEP server is comprised of the Semantic Web
server infrastructure described earlier and is almost identical to that used for the supply and
policy application. The server allows gbOWL based knowledge structures to be stored,
queried, and edited using SPARQL and similar technologies. Building triples are generated
from gbXML files converted by style sheets to gbOWL datasets. Communication between
client and server is achieved using Web services.

Figure 55 - SWEEP Application Infrastructure

Clear and usable data visualisation and manipulation is important in the SWEEP application.
Expected end users are likely to be professionals in the building industry familiar with BIM
concepts and the modelling of buildings, but unlikely to be familiar with concepts of the
Semantic Web or related technology. Therefore, and as mentioned in the demand-side use
cases, data visualisation needs to be presented in a manner appropriate for BIM users, and
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will be focused around a portfolio of buildings and specific building elements. Key data
visualisation in SWEEP is based on spatial and three-dimensional model views. Such
visualisation is handled on the client side, with querying and processing taking place on the
server side. The server platform used in SWEEP has been discussed in detail earlier in this
chapter, so the focus in this section will be on the client. However, some extended
functionality was implemented in the server and will be discussed.

SWEEP Client Infrastructure
The SWEEP client has been developed as a Rich Internet Application using the Adobe Flex
programming environment. The SWEEP client runs on the user’s local computer but retrieves
data from the server. No data is stored on the client application, but is retrieved on an as
needed basis depending on user action. This means that the application can be relatively
lightweight with the potential to be run on multiple computing platforms in addition to
ensuring that users always access up to date information. This is particularly relevant where
multiple users may be looking at the same data or where a user wishes to see up to the minute
updates from monitoring devices recording data to the knowledge base.
The SWEEP client retrieves data based on user events in a relatively generic manner. Very
few specific SPARQL queries are used in the SWEEP client application, except in some
special cases. Rather, the generic ‘DESCRIBE’ SPARQL query is used to return a description
of the properties of a given RDF resource. These can be either value properties or links to
other resources.
As an example, when a surface in a given building model is selected, the surface id is
retrieved from the selected object and a DESCRIBE SPARQL query is formulated as follows:
DESCRIBE <surfaceid>

The query is then sent to the server via an HTTP based REST request, which in turn sends an
RDF response describing the selected Surface. A typical response, an RDF description of the
selected surface resource, is as follows:
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<RDF xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#">
<Description about="…_d1_Surface_d1e128129">
<aaa:dConstructionIdRef>construction-21</aaa:dConstructionIdRef>
<aaa:dSurfaceType>ExteriorWall</aaa:dSurfaceType>
<aaa:dId>su-342</aaa:dId>
<aaa:dCADObjectId>Basic Wall</aaa:dCADObjectId>
<aaa:hasPlanarGeometry resource="…_d1_PlanarGeometry_d1e128203"/>
<aaa:hasRectangularGeometry
resource="…_d1_RectangularGeometry_d1e128136"/>
<aaa:dName>W-12-E-W-342</aaa:dName>
<rdf:type
resource="http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#Surface"/>
<aaa:hasSpace resource="…_d1_Space_d1e37751"/>
<aaa:hasOpening resource="…_d1_Opening_d1e128388"/>
<aaa:hasOpening resource="…_d1_Opening_d1e128518"/>
<aaa:hasOpening resource="…_d1_Opening_d1e128257"/>
</Description>
</RDF>

This response is processed by the client and presented to the user in tabular form. If a property
is a literal value, then it is added to the table directly. Otherwise, if the property is a URI, the
URI is presented with an associated click handler that sends a subsequent DESCRIBE
SPARQL query for the given URI. Upon selecting a linked URI, the resulting RDF
description will be retrieved and shown in place of the previous result set.
Result sets received as above are appended to an array. Back and forward buttons are
presented in the user interface, allowing retrieval of previous or next result objects, which can
be displayed. This allows the user to traverse properties linked to a given resource while being
able to return to the initial result set. This operates in much the same way as a Web browser
provides functionality to return to pages previously visited. The resource-browsing table
implemented in the SWEEP client is shown in Figure 56.
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Figure 56 - SWEEP Resource Properties Table

In addition to serving as a result browser, the SWEEP resource properties table provides
editing functionality. Users can change literal values directly within the table. Upon
committing the change, a SPARQL+ query is sent to the server directing modification of the
selected resource. Saving resource data is handled by deleting an old resource with a given
URI and re-inserting a new copy of the resource with the same URI but updated properties.
There are various ways of handling this, including direct modification of the resource
properties, however in this case, where many properties can be changed in a single commit.
This was deemed the most appropriate method of updating the knowledge base.
Update functionality depends on the server running a SPARQL processor that can handle
SPARQL+ [ARC2, 2009], a non-standardised extension of SPARQL which allows for data
updates. The ARC2 processor used in the SWEEP server handles this natively, however other
servers may require different syntax (e.g. if SPARQL Update language [Seaborne, 2008] is
used rather than SPARQL+). At present, only the SPARQL query language is a W3C
recommendation. Update languages based on SPARQL are not currently standardised so there
are multiple implementations with similar, but slightly different, syntax. It is hoped that
standardisation of these update languages will take place in the near future.
A use case outlined earlier, is that the SWEEP application be used as a means of organising
building related information around the building model itself. A key requirement for this is
the appending of external resources and files to resources within a gbOWL building model.
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Any file hosted on a Web server and made publically available will automatically have its
own URI – this will normally consist of the server’s domain name or IP address, and the file’s
local path. For example, an image file called ‘exampleimage.jpg’ stored in a folder called
‘images’ on a Web server with a domain called ‘www.example.com’ would have the
following URI:
http://www.example.com/images/exampleimage.jpg

The fact that RDF uses URIs to identify different resources means that an RDF resource can
point to any form of object providing it can be identified with a URI. It is the responsibility of
the client to interpret and handle the linked file in a different manner to other data, if
necessary.
For the SWEEP client, it is desirable that media such as imagery, both visual and infrared, in
addition to Energy Performance Certificates and other building related documentation be
stored within the knowledge base and appended to the relevant resources. Being RDF based,
any gbOWL resource can have media appended to it.
An example case is as follows. A high level building resource may link to associated images
of the campus itself, providing a visual feel of what the building really looks like, in addition
to documentation such as EPCs and building warrants. Individual spaces and surfaces could
have corresponding images attached to them; HVAC equipment could have images and
corresponding documents attached (e.g. Warranty, user manuals, etc.) and so on. Occupancy
patterns in the building spaces could be appended. Such information can be queried and
edited using SPARQL and related technologies. This allows users to organise and store
building information around the resources in the building to which the documentation and
media refer.
In the proof of concept client developed in this project, image handling functionality was
implemented in the SWEEP client to recognise images associated with RDF resources. In
gbOWL, all resources inherit a property called ‘hasImage’, intended for use in pointing to
image URIs. The use of the ‘hasImage’ property is shown in the RDF excerpt below:
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<rdf:Description
rdf:about="…/gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_Surface_d1e71276">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#Surface"/>
<ns0:dId>su-3</ns0:dId>
<ns0:dName>BottomWall</ns0:dName>
<ns0:hasRectangularGeometry
rdf:resource="…/sweep/rdf/gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdom_d1_Rectan
gularGeometry_d1e71283"/>
<ns0:dSurfaceType>ExteriorWall</ns0:dSurfaceType>
<ns0:dConstructionIdRef>construction-21</ns0:dConstructionIdRef>
…
<ns0:hasImage rdf:resource="http…/sweep/images/standard/IR0722.jpg"/>
<ns0:hasImage rdf:resource="…/sweep/images/standard/IR0723.jpg"/>
<ns0:hasImage rdf:resource="http…/sweep/images/standard/IR0724.jpg"/>
<ns0:hasImage rdf:resource="…/sweep/images/standard/IR0726.jpg"/>
</rdf:Description>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="…/sweep/images/standard/IR0722.jpg">
<rdf:type
rdf:resource="http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#InfraRedImage"/>
<ns0:name>IR_0722.jpg</ns0:name>
<ns1:description>Infrared image of the surface</ns1:description>
</rdf:Description>

Each ‘hasImage’ property points to a URI where the respective image resides. In addition,
RDF resources can also exist for these images URIs providing additional information such as
image description and type (in the example above the type of image is specified as being an
‘InfraRedImage’, a subclass of ‘Image’ in the gbOWL ontology, which in turn is a subclass of
the Image resource in the FOAF ontology). These image resource descriptions can include
properties from the Friend of a Friend ontology [FOAF Project, 2009] in order to provide
more context to the image resource.
When a resource is queried by the client, returned RDF is processed and connected image
resources are copied into a list of images for displaying in a media browser to be displayed in
the SWEEP client. The first image resource is displayed as the default image in the media
browser, and back and forward buttons have been provided to allow navigation of images.
The image viewer is a Flex Image component, which retrieves the selected image from its
remote location using the specified image URI.
To allow client users to populate the knowledge base with their own media, file upload
functionality is implemented in both client and server. A REST based Web service was
implemented on the server using standard PHP techniques. This web service accepts a file and
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a resource URI. The file is then saved to a location on the server that is automatically
locateable using a URI in the following format:
http://[server id]/images/standard/[file name]

After successfully saving file to disk, the server constructs a SPARQL update command to
add triples to the data store in order to append the image to its associated resource and to
represent additional data about the image. This is carried out as follows:
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/>
PREFIX gbowl: <http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#>
INSERT INTO <…/sweep/rdf/testgbxmldata.rdf>{
<$resourcename> gbowl:hasImage <…/sweep/images/standard/$imgname>.
<…/sweep/images/standard/$name> rdf:type gbowl:InfraRedImage.
<…/sweep/images/standard/$name> foaf:name $imgtitle.
<…/sweep/images/standard/$name> gbowl:description $description.
}

This query is executed against the data store and, if processed successfully, a confirmation
message is sent to the client otherwise an error message is sent.
To upload an image to the server, the client simply sends the image and the id of the resource,
along with any additional descriptions, etc. The image and corresponding data must be
wrapped in an HTML form and sent to the server via a REST Web service. This functionality
is easily handled within Flex, which also provides functionality for local file browsing. The
resulting SWEEP image browser is shown in Figure 57.

Figure 57 - SWEEP Image Browser
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Special Case – Building Geometry Model
The majority of functionality in the SWEEP application infrastructure follows the client –
server model. Data visualisation is handled by the client and data querying and processing is
handled by the server, with a relatively clear distinction between the two. There is one special
case in SWEEP where functionality deviates from this model, namely in retrieval and
visualisation of building geometry.
As has discussed earlier in this chapter, a use case of the SWEEP application is that building
information be visualised using a model of the building. Since gbOWL carries geometry
information, a three-dimensional model view is implemented in the client. In order to draw
the building model on screen, building geometry is retrieved from server on an as needed
basis.
As a first pass at retrieving geometric data, the following SPARQL query was sent from the
Flex client to the server to retrieve all surfaces, and associated geometric properties:

PREFIX gbowl:<http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#>
SELECT * WHERE {
GRAPH ?g{
?surface a gbowl:Surface;
gbowl:hasPlanarGeometry ?geom;
OPTIONAL {?surface gbowl:dName ?name.}.
?geom a gbowl:PlanarGeometry;
gbowl:hasPolyLoop ?loop.
?loop a gbowl:PolyLoop;
gbowl:hasCartesianPoint ?point.
?point a gbowl:CartesianPoint;
gbowl:dCoordinate ?coord.
}
}

After processing this query, the server responds with an XML response demonstrated by the
following excerpt:
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<sparql xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/sparql-results#">
<head>
<!-- query time: 3.9541 sec -->
<variable name="g"/>
<variable name="surface"/>
<variable name="name"/>
<variable name="geom"/>
<variable name="loop"/>
<variable name="point"/>
<variable name="coord"/>
</head>
<results>
<result>
<binding name="g">
<uri>http://localhost:9000/sweep/rdf/testgbxmldata.rdf</uri>
</binding>
<binding name="surface">
<uri>http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdo
m_d1_Surface_d1e162388</uri>
</binding>
<binding name="name">
<literal>B-26-E-R-536</literal>
</binding>
<binding name="geom">
<uri>http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdo
m_d1_PlanarGeometry_d1e162462</uri>
</binding>
<binding name="loop">
<uri>http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdo
m_d1_PolyLoop_d1e162464</uri>
</binding>
<binding name="point">
<uri>http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbXML_StornowayIsleOfLewisUnitedKingdo
m_d1_CartesianPoint_d1e162466</uri>
</binding>
<binding name="coord">
<literal>-0.23567000</literal>
</binding>
</result>
...

The default XML response from a SPARQL query is structured similarly to the format an
SQL database query would return. There is one row for each variable in the query. This
results in a flat XML structure with one result element for every row of data being returned so
that, for example, there are multiple rows for each coordinate in a given point; multiple rows
for each point in a surface, etc.
Processing geometrical results, as shown above, can be particularly processor intensive due to
the flat nature of the data structure. This is particularly exacerbated in the Adobe Flex
environment where the XML processor seems to be relatively inefficient at handling such
data structures. In one case, a building model with over 300 surfaces took in excess of 10
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minutes to process and draw in the client application. This is clearly an unacceptable duration,
from a usability perspective and given the comparatively quick performance of most modern
3D modelling tools, e.g. Google SketchUp [Google, 2009].
Due to the overhead of processing raw geometric result sets on the client, such queries are
pre-processed on the server before being returned to the client. For retrieving a list of
surfaces, a new REST based web service was created on the server, accessible via the
following URI:
<server address>/sweep/building/building_surfaces

The server implements this Web service by creating and executing the following SPARQL
query against its RDF Store:
PREFIX gbowl:<http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#>
SELECT * WHERE {
GRAPH ?g{
?surface a gbowl:Surface;
gbowl:hasPlanarGeometry ?geom;
OPTIONAL {?surface gbowl:dName ?name.}.
?geom a gbowl:PlanarGeometry;
gbowl:hasPolyLoop ?loop.
?loop a gbowl:PolyLoop;
gbowl:hasCartesianPoint ?point.
?point a gbowl:CartesianPoint;
gbowl:dCoordinate ?coord.
}
}

The results are retrieved as an ARC2 ‘ResultFormat’ multi-dimensional array, which has the
same structure as the result format mentioned above. The objective of pre-processing is to
efficiently convert this array into a nested XML format where each individual surface is
represented as an element, with children for each property and a nested list of points
(containing 3D coordinates).
The result array is processed into a nested multidimensional structure of surfaces using a
single ‘for’ loop and taking advantage of PHP’s reasonably efficient array handling
functionality. The algorithm for doing so is as follows:
•
•

Create an empty surfaces array.
For each row in the SPARQL ResultFormat array:
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o If the surface represented in the current row has already been added to the
surfaces array.
§ If the point represented in the current row is a child of the points array
in the surface array in the surfaces array.
• Add the coordinate to the coordinates array in the matching
point in the points array.
§ Otherwise, add a new point to the points array.
§ Add the coordinate in the current row to this point.
o Otherwise:
§ Add the surface to the surfaces array.
• Add the point in the current row to the points array in the new
surface.
• Add the name (if any) in the current row to the new surface
array.
• Add the id in the current row to the new surface array.
When implemented in PHP this algorithm can take advantage of direct array access (e.g.
$surfacename = $surfaces[‘surface’][‘name’]

and native PHP array functionality such

as array_key_exists($row['surface']) to check whether an element already exists in the
array. This results in a reasonably efficient method for processing large result sets, reducing
time taken to process a large test of 300 surfaces from around 10 minutes on the client to
around 20 seconds on the same standard desktop machine acting as a server.
To allow client visualisation, processed results are converted from array to XML format. This
is done by traversing the multi-dimensional array and printing the values of each array
element as an XML element. This is then returned to the client.
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Figure 58 - SWEEP 3D Model View

After implementing the surface retrieval algorithm on the server, a 3D modelling environment
was implemented to accept data returned from server and display each surface individually on
a Flex Canvas. The 3D visualisation shows each surface in the building as a user selectable
object with embedded URI. Upon selecting a surface, a query request is sent to the server for
details, subsequently shown in the results panel with connected imagery and documentation.
The user can traverse subsequent links from the surface to other data resources. The SWEEP
client application showing 3D visualisation component, results browser and image viewer is
shown in Figure 58.

SWEEP GIS Functionality
To allow for a simple but effective method of managing a large and potentially globally
distributed building stock, it was decided to incorporate GIS functionality into the SWEEP
client.
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GIS functionality allows users to view individual resources with spatial properties on a map;
these resources can then be queried individually and navigated from to further levels of detail.
Similar functionality is implemented in the supply side application outlined later in this
chapter and this functionality is a key point of convergence for both applications.
In the gbXML schema, building location is represented using latitude and longitude
coordinates specified in a Location element. This element is also present in gbOWL. To
retrieve this information, a SPARQL query is sent to the server as follows:
PREFIX gbowl:<http://greenspaceresearch.co.uk/gbOwl.owl#>
SELECT * WHERE {
GRAPH ?g {
?campus a gbowl:Campus;
gbowl:dId ?id;
gbowl:hasLocation ?location.
?location a gbowl:Location;
gbowl:dLatitude ?lat;
gbowl:dLongitude ?longt
}
}

For each building; latitude, longitude, and id are extracted from resulting XML using Flex
XML processing functionality.
To display building information in an effective manner, it was decided to use the Google
Maps API for Flash [Google, 2011], which can be embedded in a Flex application. The
latitude and longitude coordinates requested from the server are used to plot a marker on the
map denoting locations of buildings represented in the knowledge base. Map markers in the
Flash Google Maps API allow event notifications to be sent back to the main Flash
application. This means that input events such as mouse actions can be reflected back to the
main Flash application so that customised functionality is executed upon interaction with the
Google Map. Figure 59 provides an illustration of GIS functionality in the SWEEP
application.
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Figure 59 - SWEEP GIS View

When a building marker is selected, a DESCRIBE SPARQL query is sent to the server, the
results of which are displayed in the client results browser. To achieve this, each map marker
must have reference to the corresponding building URI in addition to other information that
may potentially be useful. A double click on the marker will execute a different function to
retrieve building geometry information, switch view to 3D model and render the building.
This allows the user navigation from high-level spatial picture to a lower level, more detailed,
description of the building and its properties. Data is loaded into the client as required, so that
a large number of building positions can be displayed on the map, but only a single building is
rendered in 3D after user selection.
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Semantic Energy - Supply and Policy Side Application
A deliverable of the SUSPLAN project is a Semantic Web knowledge base for disseminating
renewable energy case study and project data to interested stakeholders and other parties. The
Web application draws on various data sources from the SUSPLAN project. Expected data
will include regional and trans-national modelling data and results, final recommendations
and other relevant information.
As outlined earlier in this chapter, Semantic Web based data formats have been created to
represent SUSPLAN information and the SUSPLAN Semantic Energy application utilises
these to provide a scalable method of data representation, while doing so in a usable fashion.
Expected users are likely to be high-level decision-makers, as well as the general public and
therefore data needs summarisation in a manner appropriate to such users, while providing
access to more detail on demand. A clear and usable user interface is key to achieving this.
Data input is important. Data gatherers in the SUSPLAN project are not generally familiar
with concepts of Web Services, SPARQL, or other technologies present in the application;
therefore, there must be simplified ways for such users to input data. Data conversion
programs outlined earlier in this chapter form the first step for such users.
Figure 60 shows the high-level software infrastructure in the SUSPLAN Semantic Energy
application. On the server sits the Semantic Web infrastructure discussed earlier in this
chapter. From a software perspective, the server infrastructure is almost identical to that used
in the energy demand side application, the primary difference being data sets used. The server
platform utilises the SUSPLAN data ontologies outlined earlier in this chapter and accesses
external data sources where necessary and appropriate (e.g. DBPedia, among others). Model
data and results are input to the server after conversion to the appropriate SUSPLAN RDF
format. Such data comes from a variety of sources including SUSPLAN data gathering forms,
EMPS models, and eTransport models.
The SUSPLAN Semantic Energy application interface is a client-based application hosted on
the server. The client is served as a rich internet application, runnable in a Web browser on
the user’s machine. The client interfaces with the SUSPLAN knowledge base server (in
addition to other servers) using Web services. The client stores no local data, so that it always
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accesses up to date information resident on the server. Query processing is handled on the
server so that the client application should have relatively low processing requirements. This
has the advantage of allowing the client to be accessed from a wide variety of computing
platforms including desktop and mobile devices.

Figure 60 - SUSPLAN Application Infrastructure

This section discusses the data visualisation and usability challenges in developing the
SUSPLAN Semantic Energy application. The server platform and data formats have been
discussed in detail earlier in this Chapter.

Data Visualisation
SUSPLAN dissemination requirements specify that SUSPLAN project data and results must
be made available, at different levels of access, to various stakeholders, decision makers, and
the general public [Bakken, 2007]. To disseminate data effectively, the large amount of
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information in the SUSPLAN knowledge base requires presentation in a manner readable by
the target audience, while providing an ability to examine detailed information if required.
Therefore, the principal SUSPLAN dissemination client focuses on usability and relative
simplification of the SUSPLAN data to a level appropriate for decision makers and the
general public. Alternative clients may also be developed to provide access to detailed
background information, and REST based Web services on the server can be used by external
stakeholders to query the data themselves using SPARQL.
Being a 16-partner project, it was important that the design of the dissemination interface be
achieved in a collaborative manner, in order to create an interface that project partners were
satisfied with, provided for the needs of the targeted audience, and maximised impact of the
collective expertise in the project.
An iterative approach was taken to the SUSPLAN interface development, where updates were
passed around project partners and selected stakeholders to gather feedback and ideas. These
were then acted upon to create updated application versions. The application has been
developed to a working prototypical stage and will be developed to full production level in
due course.
The first step in the iterative development of the SUSPLAN interface was to develop a set of
basic screen mock-ups outlining general concepts in the interface, an example is shown in
Figure 61. These mock-ups were presented to the project partners for feedback. Core features
identified in early designs were the importance of a rich-internet based interface, allowing
significant interactivity for users to view data relevant to them. At the same time, interactivity
in the system should not get in the way of the user experience. Multiple levels of data
visibility were anticipated in the initial designs, chiefly a European data view, a regional data
view, and a non-geographical data view.
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Figure 61 - SUSPLAN Interface: European Level Mock-Up

From initial mock-ups and subsequent feedback, a prototypical user interface was created
using the Adobe Flex rich Internet application framework. The initial prototype attempted to
implement the main concepts from the design mock-ups and included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GIS based mapping functionality showing each country in Europe
Zoom in capability providing a detailed view of a single country and region
Embedded charts in each country image showing energy generation levels
Charting module showing selected information from each country or for the European
sector as a whole
A timeline allowing data to be shown for key years in the SUSPLAN time horizon
(2010 – 2050)
Scenario descriptions
Integration with external Semantic Web data sources
Trans-national and regional energy infrastructure

SUSPLAN User Interface Implementation
Development of Semantic Web based user interfaces is often particularly challenging due to
the rich range of data available, from both internal and external sources. In the case of the
SUSPLAN user interface, however, there is a relatively clearly defined scope in the
structuring of expected results. This makes the task of visualising data simpler than would be
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the case given a more generic data set. The negative aspect to this, however, is that it becomes
more difficult to navigate to unforeseen external resources, which may be of serendipitous
interest to the user, and can therefore feel rather restrictive.
Data connectivity in the SUSPLAN knowledge base is achieved using a REST based API.
This API allows client applications to send SPARQL based commands directly to the server,
with results being returned in a format specified by the client, normally XML but with support
provided for JSON and raw text formats. Such an API places responsibility for formulating
data queries on the client application, with the knowledge base server merely providing a
means of access. This affords flexibility to build multiple clients based on a single knowledge
base with each client implementing different functionality.
In the SUSPLAN user interface, SPARQL queries are generated in an event driven manner
based on user action. For example, when the application is initiated, SPARQL queries are
formulated to retrieve high-level country summaries, which are charted on the GIS map for
the SUSPLAN storyline that is selected by default. Changing the storyline initiates a chain of
events that re-formulate the initial SPARQL queries, sends them to the server, receives
results, and updates the user interface. Similarly, when a user selects an individual region, a
new set of SPARQL queries should be sent to the server to retrieve region specific highlights,
which are charted in the user interface. A similar process is taken whenever data is required
from the server.
Result handling is relatively simple, as Flex has XML processing functionality built into its
core library and E4X is used to navigate the structure of XML results, which are formatted to
an appropriate structure for display in the user interface. For most cases, this works relatively
quickly but can be problematic if the server returns a large result set. The resulting XML from
the SUSPLAN server tends to have a flat structure, representing triples in the data store. The
performance of the Flex XML processor appears to degrade when handling large, flat,
structures and therefore care needs to be taken in formulating SPARQL queries when large
result sets are expected.
Flex XML processing performance does not seem to degrade in such a noticeable manner
when a more nested XML document is returned, and therefore it can be worthwhile, in some
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cases, to pre-process results before being handled by the GUI. However, this can detract from
the modularity of the client to server data model. Another solution may be to modify the RDF
processor to return nested result documents. However, most SUSPLAN related queries should
return relatively small result sets and so the performance degradation in the Flex XML
processor should be for the most part negligible.
The current version of the SUSPLAN user interface is shown in Figure 62, Figure 63, and
Figure 64. This version implements much of the functionality requirements specified in this
Chapter. However, the time-horizon for user interface development in SUSPLAN extends
further than the time horizon of this PhD project, and therefore the current user interface is
incomplete while attempting to implement some key requirements.

Figure 62 - SUSPLAN User Interface European View in SUSPLAN User Interface
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Figure 63 - Trans-National Infrastructure View in SUSPLAN User Interface

Figure 64 – Italian National View in SUSPLAN User Interface
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Using the approach described and shown above, multiple strands of information can be
merged together and displayed in the SUSPLAN user interface. For example, in addition to
SUSPLAN data, generic regional information can be retrieved from an external knowledge
base (e.g. dbpedia.org) and plotted in the user interface. In the client shown above, each
screen has been tailored to show specific information types and it is expected that this will be
appropriate for most use cases. However, in some cases more generic data accessibility may
be required, particularly for other project partners and stakeholders.
In addition to project data, the Web application supports appending of files to SUSPLAN data
models. Such files can include project documentation, including case study and
recommendation reports appended to the appropriate level of data. For example, transnational reports will be available at the higher levels, and regional reports at the lower.
Multiple documents can be appended to specific areas so that the application can function as a
document presentation system. The client application provides support for reading certain file
types (e.g., PDF documents), shown in Figure 65, and provides the ability to download copies
to a local machine. This is particularly useful for users who may want to investigate project
methodologies and references in addition to viewing data and results.

Figure 65 - Regional Report Viewer
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For advanced custom queries, the SUSPLAN knowledge base can be directly queried using
REST Web services and a provided SPARQL endpoint; this may only be applicable to users
with the technical expertise to create SPARQL queries and communicate via Web services.
For other users, there should be a middle ground between the standard user interface and
SPARQL based querying. To accommodate this, a user interface panel will be included in the
SUSPLAN user interface allowing users to query the knowledge base by appending their own
values into pre-made SPARQL queries. Results will be returned in tabular and in some cases
chart format, allowing some flexibility in the type of information that can be shown. In the
public version of the SUSPLAN application, access to this functionality may be restricted to
certain types of users (e.g. administrators, stakeholders, etc.).
As the SUSPLAN project progresses, the SUSPLAN knowledge base will be updated and the
user interface should become more feature and data rich. The underlying software
infrastructure has been established to handle such data as part of this PhD project, and can be
populated and extended to fulfil the requirements of the SUSPLAN project as data becomes
available. As regional and trans-national SUSPLAN case studies complete, the SUSPLAN
knowledge base will develop into a tool providing summarised and detailed information about
each region in the overall study, and provide access to the resulting project guidelines. The
extensible nature of the SUSPLAN Semantic Energy platform should allow the data to be
used in multiple client applications and in different contexts, in addition to being combined
with other data sources including CIM based electricity infrastructure representations.
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Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the requirements and implementation details of two energy-focused
applications utilising a scalable and interoperable Semantic Energy Web platform and
software infrastructure.
On the energy demand side, the SWEEP application provides a distributed method of storing,
querying, and analysing a large-scale portfolio of interconnected building information, taking
BIM interoperability to a new level, in addition to presenting a novel way of organising
building information. gbOWL, the underlying data format used in the SWEEP application is
an RDF variant of the popular gbXML data standard for BIM. gbXML documents can be
converted into gbOWL and vice versa. This will help overcome many barriers to adoption of
the gbOWL format, and means that there is already a vast amount of information that can be
quickly converted into gbOWL and hosted on the platform outlined in this chapter.
Although the demand side application developed in this chapter is at a prototypical level, it is
envisaged that this work can be extended in future to support a larger array of use cases, and
could potentially be used as a means of providing building information models that evolve
and drive the use of corresponding physical buildings.
The SWEEP application and gbOWL ontology are of relevance, at different levels and in
combination with other data structures, to building design, facility management, and Energy
Service Company use cases outlined in Chapter 4. When combined with energy supply and
energy policy data, gbOWL provides the lower layer of the energy data hierarchy presented in
Chapter 4.
The second application outlined in this chapter is focused on energy supply, transmission, and
policy and largely fulfils the requirements of the SUSPLAN project described in Chapter 5.
This application stores model data, results, and recommendations for various European
regions, in addition to trans-national scenarios, for the period between 2010 and 2050.
The SUSPLAN application presents the results of the project using a Semantic Web based
platform. At present, a single client has been developed focused on decision makers and
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stakeholders across Europe. With the data being available as a SPARQL endpoint, the
possibility exists of more clients being developed for different purposes. This is also the case
for the energy demand side application.
The SUSPLAN Semantic Energy application and ontologies are of relevance to the energy
planning and policy use case outlined in Chapter 4, in addition to being of some relevance to
the energy supply use case. When combined with gbOWL and energy supply structures, the
SUSPLAN ontologies provide the higher layer of the energy data hierarchy outlined in
Chapter 4.
Both application areas share the same underlying server platform and similar data formats,
using RDF. Both application areas can be combined in a relatively simple manner using
standard Semantic Web technology. For example, energy loads in the SUSPLAN data models
can link to building data that exist in these spatial areas, and building models can link to
energy supply data in order to project how supply will be affected over the next forty years.
In summary, this chapter has demonstrated the implementation of a Semantic Web based
platform for use in the representation of sustainable energy challenges. The platform is
modular and has little reliance on a specific technology type (i.e. different server platforms
can easily be used with little degradation of functionality). The platform can be distributed,
data can be stored on multiple servers and be interlinked using URIs to give the impression of
centralisation. The most important aspect of the platform is the mechanism for data
representation. Using RDF as the representation mechanism for energy related data brings the
‘power of pull’ [Siegel, 2009] to the energy industry. This has already been achieved in the
power systems domain using the CIM standard [McMorran, 2007], and this chapter has
demonstrated the applicability of such technologies in the energy industry: in energy supply,
demand, and future planning. The following Chapter will discuss the implications of such
work.
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CHAPTER 8 – DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION
Introduction
The previous chapter discussed software development methodologies and challenges in the
development of a proof of concept Semantic Energy platform based on Semantic Web
principles, for use in the field of sustainable energy. This chapter will discuss the
implications, limitations, impact and expected usage of the platform in multiple and combined
application areas.
The work developed in this thesis is targeted towards specific areas, as outlined in Chapter 4's
use cases, in the field of sustainable energy and is designed for use in those areas. As such,
the impact of the platform on these areas is important and will be broached in this Chapter, in
addition to an evaluation as to how the platform compares to current practice in the target
areas.
Implications of the work presented in this dissertation to the wider community will also be
outlined. A number of data formats have been developed as part of this project, and their
potential wider uses and implications will be discussed.
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The Semantic Web and Sustainable Energy
The emergence and penetration of the World Wide Web has been a critical juncture in the
history of modern society. In a short space of time, the World Wide Web has evolved from a
small-scale side project, to a technology modern society completely depends on. The World
Wide Web has penetrated into almost all facets of modern life, and reliance upon it and
associated technology is increasing.
The use of Semantic Web technologies to ‘pull’ information from numerous sources has been
hailed as the next paradigm shift [Siegel, 2009]. Siegel essentially builds on Berners-Lee’s
original vision for the Semantic Web [Berners-Lee, 2001] seeing Web technology ingrained
even deeper into our lives. Siegel predicts that over the next 20 years all aspects of society,
from domestic life to national policy and legislation will depend on the Semantic Web.
Clearly, much of this vision has not happened yet and may never happen. However, some
aspects are already in motion – e.g. cloud based data access, large-scale music streaming,
standardisation of semantic data formats in certain domains, etc. Key to Siegel’s vision is the
use of context aware online information models derived from, and in turn driving, real world
physical concepts.
The Semantic Energy platform described here is an attempt to assemble a technology
framework capable of representing energy data on a large scale as part of the global Semantic
Web vision. An intention in creating a Semantic Energy platform is to help set in motion a
paradigm shift regarding the manner in which energy information is currently handled.
Eventually with a view to using this information to drive physical parameters associated with
management of energy on a sustainable basis. The ultimate aspiration is to help reduce carbon
emissions, and increase energy efficiency and financial savings. Clearly, this has a rather wide
scope, incorporating multiple industries and application domains. Therefore, the work
presented in this dissertation is partially to set in motion what are hoped to be more long-term
developments in the field.
The current approach to handling information in the energy domain varies depending on
specific requirements and industry norms. Information is generally handled on a document
basis (this includes BIM models) and subscribes to the ‘Push’ model outlined by Siegel
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[Siegel, 2009]. There are some exceptions to this, however, notably the semantic IEC61970
CIM standard increasingly being used in the power industry. Chapter 3 presents a more
detailed description of current approaches in representing energy information.
The work described in this dissertation envisages an extension of the recent paradigm shift,
where power system data is encoded using the semantic CIM standard, to all aspects of the
energy domain. Key aspects of this shift are discussed in this section.

Interlinked Data
In the physical domain, there exist many complex relationships between different elements of
the energy industry. For example, energy supply and demand systems have a requirement to
connect in order for a population’s heating and electrical requirements to be met. However, in
most current information models, these areas are often treated separately. Building
Information Models rarely incorporate detailed information regarding the systems and grids
that meet building energy demand and energy grid models do not normally comprise detailed
information relating to buildings. Current information models may represent relationships
between energy supply and demand in abstract or aggregated ways but will rarely have access
to detailed information not directly related to the information model and domain at hand.
Clearly, providing such detailed levels of information for multiple domains would not be
feasible if provided on a per model basis. Even if a library of such external data were to be
gathered by modellers and used in multiple projects, the effort of doing so would be unlikely
to outweigh the benefits. In many cases, domain specific analysis tools may not use external
datasets.
Another problem with the provision of data from separate, external domains is that experts in
one domain are unlikely, and would not be expected, to have detailed knowledge of data
falling outside their area of expertise. The validity and quality of data created by non-experts
in a specific field would also be an area of concern, particularly if the models are to be used in
areas of importance.
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The enabler for a shift in this situation, where individual models can be connected to each
other and to a wide range of external data, is the Semantic Web. Using Semantic Web
technology, individual data resources can connect to other data sets, which can exist either
alongside the model in question or in a remote location. Providing similar technology, e.g.
RDF, is used in representing data there is no real limit to the amount or types of data that can
be linked. Such relationships should normally reflect physical realities. Semantic Web
technology allows completely separate and independent data models to be connected to create
larger models with improved context.
In effect, Semantic Web technology allows experts in one field to populate information
models with data specific to that field. They can then connect to other data models where
relationships are appropriate. Connected data sets may contain information from a completely
different discipline and will have been populated by experts in that domain. Recognised
authorities may provide data sets with information on specific industries or components,
providing users in other domains with confidence that the data being used is official or valid.
The responsibility for different data sets will not lie with a single organisation, but rather will
be federated across many authors and organisations. This should help to ensure that data is
visible while being kept current and updated regularly by those in the best position to do so.
As an example, consider a building information modeller with a completed architectural
building model. The architect is happy with the geometry and structure of the building and
wishes to carry out a dynamic energy simulation in order to establish estimated energy usage
and cost of the current design. Using current practice, the architect can import the model into
an energy analysis environment relatively easily. Based on spatial information in the model,
weather data from a separate file (in a proprietary format) will be loaded into the analysis
environment. Extra information such as fuel costs in the region, electricity prices, etc. will be
taken from a defaults database (if not explicitly defined) and will most likely be high-level
figures, and similarly for other additional information. Updating of such figures will be the
responsibility of either the architect or the system administrator.
If the architect wishes to assess the impact of adding renewable energy systems to their
model, they may be able to specify system types with details as to how many watts will be
generated and resource data (e.g., wind speed, hours of sunshine, etc.) will either be estimated
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by the user or taken from a weather file. Financial benefits of adding localised generation will
likely be based on summary figures, and not on actual grid data. Again, this information will
likely be entered by the architect or taken from a defaults database.
With such information, the architect can run an energy analysis and should obtain a
reasonable estimate of energy performance, cost, and the benefits of adding certain types of
localised electricity generation. However, much of the data used is based on estimates. This
may be acceptable in some stages of the building design process but may significantly differ
from reality. Another current alternative is to source all grid data, weather profiles, and
resource descriptions manually, adding significant time and expense to the process of
modelling and analysing.
Using RDF based models; the whole modelling process can change significantly. The
architect can build a BIM model in much the same way as currently practiced. However the
model will be stored using a semantic energy data format such as the gbOWL format
introduced in this dissertation (see chapter 7). While building the model, the architect can
specify spatial information, represented in the data as a URI pointing to a data resource
representing building location. This resource may contain a considerable amount of
information about the location, much of which will not be required by the analysis process but
can be accessed nonetheless. This spatial data may also contain URI links to weather and
energy resource profiles for the area (e.g. in the U.K., this data may come directly from the
Met Office or other recognised source and can be historical or real-time). Similarly, other data
such as current, historical, and predicted fuel prices may be made available.
Based on spatial information, energy grids physically connected to the building can be linked
into the data model. This can provide current and projected energy pricing, the likelihood of
generated electricity being used and more.
Technology, constructions, and components used in the building can be represented in the
data format as URIs pointing to manufacturer’s data stores, representing data about the
product e.g. physical dimensions, performance, thermal values, etc.
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With such interconnectedness supported in modelling and analysis environments, the architect
can model buildings as per current practice, but with less data entry, (e.g., information such as
construction and component values will come directly from a supplier’s data store). Once
passed into an analysis environment, data entry can be significantly less as the analysis engine
may retrieve required information from linked data stores. Retrieved information is likely to
be as current as possible. Energy performance engines will have access to a wider range of
data than can reasonably be currently expected and certain calculations can be carried out
using real time information.
In the example provided above, an architect’s software pulls necessary data towards it based
on references in the underlying data format. There is no need for an architect to provide
information that is not native to their working practices; instead, such information is pulled
directly from an authoritative source. The implications of this pull model can be applied to
almost all areas in the building model in addition to energy information. The pull model
underlies the concept of data connections in Semantic Web data, and can be applied to most
information across numerous domains.
The scope of such data models extends far beyond the example above. Siegel discusses the
concept of ‘Digital Birth Certificates’ [Siegel, 2009]. Digital Birth Certificates are semantic
data descriptors created when a physical product is built. Digital Birth Certificates can be
created for almost all components. When a larger product is assembled, its Digital Birth
Certificate will be composed of links to the Digital Birth Certificates of component parts. The
Digital Birth Certificate accompanies the product through its lifecycle and updates as events
occur (e.g. a product is upgraded, acquired by a new owner, etc.).
For the concepts above to have significant impact, they have to be completely integrated into
current practice. The use of a standardised data representation format such as RDF [Brickley,
2004] is a key enabler since ambiguous and proprietary file formats are a barrier to such
widespread and unpredictable interoperability. Data providers will need to make data
available on the Semantic Web, and software providers will need to modify existing software
to handle such changes. Relevant data formats need to be created by experts in respective
fields, and can then be further linked to create vast webs of interlinked data.
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There are many barriers to be overcome before the concepts described above become
mainstream. At present, Semantic Web technology has not completely penetrated society in
such a way as required for concepts such as Digital Birth Certificates and large-scale data
linkages to be present in all walks of life. However, significant advances have been achieved
in some areas. For example, the Linked Data initiative [LinkedData, 2010] highlights many
large-scale interconnected data sources encoded in RDF. Semantic Web technology has been
used successfully in the medical sciences domain [Gudivada, 2008], [Patel, 2010], [Chen,
2010], [Ruttenberg, 2007] and is increasingly used to provide governmental and other public
data [HM Government, 2011], [Ordnance Survey, 2011]. Experimental support for the CIM
standard is being trialled by various power companies [Bell, 2007]. In addition to these, there
are many other semantic data sources appearing on an ever-increasing basis. Arguably, the
Semantic Web vision is ‘totalizing’ and in some ways perhaps neither desirable nor feasible.
And yet the World Wide Web itself seemed equally implausible just over two decades ago.
It seems as if many of the pieces required for the larger Semantic Web vision to be realised
are now coming into place. Government support in various countries, particularly the UK and
US, helps to significantly drive such developments and many grass-roots level efforts are
increasing the adoption of RDF and related technologies.
In the areas targeted in this PhD project (building energy demand and energy economics and
policy), semantic data formats are not yet widely adopted. The work presented in this
dissertation attempts to outline a solution for the ‘semantification’ of data in these domains,
and attempts to present ontologies and a Semantic Energy platform for contributing to a
paradigm shift in the way that energy data is represented. Clearly, this work can only be a step
in what will need to be an industry wide transformation, however if the transformation can be
as unobtrusive as possible and fit in with current data handling practices, then it may have
more chance of success. Linkages with other data sources in the Semantic Web field are
important and incorporating such linkages from the outset will allow experts in these fields to
immediately see the benefits of importing external data. Conversion to semantic data should
be about far more than just a new data format. Maximising integration with diverse data
sources is where the value of conversion lies.
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There is a danger that software developers use RDF based data formats, but do so in isolation
- for example, converting BIM data directly to the gbOWL format without interlinking with
other data sets. Using RDF in isolation is likely to be significantly less efficient than using
proprietary data formats and even XML due to flat file structures and maturity of RDF
processors. The danger here is that developers try basing data on a semantic format, but do so
in isolation and therefore see no benefit in the extra effort required, hence giving up on such
formats altogether.
On one level, developing RDF data models in isolation may represent progress towards future
integration; this is only the case however if developers continue to do so. Attempting to use
RDF in isolation as a replacement for XML or proprietary formats may discourage developers
from continuing, a regressive step for the development of a wider data web. This should be
avoided where possible, and linkages with other external data sets should be encouraged. One
area where this can be achieved is at the schematic level within data ontologies.
Being based on RDF, ontologies allow interlinking with external data formats. Such
interlinking can be achieved at various levels including sub-classing and property linking. For
example, a data resource with spatial properties could use resources defined in a spatial
ontology (e.g. the WGS84 ontology [Brickley, 2006]) for representing concepts such as
latitude and longitude. Interlinking data at this conceptual level should encourage developers
to bring external data sets, where available, into their own data formats. As more relevant data
sources become available, it is hoped that this may become standard practice.
In the applications implemented in this project, interconnectedness of data has been an
important area of consideration. Where possible, links to external data sources have been
implemented at both ontology and data levels. In the SUSPLAN energy policy application,
multiple ontologies have been developed to represent different sets of information within the
project. Ontologies were created to represent EMPS, eTransport, regional case study, and gas
infrastructure data sets. These ontologies are interconnected to form an overarching
SUSPLAN ontology. The SUSPLAN ontologies also interlink with external datasets
including DBPedia. For example, the representation of a country in the SUSPLAN datasets
will link to the DBPedia instance for the respective country, providing access to a wealth of
additional information and onward links to other data.
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In the building focused gbOWL ontology, various linkages have been implemented with other
data sources, although to a lesser extent than with the policy data. Being based on the gbXML
data format, gbOWL already provides many of the data types required to represent building
properties and is, for the most part, a self-contained ontology. However, within the
prototypical application developed for this project, there have been some interconnections
implemented, particularly in a spatial sense (e.g. links to DBPedia, and use of the WGS82
ontology for representing spatial data) in addition to more general ontologies (e.g., FOAF
[FOAF Project, 2009]). As the gbOWL ontology is developed and use increases, it is
expected that increased levels of interconnection will be implemented, particularly in relation
to product, sensor, control-systems, economic, and embodied-carbon ontologies.
Of course, interconnections do not have to be solely dictated at the ontological level.
Connections can be established at instance level in an ad-hoc fashion using RDF. Such
connections will not be represented in an ontology, and therefore cannot be easily predicted.
This cannot be considered best practice in the development of semantic data formats, but can
be interesting nonetheless by providing flexibility to use data formats in ways not conceived
by the original knowledge modellers. The problem with such ad-hoc linkages is that a level of
user interface flexibility is required at the client level. All data formats developed in this
project can be linked to and from in such an ad-hoc manner.
The two energy areas explored in this project share some common ground, and this is
reflected in the developed ontologies. Such commonalities occur on various levels including
spatial and in represented systems. For example, a regional infrastructure represented using
the eTransport ontology can contain connections to gbOWL based building descriptors as a
component of a load element. This extended ‘drill-down’ capability allows data to be queried
from grid to individual building levels and onto detailed component views. Combining this
with extended SUSPLAN data sets provide even more levels of detail. Datasets can
conceivably be navigated from European-wide infrastructure representations right down to a
specific component within one of the many buildings in Europe.
Such capability is possible using only the data models developed in this project. Extending
this idea further provides a large amount of possible data contexts and levels of detail.
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However, such information cannot be expected to be generated, managed, and linked within a
single processing environment or organisation. In order for this to take place, the distributed
nature of Web technology must be exploited.

Remotely Accessible Data
The current paradigm in data storage for World Wide Web purposes has been to store data in
isolated ‘silos’ [Siegel, 2009], directly accessible using a scripting language and presented as
formatted HTML or XML. Although the resulting page makes data available to the human
reader, access to the raw data itself is not possible in an open or accessible manner. Such data
silos are often referred to as the ‘Deep Web’ [Siegel, 2009, Page 77]. Such data storage
mechanisms, while appropriate for human readable information, are not easily machine
readable, and provide a major barrier to interlinking of data.
As discussed above, interlinking of data can provide access to many levels of detail across
multiple contexts and domains. However, it is infeasible to expect such an amount of data to
be stored on a single server, or to be internally accessible within a single organisation.
For the Web of data to be useful, data resources must be provided in an as accessible and
standardised manner as possible using standard Web technology such as URIs and HTTP for
data referencing and communication. The benefit of such an approach is that standard Web
servers can be used to serve data. Web servers can either point directly to an RDF file or have
RDF processing software installed on them, which would allow querying, in addition to
serving data. Database technology can still be used for persistence of data, provided that
stored data is accessible on the server as RDF. Over recent years, numerous software tools
have emerged for serving semantic data. An in depth discussion of these tools can be found in
Chapter 2.
Increasingly, data sets are being hosted using Semantic Web data repositories allowing data to
be accessed as discussed above. An example of such a dataset is data.gov.uk where
government data is served in a manner accessible over HTTP using URIs and SPARQL.
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Data resources identified using URIs allow individual resources to be globally unique.
Location of data storage does not matter providing data is accessible. Therefore, very large
datasets can be distributed across multiple servers whilst appearing to be centralised. This also
provides the mechanism for connecting data produced by multiple organisations with
completely different context.
In the applications developed for this project, distributed data access is important, chiefly due
to the amount and type of data to be expected. During the proof of concept work carried out
for this project, multiple server instances were utilised to serve semantic data, although doing
so was not strictly a necessity due to the information volumes represented being manageable
using a single machine. However, requirements for expansion are clear. When developing the
energy demand application, a single large building typically consisted of in excess of one
hundred thousand triples. Representing large portfolios of buildings will require millions of
triples, increasing the performance requirements of server infrastructure. In this case, it would
be extremely useful to distribute information load over multiple servers and access
information on an as required basis. Similarly with energy policy data, when combining
regional and European level model input and result data, in addition to other grid data, storage
requirements can grow massively to the point where multiple server platforms become
necessary.
Another interesting method for providing semantic data is for individual physical components
to serve their own data and interlink with other components in the same infrastructure to
assemble a full-scale infrastructure model. This is unlikely to be achieved at every level of
detail, but could be achieved by objects capable of serving information over HTTP. For
example, in energy grids components such as transformers, etc. could publish their own
information, and be linked to from larger data models, so that information about individual
components are always up to date. Similarly with building models, individual buildings could
host their own data models, which are interconnected to build a larger portfolio view.
Such a distributed data model allows client applications to utilise the 'Pull' approach to
obtaining data. Data is pulled from different servers as required, based on interlinked
references, to be used in a single environment. Changes carried out on data resources are
saved to the server where the resource lies so that requests from other clients will reflect the
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change. Data should be written in a single location and accessed from many, overcoming
some synchronisation challenges.

Reliability and Security
Reliability and security are an issue in Semantic Web based data models. The use of a highly
decentralised data model should provide reasonably high confidence in the reliability of data
availability. If one server becomes unavailable, so will the portion of data represented by it,
but all other nodes should still be available. In addition, if a node becomes disconnected from
the wider data model, any changes during downtime will immediately be available to
connected models upon the resumption of connectivity. Since every data resource is stored
and accessed uniquely, synchronisation of data should not be a major issue.
Security and privacy are more complex concerns. In many cases, data represented on the
Semantic Web is open and public, so privacy is not a concern. However, when more sensitive
information is represented, security and privacy become important. At one level, standard
Web security methods can be utilised to gain and prevent access. User account controls can be
implemented requiring users to have secure credentials before accessing any information at
all. However, the challenge is greater when more granular access is required.
There is a huge security challenge when handling the volume and nature of information
described in the scenarios above. Much of the information handled by the platform will be
commercially sensitive and could pose a real security threat.
Additionally, privacy is a concern in such a platform. Personal information can potentially be
represented regarding occupants, stakeholders, and operators. For example, company
information may be held about facility managers and ESCOs responsible for given building
projects, including specific operator details. Client information could also be stored in
addition to building occupiers. Legal implications, including the Data Protection Act 1998
[UK government, 1998], require personal information to be securely protected from malicious
use. The 7th principal of the Data Protection Act 1998 states that:
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“Appropriate technical and organisational measures shall be taken against
unauthorised or unlawful processing of personal data and against accidental loss or
destruction of, or damage to, personal data” [UK Government, 1998, Page 9].
Similar legislation outside of the United Kingdom requires similar levels of data protection.
However, the use cases in Chapter 4 have demonstrated that there is a requirement for some
data to be open to third parties, whether external companies (e.g., in the case of building
information being made available to contractors) or to the general public (e.g., in the ESCO
use case, where select information is made available to the public to highlight previous
results).
This presents a substantial security challenge in the development of such a platform, echoed
across Semantic Web development in general. For Semantic Web applications to be secure,
each layer in the technology stack needs to have a level of security applied to it. This ranges
from using secure sockets and secure HTTP at the lower levels, to applying XML and RDF
security solutions at the higher levels [Thuraisingham, 2005].
Standard technology such as HTTPS could be used to encrypt and secure Web traffic and
standard techniques for user access management could be employed on host Web servers to
identify users and provide access at server level. Many enterprise-grade solutions already
exist and are commonly in use to accomplish this. However, the real challenge is in managing
user access to individual data resources, where certain information is classified to specific
user types and others unclassified.
Security at the higher levels of Semantic Web applications is an area where significant
research is being carried out. Some examples of such work have been documented by
[Bertino, 2004], [Wu, 2005], [Denker, 2005], [Bonatti, 2009] and [García-Crespo, 2009].
Security frameworks have been researched and developed for secure access control of XML
documents and similar work has been carried out for RDF level access control. A number of
research projects have tackled the issue of implementing user access control for the Semantic
Web using Semantic Web technology. A technique for doing so involves creating frameworks
defining user access policies and assigning these to individual RDF resources.
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A recent example of an ontology based security framework is that described by GarciaCrespo et al, entitled SecurOntology [García-Crespo, 2009]. SecurOntology comprises classes
defining a basic user access control hierarchy including: ‘Resources’, ‘Roles’, ‘Permissions’,
‘Read’, ‘Write’, ‘Execution’, etc. The ontology then provides a set of properties for
application to RDF resources such as ‘hasRole’, ‘hasPermission’, ‘isOwnerOf’, etc. Security
processing is handled by an RDF processor reading definitions in the ontology and inferring
permissions that each resource may or may not have. Such an ontology can be integrated with
other RDF knowledge bases to provide a security vocabulary. Logic can be added to the RDF
processor to determine, at run time, whether the current user should be allowed access to a
specific resource or not.
SecurOntology is still under development and is a proof of concept. The authors state that
there is still much work to be done in extending the framework to handle more complex uses
and to test and validate the framework [Garcia-Crespo, 2009]. Such a system may well be the
solution to many of the security issues in the platform discussed in this dissertation.
Sensitivity and privacy concerns can be overcome in the platform by applying standard user
account control mechanisms, password and protocol encryption, etc., as would be expected of
most Web applications. However, such security measures may restrict certain types of
activity. For example, if a building owner wanted to showcase certain data resources, but
retain others and similarly if an energy supplier wanted to publish energy prices, but not
component status and locations. Various solutions are being developed as other research
projects [Bertino, 2004], [Wu, 2005], [Denker, 2005], [Bonatti, 2009] and [García-Crespo,
2009] and it is hoped that these will be applicable to the platform and data formats developed
in this project.
Implementing such security measures is outside the scope of this work, but should be
mentioned nonetheless as they are likely to be major concerns if the data models and
applications developed in this project are to be used in an industrial and commercial context.
The issues discussed above relate to all Semantic Web work developed during the course of
this project. The following section will discuss the implications of the two core proof of
concept application areas in more detail.
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Built Environment Models
The construction industry is notoriously slow regarding adoption of new technologies,
particularly when such adoption requires a paradigm shift [Bédard, 2006]. Adoption of BIM
in the construction industry has been slower than originally anticipated but is now becoming
more accepted [James, 2010]. The uptake in BIM methodologies should result in a wealth of
digital information accompanying building projects. Therefore, the process of changing
industry data to a semantic footing is not as big a step change as would otherwise be the case.
Indeed, the slow adoption of BIM and other new technologies suggest that unless semantic
data standards are phased into the building process in an unobtrusive manner, the likelihood
of success is slim.
The energy demand representation outlined in this dissertation focuses specifically on the
built environment and the energy-related data surrounding building projects. The gbOWL
ontology, developed in this project, is based on the popular BIM interoperability standard
gbXML. An intention of gbOWL is to take the concepts of gbXML and extend these to a
more distributed and interlinked footing on the Semantic Web, taking BIM interoperability to
a new level.
The use of gbXML as the data format underlying resource descriptors in gbOWL is
important. Given that adoption of new technologies is slow in the construction industries, if a
technology is to be adopted quickly it will need to fit into current construction industry
workflows and data representation practices.
gbOWL is backwards compatible with gbXML and conversion between both can be
accomplished using XSLT style sheets developed in this project. These style sheets can be
embedded in a variety of applications, or simply served on a Web server as a Web
application. This provides a simple way of converting gbXML data to gbOWL and can easily
be accomplished using plugins built for mainstream BIM tools.
Backwards compatibility with the gbXML format allows the process of conversion to gbOWL
to take place within current building design workflows. A shift in working patterns and
methodologies is not required for a user to begin representing buildings in gbOWL. Another
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benefit of backwards compatibility with an industry accepted format is that there are large
amounts of building models in existence that can immediately be represented in gbOWL.
Indeed, almost any building model created using mainstream BIM tools (e.g. Autodesk Revit
[Autodesk, 2009], Graphisoft ArchiCAD [Graphisoft, 2010,], etc.) can be represented in
gbOWL with little additional input.
gbXML is an interoperability focused format, and various efforts have been undertaken to
expand its use outside of the mainstream BIM tools, which are often prohibitively expensive
for many smaller scale users. The development of one such application was outlined as part of
this dissertation, namely the gModeller plug-in for Google SketchUp. Detailed information on
the development and implications of this plug-in can be found in Chapter 6.
The gModeller plug-in for Google SketchUp provides the capability for Google SketchUp
models to be exported as gbXML files to be used in a variety of other applications. gbXML
support in Google SketchUp provides a very simple access mechanism for representing
buildings in gbOWL. Google SketchUp is a popular modelling tool with a large community
of users, many of which use the tool for the modelling of buildings. Therefore, the ability to
export such models as gbXML offers the possibility of SketchUp-generated building models
being converted to gbOWL. Such conversion can be encouraged by implementing direct
gbOWL support into the gModeller application, in addition to Web service support to allow
users to upload models to a Web server. Such functionality is to be considered as future work.
Of course, conversion from BIM model to gbOWL is only the first step in the lifecycle of a
semantic building model. Currently, BIM tools tend to save files as either proprietary or open
standalone data formats that are normally distributed and are stored using traditional filehandling methods. Often, multiple versions of a single file can exist causing severe
synchronisation problems particularly if a team of modellers are working on the same project.
Some BIM related solutions for synchronisation do exist, e.g. Autodesk’s proprietary
Buzzsaw [Autodesk, 2011] and the open source BIMserver [BIMserver.org, 2011], however
these currently tend to be focused round a single building model, using a singular file format
and have limited if any interconnection with other data sources. The gbOWL format is
intended for use with Semantic Web servers, such as the platform outlined in this dissertation.
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One of the principles of the Pull concept outlined by Siegel is:
“Never duplicate information. Each person and organisation puts its own information
on the open web in a standard format sharing a common namespace” [Siegel, 2009].
Ideally, gbOWL will be used in this way. Once a building model has been generated in
gbOWL, it should be uploaded directly to a gbOWL-centric Semantic Web platform, which
becomes the model’s home. As has been mentioned previously, model information can be
distributed on many physical servers, but should appear as centralised to users. Modelling
tools should be able to access model information directly on the platform; subsequent edits
and updates to data should be written back to the platform model. This should eliminate the
need for multiple local copies of files, which can be a leading cause of synchronisation
problems.
Such synchronisation is similar to the functionality provided by server-based systems such as
Autodesk’s Buzzsaw and BIMserver. The key difference, however, is that while building
models stored by these systems are stored in relative isolation, building information stored on
a Semantic Web platform (using gbOWL), is part of a wider network of data, reflecting the
physical world. The implications of this extend beyond the design phase of a building project.
After the building design phase, the building model should stay on the platform and continue
to reflect the physical state of the building. Relevant information regarding the building
should be added to the information model in a linked manner. All documentation surrounding
a building can be attached to the model in the relevant areas. For example, the documents
surrounding a specific piece of equipment could be linked to from the location of the
equipment in the model; this provides a new way of organising building information, as has
been discussed previously in this dissertation.
Ownership, management, and occupancy information is an important dataset that can be
linked into a gbOWL model. As buildings progress through their lifecycle, information
regarding ownership, tenancy, and management responsibilities should be kept up to date.
When a new tenant moves into a building, its gbOWL model should be updated to reflect this
and similarly for other interested parties. Storing such information in a building model is not a
new concept: most BIM formats, including gbXML, provide some support for storing fields
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with owner name, address, etc., with such information embedded into the data model. Doing
so in gbOWL is different. The traditional approach can still be taken where information is
stored directly in the gbOWL data, however a better approach would be to link to the
interested party’s semantic profile (e.g. a FOAF profile, or similar). When an organisation’s
information changes, this will be reflected immediately in the gbOWL model. Using such an
approach, data should never stay static; it should dynamically reflect reality. The appropriate
person updates data, and linked datasets will have immediate access.
Buildings do not exist in isolation; there is usually some kind of relationship between multiple
buildings. This can be on spatial, organisational, and many other types of basis. These
relationships should be represented using gbOWL and other semantic formats. Buildings
represented in gbOWL can be connected to neighbouring buildings directly using the gbOWL
format, but can also be connected in ways that are more indirect. For example, two buildings
sharing a geographical area are connected by virtue of spatial location, which can be
represented by linking to the data resource for the spatial location. Such relationships can take
place throughout the gbOWL information model.
The relationships discussed above have tended to focus on relationships from gbOWL to
other external data sources. Just as important are relationships in the opposite direction. For
example, a semantic descriptor for an architect or building manager could link to building
files for which they have responsibility. Similarly, building models can be linked into larger
energy supply models to provide demand characteristics, and therefore a more holistic view of
the energy grid.
Linking to and from organisations and people who have different forms of responsibility
realises some of the concepts outlined in Chapter 4. This allows portfolios of building models
to be created based on differing criteria. For example, a facilities management company could
organise their building portfolios in a manner simple to monitor and navigate as required.
These organisations can store building related documentation in the relevant place within a
specific building model.
Retrieving such information is simply a case of navigating through the data model to the
required location and accessing the documents stored there. This is in contrast to the current
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paradigm for such storage, which tends to be more hierarchical and outside the context of a
building model. When such a concept is tied to an interactive model of the building, the
process of navigating to specific documentation and data becomes simpler. This is a concept
that the SWEEP application attempts to implement.
Although the SWEEP application and gbOWL data format have only been developed to a
proof of concept stage, many of the issues outlined above are possible with the technology in
its current, early, state. gbXML buildings can currently be converted to gbOWL using an
XSLT style sheet developed in this project, the resulting gbOWL conformant RDF can be
loaded into a Semantic Web platform and queried using SPARQL. After upload to a Semantic
Web platform, gbOWL data can be manipulated directly using SPARQL update extensions
and data resources in the building model can be referenced using URIs.
Once the building model resides on the Semantic Web platform, client applications are able to
access the data and use it for their own purposes. In this project, the sole client for gbOWL
has been the SWEEP application. SWEEP provides a visualisation of gbOWL building
models at different levels: spatial, geometrical, and detailed tabular form. The main purpose
of the SWEEP application is to view portfolios of buildings. However, it also provides the
ability to manipulate and add data resources, links to external data and to upload documents
and media, which are appended to specific data resources in the building model.
Implementation challenges and specific functionality in the SWEEP application and gbOWL
ontology have been discussed in detail in Chapter 7.
The building energy work outlined in this dissertation attempts to establish the foundations of
a shift from current BIM methodologies to a Semantic Web basis, linked into ontologies of
wider context. The ultimate goal for the Semantic Web is to break out of the virtual domain
and into the physical [Berners-Lee, 2001], Siegel envisages this happening in the form of
‘digital birth certificates’ [Siegel, 2009], which have been discussed above.
gbOWL can be used to provide a building’s ‘digital birth certificate’, and can be kept up to
date from design to demolition, and beyond. This concept is currently possible using
technology discussed in this dissertation. However, for this to have maximum impact, the
component parts of a building must have their own RDF based descriptors linked into the
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building model. Support for such capability will require other domains, such as product
manufacturing, maintenance, sales, etc., to begin supporting and using RDF and Semantic
Web platforms for storing and serving data about their products. This will require a step
change in many industries, although many product catalogues already exist on the Web, and it
can reasonably be expected that many product manufacturers maintain internal databases of
manufactured products (e.g. based on serial numbers). Based on this, a step change to a more
open RDF based model may not be too drastic a change.
However, significant incentive is likely to be required before industrial and commercial
domains migrate to Semantic Web based data handling methods on a large scale. In the
manufacturing industry, Semantic Web technologies do not appear to be commonly used,
although a number of research projects are being carried out in this area [Khilwani, 2009],
[Lin, 2011], suggesting that this may be about to change.
An advantage of Semantic Web based data models are that they do not have to be complete:
in fact in many cases a data model can never be complete, but instead keeps growing and
changing to reflect the physical nature of the concepts being represented. Such flexibility is
especially useful in the context of a building model, and particularly at the early stage of
development where there are many unknowns. At present, building geometry can be
represented using gbOWL, and numerous datasets can be attached to this. The ultimate goal
of the gbOWL-based work, however, is to have a completely integrated building
representation including connections into component libraries, personal profiles, and other
relevant data sets in addition to the energy supply and policy datasets developed and
discussed during this project.
The ability to represent incomplete information and support ad hoc data growth allows for the
adoption of data formats such as gbOWL, and related work, to gradually penetrate into the
relevant industries. At present, it cannot be expected that gbOWL be adopted in a wholesale
manner by entities outside of research and early adopters with an interest in the technology.
However, as datasets are released in RDF, impetus should increase for others to begin
adopting such technology. The value of gbOWL can only grow as more datasets emerge to be
interlinked with.
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It should be noted that in addition to gbOWL, other recent work has been published in this
area. These works have tended to focus on converting the IFC format into RDF based data
structures. Of note in this related work is an effort to use IFC based RDF to drive an
information model of the Sydney Opera House for facility management purposes [Schevers,
2007]. Another interesting, and more recent, work is the conversion of IFC data models for
more general purposes [Pauwels, 2010], [Pauwels, 2011], to be served on a Semantic Web
data store and accessible as part of the Linked Open Data initiative. This work is similar to the
gbOWL work presented in this dissertation, and it is interesting that such work has been
happening in parallel with the development of SWEEP and gbOWL.
Although this related work is being developed separately, and in parallel to the work
described in this dissertation, the two can be seen as complementary. RDF support for both
gbXML and IFC is beneficial to the BIM industry overall and allows for more building
models to be supported in a semantic format. By providing equivalence relations between the
gbOWL and IFC RDF ontologies, both data sets can interoperate and be used in the same
applications and use cases. The fact that two BIM related data formats are being developed
completely separately and in parallel can also be interpreted as confirmation of the need, and
benefits, associated with the use of the Semantic Web in the built environment.
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Energy Supply and Policy Models
Semantic Web based building models can be useful for a wide variety of applications,
particularly in architecture, engineering, and construction. However, from an energy
perspective, buildings fall (for the most part) on the demand side. For a more holistic energy
information representation, energy supply, policy, and economics can be taken into account.
Although there has been some discussion of smart grids and the IEC 61970 (CIM)
[McMorran, 2007] format in this dissertation, the primary focus has been on energy policy,
particularly in relation to future planning. Influencing the focus on energy policy has been the
SUSPLAN FP7 project, which has a need for a flexible and extensible manner of representing
model input, results, and project recommendations. Also influencing this priority is the fact
that significant work has been carried out on data formats such as CIM, and particularly on
smart grids, whereas higher energy policy levels have had less attention in terms of
information representation methodologies.
The data collected for the SUSPLAN project has tended to be at a relatively high level in
terms of infrastructure and the shares of renewable energy technologies that can be expected
between 2030 and 2050, based on four scenarios (as outlined in Chapter 5). Infrastructure
composes a large part of the SUSPLAN studies, but such infrastructure detail is not
represented at the level expected in a CIM model. Therefore, new data models were required
with the possibility of linking into lower level CIM data if necessary, while focusing
primarily on higher-level regional and trans-national links. In addition to infrastructure and
energy supply technology, other data sets such as socio-economic and energy demand are also
important for the aims of the SUSPLAN project, much of which requires representation for
interoperability and dissemination purposes.
A particular challenge in representing SUSPLAN data has been the range of simulation and
policy modelling tools used in the project. Particularly at regional level, case study operators
had complete flexibility in modelling tools used. Regional case studies are executed using a
bottom-up approach using tools appropriate to the individual regions and case operator
experience, posing somewhat of an integration problem if such data is to be presented in a
unified environment. Trans-national case study data does not pose such a challenge, as a top
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down approach was taken to trans-national energy and infrastructure analysis using a small
set of tools consistently across all European regions.
Although regional case operators in SUSPLAN have flexibility in the simulation and analysis
tools used in their region, there were some recommended tools which operators were
encouraged to use. This included the eTransport [Bakken, 2007] and GreenNet [Auer, 2007]
tools in addition to a small number of others, most of which were developed by project
partners. The EMPS [SINTEF, 2010] tool was also used to generate consistent results at a
trans-national level for all European countries, as were a number of infrastructure modelling
tools including the GASTALE gas infrastructure analysis tool operated by ECN in the
Netherlands [Boots, 2003]. In addition to the tools recommended in the SUSPLAN project,
some partners used alternative external models. For example, a MARKAL based model was
used for the Italian regional case study.
Each of the analysis and simulation tools used in SUSPLAN tends to have their own bespoke
data models and dictionaries suited to their own requirements. The file formats in many of the
tools are based on existing Microsoft Office database or spreadsheet formats. For the purposes
of this project, use of such formats has the advantage of being easily readable using standard
libraries. However, the structure of each data format cannot be predicted in a generic way due
to customised spreadsheets or naming schemes used to identify properties specific to the
appropriate tools. In order to provide context and interconnectivity, model data formats being
converted had to be understood in detail, presenting a challenge of time, effort, and resource
required to convert the data, each to be completed in a bespoke manner. This has meant that
in terms of representing SUSPLAN data, the most commonly used and encouraged tools were
given priority for conversion, with an intention of converting all data sources in the project if
possible. During the course of the PhD project, the eTransport, EMPS, and GASTALE
results, in addition to elements of the GreenNet model had some conversion work carried out
on them.
The fact that the majority of tools have tended to use MS Access, or MS Excel, based formats
allows for a relatively consistent methodology for converting data, with the main difference
being a need for understanding the underlying data, and handling bespoke structures and
naming schemes. The mechanism for doing so can be relatively similar, and was established
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initially for the eTransport model and gradually applied to the others (summarised in Chapter
7).
In addition to model inputs and results, socio-economic and case descriptions also have a
requirement to be captured. In order to do this in a structured fashion, XML based forms were
created using Microsoft InfoPath, based on case information requirements specified in the
SUSPLAN regional case study guidebook [Auer, 2009]. In order to convert this XML data
into RDF, XSLT style sheets were developed to carry out the process in a quick and efficient
manner.
As has been described in Chapter 7, multiple energy ontologies were developed to represent
SUSPLAN information, each of which were interlinked to form a larger SUSPLAN ontology
describing the superset of data representing the SUSPLAN project.
SUSPLAN data largely describes geographical areas, and the contextualisation of this is
important in aiding the understanding of data. Representing data in RDF helps enhance this
by allowing linkages with external data sets. For example, the SUSPLAN regional
information links to DBPedia data, providing extremely detailed context for each region and
area described in SUSPLAN, and therefore adding significant value to the original data. Links
to additional external data sets can help to add even more value, for example linking to
government data in supporting countries, etc. Similarly, high-level infrastructure information
can be linked to low-level infrastructure data represented in a format such as CIM, although
this is something of a future aspiration dependent on the CIM format being used globally by
power operators.
Conversion between model data and RDF is not the most efficient manner for representing
project information online in a semantic format. Better would be native support for RDF
within the original simulation tools. This is something that may happen one day, but is
unlikely in the short term. Engineers, economists, and other experts in the field, rather than
computer science and information experts mostly orchestrate the development of such
simulation and policy tools and tend to be late adopters of new software development
methodologies. The prevalence of Microsoft Office based data formats in many such tools is a
good example of this. The underlying algorithms and logic are usually very advanced and
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optimised, however the overall software platform can have many dependencies (e.g. the need
for Microsoft Office) and can be inefficient with integration problems resulting from building
on an existing, generic, platform. This may not be the case across the board, but certainly
seems to be a recurring theme in the toolsets used in the domain occupied by SUSPLAN. This
is justified, however, based on the fact that many such tools are developed as research
projects, designed to solve specific problems, and are not originally designed to be
commercial grade software applications.
Use of RDF or XML based data formats for such tools can help to provide increased levels of
data interoperability and can provide the ability to feed results of one policy and infrastructure
model into a second completely separate engine, therefore using a single model to solve
multiple specific problems, in a related domain.
An evident issue during the development of energy policy and infrastructure models for the
SUSPLAN project was version synchronisation. During the course of the project, many
incomplete data models were produced as an iterative process, and then upon receipt of
complete input data and satisfactory results the final model was run with the results being
presented in the final reports. This approach was useful in that it allowed models to be
developed and run without full datasets, but was problematic in that case operators may have
many similar data models stored and shared between different partners. This issue goes back
to one of the key principles of the Semantic Web as outlined by Siegel, that any piece of data
should only be stored in a single location [Siegel, 2009]. By representing such information
using RDF and storing the RDF in a single location, accessible to all necessary partners, many
of the synchronisation challenges would have been overcome. At any time, the data set that
partners access should be the most up to date. Of course, there are exceptions to this, for
example if significant errors were found in the input and a rollback to a previous version was
required. Such capability could be handled with the inclusion of a versioning ontology e.g.,
[Bastarrica, 2006] or a variant. This synchronisation problem is common across most desktop
based file formats, but is particularly problematic with large and complex data sets such as
those developed in SUSPLAN. This problem was particularly noticeable in the conversion of
model data to RDF. This process had to be undergone with each change to a model. Native
support for RDF and a connection to a remote data store could have eliminated such an issue.
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Within SUSPLAN, data collection from expected modelling environments proved to be
relatively straightforward after appropriate ontologies and conversion software was
developed. More challenging, and less successful, was the collection of socio-economic and
case background information. The technology for doing so was developed successfully,
however the challenge was in convincing case operators to complete input forms so that they
could be converted to RDF. Of the nine cases investigated for SUSPLAN, only forms for two
of these were completed, one of which was the Western Isles case study completed by the
author and used as a test case.
There are numerous reasons why the forms were not completed, but chief among those is the
fact that the form filling process did not fit into the case operators’ standard workflow. Only
those with significant interest in the technology completed the forms. Another issue was that
some operators did not have access to Microsoft InfoPath; perhaps a web-based form would
have been more successful. However, those operators were in the minority so that this does
not seem like the main reason for the lack of completed forms. All operators did write up their
case studies as comprehensive deliverable reports. However, these were unstructured and
could not easily be scraped for contextualised data. Some technologies do exist for doing this,
e.g. OpenCalais [Reuters, 2009], but are unlikely to extract the highly targeted and domain
specific context surrounding the SUSPLAN case studies, although this would be an
interesting avenue for exploration.
Model data developed by various case operators was converted to RDF more successfully.
This issue seems to highlight the importance of fitting RDF creation into current user
workflow. The creation of RDF and structured data should fit seamlessly into standard
workflows without the operator being overly aware of the technology. Otherwise, there is a
reduced likelihood that RDF data will be generated, or of the data model achieving its full
potential. This issue also highlights an issue that has been grappled with for some time by
many researchers: machine understanding of natural language. The issue of workflow is just
as important for building models as for energy policy, and has been discussed in such context
earlier in the Chapter.
For the purposes of data dissemination, Semantic Web technologies can be powerful,
particularly where datasets are combined; and is a primary reason for the use of a Semantic
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Web platform hosting SUSPLAN information. Use of a Semantic Web platform for
disseminating SUSPLAN information can work on two levels.
The first level is by providing data directly through the means of client applications that
process raw RDF data to be displayed in a manner understandable and appropriate for
targeted users. Clearly, this approach does not rely on data being served using Semantic Web
technology, and could be achieved using traditional relational databases. However, the use of
Semantic Web technologies does provide significant advantages, chiefly increased levels of
context when data is mixed with external data streams. This is the approach taken in the
SUSPLAN dissemination client outlined in Chapter 7. The client presents SUSPLAN
information using interactive charts, maps, and other user interface elements. External data is
retrieved and shown in the client based on connections implicit in the underlying data and
helps provide context to the geographical regions being viewed.
The SUSPLAN dissemination client can be considered relatively shallow, as its purpose is to
summarise project results for presentation to high-level stakeholders. However, although data
shown in the client is shallow, underlying data sets are deep and access can be provided to
deeper information via the client. This would normally be in the form of querying capability,
although the technological capability of the target audience needs to be kept in mind when
providing such functionality. For example, in the SUSPLAN dissemination client, simplified
data querying (e.g. free text or pre-made queries) is probably more appropriate than full scale
SPARQL capability in order to reduce confusion and increase client usefulness.
Another area in the SUSPLAN dissemination client where Semantic Web technologies
provide an advantage over traditional database techniques is in document management.
Similarly to the organisation of building information in the SWEEP application, SUSPLAN
documentation can be appended to any level in the ontology structure. This is useful as it
allows for an intuitive manner of organising project reports around, and integrated into,
project data rather than as completely separate entities. This allows for more intuitive ways of
presenting project documentation in the client application, as project reports can be served in
a context-aware fashion complementing the information being viewed at a given point. For
example in the SUSPLAN dissemination client, if a user views data for a specific region, then
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documentation for that region will be available, upon changing the view back to a European
level, trans-national reports will be available and so on.
Traditionally, all public project documentation would be presented on a single web page, for
example as a list of links or similar. This is useful in that it makes the project documentation
generally available. However, it can lead to a case of information overload and result in
difficulty finding specific documents. Using the SUSPLAN dissemination client, users only
see the documentation relevant to the context of the data they are viewing, reducing the
number of file choices available at any given time and hopefully enhancing user experience
and understanding. Such a system also allows users to gain a summarised understanding of a
specific region or aspect of SUSPLAN and, if interested in finding out more, immediately
access relevant documentation containing a detailed write up of the assumptions,
methodologies, and reasoning behind the data – something difficult to convey as charts and
user interface components.
The second level where Semantic Web technology is useful in the dissemination of
SUSPLAN information is at the deeper level of raw data. A core principle of the Semantic
Web is to make data available across the Internet in a format openly accessible by anyone for
use in different ways – to open up the deep web of data. As Siegel outlines, use of the
Semantic Web should aim to open up the silos of inaccessible data that the current (or recent)
paradigm in information management consists of [Siegel, 2009]. By serving SUSPLAN data
on a Semantic Web platform, otherwise inaccessible model inputs, results, background data,
and documentation become programmatically available to the public.
By communicating SPARQL queries with the SUSPLAN Semantic Web platform via the
standard HTTP protocol, interested persons can query the SUSPLAN data at any level of
detail required. Results can be returned in a number of ways, including XML to be parsed in a
downstream application. This means that SUSPLAN data can be used in a variety of
applications outside the original scope of the SUSPLAN project and can be merged with other
Semantic data sets to achieve various aims. It is unknown at present as to how SUSPLAN
data will be prescribed, or indeed how much interest there will be in the knowledge base.
However, it will be interesting to monitor use of the data.
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Without the use of a Semantic Web platform, all underlying SUSPLAN data would almost
certainly be stored in the original file formats and most likely locally with responsible case
operators. Some data may have been made publically available as spreadsheets or database
files, in isolation and without interconnection to wider project data. The data would basically
be individual silos, difficult to access and use in further applications. By providing the data in
an open and programmatically accessible fashion, the significant work carried out under the
auspices of SUSPLAN can potentially be built upon in future without the need for recreation
or duplication of data and effort.
There are some major issues with such open access to data, primarily from a security
standpoint. The majority of SUSPLAN model information is not particularly sensitive,
commercially or otherwise, so that for the most part security of data access is not particularly
concerning. However, there are some isolated cases of data used in SUSPLAN requiring some
care in handling. Such data would be regional or confidential data supplied to a case operator
on an exclusive basis, but not for public dissemination, usually due to commercial or security
implications. Examples of such information are detailed electricity demand profiles, power
station locations, detailed infrastructure routes, etc. In many of the regional case studies,
operators have been given access to such information, which has been used in some way to
inform input into regional models and recommendations. Due to the high-level nature of the
SUSPLAN project, such information would normally be aggregated and abstracted before
being input into models. Nevertheless, careful filtering of data is required before being made
available on the Semantic Web.
If sensitive SUSPLAN data was to be hosted on the Semantic Web platform, then security
measures such as resource based user access could be implemented. However, this is an area
of research outside the scope of this PhD project, although it is being carried out elsewhere
and has been discussed earlier in this Chapter. Standard security measures can also be applied,
such as user authentication, etc., but make it rather difficult to provide public access to subsets
of data.
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Combined Impact
The World Wide Web has possibly exerted the most powerful impact on society in modern
times and the vision of the Semantic Web is to extend this even further [Berners-Lee, 1999],
[Siegel, 2009], etc. However, the overall impact of the Semantic Web depends very much on
its uptake and use and whether its concepts are realised, even partially. The Semantic Web
idea has been relatively slow in developing since the idea was introduced in 1999, but now
seems to be making significant ground in some areas.
It has been the aim of this project to impact upon the domain of sustainable energy by
addressing the information requirements of energy supply, policy, and demand. Sustainable
energy is a huge area, and it is unrealistic to expect that the Semantic Web is the answer to all
its information issues; however, it is hoped that the work described in this dissertation will
have significant positive impact on some key areas.
The introduction of the gbOWL RDF format, the implications of which are discussed earlier
in this Chapter, has potential to change the current paradigm in communication between
building information models and energy analysis environments by taking a key current data
format and extending it for use in a Semantic Web based environment, allowing building
models to be created, edited, and analysed with increased collaboration, coordination, and
reliability. In addition, the gbOWL data format and the SWEEP application have the potential
to introduce a new way of organising building information throughout the lifecycle of a
building with the aim of helping facility managers, ESCOs, and others to monitor portfolios
of buildings and maximise the value of the initial information model. The ultimate potential
of such information structures for describing the built environment has wide scope;
potentially touching all aspects of building creation, usage, and demolition at individual and
multi-building levels.
Demonstrating the potential impact that Semantic Web technologies can have on the building
information modelling domain is the fact that such work is not happening in isolation. In
addition to the work presented in this dissertation, other similar work is happening in parallel
with a focus on different data formats [Pauwels, 2010]. It could be argued that such work
emerging now and with levels of success at proof of concept level show that there is at least
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some recognition of need for more interconnected and open data formats in the BIM industry.
In fact, the presence of well-established XML based formats may show that the need has been
recognised for some time and has been met to a limited degree using traditional XML. The
Semantic Web may well be the technology that fulfils this need more completely and the
specific technologies for doing so are only now coming to the fore.
Semantic Web technologies can also have significant impact on the supply and policy side of
sustainable energy. This has been demonstrated in a number of cases at detailed grid level by
work carried out using the IEC61970 (CIM) standard [McMorran, 2007], [Bell, 2007], and is
increasingly being adopted as a major component in Smart Grids (discussed in Chapter 3). At
the higher-level policy and planning level, large amounts of information are generated,
sourced, and modelled in order to influence long-term strategic decisions. This is an area,
which, as previously discussed in this Chapter, may benefit from Semantic Web based data
formats and methodologies.
The technology and applications developed in this PhD project have potential to impact
heavily on the individual areas targeted. However, it is in the combination of these, and other,
technologies that maximum impact for sustainable energy can be attained.
By connecting gbOWL and SUSPLAN ontologies, the state of an energy system can be
represented in a more holistic manner. Both energy supply and demand are connected to
create a single distributed information structure that begins to represent the physical world in
ever more detail. By combining energy policy information with current and planned building
models, queries can be developed on both sides to assess impacts of buildings on grid
infrastructure, effects of future policy on a specific building or portfolio of buildings, whether
building energy needs can be met by sustainable energy sources, etc. Such queries can now be
carried out using the information structures defined in this dissertation.
The use case of navigating such data is also interesting. By adopting the gbOWL format,
facility managers, for example, can navigate through portfolios of buildings from high-level
views of all buildings to the smallest level of detail in a specific building model, e.g. the
thermal properties of a surface material. Similarly using SUSPLAN structures, users can
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navigate from trans-national to regional data and view details regarding specific generation
technologies, etc. (albeit on an aggregated scale).
By combining the two information structures the scope for navigation increases dramatically.
Users can navigate from a trans-national overview of Europe, to a regional level, investigate
demand figures for that region, and then navigate into certain buildings in the region to
extremely detailed levels. The ability to carry out such navigation exists in the structures
developed in this project, although there are obviously some security implications and such
functionality may have to be limited slightly before being made available to the general
public.
By combining these data structures with external ontologies, the range of queries and
applications that can be achieved expands rapidly and becomes very interesting. For example,
a combination of the data structures developed for this project with the CIM standard will
allow an even greater level of understanding of the relationship between building energy
demand and supply, allowing the dynamics between both to be captured in detail. This also
adds a layer between the SUSPLAN level of information and building models so that data
navigation produces more areas to be explored, and allows execution of increasingly detailed
queries.
Possibilities for useful combinations of data sets are almost endless. However, some relevant
examples are as follows.
Combining the gbOWL dataset with an ontology describing sensor networks and data would
allow for real time information gathered from building sensors to be represented from within
the building model itself. This would allow monitoring of a portfolio of buildings with up to
real time data being available to a portfolio manager at any time. Navigating to a specific
room could allow only data for that area to be viewed, aiding in the quick isolation of problem
areas. This idea could be taken to the level of power operator, or ESCO. Building energy
demand could be monitored in real time and fed into the supply process to help ensure
optimisation of the supply network. Similarly, such data could be filtered up to a higher level,
and used to influence future policy and become part of aggregated input data into a linear
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programming model trying to optimise the best mix of technologies to be granted planning
permission to achieve increased levels of sustainable energy generation.
Increased access to, and simplified importing of, large amounts of building information
statistics and energy policy data in combination with other large scale data sets can be of real
benefit to future research projects looking at solving energy, and other, problems. A key area
of difficulty faced in the SUSPLAN project, the development of this PhD project, and in
many other research projects is the sourcing of good quality input data. In the energy sector at
present, detailed information can be difficult to find and can be hidden within proprietary
databases, or company walls. Obviously there is a need for such measures in some cases, but
there is also a large amount of information that can be released for general consumption.
With the structures outlined in this dissertation, along with others, researchers in energy
infrastructure, policy, economics, and demand can release their results in a manner openly
accessible to researchers in different organisations and fields, allowing them to build on
significant investments in previous work. Such use could have the potential to impact heavily
on future research efforts by cutting down on data gathering time, and allowing more focus on
the problems being investigated. There are some clear issues with this, not least quality
assurance of data. However, there are some precedents for such information sharing,
particularly in biomedical sciences, where Semantic Web technologies have been used
comprehensively and successfully in many research projects [Chen, 2010], [Patel, 2010]. The
release of large amounts of government data is another precedent for the sharing of such data,
and provides large-scale data sets that should fit well with SUSPLAN policy structures.
Another example of where this work could impact has broader scope than the domain of
sustainable energy, although still part of it. This is in being a component part of the wider
linked data movement and becoming part of a large-scale information model used to represent
and drive the physical world. This is the direction that some of the lead authors and architects
of the Semantic Web see the technology progressing. Indeed, as more domains adopt
semantic data formats, the argument for such direction being realised becomes stronger.
The work discussed in this dissertation can fit into this wider picture in a number of ways.
One is by becoming part of the ‘digital birth certificate’ concept as outlined by Siegel [Siegel,
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2009]. gbOWL has the potential to play a major part as the data format used to describe
building instances. From initial design phases of a building up until its demolishment and
recycling, a gbOWL instance of the building would be created and continuously kept up to
date. All components in the building would have their own data instances, linked to from
within gbOWL and would similarly be kept up to date as new equipment was purchased, or
maintenance carried out. In addition, the building information model could be used as a
means of monitoring and controlling the building using sensor networks and controllers. The
information model becomes the driving force for the physical product.
The building model could be linked to from various data sets for many purposes. One
important area here would be owner information. Siegel’s vision for the near future is that all
Web users will have their own Semantic data locker describing them, their belongings, and
preferences [Siegel, 2009]. A building owner’s data locker could connect to the building’s
gbOWL based information model, which would similarly be connected back. In this way a
building could keep detailed records of all its owners, useful for insurance purposes and
future sales and reference. Additionally, by providing access to detailed user information the
building could potentially use user preferences and statistics to attempt to predict and respond
to energy use patterns which could in turn reduce energy demand and carbon emissions as
well as increase savings.
Another important area in this example of wider information linking is in the energy grid. The
use of Semantic Web based data formats can make the building model a dynamic part of a
smart energy infrastructure grid. Buildings can become reactive components in the grid in
addition to being generators (e.g., using micro-renewables). This information could be fed
into the wider grid system and used as inputs into management systems controlling the overall
system. Connected information such as building user preferences and usage statistics could be
used to predict energy requirements and for personalised, and more effective, adjustments to
energy flow and tariffs. Such data could then filter up to higher levels and be used in policymaking decisions and future research projects, the results of which would be fed back into the
system to create an ever-optimising system. This example is one of the ultimate goals of such
information handling technology and is essentially a combination of the examples and
concepts outlined throughout this dissertation.
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The example above is a rather utopian view of how the Semantic Web could develop in the
coming years. The reality of this being the case has many dependencies and challenges to
overcome. The goal of this PhD project has been to put in place some of the components for
getting to this stage. The proof of concept work in this project shows that such an example
could eventually be possible and that the underlying technology now exists and is nearing the
stage of changing the current paradigms of data management to be more Web centric and
open, effectively changing from a ‘Push’ model to a ‘Pull’ model. This could be the case for
sustainable energy and the wider world of information.
More challenging than technological development, however, may be socio-economic barriers
to changes in the ways that information is handled. Even in the current paradigm, there are
major issues with the storing of personal information online, with many recent high-profile
examples surrounding social networking Web applications (e.g. [Paul, 2010]). There have
also been various recent cases of private or classified materials being leaked onto the Web
[BBC News, 2010], or misplaced storage mediums being located with large amounts of
personal information [Harrison, 2008]. The security implications of such data being freely
available are extremely serious, particularly in relation to identity fraud and similar crime.
Other barriers are fear of government control of private data, for example fierce debate
surrounding identity cards has been a high profile issue in the United Kingdom for some time
[Beynon-Davies, 2006] with particular concern about erosion of civil rights with such
measures. At the same time however, people are becoming very accustomed to sharing
increasing levels of personal information on the World Wide Web via the medium of social
networking and similar applications.
The rise of social networking applications show that people are, in general, willing to store
large amounts of private data on the Web. The question, though, is how far they are willing to
go with this? Concepts such as Siegel’s personal data locker will require much of the
information associated with an individual to be stored on a server in a semantic data format.
Also, will people be comfortable with having their home information connect with other data
sources across the Semantic Web?
Clearly, security and confidence is a key issue here. In the examples discussed above, there is
no expectation for private information to be made openly available to the world, but there is a
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need to make subsets of information available for certain purposes, this is also an idea that
Siegel discusses in depth [Siegel, 2009]. However, a real problem could be security breaches
into an individual or organisation’s private knowledge bases. Rather than only have access to
relatively shallow and less connected data currently stored in social networking sites and
company databases, attackers would have access to data describing a person’s whole identity
and possessions. The impact of such information being hacked and leaked for purposes of
fraud would be hugely negative and dangerous.
Therefore, the biggest barrier to overcome before this type of work can impact on society in a
large-scale way is likely to be security, with granular privacy control being a key part of this.
Obviously, there are many other issues related to this, and many areas of research, however a
detailed analysis of these is outside the scope of this dissertation.
Another barrier to adoption of Semantic Web data formats is in the uptake of such formats by
application developers, and the general uptake of Semantic Web formats by users. As has
been discussed regarding both gbOWL and SUSPLAN data formats, fitting in with current
workflows is important. The relatively long time it has taken for BIM techniques to gain
traction in the AEC domain demonstrates that new ways of working cannot expect to gain
instant and widespread adoption. Similarly, as was found in the gathering of SUSPLAN data,
without fitting the generation of RDF data into current workflow, and doing so in an almost
transparent way, there is likely to be hesitation, resistance, or just difficulty in recognising the
need for such data formats. Particularly, in domains where the primary focus is not on
technology and potential users have many other tasks to perform.
Providing an efficient and easy way of encapsulating data in RDF is important. In this project,
heavy use was made of XSLT technology for doing so, in addition to the development of
various lightweight Java applications to act as interfaces for XSLT or to carry out specific
conversions (e.g., MS Excel to RDF). Such an approach seems to have been successful within
the limited proof of concept scope of this PhD project, and could also work successfully on a
wider scale.
In order for Semantic Web based data formats to penetrate into the domain of sustainable
energy, a key milestone will be adoption by application developers. Ideally, application users
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should not be required to have knowledge of the technology behind the Semantic Web, but
would be aware of its benefits and have the capability to seamlessly export information
models from a modelling environment to be automatically stored on a Semantic Energy
knowledge base for use in numerous other applications by the user, in addition to being linked
to other data sources. Similarly, on the downstream side of analysis tools, the analysis
environments would ideally have built-in support for automatically connecting to a user’s
Semantic Web server, accessing relevant information models and retrieving linked data of
relevance to the operations being conducted.
This kind of adoption has already happened to a certain degree in the AEC industry with
XML based interoperability formats. Therefore, it is not infeasible to imagine that such could
happen again with RDF formats. In energy policy and economics modelling tools, such
interoperability does not seem to be commonly available, and the use of single, specialised,
proprietary formats is normal practice.
Although support by application developers is important to the widespread adoption of such
data formats and practices it should not be relied upon, particularly during early stages. To
begin use of these formats, plug-in applications and standalone conversion and uploading
applications can, and have, been built to get users started with the technology. It is with the
success of early adopters that mainstream developers are likely to start supporting the new
formats. There is no expectation that large-scale adoption will happen overnight, or even in
the very near future; a gradual shift is rather more likely. However, this may be accelerated
with the rise of Semantic Web technologies in other distinct domains, and with corresponding
increases in amounts of linked data available.
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Evaluation
The initial aim of this PhD project was to investigate the need for, and impact of, XML and
Web services on sustainable energy. As the research progressed, it was realised that XML and
Web services in themselves, while very useful, do not seem to go far enough in addressing
some of the most pressing data management needs in the sustainable energy domain. The
technology emerging from work carried out on the Semantic Web appeared to be relevant to
addressing these issues, and so the scope of the project began to focus on the applicability of
Semantic Web technologies for sustainable energy, in addition to XML and other Web
technologies.
This section will attempt to evaluate the work carried out in this dissertation, particularly
focusing on its applicability to the domains in question. However, the underlying technology
will also be briefly evaluated in relation to external works and guidelines on the concept of
the Semantic Web.
The Semantic Energy platform in this project was developed to a proof of concept level, and
therefore was not developed to a stage ready to fulfil all the use cases identified in Chapter 4
and Chapter 7 at a full-scale stable state. Rather, the use cases were partially addressed and
require further work to be used in an enterprise, or other, setting. Therefore, the testing of the
applications was handled internally within the Greenspace Research group of the University
of the Highlands and Islands, and was not trialled in real environments, such as with facility
managers, etc. This is something that should be carried out subsequently to this project,
however.
The exception to this was the SUSPLAN Semantic Energy system, which is designed for
general consumption in the very near future as a SUSPLAN project deliverable. Therefore,
the user interface and data held in the SUSPLAN knowledge has been tested and validated
more thoroughly by external partners than the other development work, although more work
is still required within the SUSPLAN project timeline before the technology is released.
In terms of investigating whether Semantic Web technologies are appropriate and valuable for
use in the domain of sustainable energy, this project has been successful. The applicability of
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such data management techniques has been demonstrated through the use of prototypes that
can now be extended further for more extensive use in targeted areas. Based on the Semantic
Web platform, data formats, and conversion applications developed in this project, the
conclusion can be reached that such technologies can be used to aid in the representation and
management of sustainable energy information and can also have significant impact on wider
domains and industries in a similar manner.
Clearly, there are barriers to this, as have been discussed and there is no guarantee that these
technologies will be adopted into the mainstream. However, if the technology is adopted for
common use within sustainable energy, then the prototypical work carried out for this PhD
project suggests that it could significantly benefit the sustainable energy domain, in addition
to other related areas, by improving organisational efficiency, increasing interoperability, and
providing for increased levels of analysis difficult to achieve in the current paradigm.
In addition to the core issue of investigating the impact of Semantic Web technologies on
sustainable energy via prototypes, there are a number of other outputs from this work, which
although not the primary focus are useful by-products of the investigation.
One such output is the development of the gModeller plug-in for Google SketchUp (which
was carried out by a team including the author) and the associated data transformation work
carried out to convert gbXML models into files capable of being executed in the TRNSYS
environment, as described in Chapter 6. This work formed the early stages of this PhD project
when XML based technologies were being investigated. From this work, two peer-reviewed
conference papers have been produced and presented [Finlayson, 2008], [Murray, 2009] and
development has continued on the gModeller plug-in, which has gone through numerous
iterations and is now a commercially available tool via the Greenspace Live spin-off company
and is used for a variety of purposes by a community of users in the AEC domain. Related
work was also carried out in a similar gbXML based vein in producing gModeller’s sister
product gEnergy EPC which provides analysis capability for gbXML in the form of energy
performance certificates. This tool is also commercially available and in use within the AEC
domain.
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A major output on the energy supply side has been the delivery of the Western Isles regional
case study, which the author was heavily involved in and the data of which has been used to
test the technology developed in the main focus of the project. This work is described in some
detail in Chapter 5, in addition to the SUSPLAN Islands Region report [Gair, 2010],
publically released as a SUSPLAN output. This work focused on the detail of the current state
of energy in the Western Isles and identified various future opportunities and threats, based on
four globally defined scenarios. In addition to the gathering of regional data, various models
were created to try and assess the future options presented, and to suggest the optimum mix of
technologies suitable for deployment in the region over the next forty years. The modelling
environments used for this included eTransport, EMPS, and GreenNet.
The Western Isles regional cases study was compiled and evaluated with input from various
industry experts, and stakeholders including power companies, community groups, and
individuals at local and national government level. The final report [Gair, 2010] has been
disseminated to such stakeholders in addition to decision makers at a European Level and will
be used to influence the future direction of renewable power in the region, nationally, and in
the European Union.
In addition to the direct benefits of such work, the fact that such data was produced locally
was of significant benefit to the Semantic Web work developed in this project. The fact that
the author was responsible for much of the data modelling helped in gaining a deep
understanding of the data structures used in the back end, and helped in the definition of
context when creating ontologies to represent the data. The local case study provided a large
amount of data with which to test the underlying system on a real life basis, even when
datasets were incomplete and as the regional case study progressed. The alternative would
have been to use dummy data sets that, while useful, are unlikely to have provided the same
opportunity in testing queries and the ability to monitor performance with large data sets.
Also, having a good understanding of the underlying data and what values corresponded to in
the physical domain allowed an increased degree of validation and debugging.
Although the primary aim of this project is deemed successful in demonstrating the
applicability of the Semantic Web for sustainable energy, the actual impact of such
technology still has some way, in terms of technological development and social acceptance,
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to go before being fully realised. However, as has been discussed above, some of the
secondary outputs of this work are more applicable to the present and have already made
some impact within both energy demand and policy at different levels.

Industrial Feedback
Although little external testing of the Semantic Web work detailed in this dissertation was
carried out, the work has been discussed and shown to various industry stakeholders who
responded with feedback as to how such a system would be applicable in their respective
domains.
Feedback gathered from a specific large facility and energy management company [Telford,
2011] suggested that a Semantic Web based repository of combined building and energy data
would add value to their workflows, particularly in terms of site surveys and energy audits.
A current problem in this domain seems to be the fragmented nature of building information.
Information on plant and systems within a building seem to be of particular concern, new
carbon accounting schemes require building owners to provide testing of plant performance,
where in many cases the owner may not even know which plant is installed, or who was
responsible for installing it. Often no audit trails of such equipment exist requiring physical
testing of equipment to ascertain emission and energy performance, at significant cost. If
information were available, then performance could be used from manufacturer specifications
[Telford, 2011]. Therefore, a Semantic Web based building knowledge base, as described in
this dissertation, would allow building owners or surveyors to navigate through building data
and then onwards to specific plant manufacturer data (hosted by the manufacturer), provided
the data has been recorded correctly in the first place. The use of such a system for
organisational purposes could improve the efficiency of information management in the
facility management industry and save time and money currently spent tracing building
information and responsible authors, in addition to resulting physical surveys due to lack of
information.
Fragmented information management seems to be a problem across the construction industry,
and not just for facility management. The problems associated with fragmented and
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incomplete information outlined by the facility management company above were also
highlighted when this work was discussed with an employee of a large cost consultancy
[Oliver, 2011]. In their case large amounts of information is produced for individual projects,
as spread sheets, however this information tends to be restricted to very specific quantities
and costs, with little contextual information about the project or buildings in question. This is
fine for the purposes of the work at the time, but can be problematic at later stages when
projects are revisited and personnel have moved on to other projects or firms. A system such
as described in this dissertation could be useful to such a company in contextualising and
organising project data. Similar problems were also outlined by a director at a major energy
surveying and plant supply company [Ferguson, 2011].
Although the system could provide such companies with the advantages described above, a
key identified problem was data entry. The work described in this dissertation allows the
connection of multiple energy related data sets, but to do this data has to be populated in the
first place. Industry feedback suggests that this is just not happening at present, and is a
significant barrier to the deployment and usefulness of the work in an industrial environment
[Telford, 2011], [Ferguson, 2011], [Cronin, 2011].
Feedback regarding data gathering was that the work outlined in this dissertation assumes
information already exists, or is recorded, in a form that can be organised, this does not seem
to be the case in many stages of the building lifecycle and therefore many of the advantages
of the system cannot be fully realised until this is the case [Telford, 2011]. Building design
stages are an exception to this as Building Information Modelling is now gaining traction, but
are not always kept up to date as information assets, particularly in terms of operational data,
or later changes to the building [Cronin, 2011]. The fact that this work attempts to integrate
into current BIM workflows is advantageous in building up information assets, but more work
may be required to encourage the recording and organisation of building data after the design
stages. However, this situation can be expected to improve as governmental legislation
towards carbon accounting requires more operational data to be analysed.
It has been asserted that the system described in this dissertation would be more suitable in
relation to newly designed buildings, rather than attempting to retroactively model and create
information assets for existing portfolios. While this is possible, it can be extremely expensive
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in terms of the surveying requirements needed to create an information asset for an existing
building or energy system [Ferguson, 2011].
Interconnection between energy demand and supply information was highlighted as an area
where such a platform could be of significant value to a facility management company. The
ability to analyse both datasets could allow facility managers to pinpoint high value areas of
impact across a portfolio of buildings to improve on, while ignoring the lower value
impactors [Telford, 2011]. Therefore maximising cost savings and energy efficiency. In its
current prototypical state, the work in this dissertation is not capable of doing this but is a
potential area of future work that could be of value.
The Semantic Energy platform outlined in this dissertation has also been discussed with a
number of stakeholders in Smart City projects who have asserted that such a platform could
be of use [Furr, 2009], [Ferguson, 2011], with significant further investment and
development, in the representation of building and energy data on a citywide basis. Such
projects have large-scale information management requirements many differing levels of
detail and require systems that can scale to suit this. Web based information management
techniques seem particularly ideal in this case, and is something that needs further research
and development.
Multiple information assets combining into a larger entity, rather than a single canonical,
model has been highlighted as a particular advantage of a Semantic Web based system for
energy management. A single information model is unlikely to have all required data by all
stakeholders in a project (as is also discussed in the discussion section of this dissertation) and
therefore the ability to connect different models into a larger queryable entity is of value, and
is more likely to be the way forward in storing energy related information than by building
large singular models [Cronin, 2011].
The commercial applicability of the Semantic Web work described in this dissertation is one
area of criticism. A recent funding application to the UK Technology Strategy Board [TSB,
2012] to develop the Semantic Energy system further resulted in feedback that the idea of
Semantic Energy was applicable to the energy domain and a relevant area for further research,
however, its commercial applicability was unclear due to industry wide uptake being required
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before the system could be used for large-scale portfolios. Also, it was deemed more suitable
to large-scale companies or projects (e.g. Smart City type projects) than to smaller energy and
building focused practices. This is not a problem from a research point of view, but does
highlight that some thought is required as to the industrial relevance of applications that are
built around the system and how adoption can be encouraged at multiple levels of practice
size. It seems as if this harks back to the issues described above regarding information not
being collected in an efficient or organised manner at present. The resolution or improvement
of such issues could be an appropriate area to focus on in terms of the initial
commercialisation and deployment of such a system.

Principles of Pull
In evaluating the Semantic Energy platform, data formats, and applications created in this
project, the work as a whole can be compared against what Siegel calls “the main principles
of pull” [Siegel, 2009, Page 237] as follows:

•

“Organise around customers and customer groups, not capabilities”: The Semantic
Web based work outlined in this dissertation satisfies this principle. The data formats
have been created based on data sets and structures used in the various target sectors.
This data is then the centre of any further applications, capabilities are added around
the data, and where possible are left relatively open to be used by the target user in a
way that suits them.

•

“Fit into your customers’ environment”: This reflects a key issue which has been
discussed earlier in this chapter, namely regarding the fit between the semantic data
formats and the targeted user’s current workflow. This has been addressed to a degree
by the work carried out in this project, particularly in the BIM domain, but perhaps
less so in the energy policy domain. At present this is normally handled by standalone
software applications and relies heavily on XSLT style sheets. In time, however, it is
hoped that such formats will be more tightly integrated into client systems.

•

“Never duplicate information”: The platform and applications outlined in this
dissertation are designed to be run on a Web server in a single location; however, the
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actual data can reside in an interconnected fashion on multiples of such servers. By
storing information in such a way, users are encouraged to create information once to
be saved on the Semantic Web, and should be accessed from there in that location.
The use of URIs as the addressing mechanism can also encourage this. However, it is
ultimately the choice of the user to use the technology in such a way and it may take
some time for a mass migration to such practices.

•

“Pay for performance and results, rather than process”: This does not necessarily
apply to the work described in this dissertation, at this stage. However it does suggest
a model for how services can be charged for in future development of the applications,
where revenue is appropriate. For example, in the case of an ESCO, payment would be
based on the performance of data and the results found in the data model based on
energy savings.

•

“Automatically generate metadata”: This reflects the sentiment expressed in the
second principle, “fit into your customers’ environment” in that a potential barrier in
the use of RDF is in its creation. Just as with most file formats, end users should not
be expected to articulate the data in raw form, rather this should be handled at the
application level, or at least using a conversion tool. Making this as intuitive and
integrated as possible is key to increasing adoption of Semantic Web standards.
Solutions and methodologies for doing this have been outlined in this dissertation for
the areas being addressed.

•

“Ask questions and get answers”: Being RDF based, the data formats presented in
this dissertation are structured in such a way that concepts are defined in an
unambiguous manner, allowing easier processing of data by machine. In defining
concepts in the data models, commonly used terminology from the target areas were
used where possible; this includes names from existing standards such as gbXML, in
addition to the naming schemes used within the bespoke databases of targeted
modelling environments. The Semantic Web platform used to serve this content relied
heavily on the use of the SPARQL query language to allow querying of the data.
SPARQL allows the use of logical operators, and searches based on defined concepts
rather than just keyword or free text searches.
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With the combination of SPARQL and industry understood terminology, users and
developers should be able to create highly targeted searches based on concepts and
using logical operators and should therefore get the answers they are looking for
providing matching data exists.

•

“Apply the Semantic Web acid test (is it semantic? And is it on the web?)”: The
primary work outlined in this dissertation passes on both accounts for the reasons
described above.

By fulfilling the main principles of ‘Pull’, as shown above, this work can be thought of as
successful in demonstrating that the concept of ‘Pull’ can be achieved in the field of
sustainable energy, if only at a prototypical level. With industry support, it should be possible
to scale this up significantly to encourage the targeted areas to adopt an approach based more
on the ‘Pull’ concept and gain the benefits of doing so, but at the same time not change their
current practices too radically.

Conclusion
This Chapter has discussed the Semantic Energy technology developed by the author and
colleagues to address the concepts and use cases identified earlier in the dissertation. The
implications of these technologies on the target field has been discussed with particular focus
on the two subsets of sustainable energy which have been targeted in this project, namely the
representation of building energy demand and of energy supply policy and infrastructure.
Although the implications of this work are, for the most part, positive and should aid in the
organisation, synchronisation, usage, and querying of data in the targeted fields, in addition to
opening up many new relationships between data, which will be interesting to explore and
may provide significant value, there are also some major issues that have been explored. The
most prominent being security of data, with barriers to adoption also explored.
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This Chapter also evaluated the work carried out in the project, based on the aims outlined
earlier in the dissertation and appropriateness to the targeted domains. The work is deemed to
have been successful in showing that Web technologies, and in particular the Semantic Web,
can be used to address some of the information management issues arising in the domain of
sustainable energy, and in turn be used to drive the physical world. A number of other
secondary works that have taken place as part of this project have also been highlighted, along
with their impact on the sustainable energy domain.
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CHAPTER 9 – CONCLUSION
Summary of Work
This dissertation has examined whether Semantic Web technology can help to represent the
spectrum of information needs inherent in the domain of Sustainable Energy.
In doing so, a number of conceptual use cases were identified as to how Semantic Web
technology could be applied to key areas in Sustainable Energy. These areas comprise:
•

Energy Policy and Planning

•

Energy Supply

•

Energy Service Companies

•

Facility Management

•

Building Design and Refurbishment

Clearly, there are many other areas covered by sustainable energy, but the above were focused
on in detail. Chapter 4 introduced the conceptual use cases and demonstrated the
interconnections, in terms of information flow, between each. Energy Policy was considered
as the highest information level, with direct connections to Energy Supply. Energy Service
Companies were considered as a bridging point between energy supply and demand, with
information requirements on both sides. While Facility Management and Building Design use
cases focus on separate levels of detail regarding the built environment. In addition to there
being clear links between each of use case, from high to low levels of detail, there exist many
non-hierarchical connections between each area, so that information flow can be represented
as a complex web.
The state of the art of information representation in the outlined areas was investigated as a
literature review in Chapter 3, in addition to a review of the state of the art in Internet and
World Wide Web based technology in Chapter 2. This literature review leads to the
conclusion that Semantic Web technology and new developments in Web Science may be of
use in representing and connecting energy focused information structures, with a view to
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gradually building a holistic information system representing energy supply, demand, policy,
and other aspects.
Such a goal is rather ambitious, however, and may take a significant amount of time to
achieve. Certainly longer than is realistic in a PhD project. Therefore, the scope of this project
was constrained to the use cases outlined in Chapter 4, and then to specific areas within these
use cases.
Although Energy Supply is extremely important in a holistic energy representation, focus on
this area was lessened in this project due to significant work being carried out elsewhere on
the Common Information Model [McMorran, 2007] and related information structures, which
are now reaching mature status and beginning to be used industrially in Smart Grid
applications. It seemed beneficial to use such work as an area to be linked into by demand and
policy focused information structures, where such technology is currently less applied.
Energy demand and policy was investigated in detail within the context of built environment,
and future planning.
Energy policy and planning was focused on in relation to work in the SUSPLAN project. This
work, and the datasets associated with it, has been outlined in detail in Chapter 5. Extensive
modelling work in the SUSPLAN project provided real energy policy and planning data, for
which to model associated RDF based structures on, and provided the ability to construct
queries applicable to real data and scenarios within the context of SUSPLAN.
The built environment was chosen as an applicable area for representing Energy Demand, due
to it being among the largest areas of energy demand [Torcellini, 2006]. Additionally, the
information requirements in the built environment, from building design to demolition and
recycling, are well understood, and can be problematic. Technology such as BIM and
associated open data formats help to solve many information related problems in the built
environment but do not seem to go far enough, particularly in relation to connectivity with
other information models and domains. Chapter 6 investigated this area in detail, including
current practices in building information representation and outlined the development of some
applications for interoperability in the domain.
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Based on findings in Chapters 5 and 6, OWL based ontologies were developed to represent
energy policy and demand information. In addition, a Semantic Web based server platform
was developed, based on other developments in the Semantic Web field, and client
applications were developed to allow access to and visualisation of the data. Additionally,
SPARQL based access over Web Services was provided for both areas in order that third
parties can gain programmatic access to the data, for use in connecting with external data, or
in developing further applications.
In each of the developed information structures, importance was given to inter-ontology
connections, both internally and externally. Linkages were made with external ontologies
such as the WGS84 [Brickley, 2008] ontology providing spatial representation, DBPedia
[DBPedia, 2009] providing additional context (particularly in the case of energy policy), the
Friend of a Friend (FOAF) [FOAF Project, 2008] ontology for representing organisations and
personnel, in addition to others. In the case of energy policy, multiple ontologies were created
representing different aspects and data environments in and resulting from the SUSPLAN
project. These were connected together using a higher-level ‘super ontology’, but also had
some direct interconnections.
For energy policy and planning, an interactive data visualisation client was developed to show
SUSPLAN project information at various levels of granularity, including trans-national,
national, and regional. Data was visualised on a GIS basis, showing selected statistics and
infrastructure for each region, more detailed non-GIS views were also provided for data
comparison and further analysis. Additional external context was provided by connecting
regional cases to corresponding DBPedia resources and URI based access was provided to
SUSPLAN project documentation. This client was developed to a relatively mature stage, and
is to be used as a Web based dissemination client for the SUSPLAN project.
For energy demand, the Semantic Web Energy Efficiency (SWEEP) platform was developed
to a proof of concept stage. SWEEP visualises portfolios represented in the gbOWL ontology
(introduced in Chapter 7) on a GIS map and provides functionality for the user to delve into
increasing levels of detail for specific building models. Data is presented, on an as required
basis, from high-level portfolio to detailed 3D model views. The SWEEP application is
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intended for use by facility managers, Energy Service Companies, and building designers.
The implications of the client are discussed in Chapter 8.
By connecting common areas in the energy demand and policy ontologies, significant parts of
the use cases outlined in Chapter 4 can be realised. This can be further improved by
connecting into resources in the Common Information Model, representing energy supply.
Therefore, by combining the ontologies developed in this project, in addition to the Common
Information Model and other related ontologies, a relatively holistic and interconnected
representation of energy policy, supply, and demand can be achieved.
As discussed in Chapter 8, Semantic Web technology can help solve issues of data
synchronisation, accessibility, reliability, interoperability, and organisation currently faced in
the areas focused on in this dissertation. In addition, the inherent support for interconnection
between data of different context provides new possibilities for the use and analysis of data in
such domains.
Providing such data in open formats allows external developers and interested parties to use
the data in novel ways, helping to reduce data gathering work, and progress sustainable
energy and other areas. Also of interest are the potential future uses of data represented using
RDF and defined as ontologies. As the fields of Computer Science, Web Science, and
Artificial Intelligence progress, possible uses of such data can become quite interesting, and
be used for purposes far outwith the original intentions of this work.
User adoption in the respective energy fields is an important area that has been addressed in
Chapter 8. In the cases of energy policy and demand, it was concluded that user adoption
could be a significant barrier to the use of Semantic Web based formats in sustainable energy,
particularly based on the findings with XML based formats in BIM, for example. Therefore, it
is important that any new formats and structures integrate, where possible, with current
practice to maximise the speed of adoption. To this end, some solutions have been presented
in Chapter 7 providing helper tools for converting current data structures and formats to the
RDF structures newly introduced in this dissertation.
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Contributions
During the course of this PhD project, a number of novel contributions have been developed
and discussed with relevance to the areas of sustainable energy targeted in the project. This
section outlines and summarises these contributions.
gModeller for Google SketchUp has been presented as a piece of work contributed to by this
project, and developed in collaboration with others in the Greenspace Research group at the
University of the Highlands and Islands. gModeller is a building focused plug-in for Google
SketchUp allowing the importing, exporting, and creation of gbXML building descriptors for
use in downstream analysis tools. A core aim of the plug-in is interoperability with other
modelling tools, and analysis environments. gModeller, previously entitled Demeter, has been
presented as a conference paper at the IBPSA SimBuild 2008 conference in Berkeley,
California [Finlayson, 2008], has been released as a commercial tool by the spin-off company,
Greenspace Live Ltd, and is in use across the globe by various user types, including
architects, engineers, and students.
A TRNSYS extension for gModeller has been presented as a piece of work, demonstrating
the applicability of XML processing techniques to interoperability in the building design
domain. The TRNSYS extension for gModeller, discussed in Chapter 6, provides support for
conversion of gbXML files into TRNSYS building input files, in addition to a direct link
between gModeller for Google SketchUp and the TRNSYS energy analysis environment. The
TRNSYS extension allows TRNSYS users to create building models in Google SketchUp and
subsequently use these in larger TRNSYS simulations, reducing the complexity of modelling
building data in the TRNSYS environment. The TRNSYS extension for gModeller has been
presented at the IBPSA Building Simulation 2009 Conference in Glasgow, Scotland [Murray,
2009]. Additionally, similar work has recently been carried out to provide conversion
capability for the Energy+ analysis environment.
gbOWL, an ontology based on the gbXML format for building representations was developed
and introduced as part of this PhD project. gbOWL, outlined in Chapter 7, defines building
information properties as an OWL Ontology. This allows RDF building information
descriptors to be written to represent detailed building models. gbOWL allows for the
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representation of high-level building concepts to extremely low levels of detail, including
HVAC plant, surface and construction properties, etc. Interconnections are an important
aspect in gbOWL, and connections have been made at ontology level with various external
data formats including the spatial WGS84 Ontology [Brickley, 2006], Friend of a Friend
[FOAF Project, 2009], etc. Being OWL and RDF based, gbOWL building descriptors can be
interconnected to represent large portfolios, or collections, of buildings. A building can be
connected with its neighbour, and with other concepts appropriate to the building.
Being based on gbXML allows for two-way conversion between gbXML and gbOWL
building descriptors. Therefore, a wealth of buildings already exist that can be converted into
gbOWL and hosted on Semantic Web servers. Additionally, XSLT based conversion tools
have been developed as part of this project to enable quick conversion of building models.
This should allow gbOWL to fit into current building design workflow and be as unobtrusive
as possible. Development of gbOWL has been to a proof of concept level; however, it is
relatively comprehensive regarding building concepts and can be used immediately. However,
significant effort will be required to raise awareness and begin industrial use of the ontology.
The SWEEP Application was presented as a proof of concept client application for
visualising and browsing gbOWL based building information. The SWEEP application,
discussed in detail in Chapters 7 and 8, is particularly targeted at Facility Management, but
has the potential to be used in other building related use cases. SWEEP visualises portfolios of
gbOWL buildings on a GIS map and allows the user to navigate to three-dimensional
visualisations of specific buildings and from there into increased levels of detail. In addition,
SWEEP allows for editing of gbOWL, and linked RDF, data resources and allows for the
uploading of images and documents to be attached to specific data resources in the gbOWL
descriptor.
SWEEP demonstrates the use of gbOWL as a means of document management based around
building information models. For example, documents can be stored in relevant locations in a
building model allowing for quick and context based document retrieval, which can be carried
out on large portfolios of buildings. Additionally, SWEEP acts as an RDF browser beginning
with a user selected building model, but providing the capability to navigate to extremely
detailed levels of data in addition to viewing externally linked data resources. The SWEEP
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client application relies on Web Services to connect with distributed Semantic Web servers
hosting building information.
Energy Economics Focused Ontologies have been created for the representation of data
resulting from the SUSPLAN project. These ontologies, discussed in Chapters 7 and 8,
represent SUSPLAN Regional Case information, eTransport models and results, EMPS data,
GASTALE infrastructure information, and other general SUSPLAN data. In addition to
Ontologies representing SUSPLAN project data, a number of helper applications were
developed for the population of conforming RDF data. These helper applications included
XML based data gathering forms, XSLT conversion style sheets, and Java applications for
converting model databases into RDF.
A Web Application for the Dissemination of SUSPLAN results and recommendations
was developed to a proof of concept level. This Web based application, discussed in Chapters
7 and 8, visualises SUSPLAN data represented in the Ontologies developed for the project,
and hosted on Semantic Web servers. Visualised data includes trans-national, national, and
regional results, statistics, and energy infrastructure expected in each SUSPLAN storyline for
the period between 2030 and 2050. The dissemination application provides an interactive GIS
based view of project results, in addition to interactive charts, etc. Additionally, the
application is linked to external knowledge bases, including DBPedia, to provide additional
data and context. The SUSPLAN Web application is targeted at high-level users, such as
political decision makers and stakeholders, therefore information is summarised
appropriately. However, context sensitive links (inherent in the data model) are provided for
users to navigate to increased levels of detail and to access project documentation.
Semantic Web servers were setup, using open source RDF handling libraries, to serve both
gbOWL and SUSPLAN based RDF data. In both cases, SPARQL endpoints are provided in
order for client applications to connect using Web Services and query the underlying data.
These SPARQL endpoints are open and can be accessed by third parties. Therefore, both data
sets can be used and linked from other applications and data models at both ontology and
instance levels. This allows other efforts to build on the data and structures created during and
as a result of this PhD project.
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Areas for Future Work
As discussed earlier in this dissertation, the scope of work has been restricted to proof of
concept level, investigating the applicability of Semantic Web technology in key areas in the
domain of Sustainable Energy. Therefore, this work can be extended and developed in
numerous directions as future work. The work described in this dissertation opens up various
interesting areas for further work, and this section will outline some areas for future extension
and development.
This work has demonstrated that ontologies can be developed to represent and connect
multiple areas in Sustainable Energy and beyond. However, for this to be successful in a
wider sense, general adoption of such formats will be required in the respective domains.
Ideally, industry tools will directly support such formats and provide connectivity to Semantic
Web servers hosting such data. However, this is likely to take some time, and will require
some adoption of the formats beforehand. This dissertation has outlined some helper
applications that can be used to bootstrap the adoption process by allowing users to convert
data sets in current, non RDF and unconnected, formats. However more will be required to
encourage adoption.
One effort that could be taken to encourage adoption of such formats would be to open the
formats and encourage a collaborative community to emerge, directing future development. A
precedent for this can be seen in the gbXML non-profit organisation shaping the future
direction of that data format [Roth, 2009]. A similar situation is found in the IEC maintained
Common Information Model (IEC 61970) [SMB Smart Grid Strategic Group, 2010]. Similar
organisations could be set up for the energy demand and energy policy ontologies introduced
in this dissertation. It is envisaged that such organisations could be composed of interested
developers and experts in the respective fields who would maintain development of the
ontologies, increase connections with other ontologies, and encourage use in industry.
Further integration and interconnectivity between the data formats presented in this
dissertation and external ontologies is important for maximising the benefit and impact of
such formats. A number of data formats exist that are closely linked and relevant to the
formats discussed in this dissertation and connection with these will be valuable. An example
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of this could be connection between the gbOWL Ontology and related IFC-based ontologies
being developed in parallel as external projects [Pauwels, 2010], this could be in the form of
equivalence relations between shared concepts and direct connections where relevant. Doing
so can combine gbOWL and IFC to represent building models in a more comprehensive
manner and will allow both ontologies to be complimentary rather than competitive.
The client applications outlined in this dissertation have been developed to proof of concept
stage, and will need some extra work, particularly in terms of performance and reliability,
before being made available for general consumption.
The SWEEP client currently acts as a viewer and editor for portfolios of buildings represented
in gbOWL. This application can be further developed for day-to-day use as a facility
management and energy service company tool. To do so would require particular focus on
security and privacy, which was not addressed in this project.
Also useful for further development of SWEEP would be increased integration into physical
systems and external data sets. By connecting building sensor data into the SWEEP
knowledge base, real time monitoring of building portfolios could be achieved. Additionally,
connections with building control systems could help to make SWEEP a holistic building
portfolio control system. Integration with Artificial Intelligence work, particularly neural
networks, could allow for buildings to be autonomously monitored and controlled using the
SWEEP knowledge base as a key component. There could be potential for a number of
research projects in this area.
The SUSPLAN focused application has been developed to a relatively mature stage, but does
require some work before being publically released, particularly in terms of data population.
This should be completed within the SUSPLAN project timeline. The SUSPLAN policy
client developed in this dissertation focuses on high-level users and summarises information.
However, data in the underlying knowledge base is relatively detailed and could be used in
future energy policy research projects. Data can be queried through a SPARQL endpoint, so
that external applications can connect to and make use of the underlying data.
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The SUSPLAN knowledge base presently only represents regional data for areas that were
assessed as case studies in the SUSPLAN project. There is scope, however, for the knowledge
base to be extended to cover more areas to provide a more comprehensive representation of
Europe, and further afield. Doing so would require additional SUSPLAN-like projects to
assess future options and analyse new regions.
Finally, integration into the wider Semantic Web movement would be a positive development
and will help to maximise the benefits and impact of the work described in this dissertation.
As has been discussed in Chapter 8, connectivity between gbOWL and manufacturer data sets
will be of significant value in providing building designers with specific product details,
reducing required information input and increasing model accuracy. Similarly with
connections between personal data sets and belongings (including building resources), as
outlined in Siegel’s concept of the personal data locker [Siegel, 2009]. However, such
ontologies and platforms have to be built and become commonly accessible. This can be
expected to happen gradually, but will require significant work and further research and
development. Additionally, integration into efforts such as the Linked Open Data Initiative
[LinkedData.org, 2010] could increase awareness of the ontologies introduced in this work,
and enhance connections with external data sets.
It seems as if there is considerable scope for further expansion of the work discussed in this
dissertation, and it is hoped that such areas will be pursued in order to allow this work to have
a real and applied positive impact on the Sustainable Energy and wider domains.
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Conclusion
The research question for this PhD project has been whether the Semantic Web can represent
and model the full spectrum of energy concerns from Energy policy planning and economics
through Energy Supply to Energy Demand and the new decentralised energy systems
envisaged in the future. This dissertation has shown, through use cases, new ontologies, a
Semantic Web platform, and proof of concept client applications that the Semantic Web can
be applied to represent the full spectrum of information requirements of energy policy,
supply, demand, and beyond. Clearly, much further work is required before this can become a
full-scale reality; this dissertation has shown it to be possible, and the impact and implications
of doing so.
The visions outlined by Siegel [Siegel, 2009], and Berners-Lee [Berners-Lee, 2001] see the
Semantic Web becoming the core platform for the storage of information from all domains,
and breaking out of the virtual domain to become a driving force for physical assets. The
work presented in this dissertation brings this closer in the sustainable energy and built
environment domains.
In conclusion, it will likely take some time before the work and concepts begin to progress
past the prototypical stage and begin to make significant impact on sustainable energy. There
are many challenges to crack and barriers to be overcome, but the work discussed here shows
that it should be possible with support and further development. This also feeds into and relies
on the wider world of the Semantic Web and the advances happening there. There is
increasing evidence to show that this is beginning to show some serious traction now on the
Internet, so that the full impact of this work may happen sooner than predicted.
As Siegel concludes in his book on the Semantic Web:
“Many small steps.
Then one big step.
Then many more small steps” [Siegel, 2009].
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APPENDIX 1 – GLOSSARY
ASCII

Character encoding scheme - American Standard
Code for Information Interchange

BCIS

Building Cost Information Service

BEPC

Building Energy Performance Contract

BIM

Building Information Model

BUI
Format

TRNSYS Building Representation

CAD

Computer Aided Design

CIM

Common Information Model (IEC 61970)

CSS

Cascading Style Sheets

Energy
Potential

Amount of energy that can be extracted from a given
area. Can be theoretical or technically achievable,
depending on context

EPBD

Energy Performance of Buildings Directive

EPC

Energy Performance Certificate

ESCO

Energy Service Company

FIT

Feed In Tariff

FOAF

Friend of a Friend Ontology

gbOWL

Green Building Ontology - Based on gbXML and a
Contribution from this project

gbXML

Green Building XML

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GUI

Graphical User Interface

HTML

Hypertext Mark-up Language

HTTP

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol

HVAC

Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
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HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

IFC

Industry Foundation Classes

IFCXML

XML Schema Representing IFC

KW

Kilo Watt

MSPs

Managed Service Providers

MW

Mega Watt

NIST

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NPV

Net Present Value

OWL

Web Ontology Language

RAMSAR
Convention

The Convention on Wetlands of International
Importance

RDF

Resource Description Framework

RDFS

Resource Description Framework Schema

RES

Renewable Energy Source

RES-E

Renewable Energy Source - Electricity

RES-G

Renewable Energy Source - Gas

REST

Representation State Transfer - Web Services
Methodology

RIA

Rich Internet Application

ROC

Renewable Obligation Certificate

SaaS

Software as a Service

SGML

Standard Generalised Mark-up Language

SHETL

Scottish Hydro-Electric Transmission Ltd

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol - Web Services
Methodology

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
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SQL

Standardised Query Language

SUSPLAN

EU FP7 Project looking at grid integration issues
between 2030 and 2050

SWEEP

Semantic Web Energy Efficiency Platform

TCP/IP

Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol

TGC

Tradable Green Certificate

TRNSYS

Transient Energy Simulation Tool

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

W3C

World Wide Web Consortium

WSDL

Web Services Definition Language

WWW

World Wide Web

XML

eXtensible Mark-up Language

XSD

XML Schema

XSLT

Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations
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